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Abstract  

This thesis aimed to investigate both (i) the flexibility of social learning and (ii) 

the complexity of decision-making from a gene-culture coevolutionary perspective. I 

investigated three key areas of human decision-making: asocial skills, social norms, 

and cooperation by utilising a game against nature, a coordination game and a 

Prisoner’s Dilemma respectively. To address the first aim, chapter 3 investigated the 

social learning of asocial skills and social norms, and chapter 4 investigated the social 

learning of cooperation, in an empirical setting. The participants were more flexible 

than previously found. They adjusted their frequency-dependent social learning 

strategies to a third-order complexity, including: (i) the frequency of the choices made 

by the group from whom they learned; (ii) whether this group were identified as 

learning in a similar or different environment to the participant and (iii) the reliability 

of this similarity signal. There was an upper limit to this flexibility, as all participants 

found it easier to master asocial skills, social norms, and cooperative behaviours from 

groups of reliably similar others. To address the second research aim, chapters 5-6 used 

agent-based models to investigate whether the cognitive and motivational processes 

underlying decision-making were likely to be fully modular, partly modular, or domain-

general. Fully modular psychology was necessary to acquire skills and norms in 2 

distinct domains, though modular cognition was more important to skill acquisition. 

Domain-general agents were instead needed to uphold the costly levels of cooperation 

seen across human societies. Any agent may uphold suboptimal behaviour simply via 

drift. Together, these findings have implications for our understanding of how 

maladaptive behaviour is maintained via cultural evolutionary processes. Maladaptive 

behaviour may be upheld via both a trade-off in social learning flexibility and a trade-

off in the complexity of decision-making, which in turn is impacted by drift.  
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Figure 4. The proportion of social learners who chose % based on the number of 

demonstrators who chose %. The different panels show the social learners’ 

responses to frequency-dependent social information by each level of the second- 

and third-order social information, for both the game against nature (learning skills, 

in red) and the coordination game (learning social norms, in blue). The error bars 
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give the 95% bootstrapped confidence interval clustered on social learners, to reflect 

the multiple observations gathered per learner. The regions shaded in grey depict 

where the social learners’ data would fall if they used a conformist strategy, whilst 

the dashed lines give points of reference for proportions of learners choosing % at 

0, 0.5, and 1. 

Chapter 4 (starts on page 27 of thesis) 

Figure 1. The payoff matrix of the prisoner’s dilemma shown to the participants. 

The Nash equilibrium is % in game left and @ in game right. Text in bold 

represents the focal participant’s choices.  

11 

Figure 2. A screenshot of the typical round played by the social learners. Note that 

Type A participants were demonstrators and Type B participants were social 

learners. I avoided the term ‘demonstrator’ or ‘social learner’ in case it led the 

participants respond to the task in certain ways. The top half of the screen reminds 

the participants of the expected payoffs for the prisoner’s dilemma. The bottom 

half of the screen provides social information regarding: (i) the frequency-

dependent social information (i.e., the number of demonstrators who chose @ or 

%); (ii) similarity information (i.e., the signal telling social learners that they 

played the same or different game to the demonstrators) and (iii) the reliability 

information. 

14 

Figure 3. A histogram displaying the number of demonstrators who chose to 

cooperate distributed across the final periods of all blocks in the prisoner’s 

dilemma. 

24 

Figure 4. The proportion of social learners who chose % based on the number of 

demonstrators who chose %. The different panels show the social learners’ 

responses to frequency-dependent social information by each level of the second 

and third-order social information, for the prisoner’s dilemma. The error bars give 

the 95% bootstrapped confidence interval clustered on the social learners, to 

reflect the multiple observations gathered per learner. The regions shaded in grey 

depict where the social learners’ data would fall if they used conformity, while the 

dashed lines give points of reference for the proportion of learners choosing % at 

0, 0.5, and 1. 
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Chapter 5 (starts on page 28 of thesis) 

Figure 1. The payoff matrix for the game against nature in domain A (use of bow-

and-arrow). The payoff of failing to match one’s skill to the environment is always 

set at 0. Thus, the payoff to the agent for matching her skillset to the environment 

is driven entirely by the size of the fAzero and fAone parameters.  

9 

Figure 2. The payoff matrix for the game against nature in domain B (cooking 

food). The payoff of failing to match one’s skill to the environment is always set at 

11 
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0. Thus, the payoff to the agent for matching her skillset to the environment is driven 

entirely by the size of the fBzero and fBone parameters. 

Figure 3. The agent outcomes on runs where the agent made decisions in two 

similar skill domains. The x axis gives the possible outcomes. Both_opt represents 

cases where the agent chose the optimal behaviour in both domains, S0A indicates 

correct answers in state 0 of domain A, S0B in state 0 of domain B, S1A in state 1 

of domain A and S1B in state 1 of domain B. Results for the fully modular agents, 

agents with modular motivation only, agents with modular cognition only and 

domain-general agents are graphed separately. The graphs display the agents’ 

response to i) runs where the priors and fitness tied to matching one’s skillsets to 

the environment favour state 0 (pA=0.1, pB=0.1; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, 

fBzero=4) and, ii) runs where the most common environmental state to match on is 

not necessarily the state which gives the highest payoff (pA=0.9, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, 

fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4). Clustered standard error bars represent 95% 

bootstrapped confidence intervals sampled across the 100 simulations. 

23 

Figure 4. The agent outcomes on runs where the agents made decisions in two 

distinct skill domains. The x axis gives the possible outcomes. Both_opt represents 

cases where the agent chose the optimal behaviour in both domains, S0A indicates 

correct answers in state 0 of domain A, S0B in state 0 of domain B, S1A in state 1 

of domain A and S1B in state 1 of domain B. Results for the fully modular agents, 

agents with modular motivation only, agents with modular cognition only and 

domain-general agents are graphed separately. The graphs display the agents 

response to i) runs where the priors and fitness tied to matching one’s skillset to 

the environment favoured state 0 in domain A but state 1 in domain B (pA=0.1, 

pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=4, fBzero=0.25) and ii) runs where the most 

common environment was not necessarily the environment which gave the highest 

payoff, over two distinct domains (pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=4, fAzero=0.25, fBone=0.25, 

fBzero=4). Clustered standard error bars represent 95% bootstrapped confidence 

intervals sampled across the 100 simulations. 
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Figure 5 and Figure 6. The binned distribution heatmaps displaying the 

psychological architecture of the final generation’s phenotype for (i) fully modular 

agents; (ii) partly modular agents with modular motivation but domain-general 

cognition; (iii) partly modular agents with modular cognition but domain-general 

motivation and (iv) fully domain-general agents when deciding in two similar skill 

domains. Figure 5 gives the results for runs where both the priors and the fitness 

tied to matching one’s skillsets to the environment favour behaviour 0 (pA=0.1, 

pB=0.1; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4). Figure 6 gives the results for runs 

where the priors favour state 1 but the fitness tied to matching one’s skillsets to the 
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environment favour displaying behaviour 0 (pA=0.9, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, 

fBone=0.25, fBzero=4). 

 

Figure 7 and Figure 8. The binned distribution heatmaps displaying the 

psychological architecture of the final generation’s phenotype for (i) fully modular 

agents; (ii) agents with modular motivation only; (iii) agents with modular 

cognition only and (iv) fully domain-general agents. These are for skill-learning 

over two distinct domains. Figure 7 gives the results for runs where both the priors 

and the fitness tied to matching one’s skillsets to the environment favour state 0 in 

domain A but state 1 in domain B (pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=4, 

fBzero=0.25). Figure 8 gives the results for runs where the priors favour state 0 in 

domain A and state 1 in domain B, but the fitness tied to matching one’s skillset to 

the environment instead favour state 1 in domain A but state 0 in domain B 

(pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=4, fAzero=0.25, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4). 
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Chapter 6 (starts on page 29 of thesis) 

Figure 1. The payoff matrix for the coordination game in domain A (the dancing 

domain). Note that the payoff to coordinating on the suboptimal social norm is 

decided by the fAzero and fAone parameter. 

10 

Figure 2. The payoff matrix for the coordination game when domain B is distinct 

to domain A (the driving domain). Note that the payoff to coordinating on the 

suboptimal social norm is decided by the fBzero and fBone parameter. 

13 

Figure 3. Bar charts showing the agent outcomes on runs where the agents try to 

coordinate in two similar domains. Note that the agent outcomes on the x axis are 

dependent on the focal agent’s behaviour. Therefore, miscoord_Opt represents 

cases of miscoordination where the focal agent chose what would have been the 

Pareto optimum and miscoord_Subopt represents cases of miscoordination where 

the focal agent chose the option which would have been suboptimal. 

Coord_subopt represents both agents coordinating on the suboptimal social norm, 

and Coord_opt represents coordination on the Pareto optimum. These bar charts 

give the behavioural strategies for fully modular agents, agents with modular 

motivation only, agents with modular cognition only and domain-general agents in 

response to runs where i) both domains favour coordination on behaviour 0; pA = 

0.1, pB = 0.1; fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4 and ii) coordination over 

similar domains where the most common environmental state is not the most fit to 

coordinate on; pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4. 

Clustered standard error bars represent 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals 

sampled across the 100 simulations. 
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Figure 4. Bar charts showing the agent outcomes on runs where the agents try to 

coordinate in two distinct domains. Note that the agent outcomes on the x axis are 

dependent on the focal agent’s behaviour. Therefore, miscoord_Opt represents 

cases of miscoordination where the focal agent chose what would have been the 

Pareto optimum and miscoord_Subopt represents cases of miscoordination where 

the focal agent chose what would have been the suboptimal option. Coord_subopt 

represents both agents coordinating on the suboptimal social norm, and Coord_opt 

represents coordinating on the Pareto optimum. These bar charts give the 

behavioural strategies for fully modular agents, agents with modular motivation 

only, agents with modular cognition only and domain-general agents in response 

to i) distinct domains in which behaviour 0 is favoured in domain A and 1 in B; pA 

= 0.1, pB = 0.1; fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 4, fBone = 0.25 and ii) coordination 

over two distinct domains where the most common environmental state is not the 

most fit to coordinate on; pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, fBzero = 0.25, 

fBone = 4. Clustered standard error bars represent 95% bootstrapped confidence 

intervals sampled across the 100 simulations. 
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Figure 5 and Figure 6. The binned distribution heatmaps displaying the 

psychological architecture of the final generation’s phenotype for (i) fully modular 

agents; (ii) agents with modular motivation only; (iii) agents with modular 

cognition only and (iv) fully domain-general agents when deciding to coordinate 

in two similar domains. Figure 5 gives the results for runs where both the priors 

and the fitness tied to suboptimal coordination favour coordination on behaviour 0 

(pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1; fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4), while Figure 6 

gives the results for runs where the priors favour state 1 but the fitness tied to 

suboptimal coordination favour coordination on behaviour 0 in state 0 (pA = 0.9, 

pB = 0.9; fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4). 
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Figure 7 and Figure 8. The binned distribution heatmaps displaying the 

psychological architecture of the final generation’s phenotype for (i) fully modular 

agents; (ii) agents with modular motivation only; (iii) agents with modular 

cognition only and (iv) fully domain-general agents when deciding to coordinate 

in two distinct domains. Figure 7 gives the results for runs where both the priors 

and the fitness tied to suboptimal coordination favour coordination on behaviour 0 

in state 0 of domain A but behaviour 1 in state 1 of domain B (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9; 

fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 4, fBone = 0.25). Figure 8 gives the results for runs 

where the priors favour state 0 in domain A and state 1 in domain B, but the 

fitness tied to suboptimal coordination favour coordination on behaviour 1 in state 

1 of domain A and behaviour 0 in state 0 of domain B (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 

4, fAone = 0.25, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4). 
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Chapter 7 (starts on page 30 of thesis) 

Figure 1. The payoff matrix for the prisoner’s dilemma in domain A (the hunting 

domain). Here, I focus on cases where c = 1 and b = 4 (strong selection pressure to 

cooperate), though there are cases where b = 2 (weak selection pressure to 

cooperate). 

11 

Figure 2. Bar charts showing the distribution of cooperation and defection. This is 

the outcomes for each of the four agent types on runs with (2i) skewed but 

consistent priors of state 1, where pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1 and (2ii) when pA = 0.9, 

pB=0.9 and (2iii) for runs with inconsistent priors of state 1 in both domains (pA = 

0.1, pB=0.9). Note the x axis represents the four possible behaviours from the 

agent when playing a prisoner’s dilemma: C|C is cooperation conditional on 

partner cooperation , C|D is cooperation conditional on partner defection, D|C is 

defection conditional on partner cooperation and D|D is defection conditional on 

partner defection. The y axis gives the number of agents who adopt each outcome. 

These bar charts are for environments with strong cooperative benefits (b=4) 

(though see appendix 2 for the analysis of runs with a weak pressure to cooperate: 

[b=2]). Clustered standard error bars represent 95% bootstrapped confidence 

intervals sampled across the 100 simulations. 
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Figure 3 and Figure 4. The binned distribution heatmaps displaying the 

psychological architecture of the final generation’s phenotype for (i) fully modular 

agents; (ii) partly modular agents with modular motivation; (iii) partly modular 

agents with modular cognition and (iv) fully domain-general agents. These figures 

give the results for runs with skewed but consistent prior probabilities. Figure 3 

gives the results for runs with pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1, and Figure 4 gives the results for 

runs with pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. Note that these heatmaps represent cases with strong 

benefits to cooperation (b=4), though see appendix 4 for runs where b=2. 

33-48 

Figure 5. The binned distribution heatmaps displaying the psychological 

architecture of the final generation’s phenotype for (i) fully modular agents; (ii) 

partly modular agents with modular motivation; (iii) partly modular agents with 

modular cognition and (iv) domain-general agents. These figures give the result 

for runs with inconsistent prior probabilities of state 1 (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9). Note 

that these heatmaps represent cases with strong benefits to cooperation (b=4), 

though see appendix 5 for runs where b=2. 
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Chapter 8 (starts on page 31 on thesis) 

Figure 4. The proportion of social learners who chose % based on the 

number of demonstrators who chose %. The different panels show the social 

learners’ responses to frequency-dependent social information by each level of the 

second- and third-order social information. The error bars give the 95% 
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bootstrapped confidence interval clustered on social learners, to reflect the 

multiple observations gathered per learner. The regions shaded in grey depict 

where the social learners’ data would fall if they used a conformist strategy, while 

the dashed lines give points of reference for proportions of learners choosing % at 

0, 0.5, and 1. The colour denotes the games being played, with game against 

nature (asocial skills) in red, coordination game (social norms) in blue and 

Prisoner’s Dilemma (cooperation) in green. 
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Introduction 
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1.1: Gene-culture coevolution 

The dual-inheritence theory posits that genetic evolution and cultural evolution 

both drive human behaviour (Richerson & Boyd, 1978; 2008; 2020; Richerson et al., 

2010). Just as genetic predispositions can shape our culture, so too can our cultural 

systems create selection pressures that act on our genes in a process called gene-culture 

coevolution (Feldman & Laland, 1996; Gintis, 2011). In a similar way to how natural 

selection acts to increase genetic information which codes for certain advantages, 

cultural selection acts to increase social information which upholds advantageous 

behaviour (Henrich, 2015; Mesoudi, 2017; Mesoudi et al., 2004). Here, social 

information refers to any information which can be learned from and shared with others 

(Mesoudi et al., 2006a).  

This definition of cultural selection implies that any animal species capable of 

sharing social information will experience ‘culture’ (Riebel et al., 2015; Whitehead et 

al., 2019). However, humans are still unique in the dual-inheritience framework as only 

we have the capacity for ‘cumulative culture’ (Boyd et al., 2011; Henrich & McElreath, 

2007; Legare, 2019; McGuigan et al., 2017; Muthukrishna et al., 2018). This means 

that wisdom is acquired and transmitted across many generations and is modified and 

extended in relevant ways to keep up with the changing demands of the environment 

over time (Chudek & Henrich, 2011; Mesoudi, 2011a; Miu & Morgan, 2020). 

Cumulative culture is believed to be underlaid by a ‘ratchet effect’ (Tennie et al., 2009). 

Once an invention has been made, it is effectively ‘locked into place’ by sharing it with 

others. Due to amendments over time, the item in question may grow more complex, 

though it will very rarely experience a downwards trend in complexity (Mesoudi & 

Thornton, 2018). In this way, social information becomes increasingly complex as it is 

shared (Boyd et al., 2011; Legare, 2017).  
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To address why only humans have such extended cultural repertoires– including 

globalised travel, the smartphone and the Internet– some research builds agent-based 

models. Models can investigate the trajectory of certain behaviours in a theoretically 

evolving population. Models of cultural evolution often generate a positive feedback 

loop. As soon as we became capable of sharing complex social information, then larger 

brains would have been selected for to process and store said social information. As 

soon as larger brains were selected for, then more cultural information could be 

produced. Put another way, as soon as cumulative culture emerges then a runaway 

selection pressure is likely to select for more advanced cultures (Rendell et al., 2011; 

Markov & Markov, 2020). Interestingly, there is likely to be an ‘upper limit’ of brain 

size that can evolve this way (Markov & Markov, 2020). Once this is reached, then our 

cultural systems of storing information become more important (e.g., museums and 

libraries as public record-keeping) (Lotem et al., 2017; Mesoudi & Thornton, 2018). 

Evolutionary theories need to address why human culture is so advanced. 

Traditional evolutionary theories often see culture as being ‘evoked’ by genes 

(Gangestad et al., 2006; Nettle, 2009; Tooby & Cosmides, 1992). Alternatively, 

specific behaviours may arise due to an interaction between genes and one’s local 

environment, though Evolutionary Psychologists reject culture as a causal mechanism 

(Confer et al., 2010). Dual-inheritence theory is unique as it postulates a degree of gene-

culture coevolution; that is, it places cultural evolution on equal footing to genetic 

evolution. Genetics may influence the kind of environments that we seek out and how 

we shape our environments. Likewise, changing the environment and engaging in 

culture can create new niches, or roles, to fulfil which in turn acts upon genetic selection 

in a cyclical process (Laland et al., 2010).  
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To illustrate how culture may affect genetic selection with an example, consider 

the lactase enzyme. Adults from Western European, West African, and Middle Eastern 

descent have genes coding for enzymes which can digest lactose in dairy (Gerbault et 

al., 2011; Itan et al., 2009). Ancestral humans from these three regions began to farm 

cattle for dairy approximately 10,000 years ago. Dairy provided a rich source of 

nutrients for those capable of digesting it. The cultural act of farming dairy cattle thus 

created a selection pressure for individuals to be able to digest lactose, which in turn 

affected their genetic evolution. Interestingly, mutations occur at three distinct regions 

of promoter genes at these sites (Western Europe, West Africa, and the Middle East), 

which differentially impact whether the genes for lactose tolerance stay switched on  

 (Tishkoff et al., 2007). Those from other cultures – who did not engage in dairy farming 

until more recently – do not have the same genes to ‘switch on’ lactose tolerance. This 

is an example of gene-culture coevolution as it highlights how a cultural process 

(farming dairy) resulted in a selection pressure for a unique gene (in this case, for 

lactose tolerance).  

Interestingly, there is evidence to suggest that cattle breeds from North and 

Western Europe have genes to produce richer milk (Beja-Pereira et al., 2003). The way 

that we bred cattle for our farming needs thus produced a coevolutionary feedback 

mechanism between human and cattle evolution at these sites. Artificial breeding is an 

example of cultural evolution as it changes a species via human involvement, though it 

often affects the evolution of a breed and human society in a myriad of unexpected 

ways (Mesoudi et al., 2004). 

Lactose tolerance and artificial breeding are just two examples of how culture 

may influence genetic evolution. Other examples include the prevalence of enzymes to 

digest carbohydrates as a result of agriculture (Hale, 2017; Hancock et al., 2010), the 
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prevalence of enzymes to digest alcohol after its discovery (Thomasson et al., 1991) 

and our preference to obey certain social norms, or rules (Gintis, 2003; Gintis, 2004). 

To understand cultural evolution in more detail, gene-culture coevolutionary 

researchers use the metaphor of genetic evolution. This example is of course illustrative 

and there are likely to be key differences between genetic and cultural evolution 

(Billiard & Alvergne, 2018). I have already highlighted natural selection as a force 

which allows for beneficial genes to replicate, and cultural selection as a force which 

allows for beneficial social information to replicate. Cultural selection – just like natural 

selection  – is Darwinian (Mesoudi et al., 2004). Just as the principles of competition, 

variation, and inheritance drive natural selection, so too do they drive cultural selection 

(Laland & Brown, 2011; Mesoudi, 2017; Mesoudi et al., 2004).  

In regard to Darwinian natural selection, competition describes the fact that all 

organisms produce more offspring than can realistically be expected to survive in the 

environment. Variation describes the differences in phenotypes between all individual 

organisms. Sometimes, this variation may help the organism to outcompete others for 

access to resources or mates. Finally, the concept of inheritance means that beneficial 

variants are more likely to be passed from parent to offspring than less beneficial 

variants. Offspring with said beneficial variants would in turn be more likely to survive 

long enough to have their own offspring and so the process continues.  

To illustrate this process with a classic example, there is competition for access 

to vegetation amongst the herbivores of the African savannah. There would have been 

variation amongst the ancestors of modern-day giraffes. Some giraffes had longer necks 

than others. These longer necks allowed the giraffes to eat leaves off of trees, a food 

source with less competition than ground level shrubs. As long-necked giraffes had a 

less competitive food source, then they were more likely to survive long enough to 
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reproduce than short-necked giraffes. Due to inheritance, the long-necked giraffes 

typically had offspring who also had longer necks. This process occurred over 

thousands of years to produce the typical long-necked giraffes that are recognisable 

today. Put another way, natural selection favoured giraffes with longer necks as this 

allowed them to access a less competitive food source. Thus, the giraffe’s long necks 

can be considered an evolved adaptation to their savannah surroundings. 

To illustrate how these processes act upon social information, consider social 

media as an example. There is clearly more information being shared on social media 

sites than any one person could attend to. This is the concept of competition. Of course, 

the information being shared also displays variation. Some content may be emotional, 

humorous, or serious. Due to these qualities, some social information may be more 

attention-grabbing than others (Brady et al., 2020). Then, the process of inheritance 

occurs as some social information is more likely to be passed on (re-shared) than others. 

For example, emotional content is more likely to be shared than neutral content (Brady 

et al., 2020; Stieglitz & Dang-Xuan, 2013). When it comes to inheritance, individuals 

are not limited to just sharing the opinions of our parents. Indeed, social information 

can be inherited from elders besides one’s parents (oblique transmission; Laland, 1993; 

McElreath & Strimling, 2008; Mullon et al., 2020; Muthukrishna et al., 2018) and from 

one’s same-age peers (horizontal transmission; Gintis et al., 2001; Markov & Markov, 

2020; Molleman et al., 2019a).  

As there is such an excess of social information, then individuals need a way of 

filtering this. Broadly speaking, this can be achieved by content-based selection or 

context-based selection (Acerbi & Tehrani, 2018). Content-based selection occurs 

when there is a trait that is inherent in the social information itself that makes it more 

likely to be transmitted by individuals and attended to by further individuals. For 
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example, we have a preference to attend to content that is emotional (Eriksson & 

Coultas, 2014; Stubbersfield et al., 2017), relevant to our survival (Boyd, 2009 [part 3]) 

and easy to digest (Bartlett, 1920).  

Context-based selection instead occurs when we have a preference for who 

shared the social information, rather than the quality of the information itself. For 

example, it may be best to learn a specific skill from someone who is already qualified 

in that area (Henrich et al., 2015; Henrich & Gil-White, 2001). If I wish to become a 

better hunter, then it makes sense to copy the actions of the individual who makes the 

most kills. Other times, we copy something because the individual who shared it is 

prestigious. Prestigious individuals tend to be very successful in one or more cultural 

domains, and so are afforded a position of social influence (Henrich et al., 2015; Price 

& van Vugt, 2014). Perhaps a recent example of this would be the England football 

team. They are successful due to their prowess at playing a sport, but also use their 

prestigious position off-pitch to campaign for certain social issues, such as an end to 

racism and online abuse.  

Beyond who shares social information, context-based selection can also account 

for how many people share social information (Richerson & Henrich, 2012). 

Frequency-dependent social learning strategies involve basing our behaviour on the 

number of others in the group who also display this behaviour (Efferson et al., 2016; 

McElreath et al., 2008; Mesoudi & Lycett, 2009). For example, we may copy others in 

a linear based fashion and become more likely to employ a behaviour as more 

individuals adopt this (Morgan & Laland, 2012).  

Perhaps we instead copy the behaviour that only a minority of others endorse 

(Efferson et al., 2008a). This may occur when the minority is more confident than the 

majority. For example, Evans et al. (2018) conducted a study where adult demonstrators 
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would enact irrelevant behaviours when teaching children how to open a puzzle box (a 

box which can be opened with a complex series of levers, sliders, and buttons to yield 

rewards). Importantly, the children would only copy these irrelevant actions if all adults 

demonstrated them. When a confident minority could open the puzzle box without 

resorting to irrelevant behaviour, then the children would instead copy the minority. 

Moreover, certain individuals can exert a strong minority influence. Those who are 

more extraverted and hold positions of social influence can promote the spread of an 

initially unpopular opinion (Muthukrishna & Schaller, 2020).  

More broadly, there are times when it would be useful to distinguish between a 

minority and a majority. To illustrate with an example, picture a cooperative group who 

is known to share its abundant wealth equally among its members. Now picture that 

this group are identifiable as all its members wear red clothing. It may be relatively 

easy for outsiders to acquire a piece of red clothing and infiltrate this group. These 

outsiders have no intention of sharing. Instead, they wear this clothing to fake a signal 

of their generous intentions while intending to take resources from others. The majority 

of the group are generous, but the minority– the infiltrators– are selfish. It would make 

sense for a learner to be able to distinguish between the cooperative majority, and this 

minority of selfish infiltrators. For example, perhaps the infiltrators are identifiable as 

their clothing is an off-shade of red. Once the learner can distinguish between the 

minority and the majority, she must then decide whether cooperating like the majority, 

or selfishly extracting resources like the minority, is more appealing (Burton-Chellew 

et al., 2017). I will return to this example throughout the empirical studies of my thesis 

(see Chapters 3 and 4). 

To recap, majority-based and minority-based social learning strategies are 

important types of frequency-dependent social learning strategies. Perhaps the most 
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important type of frequency-dependent social learning strategy in the gene-culture 

coevolutionary literature is conformity. Conformity is defined as the disproportionate 

tendency to copy the majority (Efferson et al., 2016; Morgan & Laland, 2012; Morgan 

et al., 2019). To illustrate, imagine a social group where 75% of the group members 

wear their hair in a braid. A conformist learner will wear her hair in a braid with a 

probability greater than 0.75.  

Previous research into the flexibility of conformity may have been hampered by 

the preciseness of its definition. In this thesis, I use conformity to mean a 

disproportionate tendency to copy the majority of the group (as per Boyd & Richerson, 

1985 [chapter 7]; Efferson et al., 2016). The definition of conformity in previous work 

has also included copying the most frequent instance of a behaviour rather than the 

majority of a group per se (Morgan et al., 2019; Uchiyama et al., 2021). I focus on the 

majority of the group rather than the majority of instances, as the studies in this thesis 

focus on how individuals use conformity and other social learning strategies to learn 

from groups who present different social information.  

While all social learning strategies influence cultural evolution, conformity has  

received the most attention in the literature (Boyd & Richerson, 1985 [chapter 7], 

Efferson et al., 2016; Lachlan et al., 2018). Conformity is thought to be uniquely 

beneficial as it can uphold social information even when the individual is uncertain 

about what she is learning (Mesoudi, 2018). Conformity is also ‘blind’. That is to say, 

conformity is about how many people already display a behaviour, rather than focusing 

on the payoffs of the behaviour (Molleman et al., 2013a). Thus, conformity may have 

a unique role in upholding cooperation, where individuals accept a personal cost to 

benefit another (Henrich & Boyd, 2001); and when upholding maladaptive behaviour 

(Boyd & Richerson, 2007), such as foot-binding (Gavrilets, 2020). This thesis seeks to 
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investigate how conformity may uphold certain behaviours in conditions of uncertainty, 

perhaps including costly behaviours, in more detail. First, I discuss conformity as a 

social learning strategy in more depth in Section 1.2. 

 

1.2: Conformity and cultural evolution 

Conformity is important in driving cultural evolution. First, conformity can help 

to explain the cultural diversities between groups in a way that genetic evolution alone 

cannot (Bell et al., 2009). As there was likely to be a high rate of migration (Henrich & 

Boyd, 1998) and intergroup contact (Boyd & Richerson, 1985 [chapter 7]; Efferson et 

al., 2008b) between social groups throughout the ancestral past, then any genetic 

differences between social groups would have been mitigated by migrating to a new 

group before having children (Henrich & Muthukrishna, 2021). Instead, conforming to 

the actions of one’s local group could allow in-group members to become more similar. 

While the in-group members become more homogeneous via conformity, the 

differences between diverse social groups increase over time (Henrich & Boyd, 1998).  

Second, conformity allows individuals to copy the majority behaviour with a 

high fidelity (McElreath et al., 2018; Muthukrishna et al., 2017). This high fidelity 

would allow even recent migrants and young children to uphold the seemingly complex 

and arbitrary social rules that guide behaviour within a group, even when they are 

uncertain about the rules that they should uphold (Legare, 2019; Molleman et al., 

2013a). When uncertain, copying what most others do with a high fidelity would enable 

one to fit in (Kendal et al., 2018; Wood et al., 2013). Conformity could therefore 

stabilise a wide range of social behaviours (Molleman et al., 2013b).  

Conformity could even uphold arbitrary or maladaptive behaviours that are 

costly for individuals to maintain (Boyd & Richerson, 2007). This is because cultural 
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evolution can be blind when conformist strategies are bluntly applied (Mesoudi, 2008b; 

pg 251). That is, maladaptive norms will proliferate via conformity whenever – for 

whatever reason – the majority of the group have converged on a behaviour that is 

costly (Avarguès-Weber et al., 2018; Mesoudi, 2008a).  

To illustrate how conformity may uphold a maladaptive behaviour, consider 

cases where a sudden temporal or spatial shift means that the behaviour displayed by 

the majority of the group suddenly becomes suboptimal. In these cases, conformity 

could uphold an outdated strategy (Deffner et al., 2020; Feldman et al., 1996; Wakano 

& Akoi, 2006). For example, imagine a group who signal their group membership via 

dance. If a sudden shift in the environment results in a loss of a major food source, then 

the group may find themselves living on a calorific knife-edge. In this case, dancing 

would be costly as it wastes calories. However, a group which consists of pure 

conformists would continue to dance even though this is costly, as they uphold the 

behaviour that was already the majority. 

Conformity may be uniquely important in upholding costly behaviour as it 

removes a focus on the payoffs to one’s behaviour (Burton-Chellew et al., 2015; 

Molleman et al., 2013a). Other harmful behaviour which may be upheld via conformity 

include Female Genital Cutting (FGC; Efferson et al., 2020a), witchcraft beliefs 

(Tanaka et al., 2009) and mob behaviour in crowds (Raafat et al., 2009). These 

behaviours would be difficult to explain if individuals acted to maximise their own 

(genetic) fitness. However, they can be accounted for by conformity to a maladaptive 

social norm (Kendal et al., 2018). Moreover, individuals may knowingly conform to a 

norm that they know is wrong. In Asch’s (1955) infamous line experiment, participants 

gave clearly incorrect visual judgements if the majority of confederates had given their 

incorrect answers first.  
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As the above paragraphs highlight, conformity can affect group behaviour in a 

myriad of both positive and negative ways. If researchers are to understand how 

conformity works as a mechanism, it is important that we understand how people decide 

to conform (Kendal et al., 2018). By understanding how a social learning strategy 

works, we can speculate on the likely function of the strategy and its likely evolutionary 

origins (Kendal et al., 2018). This is important, as conformity has a pronounced effect 

on the behaviours that are upheld at a group level.  

Previous research that has investigated the flexibility of conformity tends to take 

one of three approaches. First, some researchers investigate when individuals will 

conform versus when they will rely on their own trial-and-error (Boyd & Richerson, 

1985 [chapter 7]; Mesoudi, 2011b; Mesoudi et al., 2015; Miu & Morgan, 2020; Reader, 

2003). Second, some researchers investigate when individuals will use conformity as 

opposed to a different social learning strategy, such as copying the individuals with the 

highest payoff on an experimental task (McElreath et al., 2008; Molleman & Gächter, 

2018). Third, some researchers focus on the individual factors that affect one’s 

conformity preferences (Efferson et al., 2008a; Muthukrishna et al., 2016). 

This thesis takes a different route. Conditional on frequency-dependent social 

information, I ask just how flexible an individual’s decision to conform will be in light 

of multiple social signals. Specifically, I investigate whether the participants’ decision 

to conform can remain flexible to (i) the frequency of choices made by a group; (ii) a 

signal indicating whether these group members make decisions in a similar or different 

environment to the participant and (iii) the reliability of this similarity signal.  

It is important to investigate the flexibility of conformity, as there is a divide in 

the literature over how exactly this social learning strategy should be classified (Heyes, 

2016; Lamba, 2014). Some researchers consider conformity and other social learning 
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strategies to operate like heuristics, or rules-of-thumb (Gintis, 2003; Henrich & Boyd, 

1998; Molleman et al., 2014). A rule-of-thumb would be beneficial in helping us to 

process a wealth of social information but is also likely to lead to trade-offs (Henrich 

& Boyd, 2001; McKay & Efferson, 2010). For example, ‘copying the majority’ would 

often be a successful rule-of-thumb as the majority are likely to agree on the way of 

doing something for a reason (Barrett, 2015 [chapter 9]). However, copying any 

majority can lead to upholding incorrect (Asch, 1955) or harmful behaviour (Boyd & 

Richerson, 2007). For example, copying the majority after a sudden environmental shift 

can uphold outdated behaviour (Deffner et al., 2020).  

Conformity has traditionally been modelled in small social groups which are 

assumed to be like the groups that we lived in throughout the ancestral past. For 

example, in Boyd and Richerson’s (1985, Chapter 7) seminal model, they only allowed 

the agent to conform to three other demonstrators at a time. While this was the simplest 

scenario for testing their hypotheses, it is worth pointing out that we are exposed to the 

opinions and behaviours of thousands of people in this increasingly globalised age 

(Price, 2008). Perhaps conformity is upholding maladaptive behaviour as it is being 

used to process social information from much larger groups now, with much more 

varied sources of social information to filter through. For example, suicide is thankfully 

rare. However, information cascades surrounding celebrity suicides in the media can 

lead to a rise in copycat suicides (Mesoudi, 2009). In a similar fashion, certain websites 

can promote terrorist ideology (Jin et al., 2013) or eating disorders (Coletto et al., 2017) 

by making these harmful behaviours seem common in an isolated network of 

individuals. 

To recap, conformity as a rule of thumb to ‘follow the majority’ would 

sometimes be useful. For example, it allows the individual to uphold the same 
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behaviour as the majority, who typically uphold optimal behaviours (Barrett, 2015 

[chapter 9]). Conformity can also allow the learner to uphold relevant behaviour even 

when uncertain (Mesoudi, 2018). However, in rare cases when the majority have 

already settled on a suboptimal behaviour then conformity could uphold costly 

behaviours. This would be the case when there is a sudden change in the environment 

(Deffner et al., 2020) or during certain information cascades online (Jin et al., 2013). 

To demonstrate how rule-of-thumb thinking may apply to social learning 

strategies in more depth, consider the spillover effect. The spillover effect occurs when 

individuals start copying successful others in domains beyond that which the other 

person was originally successful in. In Brand et al’s. (2020) study, participants were 

recruited to play an online general knowledge quiz with distinct sub-categories (e.g., 

geography, art, sports, history etc.) The participants could see how well the other quiz 

players were doing. Participants copied whoever had the highest performance in the 

first sub-category of the quiz throughout, even though those who performed well in the 

first category did not necessarily perform well in the following categories. To illustrate, 

it would perhaps be unreasonable to expect an individual who is skilled in the arts to 

know just as much about sports and yet the participants acted like this was the case.  

Marks et al. (2019) show a spillover effect of a different nature. In their study, 

participants had to identify difficult geometric patterns. They would copy other 

participants who had a similar political ideation to themselves, regardless of the other’s 

ability at the geometric task. This displays rule-of-thumb thinking. Typically, those who 

endorse similar opinions to oneself should be copied but not in cases when there is no 

relation between the original task and the test task (i.e., politics and identifying 

geometric patterns bear no relation to each other). Despite this, the individuals still 

rigidly applied their rule-of-thumb strategy to a domain for which it was never intended.  
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At the other end of the spectrum, some researchers argue that social learning 

strategies remain flexible to the myriad of situations that we may find ourselves in 

(Burdett et al., 2018; Efferson et al., 2016; Miu et al., 2020). For example, some 

individuals may only conform to the majority when they are uncertain of the task at 

hand (Kendal et al., 2018; Toelch et al., 2014).  

The view that social learning strategies operate like rules-of-thumb, and the 

view that social learning strategies are used flexibly, sound like contrasting ideas. 

However, the two opposing views can be combined if one considers social learning as 

an individual preference. Some individuals will follow a simple rule to ‘always copy 

the majority’, while other individuals consider when exactly they should copy the 

majority over other social learning strategies across various situations (Efferson et al., 

2008a; Muthukrishna et al., 2016).  

The same individual could even switch between following a rule-of-thumb and 

showing a flexible use of social learning strategies across different tasks. Heyes (2016) 

applies the dual-systems approach to social learner cognition as a way of highlighting 

how individuals can engage in both heuristic-based and flexible social learning. In dual-

system approaches to human cognition, System 1 describes a ‘fast’ thought process and 

System 2 a ‘slow’ thought process (Evans & Stanovich, 2013; Kahneman, 2011). 

System 1 thinking is automatic and often occurs without much conscious thought. This 

could uphold social learning strategies as heuristics (Heyes, 2016). For example, when 

the individual always copies the majority, this is likely to reflect a blunt application of 

a conformity heuristic. System 2 cognition is instead slower and more deliberated. This 

can help the learner to achieve complex decision-making in regard to when it is best to 

conform or to use another social learning strategy (Heyes, 2018). While both heuristic 

and flexible social learning strategies are possible, it is still important to clarify whether 
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the decision to conform is closer to one end of the spectrum or the other. Understanding 

the flexibility of conformity will help us to understand how individuals react to a wealth 

of social information (Efferson et al., 2016). 

The flexibility of one’s decision to conform is also likely to be influenced by 

one’s cultural orientation. Hofstede (1980) classified countries as being individualistic 

or collectivist. Individualistic countries are those that focus on the individual’s 

autonomy, where independence of thought is valued. For example, the US and the UK. 

Collectivist countries instead focus on the group or family unit, and value harmony and 

compliance. For example, China and Japan. One’s individualism or collectivism 

orientation can impact one’s social learning preferences. Collectivist individuals may 

conform more (Bond & Smith, 1996). This would allow collectivist individuals to 

uphold the social norms of their group with a higher fidelity and thus ensure group 

harmony.  

Moreover, there can be shifts in one’s social learning styles over time. This is 

because we are the only species who learn socially how to socially learn. In Mesoudi et 

al’s. (2015) task, participants could design their own virtual arrowheads with access to 

social information. British participants (whose culture is individualistic) preferred to 

rely on their own trial-and-error. Chinese participants (whose culture is collectivist) 

preferred to use social information. Chinese participants who had been living in the UK 

for a while preferred trial-and-error learning, similar to individualistic participants. This 

suggests that these Chinese participants shifted their social learning strategies to match 

the individualistic country in which they now lived. 

The relationship between cultural orientation and social learning is not always 

a clear one, however. Molleman & Gächter (2018) recruited British and Chinese 

participants to play a series of economic games through both trial-and-error and social 
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learning. Chinese participants used social information more than British participants 

did but preferred a payoff-based social learning strategy. Payoff based social learning 

strategies involve disproportionately copying the highest earner of the group. British 

participants may have used social information less, but when they did use social 

information, they were more likely to conform to the majority. This shows a nuanced 

relationship between cultural orientation and social learning preferences. Further 

research investigating social learning across more diverse samples than the WEIRD 

participants typically collected may illuminate these findings (Western, Educated, 

Industrialised, Rich and Democratic; Henrich, 2020; Henrich et al., 2010; 

Muthukrishna et al., 2020).  

Another factor that will influence the flexibility with which one decides to 

conform is the behaviour that one learns. We make thousands of decisions across our 

life span. These decisions range from the small (such as deciding which toothpaste to 

buy) through to the large (such as deciding whether to move to a new country for a job 

opportunity). Classifying the complexity of all human behaviour is beyond the scope 

of this thesis (and perhaps any thesis!). Throughout this thesis, I therefore focus on the 

flexibility of human decision-making in three key areas: 

1. Asocial skills, where the outcomes of one’s behaviour affect one’s own fitness only 

(Legare & Nielsen, 2015). For example, learning how to use a tool. It does not matter too 

much how one uses the tool, as long as the end result is beneficial. For example, 

chimpanzees (Whiten, 2019) and corvids (Rutz et al., 2018) use a range of tools to extract 

food from their environment. 

2. Social norms, where the success of one’s behaviour depends on how well one 

coordinates with others (Legare, 2017). The decision of when it is acceptable to wear 

formal wear is a good example of a social norm. 
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3. Cooperation, or the mutual exchange of resources over time (Henrich et al., 2001). 

When it comes to learning asocial skills, one’s own trial-and-error is of course 

important (Mesoudi, 2008a; Mesoudi, 2011b). In fact, a combination of individual and 

social learning strategies is perhaps best placed to account for skill-learning (Aoki et 

al., 2012; McElreath, 2004; Romero-Mujalli et al., 2017). To illustrate why social 

learning is also important, consider the example of a hunter who wishes to improve her 

ability. It would make sense for her to copy the hunter who makes the most kills 

(Henrich et al., 2015).  

Let’s walk through an in-depth example of when conformity would be useful in 

upholding an asocial skill. Consider an individual who has recently joined a new social 

group. This group lives in quite a different environment to her previous group. There is 

a wealth of new and strange looking plants in this location, and she does not know 

which are safe to eat (Henrich, 2015). This is an example of a domain where trial-and-

error is inappropriate. Eating one poisonous plant is enough to potentially kill. She 

could identify the most successful or prestigious gatherer and copy what this gatherer 

does. However, this approach requires time and energy. First of all, she must calculate 

which gatherer she feels is the most successful or prestigious. Once identified, she will 

then have to do something to gain access to this individual, like gain her favour. In fact, 

it may be easier for this individual to observe the plants that all the other gatherers pick 

and then pick only those plants which the majority favour. After all, the majority of 

individuals would not knowingly collect plants which could make themselves or others 

sick.  

Social norms are rules that govern social behaviour and allow us to coordinate 

on a collective action (Bowles & Gintis, 2004; Wen et al., 2019). These norms are likely 

to encompass group rituals, which are important to signal our belonging to a group 
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(Wen et al., 2020). As these rituals are important for group bonding, then they may be 

copied with extra fidelity (Henrich & Muthukrishna, 2021). This means that conformity 

would be expected to increase when learning a social norm.  

Legare and colleagues show that this is the case using an ingenious ‘necklace 

designing’ paradigm. When children were informed that making a necklace is a social 

norm, then they copied a demonstrator’s actions with high fidelity. When the children 

were instead told that necklace building is a skill ‘up to the individual’, then they 

showed more creativity when building necklaces (Clegg & Legare, 2016; Legare et al., 

2015). Again, this is impacted by culture. Ni-Vanuatu children (collectivist) conformed 

in both the social norm and skill condition, though were more conforming in the former. 

American children (individualistic) conformed to a social norm but were more likely to 

follow their own initiative and avoid conformity in the skill condition (Wen et al., 

2020). It is worth acknowledging that these studies typically use just one adult 

demonstrator. In real social groups, we often have to learn social norms from a 

multitude of others.  

Finally, it is important to consider the role of conformity in cooperation. 

Cooperation describes the mutual exchange of resources over time and may be difficult 

to explain from the individual’s perspective. If an agent should act to maximise her own 

resources, then why would a behaviour ever be selected for that involves donating 

resources to others? (Colman, 2006). Of course, it is important to acknowledge that 

cooperation can be beneficial at the level of the social group (Ihara, 2011). More 

cooperative groups can bring down better game (Price, 2006); build better shelter 

(Chudek & Henrich, 2011) and can band together to out-compete others in times of 

warfare (Ihara, 2011). 
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It is prudent to note that conformity cannot kickstart cooperation in an otherwise 

uncooperative group. This is because conformity can only increase the prevalence of 

the behaviour that is already the majority. If the majority of the group are 

uncooperative, then conformity will only ever uphold uncooperative behaviour 

(Molleman et al., 2013b). There are other ways that cooperation can initially become 

prevalent, including being kickstarted by a prestigious leader (Henrich et al., 2015).  

Once cooperation has already emerged in the group, then it can be maintained 

with conformity (Henrich & Boyd, 2001; Szolnoki & Perc, 2015). Conformity is 

particularly important as it removes the focus on the payoffs of one’s behaviour 

(Burton-Chellew et al., 2015; Molleman et al., 2013a). Defection or free-riding 

(refusing to cooperate with others) is typically the most beneficial strategy at the 

individual level (Holt & Roth, 2004). This is because free-riders accept the benefits of 

cooperation without ever engaging in a costly donation of resources themselves 

(Burton-Chellew et al., 2017). This could explain why individuals using a payoff-based 

social learning strategy are more likely to freeride than those that conform (Burton-

Chellew et al., 2017; Molleman et al., 2013a).  

Conformity is apparent in most participants’ cooperative strategies. 

Approximately 60% of participants are ‘conditional cooperators’, meaning that they 

will only donate resources provided that the majority of others in the group do so first 

(Li et al., 2021; Molleman et al., 2019b; Price & Johnson, 2011). It is important to note 

that not everybody in the group has to be a conditional cooperator, and the urge to 

conform does not necessarily have to be strong. This is because most social groups 

punish free-riding. This is an action designed to impose a cost onto the free-rider so that 

her actions do not pay off. If all the individuals in the group collectively punished the 

free-rider, then the individual may feel unfairly targeted and seek retaliation (Molleman 
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et al., 2019b; van den Berg et al., 2012). To avoid over punishing defectors, it may only 

be necessary for individuals to have a weak conformity preference to uphold 

cooperation and norms regarding punishment (Henrich & Boyd, 2001).  

In order to reduce the temptation to freeride, perhaps our cooperative 

preferences ‘hitchhiked’ onto certain genes (Gintis, 2003; Tomasello & Gonzalez-

Corbua, 2017). These adaptations may form a ‘norm psychology’ effect which makes 

humans uniquely cooperative and coordinative (Gintis, 2003; 2004). Norm psychology 

would create a positive feedback loop. When more social norms emerge, then there 

would be a selection pressure for psychology which can uphold coordination. Once 

these psychological preferences have emerged, then of course societies will create more 

norms to follow which further reinforces the need for norm psychology (Markov & 

Markov, 2020). 

Essentially, this means that the desire to follow norms is so strongly internalised 

that one feels rewarded for following rules, and guilty when breaking rules, even when 

others are not watching (Gintis, 2003; 2004). Of course, the desire to ‘cheat’ on certain 

social rules may also be reduced by Big God religions which suggest that we are always 

being watched and may incur supernatural punishments for any misdeeds (Gray & 

Watts, 2017; Lenfesty & Morgan, 2019). This may explain why individuals engage in 

such extreme levels of cooperation (Gintis et al., 2008). Our desire to follow rules – 

and our guilt when we do not – could have made humans an extremely cooperative 

species. 

This thesis will further investigate the flexibility of an individual’s decision to 

conform across the three key areas of decision-making. I design some economic games 

to mirror the learning of asocial skills, social norms, and cooperation in-lab (see 

Methods chapter for more details). Moreover, I recruit participants for our first study in 
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India to address concerns over testing WEIRD samples. Specifically, I test whether an 

individual’s decision to conform remains flexible to up to three pieces of social 

information simultaneously. Note that previous research tends to only test one or two 

social signals simultaneously (Efferson et al., 2016) and so this is a novel test of social 

learner flexibility when conforming. Understanding whether people can learn 

differently from multiple sources of social information would likely have impact for 

the trajectory of cultural evolution (see Chapters 3 and 4).  

Whilst these studies highlight the flexibility of social learner behaviour, they do 

not necessarily highlight how flexible social learner cognition is. Section 1.3 turns to 

the flexibility of human cognition across the three key areas of decision-making that I 

focus on throughout this thesis.  

 

1.3 The flexibility of cognition in decision-making 

The research presented in sections 1.1 and 1.2 displays that human behaviour 

can be flexible due to the influence of social learning and cultural evolution. It is equally 

important to understand the flexibility of human decision-making at a cognitive level. 

Flexible behaviour does not necessarily arise from a flexible cognitive system. Indeed, 

seemingly complex behaviour can arise from simplistic cognitive systems which are 

not particularly specialised (Amodio et al., 2019; Mikhalevich et al, 2017). This is 

known as the ‘inverse problem’ (Deffner et al., 2020; Tarantola, 2006). That is, a range 

of behaviour may be consistent with a wide range of underlying psychologies. Clever 

Hans demonstrates this critique nicely. Clever Hans was a horse which could do sums 

by tapping out the answers with his hoof. This behaviour could have been systematic 

of a complex cognitive system capable of doing abstract math. However, it was more 

likely that the horse understood when to stop tapping the ground based on the reaction 
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of his audience. The horse’s ability to answer sums was not an indication of 

mathematical ability but instead could have arisen via simple positive reinforcement 

(Lapuschkin et al., 2019; Pfungst, 1911).  

There has also been a tendency to ‘blackbox’ cognition in the social learning 

literature (Heyes, 2016; Kendal et al., 2018). Previous research tends to focus on the 

complexity of human behaviour in social learning studies (Efferson et al., 2008a; 

McGuigan et al., 2017; Molleman & Gächter, 2018) or anthropological data (Henrich, 

2015; Mackie et al., 2015; Smith, 2014), while not applying as precise a focus on the 

cognitive systems that may support such behaviour. 

Any study of human cognition thus faces the ‘inverse problem’ (in that we 

cannot infer flexible cognition from flexible behaviour alone) and ‘blackboxing’ (in 

that the role of cognition may be under researched due to issues in making tangible 

inferences about this process). One way around both these problems is agent-based 

modelling. Agent-based modelling forces the researcher to make explicit assumptions 

about human behaviour and its underlying psychology (Bolhuis et al., 2011; Laland, 

1993; Laland et al., 2007; 2009; Mesoudi et al., 2004). Once an exploratory framework 

is agreed upon, the finer details of the model can be built. Eventually, the modeller will 

leave one or two psychological components to evolve endogenously in a group of 

agents. These agents are then left to make decisions across thousands of generations. 

Computer simulations thus allow us to see the influence of evolution on the behaviour 

of a theoretical population of agents (Muthukrishna & Henrich, 2019). This thesis uses 

agent-based modelling to investigate the complexity of human psychology when 

making decisions across three key areas of interest: asocial skills (Chapter 5), social 

norms (Chapter 6) and cooperation (Chapter 7).  
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Evolutionary researchers have a challenging time coming up with a cognitive 

theory which could plausibly account for the myriad of behaviours that humans display. 

What cognitive system could explain both our extreme levels of cooperation and 

charity, coupled with our unique propensity for wars? What cognitive system could 

explain how we are capable of upholding complex skills such as reading, writing and 

numeracy (Tamariz & Kirby, 2016); and yet can explain why we partake in maladaptive 

behaviour? For example, individuals smoke and over-eat processed, fatty foods despite 

knowing that it is bad for their health. We spend lots of money on lottery tickets, despite 

knowing that our chances of winning are fantastically low.  

The first thing to acknowledge is that we make a wealth of decisions and most 

of these are relatively novel in terms of our ancestral past (Barrett & Kurzban, 2006; 

Whitehead et al., 2019). We cannot plausibly have a genetic bias telling us who to vote 

for in the next election, or which television show to watch next, as these decisions 

occurred so recently in human history. Moreover, we often have to make decisions to 

deal with unexpected scenarios that we have not planned for. For example, figuring out 

what to do next when unexpectedly involved in a minor accident. As we have to make 

a range of novel and complex decisions, then Bolhuis et al. (2011) argue that human 

cognition is likely to be domain-general. A domain-general system is a central 

processor that must remain flexible to a wide range of environmental inputs in order to 

achieve a complex range of behavioural outputs (Kan et al., 2013; Vergauwe et al., 

2010). Domain-general systems have the capacity to respond to novel stimuli, and to 

unexpected events (Bolhuis et al., 2011). 

The view that human cognition is domain-general directly contrasts with the 

dominant view in Evolutionary Psychology (EP). Evolutionary Psychology is an 

alternative viewpoint to dual-inheritence theory, which also applies evolutionary logic 
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to the study of the human mind and behaviour (Tooby & Cosmides, 2005). Note the 

capitalised EP is used to denote this field as a paradigm of research in itself, which 

makes some unique assumptions about human behaviour (Buss, 1995).  

First of all, Evolutionary Psychologists focus on cognitive psychology 

(Cosmides & Tooby, 1994a; Tooby & Cosmides, 2005). The importance of cognitive 

processing is up-weighed and thought to drive other aspects of psychology, such as 

motivation, across relevant domains (Tooby et al., 2006).  Evolutionary Psychologists 

see the mind as being ‘massively modular’ (Cosmides & Tooby, 1994(b); Sperber, 

2001). This means that the human mind is comprised of a series of modules, or pockets 

of cognitive processing that are designed to have functional specialization 

(Pietraszewski & Wertz, 2021). Put simply, these cognitive processors are designed to 

work on one specific input in order to achieve a certain output. Each module is designed 

to deal with a recurrent issue that humans would have faced throughout the ancestral 

past. Putative examples of modules include: colour processing (a module which works 

on the input of foveal cell activation and produces the perception of colour; Schalk et 

al., 2017); face detection (a module which works on the input of face-like stimuli and 

produces recognition for faces; Rosenthal et al., 2017) and jealousy (a module which 

works on input to suggest that a mate could potentially cheat on us, and biases us 

towards behaviours designed to decrease the likelihood of that occurring; Buss, [1995] 

– though see Harris [2004] for a critique). 

The debate over modularity has ranged from the philosophical (Fodor, 1983; 

Frankenhuis & Ploeger, 2007; Gould & Lewontin, 1979; Pietraszewski & Wertz, 2021) 

to the neuropsychological grounds (Spunt & Adolphs, 2017; Stokes & Bergeron, 2015). 

Fodor (1983) originally proposed a list of criteria that cognitive processing should 

display to be considered modular. Fodor then argued that only peripheral processing, 
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such as vision, is likely to be modular while the rest of human cognition is overseen by 

a domain-general or central processor. Here, peripheral processes describe those 

modules that can work relatively automatically. We do not have to think about 

perceiving colour to do it. Central processes are those that govern conscious decision-

making, and these are likely to be domain-general. 

It may therefore seem surprising that Evolutionary Psychologists postulate that 

the brain is comprised entirely of modules. In fact, this is due to a relaxing of Fodor’s 

criteria (Pietraszewski & Wertz, 2021). The only criterion that cognition need display 

to be considered modular in EP is functional specialization (or the ability to work on 

only a specific type of input). Therefore, any attempts to discredit modularity in a 

Fodorian sense (for example, by showing that brain areas are not informationally 

encapsulated, or separated in processing; Spunt & Adolphs, [2017]) are not relevant to 

the discussion of modularity in EP. 

To highlight how modules may drive behaviour, consider the putative cheater-

detection module. This module works on the input of a social contract (“If I do 

prerequisite X, then I may take reward Y”) and produces the output of identifying 

cheaters who violate these contracts (though see Sperber & Girotto [2002] for a 

rebuttal). In a series of experiments, Cosmides, Tooby and colleagues demonstrated 

that this cheater-detection module is uniquely activated by social contracts (Cosmides 

et al., 2010); is activated more strongly when there is an intention to cheat (Cosmides 

et al., 2010; Price, 2006), and boosted participant performance on otherwise difficult 

‘if-then’ logic tasks (van Lier et al., 2013). This module may also direct memory, with 

participants more likely to recall the faces of cheaters than of criminals (Delton et al., 

2012). Beyond cheater-detection, we may have modules underlying a range of skills 
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that we used recurrently throughout the ancestral past (Buss, 1995; Sperber & Mercier, 

2018). 

Another key assumption of EP is that we evolved to the Environment of 

Evolutionary Adaptedness (EEA; Bennett, 2018). This was likely to have been a time 

period during the Pleistocene some 10,000 years ago as this was the last period of 

human history where the environment was thought to be stable enough to induce 

selection pressures that could code for genetic adaptations (Cosmides & Tooby, 1994a). 

As the environment has changed rapidly since then, we may display behaviour that is 

maladaptive today but would have been beneficial during this time in the ancestral past 

(Tooby & Cosmides, 1990). To put it simply, “our modern skulls house a Stone Age 

mind” (Cosmides & Tooby, 2007; p. 10). 

This ‘mismatch’ between the EEA and the modern-day environment is how 

Evolutionary Psychologists explain maladaptive behaviour, as opposed to the focus on 

social norms and conformity in gene-culture coevolutionary research (Chudek et al., 

2013). As an example of a ‘mismatch’, consider our preference for high-fat, high-sugar 

foods. This preference would have been adaptive for our hunter-gatherer ancestors who 

had to survive on a calorific knife-edge but is maladaptive today, as access to these 

foods has increased and we lead increasingly sedentary lifestyles (Power & Schulkin, 

2013; van den Bos & de Ridder, 2006). 

A ‘mismatch’ between the current environment and our ancestral past is how 

Evolutionary Psychologists account for the type of cooperation that is often observed 

in experiments (Price, 2008). Participants typically make substantial donations to 

anonymous strangers who they are unlikely to meet again in these experiments (Fehr et 

al., 2002; Fehr & Fischbacher, 2005; Sally, 1995; Vogt et al., 2015). This behaviour is 

called one-shot cooperation. As well as potentially being influenced by a social 
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desirability effect (Burton-Chellew et al., 2016; Price, 2008), this costly level of 

cooperation may be symptomatic of the conditions of the EEA. We lived in small 

hunter-gatherer troupes where each individual was known to each other, and 

cooperative interactions could be tracked (Price, [2008]; Price & Johnson, [2011], 

though see Boyd & Richerson [2006] and Gintis et al. [2008] for a rebuttal). Moreover, 

individuals within the same tribe were likely to be slightly genetically related to each 

other (Curtin et al., [2020]; though see Bell et al. [2009] for an alternate view). These 

conditions would have created a strong selection pressure to cooperate. Thus, we 

cooperate now because the environment has changed too quickly for us to adapt to it. 

Our preference for cooperation is outdated in large societies where most interactions 

are one-shot or anonymous (Price, 2008). 

Error Management Theory (EMT) is an evolutionary theory that seeks to 

explain one-shot cooperation. EMT predicts that we must lean on the side of caution 

when making decisions under uncertainty (Nesse, 2005). We must aim to make the least 

costly of two errors whenever we are uncertain of the payoffs of our behaviour 

(Haselton et al., 2015).  

To illustrate with cooperation: whenever an individual met a new person 

throughout the ancestral past there would have been some uncertainty over whether she 

would meet this other person again. The agent may have made one of two mistakes 

here. She could falsely assume that she would meet this other individual again, and so 

offer a one-off donation of her resources. This is one-shot cooperation. Alternatively, 

she may falsely assume that she will never meet this other person again and free-ride. 

This behaviour would anger the other individual if she had intended on starting a long-

lasting mutually beneficial relationship with the focal agent. Put simply, the agent’s 

brash behaviour could have scuppered the chance for a long-lasting cooperative 
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relationship. As the latter error is more costly than the former, then individuals evolve 

to lean towards one-shot cooperation as the least costly of two errors (Delton et al., 

2011; Delton et al., 2013; Krasnow & Delton, 2016; though see Zimmerman & Efferson 

[2017] for a rebuttal).  

Thus far, EP has applied modularity to explain our skills in performing certain 

tasks (Dhum et al., 2017; Sperber & Mercier, 2018), and in driving a bias to cooperate 

(Delton et al., 2011; Price, 2008). However, EP may face more of a challenge in 

accounting for the wealth of social norms that different cultural groups display. Indeed, 

there is likely to be more variation in the norms of different social groups than can be 

explained by genes alone (Bell et al., 2009; Henrich & McElreath, 2007; Richerson & 

Boyd, 2008).  

To account for social norms and culture without evoking gene-culture 

coevolution, Sperber and colleagues have proposed that culture can emerge from 

higher-order modules. The human mind consists of numerous peripheral modules, 

which take in a discrete set of environmental inputs. The output of these lower-order 

modules then forms the inputs to second-order modules and so on. They argue that a 

hierarchal modular system in increasing order of complexity could give the appearance 

of complex and flexible behaviour (Sperber, 1994; Sperber & Hirschfeld, 1999; 2004). 

Moreover, Sperber and colleagues account for complex and novel human 

behaviours by distinguishing between a module’s proper domain and its actual domain. 

The proper domain describes the set of inputs that a module has actually evolved to 

process. The actual domain describes the inputs that are similar enough to the module’s 

proper domain to ‘trigger’ the module. Thus, the module ends up working on a broader 

range of environmental inputs than it was originally designed for. For example, 

consider the human pitch module (Sperber, 1994). This was likely to have evolved to 
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process early human speech (its proper domain). Before we had the propensity for 

languages, we were likely to communicate meaning via the pitch associated to 

utterances. Birdsong also uses pitch to convey meaning. Whilst the pitch module had 

evolved to process the pitch in early human speech (its proper domain), it can still 

process birdsong (its actual domain). 

Complex language and writing systems may have reduced the need for pitch-

based expressions in human language and yet the module persists. Of course, this could 

be a vestigial module that persists as it is more costly to remove once already emerged. 

This is similar to a vestigial organ like the appendix which is no longer necessary now 

that humans do not eat tough vegetation (Downes, 2015; Smith & Wright, 2018). 

However, one of the many reasons as to why the pitch module still persists may be due 

to the invention of music. Thus, music is said to be the cultural domain of the pitch 

module (Claidière et al., 2018; Sperber, 1994). The cultural domain describes any man-

made or recent stimuli that may trigger module activation which would not have been 

present when the module originally emerged in the ancestral past. Music is likely to be 

advantageous in order to continue this pitch module. Music can soothe infants and is 

considered to have healing properties (Mehr et al., 2018; 2019). 

Of course, a full debate on the plausibility of massive modularity in EP and the 

domain-general cognitive systems proposed in gene-culture coevolution is beyond the 

scope of the current thesis. The agent-based models presented in this thesis do not solve 

this debate. Instead, they should be viewed as an initial comparison of domain-general 

and modular decision-mking systems, which will hopefully pave the way for more 

detailed future comparisons. For this initial investigation, a domain-general agent must 

manage decision-making flexibly over multiple domains whilst modular agents have 

systems that can specialise per each decision-mking domain.  
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 Note that domain-general decision-making is often thought to be driven by 

associative learning (Bolhuis et al., 2011; Macintosh, 1974; Reader et al., 2011). For 

simplicity, this thesis will not replicate these models but instead, the simplest 

comparison is to view a domain-general system as driving the decision to act- or not 

act- over various domins simultaneously whilst modular systems specilise. This should 

be seen as the first necessary step towards a full theoretical comparison of domain-

general and modular decision-making systems (see Section 2.4 for further details).  

 These models are thus novel in their aim to directly compare the evolutionary 

trajectory of these two types of agents. Another novel aspect of these models is that I 

also consider partly modular agents. That is, I consider agents with a mixture of 

domain-general and modular processing systems rather than only committing to 

extreme ends of the spectrum. 

These agent-based models are exploratory and as of such I have no formal 

hypotheses to test (Muthukrishna & Schaller, 2020). I compare the evolutionary 

trajectory of decision-making across the three key areas of interest when cognition is 

domain-general versus modular. These models will focus on the psychology that 

emerged to support decision-making in asocial skills (chapter 5), social norms (chapter 

6) and cooperation (chapter 7). 

 

1.4: Summary of the current thesis 

This thesis seeks to further the field of gene-culture coevolution. This work can 

broadly be thought of as having two research aims: 

1. To investigate the flexibility of the decision to conform. As highlighted in section 1.2, 

investigating the flexibility of one’s decision to conform is essential to understand 

conformity as a mechanism and how this influences cultural evolution (Kendal et al., 
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2018). I investigate the flexibility of conformity when learning asocial skills, social norms 

(Chapter 3) and cooperation (Chapter 4). These studies are novel as they investigate how 

the social learner responds to up to three pieces of social information simultaneously. 

This is the highest test of social learning flexibility that I am aware of, as previous studies 

focus on one or two pieces of social information (Efferson et al., 2016). 

2. To investigate the flexibility of human cognition when making complex decisions. 

Specifically, I investigate whether cognition should be considered domain-general or 

modular when the agent learns asocial skills (Chapter 5), social norms (Chapter 6) and 

cooperative behaviour (Chapter 7). These models are novel as they are the first to 

compare the flexibility in agents’ behaviour as based on whether they have domain-

general or modular cognition. 

To summarise, Chapters 3 and 4 focus on my first research aim regarding the 

flexibility of social learning behaviour whilst Chapters 5-7 focus on my second research 

aim regarding the flexibility of human cognition. To tie these social learning studies 

and agent-based models together, remember that I aim to capture the complexity of 

human decision-making across three key areas: asocial skills, social norms, and 

cooperation. Finally, Chapter 8 will summarise the findings across these papers and 

place them within the broader context of dual-inheritence and EP frameworks. I will 

also make some suggestions for future work and clarify some limitations of the current 

thesis. To begin, Chapter 2 focuses on how I chose to measure asocial skills, social 

norms, and cooperation with a series of economic games. I then outline how these 

games were applied to both the social learning studies and the agent-based models that 

I conducted. I also highlight some further details and evaluations of these techniques.  
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Methods 
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2.1 Methods Overview 

This thesis takes a gene-culture coevolutionary approach to investigate human 

decision-making, placing it broadly within the dual-inheritence framework. The 

chapters are linked by investigating three key areas of decision-making: asocial skills, 

social norms, and cooperation. This work has two key aims. First, I investigate the 

flexibility with which individuals choose to conform or use other frequency-dependent 

social learning strategies when learning from groups with access to multiple sources of 

social information. I investigate this with two empirical laboratory-based studies. 

Second, I aim to understand the complexity of human psychology that is likely to 

underlie our decision-making. I investigate this with three agent-based models. 

Although these are distinct methods (Kendal et al., 2018; Laland, 1993), the thesis is 

linked by a series of three economic games that are employed throughout. I outline the 

three economic games of interest that will be used throughout this thesis in section 2.2. 

To begin, I briefly outline why I choose to use a mixture of both social learning 

studies and agent-based modelling. Put simply, each technique can compensate for the 

weaknesses of the other (Fagiolo et al., 2007; Miu & Morgan, 2020; Morgan et al., 

2019). While agent-based models are theoretical, empirical studies can allow causal 

inferences to be drawn from the data (Rendell et al., 2011; Deffner et al., 2020; Pearl, 

2015).  

Models can also address some limitations of empirical work. First and foremost, 

studying the evolutionary trajectory of human behaviour in an actual population is both 

unfeasible and unethical. Agent-based modelling provides a workaround, as computer 

packages are capable of running many simulations of a theoretically evolving 

populations of agents (Acerbi et al., 2020; Foramitti, 2021; Mason et al., 2021). 

Moreover, there is uncertainty over whether participants understand complex empirical 
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studies (Burton-Chellew et al., 2016) or whether the participants merely display the 

behaviour that they believe the experimenter wants to see (Delton et al., 2011). 

Modelling removes such confounds. Moreover, researcher bias is minimised as 

modelling forces the researcher to be explicit about her hypotheses, and how she 

expects certain variables to interact (Laland, 1993). Models can generate complex data 

by considering how multiple variables would have likely coevolved throughout our 

ancestral past rather than focusing on a specific snapshot of human behaviour as is 

necessary in empirical work (Mesoudi et al., 2006b; Muthukrishna & Schaller, 2020).  

Finally, the use of social learning studies and agent-based models together gives 

this work a broader interdisciplinary appeal to multiple areas of evolutionary sciences 

(Efferson et al., 2020b; Mesoudi et al., 2006b). Indeed, the use of both these methods 

is paramount to the gene-culture coevolutionary literature in which I place this work 

(Efferson et al., 2020b). 

Specifically, the social learning studies utilised in chapters 3 and 4 aim to 

address my first research aim, regarding the flexibility with which one conforms– or 

uses another social learning strategy. These studies test whether participants can adjust 

their social learning strategies to incorporate up to three pieces of social information 

that are simultaneously presented about the social group from whom they learn. These 

studies are novel as they are the first to consider three pieces of social information when 

investigating how participants socially learn asocial skills, social norms, and 

cooperative behaviours. These studies will have a meaningful academic output, as 

understanding the flexibility of conformity and other social learning strategies could 

help expand our knowledge of their function (Kendal et al., 2018). Section 2.3 outlines 

the design of these empirical laboratory-based studies. 
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The agent-based models outlined in chapters 5-7 address my second research 

aim regarding the flexibility of agent psychology when one comes to master the three 

decision-making areas of interest. Each chapter uses a different economic game to 

inform its design. These models will have a meaningful academic output in addressing 

the ongoing debate regarding whether psychology is domain-general or modular 

(Fodor, 2001; Frankenhuis & Ploeger, 2007; Pietraszewski & Wertz, 2021; Spunt & 

Adolphs, 2017; Stephen, 2014; Stokes & Bergeron, 2015) though these models cannot 

completely solve the modularity debate. Instead, they should be seen as illustrative of 

the psychological mechanisms that could underlie our ability to master a complex range 

of skills, coordinate on many varied social norms, and (perhaps) come to cooperate. 

Section 2.4 addresses the benefits of modelling, plus the variables that I manipulate and 

measure, in each design. 

 

2.2 The economic games 

Economic games have been used to investigate social learning in the gene-

culture coevolutionary literature (Efferson et al., 2008b; 2016; Mesoudi, 2016b; 

Molleman & Gächter, 2018) and are often considered the gold standard of investigating 

complex social interactions (Thielmann et al., 2021), which justifies their use here. 

While concerns have been raised about their external validity (Pisor et al., 2020), these 

economic games are beneficial as they simplify complex interactions down to simple 

choices that are directly observable. This is preferable to the researcher trying to infer 

participant preferences based on complex and uncontrolled interactions in a naturalistic 

setting (Haselhuhn & Mellers, 2005; Pisor et al., 2020). Moreover, economic games 

can reduce the influence of social desirability on results as it is easy to anonymise 

interactions (Pisor et al., 2020). This is particularly helpful when studying cooperation, 
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as some participants may only cooperate in order to improve their reputation if they are 

identifiable (Burton-Chellew et al., 2016; Price, 2008). 

To measure asocial skills, I use an economic game which I call a game against 

nature (see figure 1). I call it a ‘game against nature’ as the payoff of the focal 

individual’s choices is not influenced by her partner’s behaviour, or by the behaviour 

of the rest of the group, in any way. Thus, the game is asocial. Strictly speaking, 

economic games in game theory have an element of interaction. While my participants 

do interact in pairs (see figure 1), as a single participant’s behaviour does not affect the 

group or vice-versa, then this would be a decision problem as opposed to an economic 

game in the strictest sense (Hansen & Samuelson, 1988). However, I label these 

interactions as ‘games’ throughout to give a consistent terminology to the methods used 

throughout this thesis. Previous research also uses asocial tasks in a similar manner to 

a ‘game’ (Molleman & Gächter, 2018), supporting the use of this terminology here. In 

the game against nature, one option is worth more points for the individual to choose 

than the other option. The social learning study presented in chapter 3, and the agent-

based model presented in chapter 5, use the game against nature task. 
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Figure 1. An example of the game against nature task, taken from the study reported 

in Chapter 3. Notice how the payoff of the focal participant’s behaviour does not 

depend on what her partner chooses or vice-versa. In Game Left, % is optimal and @ 

is suboptimal. In Game Right, @ is optimal and % is suboptimal. 

 

To investigate social norms, I use a coordination game (see figure 2). A 

coordination game is an economic game where the participant receives a higher 

payoff if she chooses the same behaviour as a partner with whom she has been paired 

(Bernard et al., 2020). Her partner is anonymous, and she cannot communicate 

directly with them, which increases the difficulty of this task (Efferson et al., 2008b). 

This pressure to coordinate on a certain behaviour when multiple equilibria is possible 

may drive participants to agree on a certain social norm regarding which option to 

choose. This makes the game comparable to how social norms drive behaviour in 

social groups (Efferson et al., 2008b; McElreath et al., 2003; Molleman & Gächter, 

2018).  
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In the coordination game, one behaviour is worth more points to coordinate on 

than the other. Coordinating on the behaviour associated with the optimal mutual 

payoff is referred to as coordinating on the Pareto dominant equilibrium, or Pareto 

optimal equilibrium (Kets et al., 2021). Coordinating on the other behaviour is 

referred to as suboptimal coordination (Bernard et al., 2020). A failure to choose the 

same behaviour as one’s partner is called miscoordination (Kets et al., 2021). 

Miscoordination always gives the lowest payoff, thus creating a pressure to coordinate 

with the other individual. The social learning study presented in chapter 3, and the 

agent-based model presented in chapter 6, use the coordination game. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. An example of a coordination game, in this case taken from the study 

reported in Chapter 3. The participant receives the lowest payoff for failing to 

coordinate with her partner. In game left, % is the Pareto dominant equilibrium and 

coordinating on @ would be suboptimal coordination. In game right, @ is the Pareto 

dominant equilibrium and coordinating on % would be suboptimal coordination.  
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To measure cooperation, I use a Prisoner’s Dilemma (see figure 3; Axelrod, 

[1980]; Holt and Roth, [2004]; Sally, [1995]). In this game, the participant chooses to 

cooperate or defect with an anonymous partner. The logic is this. If she defects when 

her partner cooperates, then she receives a higher payoff than if she had cooperated. If 

she defects when her partner defects, then she still does better than if she had 

cooperated. Defecting when her partner cooperates gives the highest payoff, called the 

free rider payoff. Cooperating when her partner defects gives the lowest payoff, called 

the sucker payoff. As defection is the best strategy at the individual level, then the 

game is thought to have only one Nash equilibrium: mutual defection (Holt & Roth, 

2004). However, mutual cooperation gives a higher payoff than mutual defection and 

thus the game represents a dilemma (Molleman & Gächter, 2018; Molleman et al., 

2014; Sally, 1995). The social learning study presented in chapter 4 and the agent-

based model presented in chapter 7 use the Prisoner’s Dilemma. 

 

 

Figure 3. An example of a Prisoner’s Dilemma, in this case taken from the study 
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reported in Chapter 4. The game tables (left or right) depict which option would be 

the Nash equilibrium, if both players chose this (i.e., the equivalent to choosing to 

defect). In game left, % is the Nash equilibrium if both players choose this and @ is 

cooperation. In game right, @ is the Nash equilibrium if both players choose this and 

% is cooperation.  

 

As can be seen in Figures 1-3, the agent must choose between two arbitrary 

symbols (@ or %) during the economic games used in the studies of Chapters 3 and 4. 

I used these symbols to avoid certain artefacts that may influence the results (Efferson 

et al., 2016). For the Prisoner’s Dilemma in chapter 4, the participants may merely 

choose to ‘cooperate’ if they see this label due to a social desirability effect (Price, 

2008). The arbitrary options chosen helped to avoid social desirability.  

I did not use ordered labels (such as A and B, or 1 and 2) as this could make 

coordination in the coordination game easier (Efferson et al., 2016). If a participant is 

paired with an anonymous partner with whom she cannot speak, and she knows that 

she must choose the same option as this other person, then it becomes relatively 

obvious for both the participants to simply choose 1, or A, as these come first. Finally, 

using labels such as crop names or colours may induce a role of personal preference. 

Of course, it is possible for agents just to have a preference to choose one of the in-

game options (@ or %) which shall be investigated in my analysis of these chapters. 

Previous research also uses simple symbols (Efferson et al., 2016) and by using these, 

I hope to minimise confounding effects on my results. Once the arbitrary symbols of 

@ and % were decided, these were kept consistent across all three games used in 

Chapters 3 and 4. 
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2.3 The social learning studies 

All the empirical studies involved recruiting a  group of participants (N ~ 16-

30 in each session, with multiple sessions per game type) to play the economic games 

simultaneously in a computer lab. The participants played one of the three economic 

games via Z-Tree (Zurich Toolbox for Ready-made Economic Experiments; 

Fischbacher, 2007). This programme allows group-wide randomisation, meaning that 

the participants could interact anonymously with others in their group (Ertac & Kotan, 

2020).  

I test in groups for two reasons. First, it allowed the participants to genuinely 

interact with another person during the economic games. This avoids deception, as 

would be the case if the researcher plays the games in a certain way, or the computer 

plays certain strategies. As well as being unethical, a participant who feels that she is 

being deceived may behave in a different way than she would do otherwise (Davis & 

Holt [1993][chapter 1.6]; Wilson, [20146; though see Krasnow et al. [2020] for a 

rebuttal). Second, investigating these economic games in real time allowed for a 

meaningful shift in choices to emerge endogenously in each social group. This is key, 

as it allows experiments to investigate how new social groups are formed and how 

they come to agree on certain skillsets and norms with each other (Efferson et al., 

2008b; McElreath et al., 2003). 

Six of the participants in each session were assigned to play the role of 

‘demonstrators’ throughout. Demonstrators could form their own preferences 

regarding which option to pick when playing the economic game in their session. 

Although the demonstrators did not know which option would be optimal to pick, 

they received immediate feedback regarding the points that they had earned for their 

decision in each period, and they played four periods in a row in each block of the 
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game. This allowed for trial-and-error learning (Mesoudi et al., 2015; Molleman & 

Gächter, 2018). The games in figures 1-3 represent the expected points that a 

participant could earn from her decision, but these points were also affected by a 

random disturbance (M=0, SD=20 points). This ensured that the task was difficult 

enough for the demonstrators trial-and-error learning to be non-trivial. This 

disturbance also ensured that the sessions ended with a range of demonstrators 

choosing optimally, rather than having performance fixed at ceiling, which would 

likely be the case if the random disturbance was not added. Note that I use six 

demonstrators as this was considered a sizeable enough group over which group-wide 

preferences for certain choices may have emerged (Efferson et al., 2016). 

The remaining participants were all ‘social learners’. The social learners had 

no opportunity for trial-and-error and could only base their choices on certain social 

information. It may seem simplistic to separate the participants into two roles for 

individual and social learning, as real populations often cycle between the two (Miu & 

Morgan, 2020; Mesoudi, 2008a; Molleman & Gächter, 2018). As these studies were 

interested in the flexibility of the participants’ decision to conform, then it was vital to 

ensure that the social learners adjusted their choices to the social information only. 

Separating the participants into two roles thus allowed me to investigate the flexibility 

of social learning without the inferential challenges that typically hold when the 

participants are allowed to learn both socially and via their own trial-and-error 

(Angrist, 2014; Manski, 2000). 

The social information that the social learners could respond to was of the 

same type across all empirical studies. In chapter 3, half the sessions concerned the 

game against nature task and the other half concerned the coordination game. In 

chapter 4, the sessions concerned the Prisoner’s Dilemma game. The social 
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information displayed to the social learners included: (i) the frequency of choices 

made by the demonstrators; (ii) a signal telling the social learners whether they 

learned in a similar or different decision-making environment to the demonstrators 

and (iii) the reliability of this similarity signal. 

Frequency is investigated as the simplest test of social information use. A 

conformist learner, as per the definition that I use in this thesis, should respond to 

frequency information (Efferson et al., 2016; Lachlan et al., 2018; Morgan et al., 

2019). Note that the actual choices made by the demonstrators in each session formed 

the frequency information. If the social learners saw a signal telling them that four out 

of six demonstrators chose @, then four of the demonstrators in this session would 

have genuinely chosen @ in this block. Only the demonstrators’ responses in the final 

period of each block were used, as these responses should represent the 

demonstrators’ choices after trial-and-error (Efferson et al., 2016).  

As for the similarity signal, there is a wealth of studies to suggest that 

individuals prefer to learn from similar others (Efferson et al., 2008b; Richerson et al., 

2016) though a lot of empirical studies only investigate the role of one similar or 

dissimilar demonstrator (Salali et al., 2015; Shutts et al., 2010; Wood et al., 2013). 

Previous research may also focus on similarity on observable traits, such as age or 

gender of the participant (Salali et al., 2015; Shutts et al., 2010).  

Similarity on these observable traits are important as long as they infer 

similarity on key unobservable traits (Efferson et al., 2016; Richerson et al., 2016; 

Smaldino et al., 2018). That is, we like to learn from those who appear similar to 

ourselves as these individuals are likely to share similar decision-making 

environments to ourselves, and so are likely to be displaying behaviour which would 

be optimal for us to copy, too. In my studies, I cut out these observable cues and 
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instead directly tell participants whether or not they share a decision-making 

environment to the group from whom they learn. This allowed me to objectively 

investigate how similarity at the level of the social group would influence one’s 

chosen frequency-dependent social learning strategies. 

Third, reliability is important to test as signals suggesting a shared group 

membership have not always been accurate throughout the ancestral past (McElreath 

et al., 2003; Smaldino et al., 2018). In the study chapters, the reliability signal had 

three levels: reliably correct, uninformative, or reliably incorrect. Reliably correct 

signals provided accurate similarity information 9 times in 10 and represented cases 

where the individual bases their similarity to others on readily observable cues, such 

as age (Jiménez & Mesoudi, 2019) or gender (Efferson et al., 2016).  

The uninformative signal was correct 5 times in 10 and rendered the similarity 

information at chance level of being correct. At chance probability, the social learner 

is maximally unsure as to whether the group from whom she learned may be similar 

or different to herself. She therefore had no guarantee that conformity would lead to 

higher payoffs than any other social learning strategy. The participants may therefore 

have chosen options based on arbitrary preferences, or chosen randomly, in response 

to this uninformative signal. 

Finally, a reliably incorrect signal only provided correct similarity information 

1 time in 10. To illustrate the reliably incorrect signal with an example, consider the 

extremely cooperative group who are identifiable as all the members wear red 

clothing (I also detailed this example in Chapter 1, section 1.1). Outsiders with no 

intention of cooperation may infiltrate the group to take resources by dressing in a 

similar fashion. If the clothes that they wear are an off-shade of red, then the colour of 

the clothing may become a reliably incorrect signal of who could be similar to 
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oneself. It is reliably incorrect, as the off-shade of red is typically a faked signal of 

group membership. The reliability of similarity signals may become important in 

cases where an extremely cooperative group may be at risk of free-rider infiltration 

(Richerson et al., 2016; Sosis et al., 2007), as is the case in my red clothing example. 

All the sessions ended with the participants completing an anonymous 

questionnaire. This asked for demographics such as age and gender, as these may 

affect the participants’ preferred social learning strategies (Mesoudi et al., 2015; Wen 

et al., 2019). The questionnaire also asked for the participants’ main country of 

residence. Note that chapter 3 recruited in the Foundation for Liberal and 

Management Education (FLAME) University in Pune, India. This was to generalise 

beyond the WEIRD samples that are often recruited in evolutionary work (Henrich et 

al., 2010; Henrich, 2020; Muthukrishna et al., 2020). Many previous studies 

compared highly-individualistic countries, such as the US and UK, to highly 

collectivist countries, such as China (Bond & Smith, 1996; Mesoudi et al., 2016; 

Molleman & Gächter, 2018). I instead chose to recruit in India as this country falls 

half-way on Hofstede’s (1980) individualism-collectivism scale and these middling 

countries may be under-represented. 

However, there was no guarantee that the students who attended the sessions 

at FLAME university were Indian just as there was no guarantee that those students 

who attended Royal Holloway, University of London (RHUL) in Chapter 4 were 

English. It is worth pointing out that the samples in chapters 3 and 4 were not wildly 

different. As I recruited both studies in universities, then the typical student is likely 

to be more educated, rich, and democratic than the general population of India or the 

UK as a whole (Henrich, 2020). The participants were similar enough to suggest that 

they learned to play these economic games in a similar fashion (Ekuni et al., 2020). 
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While this is useful for comparability purposes, future studies may wish to investigate 

social learning processes in a broader sample than university students.  

It would have been ideal to recruit both studies in both India and the UK for 

full comparability. Chapter 3 (testing asocial skills and social norms) recruits in 

FLAME University in India, while Chapter 4 (testing cooperation) recruits in RHUL, 

UK. The cultural background of my participants may influence their choices in 

Chapter 3 compared to Chapter 4, though the Prisoner’s Dilemma was deemed a 

different game structure as there is no optimal option per se and one’s outcomes 

depends entirely on what one’s partner chooses. That is, the games are distinct enough 

to be thought of as separate chapters and thus having separate samples is not too 

problematic. 

To summarise, the aim of these empirical studies is to investigate the 

flexibility with which the participants conform– or use other social learning 

strategies– in light of three pieces of social information. Chapter 3 recruits in FLAME 

University, India and investigates the flexibility of social learning using a game 

against nature to measure asocial skills and a coordination game to investigate social 

norms. Chapter 4 recruits in RHUL, UK and investigates the flexibility of social 

learning using a Prisoner’s Dilemma to measure cooperation. 

 

2.4 The agent-based models 

Agent-based models are an important tool in gene-culture coevolutionary 

research as they help avoid the inverse problem (Deffner et al., 2020; Tarantola, 

2006). Rather than inferring the complexity of an agent’s cognitive processes based 

on their behaviour alone, agent-based models force the researcher to be explicit in her 

hypotheses about how psychological mechanisms drive behaviour. Once a framework 
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is agreed, a model is built to reflect the conditions of the ancestral past and then the 

researcher allows one or two psychological traits to evolve endogenously throughout 

the model’s runtime.  

The analysis then visualises the final generation of agents’ psychological 

architecture, plus their behaviour. Thus, models allow the researcher to directly test 

hypotheses regarding how psychological mechanisms relate to behaviour which 

avoids the inverse problem. Moreover, by building a representation of psychology in 

this model, I avoid ‘blackboxing’ the role of cognition in agent behaviour (Heyes, 

2018; Kendal et al., 2018). A final strength to consider is that models allow the 

researcher to visualise the evolutionary trajectories of agent behaviour on a detailed 

scale (Laland, 1993). 

Perhaps the main criticism of agent-based modelling is that these may 

represent an ‘oversimplification’ of complex social phenomena (Mesoudi et al., 

2006b). However, other researchers in the gene-culture coevolutionary literature 

argue that agent-based models are useful because they are simple (Laland, 1993; 

Mesoudi et al., 2006b). By quantifying the relationships between some key variables, 

then the researcher can clarify the logic of any theoretical arguments.  

Moreover, the use of agent-based models may be preferable to purely relying 

on the researcher’s intuition based on what one knows about the ancestral past. These 

verbal arguments are fallible to just-so storytelling (Ketelaar & Ellis, 2000; Gould & 

Lewontin, 1979). A model reduces the chance of this as, while the researcher’s 

intuition behind the model may be wrong, the model itself is objective in the data it 

produces (Efferson et al., 2020b; Mesoudi et al., 2006b). 

My agent-based models investigated how agents come to master asocial skills 

(chapter 5), social norms (chapter 6) and cooperation (chapter 7) respectively. Every 
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agent in each model played two economic games. These were always the same game 

type. So, the agents in Chapter 5 each played two games against nature; the agents in 

Chapter 6 each played two coordination games and the agents in Chapter 7 each 

played two Prisoner’s Dilemmas. These games represented two separate domains of 

decision-making, which I refer to as domain A or domain B throughout.  

For asocial skills (Chapter 5), the two game against nature tasks may represent 

two separate skill domains. For example, the decision of when to hunt with a bow-

and-arrow (Tomka, 2013) and when to cook food (Wrangham, 2009). For social 

norms (Chapter 6), the two coordination games may represent two social norm 

domains. For example, engaging in a collective dance ritual (Gelfand et al., 2020) or 

deciding which side of the road to drive on (Hao et al., 2017). For cooperation 

(Chapter 7), the two Prisoner’s Dilemmas can be thought of as the decision to 

cooperate in two domains. For example, deciding whether to join a collaborative 

hunting effort or deciding whether to join a communal building project (Chudek & 

Henrich, 2011). The full purpose of these examples are expanded upon in their 

respective chapters. 

To directly compare both domain-general and modular decision-making, I 

simply refer to behaviour in each decision-making domain as the decision ‘to act’ or 

‘not to act’. Note that in each domain the environment may take one of two states (0 

or 1). Put simply, these environmental states controlled which behaviour (0 or 1) 

would be optimal for the agent to play. To illustrate, consider the use of the bow-and-

arrow as domain A in chapter 5. When the state was 0, then it would have been 

optimal for the agents to not act (i.e, to avoid using the bow-and-arrow). When the 

state was 1, then the it would be optimal for the agents to act (i.e, use the bow-and-

arrow). To illustrate in reference to social norms, consider the social norm regarding 
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collective dance as domain A in chapter 6. When the state was 0, it would have been 

optimal for the agent and her partner not to act (i.e., to avoid dancing). When the state 

was 1, then it would have been optimal for both of the agents to act (i.e, to to dance).  

Finally, the unique demands of cooperation made for different model 

specifications. In chapter 7, the state of the environment (0 or 1) instead controlled 

which behaviour was considered cooperative (0 or 1). To illustrate, consider the 

decision of whether or not to join a collaborative hunting effort in domain A of 

chapter 7. When the state was 0, then it was cooperative to avoid over-hunting. For 

example, when over-hunting would deplete resources and take away from one’s 

neighbours (Safin et al., 2015). Behaviour 0 would then represent the decision not to 

act (i.e., avoid hunting). When the state was 1, then it would instead have been 

cooperative to hunt more and share resources with the group (Hill, 2002). Behaviour 1 

would then represent the decision to act (i.e, to hunt). Note that behviour 1 always 

reflects the decision to act, and behviour 1 always reflects the decision to act, in each 

domain. This level of abstraction allowed the basic assumption of domain-general 

mechanisms to be worked into the model, in that the agent can make similar, 

simultaneous decisions over multiple domains. 

In order for the agents to display a certain behaviour in these models, I had to 

code their underling psychology. I took the most simplistic representation of human 

behaviour as one that involves both a cognitive and motivational system (Delton et 

al., 2011; Tooby et al., 2006). In order to show a certain behaviour, the agent first had 

to formulate a belief regarding how likely it was that this behaviour was beneficial in 

her current environment. If she approved of the behaviour, she then must be 

motivated to display it (Chiappe & MacDonald, 2005).  
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I investigated these psychological components as cognition and motivation 

have historically been modelled as separate processes. To illustrate with an example, 

consider Delton et al’s. (2011) model. They investigated the EMT of one-shot 

cooperation. That is, agents are assumed to cooperate in one-shot interactions in cases 

where there is a potential for a long-lasting future relationship with another individual 

(Krasnow & Delton, 2016). This is because a one-shot donation of resources which is 

not reciprocated will be less costly than scuppering the chances for a long-lived, 

mutually beneficial relationship (Haselton et al., 2015).  

When investigating the evolution of one-shot cooperation, Delton et al. would 

fix either cognition or motivation, and leave the other variable to evolve 

endogenously throughout their model. Cognition could be fixed at an arbitrary 

baseline, and then the agents’ motivation to cooperate on both a one-shot and a 

repeated interaction was left to evolve. Alternatively, motivation could be fixed so 

that the agent always wanted to defect on a one-shot interaction or cooperate on a 

repeated one; but the agent’s cognitive thresholds for determining a repeated 

interaction could evolve.  

Delton et al. likely decided to investigate these components separately in an 

effort to avoid psychological polymorphism. Psychological polymorphism describes 

the case where, if several variables are allowed to coevolve, then there may be 

multiple psychologies that evolve endogenously throughout a model’s runtime, where 

a single psychological type can be represented as a point in multidimensional space. 

Thus, there will be a range of outcomes that can be represented graphically if 

psychological polymorphism affects my results. Finding this result in my models 

would suggest that a range of behavioural strategies may become related to multiple 
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psychological spaces, which means that the exact relationship between agent 

psychology and behaviour becomes hard to disentangle (Laland, 1993). 

On the other hand, agent-based models are only useful in as far as they reflect 

complex human behaviour (Kendal et al., 2018). When early humans came to make 

decisions throughout the ancestral past, then both their cognitive and motivational 

systems would have evolved in-tandem. The decision to investigate both processes 

separately may therefore be an oversimplification. To correct this, I allowed both 

cognition and motivation to coevolve to understand the complexity with which these 

systems underlie human behaviour. 

Further motivating this design, consider that agent-based models may either be 

pragmatic or conceptual (Muthukrishna & Schaller, 2020). A pragmatic model is one 

that exists in its simplest form, in order to explicitly test a theoretical assumption that 

has already been articulated elsewhere. Delton et al’s. (2011) model is an example of 

a pragmatic model, as it adds weight to their proposed EMT of the evolution of one-

shot cooperation. Conceptual models may not make explicit assumption per se, but 

their ultimate aim is to measure complex and coevolving variables. There has been an 

increasing interest in these conceptual models recently (Markov & Markov, 2020; 

Muthukrishna & Schaller, 2020) supporting my current models. My models are 

conceptual as they are the first to address the theoretical debate of domain-generality 

versus modularity in a theoretically evolving population (see section 1.3). 

Human societies uphold a complex set of skills (Henrich, 2015), social norms 

(Henrich & Muthukrishna, 2021) and cooperative norms (Chudek et al., 2013). 

Whether these behaviours are underlined by an impressive generic reasoning ability 

(Bolhuis et al., 2011; Mesoudi, 2011b; Vergauwe et al., 2021) or by a separate series 

of modules– each functioning on one problem humans faced throughout the ancestral 
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past (Cosmides & Tooby, 1994b; Goschke & Bolte 2012) – remains an open question. 

Modelling agent cognition and motivation as separate processes is important to test 

this debate in more detail, by also investigating cases of partly modular agents 

between the two extremes of full domain-generality (Bolhuis et al., 2011) and full 

modularity (Cosmides & Tooby, 1994b). In these models, partly modular agents may 

have either modular cognition but domain-general motivation, or modular motivation 

but domain-general cognition. 

These parlty modular agents are also important to investigate as they may 

represent a mid-ground. Some researchers posit that we have a few modules which are 

then shaped by domain-general processes (Chiappe & Macdonald, 2005; Michael & 

D’Auslio, 2015). Particularly, Chiappe & Macdonald (2005) argue that we may have 

modular cognitive biases which are shaped by domain-general motivational systems. 

My agent-based models are the first to test this theoretical claim by comparing the 

success of decision-making in partly modular agents to fully modular and domain-

general agents. 

It is worth acknowledging that the conceptualisation of modularity within 

Evolutionary Psychology – as well as the use of the term – has attracted much 

philosophical debate (Fodor, 2001; Frankenhuis & Ploeger, 2007; Spunt & Adolphs, 

2017; Stephen, 2014; Stokes & Bergeron, 2015). In a recent review, Pietraszewski 

and Wertz (2021) argue a distinction between intentional systems, which are 

equivalent to a ‘homunculus’ in the brain that allows us to flexibly oversee decision-

making across a variety of processes; and functional modules or mechanisms, which 

are designed – as per Evolutionary Psychologists – to work on certain inputs to 

produce certain behavioural outputs.  
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Whilst this philosophical debate is undoubtedly important, my models were 

unique in their aims to apply a mathematical notion to the study of such systems. 

What I call a domain-general system (and what other researchers may call an 

intentional system or a little homunculus) is any one system that must account for a 

range of environmental inputs. What I call a module (and what other researchers may 

call a functional mechanism or domain-specific system) is any system that can 

specialise to deal with only one set of environmental input.  

It should be noted that the term ‘domain-general’ in the wider literature is 

often tied to associative learning (Bolhuis et al., 2011; Macintosh, 1974; Reader et al., 

2011). I do not attempt to replicate these models here. As no previous models have 

compred modular and domain-general psychology before, then I attempt to compare 

these agents in the most straightforward case. As encapsulated in Pietraszewski and 

Wertz’s (2021) review, evolutionary psychologists often use the term ‘domain-

general’ to describe any decision-making system which much operate on the highest 

level of abstraction, by making decisions across a range of domains. Throughout my 

agent-based model, I simply take agents that must make decisions over two domains. 

As per the concept of functional specialisation (Müller, 2007; Reader, 2006), I take a 

modular agent has one that has two separate decision-mking systems, which can 

specilise to the demands of one domain alone. Conversely, domain-general systems 

have a limited pool of resources to react to various environmental inputs (Ӧrün & 

Akbulut, 2019; Vergauwe et al., 2021). To capture this theoretical concept, I simply 

provide a domain-generl system with one system that must work across both domains. 

Whilt domain A and domain B may seem distinct throughout my models in Chapters 

5-7, remember that this comparison is warranted if we see decision-making in each 
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domain as the decision ‘to act’ or ‘not to act’. This level of abstrction makes decision-

making achievable for a domain-general agent in my models. 

Thus,  agents with modular motivation could show a separate desire to play a 

certain behaviour when they thought that this was optimal, and a separate desire to 

play a certain behaviour when they thought that this was suboptimal, as they had 

separate motivational thresholds that could evolve distinctly in domains A and B. 

 Instead, agents with domain-general thresholds simply had one cognitive 

threshold to process the likelihood of a certain behaviour being optimal across both 

domains A and B. Agents with domain-general motivation had a generic drive 

towards displaying a certain behaviour when they believed that this was optimal, and 

a generic drive towards displaying a certain behaviour when they believed that this 

was suboptimal, across both domains A and B.  

As I model modularity separately for the cognitive and motivational systems, 

these models can be thought of as investigating four agent types: 

1. Fully modular agents had a separate cognitive threshold for each domain, which 

allowed them to reach specific conclusions about the likelihood of a behaviour being 

optimal in each domain. They also had modular motivation, which allowed them to 

show a distinct desire to play certain behaviours in the separate domains. 

2. Partly modular agents with modular cognition only. They had separate thresholds to 

reach specific conclusions about the likelihood that a behaviour was optimal in each 

domain, though they had domain-general motivation and so could only show a generic 

desire towards playing a certain behaviour across both domains. 

3. Partly modular agents with modular motivation only. They only had one cognitive 

threshold to reason about the likelihood of a certain behaviour being optimal across 
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both domains, though they had modular motivation and so they could specialise their 

desire to play certain behaviours in each domain. 

4. Domain-general agents had one cognitive threshold, so they could only reason about 

the likelihood of a behaviour being optimal across both domains. They also had 

domain-general motivation, which meant that they could only show a generic desire 

towards playing a certain behaviour across both domains. 

All models coded 100 agents to play the two economic games of interest 

(Chapter 5 focuses on asocial skills; Chapter 6 on social norms and Chapter 7 on 

cooperation). In each run, the agent decided to play a certain behaviour as based on 

her cognitive or motivational thresholds. The agents then received a certain amount of 

fitness, as dependent on how her choice aligned to the context of the economic game 

used in each model (see the methods section of each chapter for specific details). 

The agents’ fitness was summed across the two domains, and all agents 

received an exogenous fitness value of 1 on top of their decisions in these domains. 

This exogenous fitness value reflects the fitness that the agents may gather from 

interactions outside of the focal behaviour of interest in these three chapters 

(Molleman & Gächter, 2018) and are also important to ensure that the agent’s fitness 

can never be negative. Negative fitness values are hard to represent and often lead to 

agent’s dying at different rates. While this may reflect a realistic level of entropy in 

the environment, this is logistically difficult to model and may distract from the main 

aim of my models, which is to investigate whether domain-general or modular 

cognition is more likely to underlie complex human behaviour. I therefore considered 

a Wright-Fisher model, where the offspring replaced the parental generation entirely 

after inheritance to ensure a consistent death and birth rate (Suchow et al., 2017). 
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The agent’s fitness was transformed into a cumulative proportion of the entire 

generation’s fitness. When offspring agents were made, they drew their cognitive and 

motivational thresholds from the generation before as dependent on these cumulative 

fitness values. The parental agents with a higher fitness had a higher chance of having 

more offspring. Offspring agents inherited these thresholds with a small mutation rate 

which means that reproduction was proportional to fitness and affected by mutation 

(Suchow et al., 2017). Cognition and motivation were the variables that I leave to 

evolve endogenously throughout the model’s run time. I ran 20,000 generations over 

100 simulations for each combination of parameter values of interest. 

Parameter values are those that are varied exogenously by the researcher, to 

see how these variables affect the evolutionary trajectory of the endogenously 

evolving variables (Fagiolo et al., 2007). In this case, I varied certain parameters to 

see how these affected the coevolution of the agents’ cognitive and motivational 

systems. I varied the fitness associated with certain behavioural outcomes, though 

these are specific to the economic games modelled and thus this will be discussed in-

depth in the methods section of the relevant chapters. I also varied the prior 

probabilities that the environment will be a certain state. 

Specifically, I modelled the likelihood that the environmental state was 1 in 

domain A (pA) and the likelihood that the environmental state was 1 in domain B (pB). 

Note that the likelihood of the environmental state being 0 was thus given by 1-pA and 

1- pB respectively. The pA and pB values were modelled separately for each domain 

and could take a low (0.1), chance (0.5) or high probability (0.9). Here, I focus on the 

parameter combinations of interest which I will investigate throughout the modelling 

chapters of this thesis. 
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First, I consider cases where the agent made decisions over two similar 

domains. To achieve this, I set the prior probabilities to be the same across both 

domains. This represents cases where the agent acquires two similar skills (Chapter 

5), coordinates on two similar social norms (Chapter 6) or decides to cooperate in two 

similar domains (Chapter 7). For the example of asocial skills, if one lives in an 

environment where the bow-and-arrow is a necessary skillset as it is common to hunt 

easily startled prey, then this also implies that the same environment would encourage 

the use of any long-distance weapon, such as a spearthrower (Hughes, 1998). 

Specifically, I considered runs where state 0 was modelled to be likely across both 

domains (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1) or state 1 was modelled to be likely across both domains 

(pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9). It is expected that the agent’s cognitive and motivational 

thresholds evolve on a specific trajectory in both runs, in order to maximise the 

likelihood of the agent’s choosing the behaviour that is likely to match the most 

common environment across both domains. 

Second, I also considered runs over two distinct domains. To achieve this, I set 

the prior probabilities to take different values across both domains. This would be like 

trying to master a behaviour across two widely different domains. For example, a 

social norm regarding dance is likely to be unrelated to a social norm regarding which 

side of the road to drive on (Henrich & Muthurkrishna, 2021). I arbitrarily considered 

a run where state 0 was favoured in domain A and state 1 was favoured in domain B 

(pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9). Modularity may have been more important here, as the agent has 

to specialise to two distinct priors. 

For every parameter combination of interest, I structured the results section of 

chapters 5-7 to adhere to the following format. First, I visualised the behavioural 

outcomes of the final generation of agents with clustered bar charts (section 3.1). This 
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allowed me to visualise the actual decisions made by the final generation of agents. 

Second, I created binned heatmaps to visualise the psychological architecture of the 

final generation of agents (section 3.2). Then, I ran a regression to see how the agents’ 

cognitive and motivational thresholds predicted their fitness (section 3.3). These 

analyses showed me whether cognition and motivation coevolved to meaningfully 

predict agent behavioural outcomes and fitness. A lack of significant findings here 

may have suggested some sort of psychological polymorphism where cognition and 

motivation coevolved to influence behaviour in a myriad of ways which are hard to 

disentangle (Laland, 1993). Finally, I ran a regression comparing the fitness of the 

four agent types (section 3.4). This analysis will show whether modular or domain-

general psychology was more likely to uphold our decision-making across the two 

domains in each chapter. As the models provided a large amount of data, I finished 

each chapter with a summary of three key findings (section 3.5) which then directed 

the discussion of these chapters. 

To summarise, chapters 5-7 use agent-based models to investigate the 

complexity of the psychology underlying three key areas of decision-making. 

Specifically, chapter 5 uses the game against nature task to inform a model of how we 

come to master asocial skills over two domains. Chapter 6 uses the coordination game 

to inform a model of how we come to coordinate on social norms over two domains. 

Chapter 7 used the Prisoner’s Dilemma to inform a model of how we decide whether 

or not to cooperate across two domains. These models are novel in comparing how 

domain-general versus modular psychology come to uphold complex human decision-

making across two distinct domains. 
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2.5. Methods summary 

This thesis uses both social learning studies and agent-based models, as both 

these techniques have complimentarily strengths and are common in the gene-culture 

coevolutionary literature (Efferson et al., 2020b). I use three economic games (game 

against nature, coordination game and the Prisoner’s Dilemma). These games 

represent the learning of asocial skills, social norms, and cooperation respectively. 

The social learning studies in Chapters 3 and 4 apply these economic games to a 

group-based laboratory experiment. These studies have the aim of investigating the 

flexibility of the individual’s decision to conform in response to three pieces of 

simultaneous social information. The agent-based models in Chapters 5-7 use these 

economic games to build a representation of decision-making. These models aim to 

investigate the likely psychological mechanism (i.e., domain-general, or modular) that 

underlies complex decision-making. 
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Chapter 3 

What is the extent of a frequency-dependent social learning 

strategy space? 
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Abstract 

 

Traditional models of frequency-dependent social learning strategies only 

investigate how individuals respond to the frequency of a behaviour in a group, which 

gives the impression that these strategies only operate on one order of social 

information. I believe that learners should also adjust their strategies in response to 

social information about the group from whom they learn. Specifically, I tested 302 

participants’ ability to master skills and social norms in response to: (i) the proportion 

of a group who chose certain options; (ii) whether this group were identified as having 

learned in a similar or different environment to the participant and (iii) the reliability 

of this similarity information. The similarity information could have been reliably 

correct, uninformative, or reliably incorrect, to reflect cases when observable cues of 

similarity did not match similarity on unobservable traits. Participants adjusted their 

social learning strategies in response to all three pieces of social information, though 

they performed better when learning from groups who shared a similar decision-

making environment, provided this signal was reliably correct. Nonetheless, 

individuals adjusted their frequency-dependent social learning strategies to three 

orders of social information and so the extent of the frequency-dependent social 

learning strategy space has been underestimated. 

 

Key words: social learning, frequency-dependent social learning, conformity, cultural 

evolution, social norms. 
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1. Introduction  

Cultural evolution describes how social information is shared over time 

(Mesoudi et al., 2004). Social learning strategies help individuals to filter social 

information (Efferson et al., 2016; Mesoudi & Lycett, 2009; Molleman et al., 2013). 

One’s choice of social learning strategy may have profound effects on cultural 

evolutionary outcomes (Henrich & Boyd, 2001; Henrich & Muthukrishna, 2021; 

Molleman et al., 2014). 

The variability in individual choices of social learning strategies has been a 

topic of great interest in past research (Acerbi & Tehrani, 2018; Brady et al., 2020; 

Henrich, 2015; Henrich et al., 2015; Lenfesty & Morgan, 2019; Price & van Vugt, 

2014). This paper compliments this field, by investigating the variability in 

individuals’ chosen frequency-dependent social learning strategies. Frequency-

dependent social learning strategies involve copying a behaviour based on how many 

others in a group display this behaviour. Perhaps the most widely studied frequency-

dependent social learning strategy is conformity. There has been a debate over the 

exact definition of conformity (Efferson et al., 2016; Morgan & Laland, 2012; 

Morgan et al., 2019). For the sake of clarity, in this paper I consider conformity to 

mean a disproportionate tendency to adopt the same behaviour as the majority of a 

group. For example, if 75% of a social group wear their hair in a braid, then a 

conformist learner will also wear her hair in a braid with a  probability greater than 

0.75.  

Conformity shapes cultural evolution (Chudek & Henrich, 2011; Henrich & 

Muthukrishna, 2021). In Boyd and Richerson’s (1985) seminal model, conformity led 

to the homogenising of social groups. In this model, the agent would sample three 

other group members at random and– based on the size of a parameter D– the 
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individuals that had a conformity preference would adapt the same behaviour as the 

majority of these three agents. The group members became more similar over time. 

As the agent only copied behaviours based on how frequent they were within the 

individuals that they sampled, then this model may give the impression that 

individuals only process frequency-dependent social information when choosing to 

conform and that some individuals always copy the majority as a rule-of-thumb.   

While there is likely to be individual variation in conformity preferences 

(Muthukrishna et al., 2016), the notion that conformity is a fixed preference does not 

match recent literature. First, learners can flexibly switch between using a frequency-

dependent social learning strategy or following their own intuition (Boyd & 

Richerson, 1985 [chapter 7]; Mesoudi et al., 2015; Miu & Morgan, 2020; Reader, 

2003). For example, Deffner et al. (2020) found that agents were more likely to 

conform– rather than use their own trial-and-error– when migrating to a new social 

group, as they must adjust to a new environment. Second, individuals can switch 

between using frequency-dependent social learning strategies and payoff-based social 

learning strategies (McElreath et al., 2008; Molleman & Gächter, 2018). Finally, 

some individuals will only conform when uncertain (Kendal et al., 2018; Toelch et al., 

2014).  

Individuals are clearly flexible when choosing between frequency-dependent 

social learning strategies and other strategies. This paper takes a different approach. 

Conditional on frequency-dependent social information, I ask when an individual will 

use different frequency-dependent social learning strategies based on social 

information about the groups from who she learns. Individuals do not merely 

conform. They may also follow the majority in a linear fashion (Morgan & Laland, 

2012), or copy the minority of a social group (Efferson et al., 2008a; Evans et al., 
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2018). Individuals differ in their preferences for different frequency-dependent social 

learning strategies (McElreath et al., 2008) and this is likely to have unique effects on 

the behaviours preserved at the group level (Berger & Heath, 2007). Rather than 

responding to one order of social information, as in Boyd and Richerson’s (1985) 

seminal model, it is my intuition that individuals will differ in their preferences to 

follow a majority– or a minority– based on certain social information about the 

groups that they are exposed to.  

An individual’s preferred frequency-dependent social learning strategy may 

depend upon the decision-making task. In this paper, I focus on asocial skills and 

social norms (Legare & Nielsen, 2015). Asocial skills refer to any behaviour that 

maximise one’s own payoffs but does not affect others in a group, such as private tool 

use. I test this with a game against nature (see section 2.2). Social norms are rules that 

most members of a society should coordinate on (Legare, 2017). I test this with a 

coordination game (Kets et al., 2021). These tasks create different pressures for my 

participants. In the game against nature, the participant must choose the option that 

gives themselves the highest payoff. Following the choices made by the majority of a 

group makes sense as the majority of a group tend to display similar behaviours for a 

reason (Barrett, 2015 [chapter 9]). Conformity may be more important during a 

coordination game as this mirrors the learning of social norms where everyone must 

coordinate on the same option to receive a high payoff (Legare, 2017; Wen et al., 

2019). 

As well as investigating the participants’ responses to two different decision-

making tasks, my main aim is to investigate whether the participants will change their 

frequency-dependent social learning strategies based on social information about the 

group from whom they learn. This includes: (i) the frequency of a behaviour among 
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this group; (ii) whether this group are indicated as making decisions in a similar or 

different environment to the participant and (iii) whether this similarity information is 

reliable. I expect all participants to adjust their behaviour to frequency-dependent 

social information (henceforth ‘first-order social information’). Even those who 

follow a simple rule to ‘always copy the majority’ or ‘minority’ are, by definition, 

responding to frequency information. 

The second-order social information is the signal informing the participants 

that they make decisions in a similar or different environment to the group from 

whom they learn. Previous studies have focused on whether groups appear similar or 

different to the participants, on traits such as age (Shutts et al., 2010) or gender 

(Efferson et al., 2016). Such cues are useful as a short-hand for identifying those who 

face similar decision-making environments, and have similar optima, to oneself. For 

example, those of the same gender are likely to master similar skillsets, and uphold 

similar social norms (Efferson et al., 2016). Focusing on similar external appearances 

may not capture the full picture, however. Consider a recent migrant to a new social 

group. She will conform to the behaviour of the group, even if they do not appear 

similar to herself, as she must learn about the local optima of her new group (Deffner 

et al., 2020; Henrich, 2015). I simply inform the participants whether they are playing 

a similar or different game to the group from whom they learn throughout this study, 

in order to provide direct information about who the participant shares a similar 

decision-making environment with. 

Individuals may conform to a group that shares a similar decision-making 

environment to themselves (Efferson et al., 2016). Conversely, individuals may be 

more likely to follow the minority behaviour of a group of different others, in order to 

signal a different affiliation to this group (Efferson et al., 2016; Smaldino et al., 2017; 
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Smaldino & Jones, 2021). While some previous research highlighted the different 

ways in which participants respond to groups labelled as similar versus different, this 

study is novel as I also test the social learners’ response to a third level of social 

information.  

This third order of social information is the reliability information. The signal 

telling the participant that they play the same or different game to the group from 

whom they learn can be reliably incorrect, uninformative, or reliably correct. A 

reliably correct signal would indicate cases where the individual knows whether 

group members share the same decision-making environment as herself (Deffner et 

al., 2020) or when the individual bases her decisions of who is similar to herself on 

readily observable cues, such as age (Jiménez & Mesoudi, 2019) or gender (Efferson 

et al., 2016).  

A reliably incorrect signal renders the signal regarding who shares the same 

decision-making environment as the participant likely incorrect. For example, picture 

a cooperative group who are known to share their abundant wealth equally amongst 

all group members and that this group are identifiable as they all wear red clothing. It 

would be easy for an outsider to acquire red clothing in order to infiltrate this group. 

This free-rider wears red clothing as a faked signal of cooperative intentions, in order 

to exploit resources from the well-meaning cooperative group members.  

This example offers a useful context for envisioning the reliability signal. 

When group markers are easy to fake (e.g., it is relatively easy for someone to acquire 

red clothing) and when the incentives of faking this marker are high (e.g., the outsider 

can infiltrate a cooperative group and take some of their resources), then markers are 

likely to be reliably incorrect. When markers are difficult to fake and the incentives 
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for doing so are low, then any signals of group affiliation are likely to be reliably 

correct. 

Realistically, markers would fill an intermediate case. Cooperative groups 

typically employ painful or elaborate signals of group membership precisely because 

these are difficult for outsiders to fake though there would be high incentives for 

doing so (Smaldino et al., 2018; Sosis et al., 2007). For example, imagine that the 

cooperative group begin to wear a shade of red that is difficult for any outsiders to 

produce. Those individuals wearing an off-shade of red are thus likely to be outsiders. 

The off-shade red clothing becomes a reliably incorrect signal as it suggests who may 

be faking group membership (Stein et al., 2021). 

Some signals of group membership may also be covert. Covert markers are 

useful because they are ambiguous and thus are less likely to draw negative attention 

from different others (Smaldino, 2019; Smaldino et al., 2018). In this case, signals of 

similarity or difference would be uninformative. This theoretical work suggests that 

the reliability of similar or different signals cannot be assumed as markers are not 

always easily interpreted. Indeed, Toelch et al. (2014) have shown that individuals 

adjust their preferences to conform or use an individual learning strategy based on the 

perceived reliability of social information. While this confirms my intuition that the 

reliability of social information is likely to be important, their study did not consider 

three orders of social information.  

Our participants may adjust to a reliably correct and a reliably incorrect signal 

as both these signals are informative. However, the participants cannot adjust 

meaningfully to the uninformative signal, as this renders the similarity information at 

a chance level of being correct. If the individual is unsure of her similarity to the 

group from whom she learns, then she has no way to choose a frequency-dependent 
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social learning strategy that would help her extract useful information from this 

group. Indeed, all strategies should be equivalent in terms of expected payoffs 

(Efferson et al., 2016). Participants may choose the strategy that they prefer without 

any expectation that this would affect their pay-offs in response to these 

uninformative signals.  

We test whether participants respond to up to three orders of social 

information when choosing their frequency-dependent social learning strategies 

during both a game against nature and a coordination game. If frequency-dependent 

social learning strategies should only be considered over a first-order strategy space, 

then it would be expected that some individuals always copy the majority (or 

minority). This would mirror the use of conformity in Boyd and Richerson’s (1985) 

seminal model. Alternatively, finding that individuals can adjust their frequency-

dependent social learning strategies to second or even third-order social information 

would support my intuition that the extent of a frequency-dependent social learning 

strategy space may be more complex and flexible than has previously been assumed.  

As this is the first study to investigate three orders of social information, it is 

difficult to predict if and how a learner will use this information. Broadly speaking 

however, the flexibility of the social learning strategies may match one of the 

following possibilities: 

(i) The participants adjust their strategies to both second and third-order 

social information, performing equally well on all informationally-

equivalent trials. 

(ii) Individuals adjust to both second and third-order social information but 

show asymmetric adjustments. The individuals find some social 

information easier to respond to than others. For example, they may find 
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reliably correct signals easier to process than reliably incorrect signals, as 

individuals are more likely to encounter reliable signals of group 

membership throughout their lives (McElreath et al., 2003; Richerson et 

al., 2016). Finding (i) or (ii) would suggest that the frequency-dependent 

social learning strategy space is more flexible than previously assumed. 

(iii) There may be a trade-off in the complexity of social information that the 

participants process. Participants may adjust their strategies to second-

order but not third-order social information. 

(iv) The second and third-order social information are too complex to process. 

The social learners respond to first-order social information only. Finding 

(iv) would support the original representation of frequency-dependent 

social learning strategies over a simple social learning space comprising of 

only one order of social information, as per Boyd and Richerson’s (1985) 

seminal model.  

 

 

2. Methods 

2.1. Participants 

302 participants were recruited at the Centre for Experimental Social Sciences 

(CESS) partner lab in the Foundation for Liberal and Management Education 

(FLAME) University in Pune, India (mean age = 20.73, SD = 2.54, males = 88; see 

appendix 1 for rationale and protocol). An ex-ante power calculation supported this 

sample size (see pre-registration at OSF | prereg_10Dec2018_bellamyEtAl.docx).  

This sample consisted of university students. University students have an 

adequate ability to learn to play the economic games (Ekuni et al., 2020), though it is 

https://osf.io/yjk8d/
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prudent to remember that university students may be more rich, democratic, and 

educated than the rest of the population of India (Henrich, 2020). Moreover, there was 

no guarantee that the students who attended these sessions were Indian. A small 

number of participants (N=2 in the game against nature) were international students 

(see supplementary material 1). I therefore settled on English as the main language as 

it is (assumedly) a common language amongst international university students 

(Andrade, 2009).  

These 302 participants were divided to play one of two roles. Sixty-six 

participants became demonstrators, who learned to play the tasks via trial-and-error. 

The remaining 236 participants became social learners, who could only base their 

decisions on social information. Separating the participants into these roles may seem 

arbitrary as real populations shift between individual and social learning strategies 

(Miu et al., 2020). However, this design crucially allowed the experimenter to draw 

clean causal inferences regarding how social information affected behaviour without 

the typical inferential challenges (Angrist, 2014; Manski, 2000).   

 

2.2. The games  

One-hundred-and-fifty participants took part in what I call a game against 

nature, which measured asocial skills. Although the participants played in pairs, the 

focal participant’s choice could not affect her partner’s pay-offs or vice-versa and so 

the game was asocial. The optimal option to select in each game version was the one 

associated with the higher pay-off of 150 points (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. The payoff matrix shown to participants for the game against nature. 

Text in bold represents the expected payoffs from the focal participant’s choices. 

 

One-hundred-and-fifty-two participants took part in the coordination game 

measuring social norms (see Figure 2). The participants earned more points if they 

chose the same option as an anonymous partner with whom they had been paired but 

could not communicate. Conditional on coordinating, one option had a higher pay-off. 

This game structure gave many possible equilibria (coordinating on the optimal 

option, coordinating on the sub-optimal option, or a mixed strategy equilibrium 

which, if adopted, may lead to miscoordination some of the time; Kets et al., 2021). 

Through repeated periods of play, it was possible for the participant to develop a 

norm regarding the strategy that she expected others to play. Once such a norm 

emerges, coordination becomes straightforward and so the structure of the 

coordination game allowed for norms to emerge.  
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Figure 2. The payoff matrix shown to participants for the coordination game. 

Text in bold represents the expected payoffs from the focal participant’s choices. 

 

During both economic games, the participants chose between two arbitrary 

options: @ or %. To allow the option with the highest payoff to change between 

blocks, I divided both the game against nature and the coordination game into  ‘Game 

Left’ (where % was optimal) or ‘Game Right’ (where @ was optimal). I avoided 

ordered labels to prevent the social learners from converging on an option before any 

endogenous norms had formed during the coordination game. For example, labelling 

the options ‘A or B’ would have allowed participants to follow a rule of ‘just choose 

A’. Arbitrary symbols were used across both games to prevent this.  

The points shown in Figures 1 and 2 reflect the expected points that the 

participants made from their decision. All choices were influenced by a random 

disturbance drawn from a random normal distribution, with M=0 and SD=20 points. 

This random disturbance was similar to Molleman and Gächter’s (2018) design and 
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was independently drawn for each period and independently drawn for each 

participant. This disturbance meant that the participants could earn more or less points 

than expected and, occasionally, choosing the 'suboptimal’ option would give the 

participant more points than choosing the ‘optimal’ option (McElreath et al., 2005). 

This disturbance ensured that the learning problem was not trivial.  

 

2.3. Materials 

The participants read an instructional booklet specific to either the game 

against nature or the coordination game, depending on which was being played in 

their session (see appendix 2). The participants completed the game via Z-Tree 

version 3.5 (Fischbacher, 2007) at individual PC terminals to ensure anonymity (see 

appendix 3). The participants answered an end-game survey, with questions regarding 

demographics and social learning preferences (see supplementary material S1).  

 

2.4. Procedure and design 

          Participants were tested in groups of 20 - 30. The numbers were kept even, as 

the games were played in pairs. The participants answered questions to confirm their 

understanding of the game (see appendix 2). At the start of each session, the computer 

randomly chose six participants to play as demonstrators (labelled Type A in game). 

The remaining participants played as social learners (labelled Type B in game).  

Each session lasted for 22 blocks of 4 periods. The computer began each block 

by randomly assigning the participants to play in pairs (see Figures 1 and 2). The 

pairings were constrained so that the demonstrators only played with other 

demonstrators and the social learners only played with other social learners. The 

pairings could change between blocks but not within a block. Finally, the computer 
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randomly selected whether the demonstrators played Game Left or Game Right (and 

thus decided whether % or @ was optimal for the demonstrators). The optimal option 

could change between blocks but not within blocks.  

The demonstrators played first in each block. They did not know which game 

version they were playing and thus did not know which option was optimal. However, 

they could use the immediate feedback from their choices to learn which option was 

likely to be optimal. The random disturbance in points was crucial for the 

demonstrators. If the points were always as displayed in Figures 1 and 2, then all 

demonstrators would answer optimally by the final period of a block. The disturbance 

in points made the task sufficiently difficult to ensure that some blocks would end 

with some demonstrators choosing optimally and some sub-optimally. 

The social learners only made one choice in the final period of a block. They 

did not see any feedback from their decisions and could only base their choices on 

social information. This included: (i) the frequency of demonstrators who chose % 

and @ in the final period of a block (first-order social information); (ii) a signal 

informing the learner that they played either the same game version or a different 

game version to these demonstrators (i.e., the similarity information, or second-order 

social information) and (iii) whether this similarity information was reliably incorrect, 

uninformative, or reliably correct (i.e., the reliability information, or third-order social 

information). Figure 3 depicts a typical round for the social learners. 
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Figure 3. A screenshot of a typical round for the social learners. Note that Type A 

participants were demonstrators and Type B participants were social learners. I 

avoided the term ‘demonstrator’ or ‘social learner’ in case it led the participants 

respond to the task in certain ways. The top half of the screen reminds the participants 

of the expected pay-offs from Game Left and Game Right (for the coordination game 

in this case). The bottom half of the screen contains frequency-dependent information 

(i.e., the number of demonstrators who chose @ or %), similarity information (i.e., 

whether the demonstrators were identified as playing the same or different game 

version to the social learners) and the reliability information in bold. 

 

This study manipulated both the similarity information (2 levels: same game 

version or different) and the reliability information (3 levels: reliably incorrect, 

uninformative, or reliably correct) in a 2X3 within-subjects design. The similarity 

information conveyed whether the social learners played the same game version as the 

demonstrators (e.g., both participants played Game Left), or a different game version 

(e.g., the demonstrators played Game Left, but the social learners played Game 
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Right). The reliability of the similarity signals was conveyed as probabilities. The 

similarity signal was correct 1 in 10 times for a reliably incorrect signal, 5 in 10 times 

for an uninformative signal and 9 in 10 times for a reliably correct signal.  

The computer started each block by randomly assigning a third of social 

learners to play a ‘reliably incorrect’ round, a third to play an ‘uninformative’ round 

and a third to play a ‘reliably correct’ round. The computer then randomly assigned 

all social learners to play either Game Left or Game Right. After randomly assigning 

the demonstrator game, the computer tracked whether the demonstrators and social 

learners were playing the same game. The similarity signal which was shown to the 

social learners was based on the probabilities that were implemented as the reliability 

signal. To illustrate with an example, imagine that the social learners were playing the 

same game as the demonstrators, and they were in the reliably correct condition 

(which was correct 9 times in 10). They would see a similarity signal telling them that 

they were playing the ‘same game version as the demonstrators’ with a probability of 

0.9, or the signal would tell them that they were playing a ‘different game version to 

the demonstrators’ with a probability of 0.1. This ensured that the similarity and 

reliability information were meaningful.  

Finally, the participants completed the survey and were paid separately based 

on the points that they had earned. The participants earned ₹14 per point during the 

game against nature, or ₹23 per point during the coordination game. Participants were 

also paid a ₹100 show-up fee. On average the participants made ₹958.53 (SD = 

₹24.34) during the game against nature and ₹827.23 (SD = ₹86.81) during a 

coordination game. Based on the current exchange rate, this meant that the 

participants earned the equivalent of £9.60 (SD = 24p) on average for the game 

against nature and £8.95 (SD = 56p) on average for the coordination game. This study 
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was self-certified via the Royal Holloway University of London’s School of 

Psychology ethical criteria (see appendix 4). The authors assert that all procedures 

contributing to this work comply with the ethical standards of the relevant national 

and institutional committees on human experimentation and with the Helsinki 

Declaration of 1975, as revised in 2008. 

 

2.5. Analysis 

There were three steps to analysis. First, I confirmed that the demonstrators 

provided varied– but on the whole, accurate– social information (see section 3.1). 

Second, I investigated whether the social learners adjusted their behaviour based on 

the three pieces of social information. This analysis showed how flexible the social 

learners were but could not show how efficient they were at extracting optimal social 

information from blocks with informationally-meaningful signals. Therefore, my final 

analysis focused on whether the social learners chose their social learner optimum as 

based on the social information (see appendix 5 for scripts). 

Our second analysis in Section 3.2 aimed to investigate social learner 

flexibility, by analysing whether the social learners adjusted their frequency-

dependent social learning strategies to each level of the social information. To 

investigate this, I ran a logistic regression modelling whether the social learners chose 

%. The predictors in this regression were: (i) the centered proportion of demonstrators 

who chose %, (ii) dummies representing each combination of the similarity and 

reliability information and (iii) interactions between these dummies and the centered 

proportion of demonstrators who chose %. These dummies were: reliably incorrect - 

different signals; uninformative - similar signals; uninformative - different signals; 

reliably correct - similar signals and reliably correct - different signals. The omitted 
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category was reliably incorrect - similar signals. I investigated similarity and 

reliability information as combined dummies to avoid modelling three-way 

interactions, which can be difficult to interpret in large analyses.  

The social learners may have adjusted to the social information but still 

experienced trade-offs, as they may have found some information easier to respond to 

than others. To investigate this, the third analysis in section 3.3 ran a logistic 

regression to model whether the social learners chose their social learner optimum. 

The predictors of this regression included: (i) the centered proportion of 

demonstrators who chose their demonstrator optimum, (ii) the dummies representing 

each combination of the similarity and reliability information (as above) and (iii) 

interactions between these dummies and the centered proportion of demonstrators 

who chose the demonstrator optimum.  

Finally, certain demographics such as age (Wen et al., 2019) and gender 

(Mesoudi et al., 2015) may influence conformity preferences. All regression analyses 

were repeated with demographics included as control predictors, which can be seen in 

appendices 6 and 8. Due to a crash during the coordination game, one group of 

participants did not complete the full session and so did not provide demographics. 

The models that contain control variables for the coordination game thus only include 

the data for these participants (see appendices 6 and 8). Removing the crashed data 

gives N=278 participants overall. All the coordination game models reported in the 

results section use full datasets, though all analyses are repeated with the crashed 

sessions removed for transparency purposes in the Supplementary Materials S2.  

Note that these methods were pre-registered, including an a-priori sampling 

plan and power analysis. However, I did not pre-register a specific plan for the 

analysis as I wished to remain explorative in terms of the social information, and the 
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other participant variables, that I considered. This exploratory approach was justified 

by the novelty of testing social information up to third-order complexity. 

 

2.6. Predicted social learning strategies 

No studies have investigated social learning flexibility to a third-order 

complexity and so I did not make specific predictions of how flexible the social 

learners would be. However, it is possible to predict the frequency-dependent 

strategies that the social learners may have used if they wished to extract optimal 

information from the informationally-equivalent signals. As the uninformative signals 

rendered the similarity information at chance level of being correct, then 

informationally-equivalent trials refer to reliably correct and reliably incorrect signals 

of similarity and difference only. 

Table 1 depicts the social learning strategies that allow the learner to extract 

optimal information from the informationally-equivalent signals, given that the 

demonstrators were usually accurate at choosing the demonstrator optimum. If the 

social learners were likely to be playing the same game version as the demonstrators, 

then the social learners could copy the majority choice made by the demonstrators as 

the demonstrator optimum and the social learner optimum was likely to match. Both a 

reliably correct signal of similarity and a reliably incorrect signal of difference 

implied that the social learners and the demonstrators had the same optimum, and so 

the social learners could have followed the majority under both signals. Conversely, a 

reliably correct signal of difference and a reliably incorrect signal of similarity both 

implied that the social learners played a different game version to the demonstrators 

and so had to choose the different option to extract optimal pay-offs. Therefore, social 
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learners may have followed the minority under both reliably correct signals of 

difference and reliably incorrect signals of similarity.   

 

 

Table 1. The strategies that would allow the social learners to extract optimal pay-offs 

when seeing one of the four informationally meaningful trials. 

 Third-order social information 

Reliably incorrect Reliably correct 

Second-order 

social information 

Similar Follow the 

minority 

Follow the 

majority 

Different Follow the 

majority 

Follow the 

minority 

 

 

3. Results 

3.1: Did the demonstrators provide varied– yet accurate– social information? 

The demonstrators’ choices formed the frequency-dependent social 

information shown to the social learners and so the game did not involve deception. 

This analysis clarifies that the demonstrators learned to choose the demonstrator 

optimum by the final period of a block, similar to how individuals master skills and 

social norms via their own trial-and-error. If the demonstrators show only a trivial 

preference, then there would be no way for the social learners to be able to answer 

optimally during these tasks (Efferson et al., 2016).  

Table 2 confirms that the demonstrators were more likely to choose the 

optimal option on the final period of each block than any other period 

(‘finalPeriodDummy’: game against nature estimate = 0.378, p<0.001; coordination 

game estimate = 0.325, p = 0.0004). This shows that the demonstrators learned via 

their own trial-and-error across both games. I also include the dummy labelled, ‘% as 

optimal’ to understand whether the demonstrators simply preferred to choose one 

arbitrary option. A significant finding here would indicate an arbitrary preference on 
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the part of the demonstrators to choose the % symbol. No such bias was found during 

the game against nature (‘% as optimal’: estimate = 0.178, p = 0.54) though the 

demonstrators seemingly had a preference to choose % in the coordination game (‘% 

as optimal’: estimate = 1.146, p<0.001). Perhaps the demonstrators simply chose % 

during the coordination game to increase their chances of coordinating with their 

partner, regardless of the payoffs of coordination.  

To investigate this arbitrary preference further, I calculated how many 

demonstrators would answer optimally by the final period within a block (see 

appendix 6). Approximately two thirds of demonstrators would answer optimally by 

the final period of the average block (68.64% for the game against nature and 68.11% 

for the coordination game). I conducted one-sample t-tests to confirm that these 

percentages were significantly greater than 50%, as half the demonstrators could have 

chosen optimally by chance. These confirmed that the demonstrators played the 

games better than chance (game against nature: (t(21)=-2619.9, p<0.001); 

coordination game: t(21)=-2223.70, p<0.001). This means that the social learners 

would be able to use the social information from the demonstrators to help them to 

answer optimally on approximately two-thirds of the blocks, provided that they saw 

an informationally meaningful (i.e., a reliably correct or a reliably incorrect) signal. 

Thus, the demonstrators provided varied– but on the whole, accurate– social 

information.  
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Table 2. A logistic regression modelling whether the demonstrators chose their 

demonstrator optimum. Includes a dummy for the final period of the blocks and % as 

optimal as predictors. Model 1 displays the data for the game against nature (asocial 

skills) and Model 2 displays the data for the coordination game (social norms). Robust 

standard errors in parentheses are clustered on the demonstrator. I also include the 

lower and upper limit 95% confidence interval for each estimate below this standard 

error. 

Parameter Estimate (Game against 

nature) 

Estimate 

(Coordination game) 

Intercept 0.321 * 

(0.161) 

95% CI [0.01, 0.64] 

-0.130 

(0.154) 

95% CI [-0.43, 0.17] 

Final Period dummy 0.378 *** 

(0.091) 

95% CI [0.20, 0.56] 

0.325 *** 

(0.092) 

95% CI [0.15, 0.51] 

% as optimal 0.178 

(0.290) 

95% CI [-0.39, 0.75] 

1.146 *** 

(0.260) 

95% CI [0.64, 1.66] 

The asterisks denote the level of significance of our p values, with the following key: 

*** (p<0.001) 

** (p<0.01) 

* (p<0.05) 
. (trend: p=0.05 – 0.10 significance) 
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3.2. Did the social learners flexibly adjust their strategies to each level of the 

social information presented? 

To visualise whether the social learners’ strategies match those predicted in 

Table 1, I plot the proportion of social learners who chose % as a function of the 

number of demonstrators who chose %. I plot this for each combination of the 

similarity and reliability information in Figure 4. This allows me to compare the 

frequency-dependent social learning strategies that the social learners used across 

each level of the similarity and reliability information. 
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Key: 

 

 

Figure 4. The proportion of social learners who chose % based on the number of 

demonstrators who chose %. The different panels show the social learners’ responses 
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to frequency-dependent social information by each level of the second- and third-

order social information, for both the game against nature (learning skills, in red) and 

the coordination game (learning social norms, in blue). The error bars give the 95% 

bootstrapped confidence interval clustered on social learners, to reflect the multiple 

observations gathered per learner. The regions shaded in grey depict where the social 

learners’ data would fall if they used a conformist strategy, whilst the dashed lines 

give points of reference for proportions of learners choosing % at 0, 0.5, and 1. 

 

For clarity going forward, I refer to groups of demonstrators who share a 

similar decision-making environment to the social learners as cases where the social 

learners learned from ‘similar’ others. Cases where the demonstrators made decisions 

in a different decision-making environment to the social learners are cases where the 

social learners learned from ‘different’ others. The results depicted in Figure 4 show 

that the social learners typically used frequency-dependent social learning strategies, 

as they changed their preference for choosing % based on whether the minority or the 

majority of demonstrators had chosen %. The response to frequency information was 

less pronounced under reliably incorrect signals from different others (figure 4D) 

however, and the response to uninformative signals from different others (figure 4E) 

was random and may not respond to frequency information.  

To understand how the social learners responded to second-order (i.e., 

similarity) information, one need only compare the figures in the same row of Figure 

4. Take reliably correct signals in the bottom row, for example. On average, the social 

learners copied the majority of reliably similar others (Figure 4C) though instead 

followed the minority of reliably different others (Figure 4F) for both games. These 

strategies matched those given in Table 1, meaning that the social learners responded 

to frequency-dependent social information based on whether the group from whom 
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they learned were identified as sharing a similar or different decision-making 

environment to themselves.  

To understand how the social learners responded to third-order information 

(i.e., the reliability of the similarity signals), one need only compare the figures within 

the same column of Figure 4. Take the social learners’ responses to similar others in 

the left-hand column, for example. On average, the social learners copied the majority 

of similar others with an uninformative (Figure 4B) or a reliably correct signal (Figure 

4C). The learners instead followed the minority choice among similar demonstrators 

if they saw a reliably incorrect signal  (Figure 4A). These strategies matched those in 

Table 1, showing that the social learners changed their response to frequency-

dependent information as based on their perceived similarity of their decision-making 

environments to a group, and the reliability of this signal. The logistic regression in 

Table 3 further investigates how the social learners adjusted their strategies to each 

level of the social information. 

 

Table 3. The logistic regressions modelling whether social learners chose %. 

Predictors included (i) the centred number of demonstrators who chose % on their 

final period, (ii) each combination of the similarity and reliability information, minus 

the omitted category of reliably incorrect- similar signals, and (iii) the interactions 

between each of these dummies and the centered proportion of demonstrators who 

chose %. I centered the proportion of demonstrators choosing % so any block where 

3/6 demonstrators chose % became the omitted category of the regression, and thus 

were reflected in the intercept. The robust standard errors given in parentheses were 

clustered on the social learner to reflect the multiple observations gathered per 

learner. See appendix 7 for the regressions with control predictors. As the only 

significant control predictor was an increased likelihood to choose % as the blocks 

progressed during the game against nature only, then the models reported below just 
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focus on the social information of interest. I also give the 95% confidence interval 

lower and upper bounds for each estimate. 

Parameter Estimate 

(game against 

nature) 

Estimate 

(coordination 

game) 

Intercept 0.337 ** 

(0.12) 

95% CI [0.10, 

0.57] 

0.308 * 

(0.120) 

95% CI [0.07, 

0.54] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing % 

-1.493 * 

(0.581) 

95% CI [-2.63, --

0.36] 

-1.400 ** 

(0.492) 

95% CI [-2.36, -

0.44] 

Reliably incorrect- different dummy 

[signal indicates different and is correct 

with 0.1 probability] 

-0.177 

(0.145) 

95% CI [-0.46, -

0.11] 

-0.112 

(0.175) 

95% CI[-0.45, 

0.23] 

Uninformative - same dummy 

[signal indicates same and is correct with 

0.5 probability] 

-0.251 . 

(0.143) 

95% CI [-0.53, -

0.03] 

-0.007 

(0.154) 

95% CI [-0.31, 

0.29] 

Uninformative - different dummy 

[signal indicates different and is correct 

with 0.5 probability] 

-0.274 . 

(0.158) 

95% CI [-0.58, -

0.03] 

-0.065 

(0.154) 

95% CI [-0.37, 

0.24] 

Reliably correct - same dummy 

[signal indicates same and is correct with 

0.9 probability] 

0.006 

(0.152) 

95% CI [-0.29, 

0.30] 

-0.089 

(0.197) 

95% CI [-0.47, -

0.30] 

Reliably correct - different dummy 

[signal indicates different and is correct 

with 0.9 probability] 

-0.034 

(0.137) 

95% CI [-0.30, 

0.14] 

-0.025 

(0.168) 

95% CI [-0.35, 

0.30] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing % X reliably incorrect-different 

dummy 

2.371 ** 

(0.750) 

95% CI [0.90, 

3.84] 

2.911 *** 

(0.751) 

95% CI [1.44, 

4.38] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing % X uninformative-same 

dummy 

4.161 *** 

(0.802) 

95% CI [2.59, 

5.73] 

4.242 *** 

(0.752) 

95% CI [2.77, 

5.71] 
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Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing % X uninformative-different 

dummy 

1.785 * 

(0.695) 

95% CI [0.43, 

3.14] 

1.630 * 

(0.677) 

95% CI [0.31, 

2.95] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing % X reliably correct-same 

dummy 

5.714 *** 

(0.992) 

95% CI [3.77, 

7.65] 

6.700 *** 

(0.989) 

95% CI [4.77, 

8.63] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing % X reliably correct-different 

dummy 

-0.438 

(0.640) 

95% CI [-1.69, -

0.81] 

-0.576 

(0.642) 

95% CI [-1.83, 

0.68] 

The asterisks denote the level of significance of our p values, with the following key: 

*** (p<0.001) 

** (p<0.01) 

* (p<0.05) 
. (trend: p=0.05 – 0.10 significance) 

 

The regression in Table 3 shows remarkable consistency between the game 

against nature and the coordination game. The social learners became less likely to 

choose % as the centered proportion of demonstrators choosing % increased across 

both games (game against nature: effect = -1.49, z = -2.57, p=0.01; coordination 

game: effect = -1.40, z = -2.85, p =0.004). This reflects the estimate for the omitted 

category of reliably incorrect-similar signals. That is, the learners followed the 

minority choice made by the demonstrators on blocks with a reliably incorrect signal 

of similarity. This makes sense, as demonstrators who were unlikely to be similar to 

oneself were in fact likely to be different. The social learners also followed the 

minority around reliably different others (Figure 4F), suggesting they understood that 

these signals were informationally equivalent.  

The significant effects in Table 3 show that the social learners became more 

likely to choose % as more demonstrators did under the following blocks: reliably 

incorrect-different; uninformative- similar; uninformative- different and reliably 
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correct-similar. The social learners clearly followed the majority on blocks with 

uninformative and reliably correct signals from similar others (Figure 4B and 4C). 

There was a slight trend to follow the majority when responding to reliably incorrect 

signals from different others (Figure 4D). A reliably correct signal of similarity and a 

reliably incorrect signal of difference both implied that the demonstrators had played 

the same game version as the social learners. Learners followed the majority on both 

these blocks, which shows a complex processing of third-order information.  

However, the social learners’ responded at chance for an uninformative signal 

from different others (see Figure 4E). Note that the logistic regression merely 

confirms that this response is significantly distinct to the omitted category of reliably 

incorrect signals from similar others. The social learners response to reliably incorrect 

signals from similar others was meaningful (figure 4A) though their response to the 

uninformative signal from different others was not (figure 4E).  

We run linear combinations to test whether the social learners employed a 

significantly distinct strategy in response to each level of the similarity and reliability 

information. These linear combinations focused on cases when either the majority of 

demonstrators chose % (>4) or none did. These highlighted the differences between 

flexible social learning strategies, and those that follow simple learning rules. Flexible 

learners would adjust to the similarity and reliability information, whilst learners who 

followed a rule to ‘always copy the majority’ would choose % whenever the majority 

of demonstrators had. These linear combinations revealed that the social learners 

employed a significantly distinct strategy to each level of social information. The only 

exception is that the social learners did not adjust to reliably incorrect signals versus 

uninformative signals from different others for the game against nature only (see 

appendix 8). 
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To summarise, the social learners adjusted somewhat to each level of the 

social information. Section 3.3 focuses on whether these adjustments are complete 

and symmetric to all informationally-equivalent blocks. 

 

3.3. Did the social learners choose their social learner optimum? 

Social learners who adjusted symmetrically to the social information available 

would extract their social learner optimum on any block with an informationally-

meaningful signal. This excluded blocks with uninformative signals, as these rendered 

the similarity information at chance level of being correct. The regression in table 4 

analyses whether the social learners adjusted symmetrically to all informationally-

equivalent blocks when playing both a game against nature and a coordination game.  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. Logistic regressions modelling whether the social learners chose the social 

learner optimum. Predictors included: (i) the centered proportion of demonstrators 

who chose the demonstrator optimum, (ii) dummies for each combination of 

similarity and reliability information, minus the omitted category of reliably incorrect- 

similar signals, and (iii) interactions between each of these dummies and the centered 

proportion of demonstrators who chose the demonstrator optimum. Robust standard 

error clustered on social learner. See appendix 9 for the regressions with control 

predictors, though the only significant control predictor was that the social learners 

were more likely to answer optimally on blocks where the % symbol was optimal, 

suggesting an arbitrary preference to choose this symbol across both games. I also 

give the 95% confidence interval lower and upper bounds for each estimate. 
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Parameter Estimate 

(game against 

nature, all 

signals) 

Estimate 

(coordination 

game, all signals, 

full data) 

Intercept 0.210 

(0.148) 

95% CI [-0.08, 

0.50] 

0.047 

(0.109) 

95% CI [-0.17, 

0.26] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing the demonstrator optimum 

0.166 

(0.642) 

95% CI [-1.09, 

1.42] 

0.613 

(0.462) 

95% CI [-0.29, 

1.52] 

Reliably incorrect-different dummy 

[indicates different and is correct with 

0.1 probability] 

-0.136 

(0.184) 

95% CI [-0.50, 

0.22] 

0.184 

(0.165) 

95% CI [-0.14, 

0.51] 

Uninformative-same dummy 

[indicates same and is correct with 0.5 

probability] 

-0.193 

(0.201) 

95% CI [-0.59, 

0.20] 

-0.026 

(0.159) 

95% CI [-0.34, 

0.29] 

Uninformative-different dummy 

[indicates different and is correct with 

0.5 probability] 

-0.131 

(0.193) 

95% CI [-0.51, -

0.25] 

-0.136 

(0.160) 

95% CI [-0.45, 

0.18] 

Reliably correct-same dummy 

[indicates same and is correct with 0.9 

probability] 

-0.278 

(0.222) 

95% CI [-0.71, -

0.16] 

0.254 

(0.204) 

95% CI [-0.14, 

0.65] 

Reliably correct-different dummy 

[indicates different and is correct with 

0.9 probability] 

-0.048 

(0.192) 

95% CI [-0.42, -

0.33] 

-0.017 

(0.168) 

95% CI [-0.35, 

0.31] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing optimum X reliably 

incorrect-different dummy 

0.374 

(0.815) 

95% CI [-1.22, 

1.97] 

0.786 

(0.622) 

95% CI [-0.43, 

2.00] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing optimum X uninformative-

same dummy 

-0.787 

(0.819) 

95% CI [-2.39, 

0.81] 

-1.197 * 

(0.595)  

95% CI [-2.36, -

0.03] 
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Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing optimum X uninformative-

different dummy 

-0.901 

(0.805) 

95% CI [-2.48, 

0.67] 

-0.023 

(0.616) 

95% CI [-1.23, 

1.18] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing optimum X reliably correct-

same dummy 

2.53 ** 

(0.911) 

95% CI [0.75, 

4.31] 

1.460 . 

(0.770) 

95% CI [-0.05, 

2.96] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing optimum X reliably correct-

different dummy 

0.724 

(0.785) 

95% CI [-0.81, 

2.26] 

0.573 

(0.605) 

95% CI [-0.61, 

1.76] 

The asterisks denote the level of significance of our p values, with the following key: 

*** (p<0.001) 

** (p<0.01) 

* (p<0.05) 
. (trend: p=0.05 – 0.10 significance) 

 

Beginning with the game against nature, the social learners were significantly 

more likely to choose their social learner optimum as more demonstrators chose the 

demonstrator optimum for a reliably correct- similar dummy (effect = 2.53, z = 2.78, 

p=0.005). The social learners conformed to the majority of similar others with a 

reliably correct signal (Figure 4C). This strategy allowed them to choose the social 

learner optimum. 

We further confirmed this preference to learn from reliably similar others with 

linear combinations (see appendix 10). The social learners were more likely to 

respond optimally when viewing reliably correct signals rather than uninformative 

signals of similarity, though this is expected as the social learners could only respond 

optimally to the uninformative signals by chance. Interestingly, the social learners 

were more likely to answer optimally when viewing a reliably correct signal of 

similarity than they were when viewing a reliably incorrect signal of similarity, or a 

reliably correct signal of difference. This suggests a bias in processing information, as 
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these signals were informationally equivalent. This implies a trade-off when the social 

learners processed complex social information. The social learners were more likely 

to master an asocial skill when learning from similar others with reliably correct 

signals.  

For the coordination game, the only significant effect was that the social 

learners were less likely to coordinate on the optimal option when more demonstrators 

coordinated on their demonstrator optimum for blocks with uninformative-similar 

signals (effect = -1.20, z=-2.01, p=0.04). The uninformative condition provided a 

baseline trial, in which the social learners could just choose the social learning 

strategy that they preferred without any expectation that this could affect their pay-

offs. Despite this, the social learners seemingly employed a strategy of ‘copy similar 

others even if the blocks give uninformative information’ (Figure 4B). This perhaps 

helped the social learners to coordinate though they were more likely to coordinate on 

the sub-optimal option. 

We then used linear combinations to investigate if there were any differences 

in the social learners’ ability to answer optimally to each level of social information 

during the coordination game (see appendix 11). The social learners were more likely 

to respond optimally to reliably correct signals from similar others than reliably 

correct signals from different others. The social learners were also more likely to 

respond optimally to reliably correct signals from similar others than to uninformative 

or reliably incorrect signals from similar others. The bias to learn from similar others 

with reliably correct signals was not as pronounced during the coordination game as it 

was during the game against nature, however. 

A final caveat to consider is that the Z-tree code worked with the probabilities 

given in the economic games. This refers to the reliability of the similarity signal: 0.9 
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for reliably correct signals; 0.5 for uninformative signals and 0.1 for reliably incorrect 

signals. Working with these probabilities meant that the blocks sometimes displayed 

incorrect similarity information. For example, a reliably incorrect signal informing the 

participant that she played the same game version as the demonstrators would 

correctly depict that the social learner was playing the same game version as the 

demonstrators with a probability of 0.1. However, it was more likely that she played 

the different game version to the demonstrators with a probability of 0.9. In this case, 

the signal suggesting that the social learners and the demonstrators played the ‘same’ 

game type would be incorrect. This caveat could have affected the social learners’ 

ability to choose their social learner optimum. 

We analysed how the social learners responded to the similarity signals that 

happened to be correct compared to those signals that happened to be incorrect for 

both the game against nature (see appendix 12) and the coordination game (see 

appendix 13). This analysis broadly revealed that the social learners responded to a 

reliably incorrect signal as if it always provided wrong similarity information, and 

that they responded to a reliably correct signal as if it always provided correct 

similarity information. This shows a complex understanding of the informationally-

equivalent reliability signals on the part of the social learner. The social learners also 

seemed to treat an uninformative signal of similarity as if it were always correct 

during a coordination game, perhaps as this strategy made coordination easier.  

To summarise, the social learners may have occasionally coordinated on the 

sub-optimal option during the coordination game, but they were usually flexible at 

adjusting to social information when acquiring a social norm. The bias to learn from 

reliably similar others was perhaps less pronounced on the coordination game as it 
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was in the game against nature. Otherwise, there was a remarkable consistency 

between how the learners acquired both an asocial skill and a social norm.  

 

3.4. Summary of the social learning strategies 

The social learners showed a complex adjustment when choosing their 

frequency-dependent social learning strategies. They chose these strategies based on 

(i) frequency information, (ii) signals cuing whether the group played a similar or 

different game to the participant and (iii) the reliability of similarity signals. However, 

there was a trade-off in the extent to which learners can respond to this information. 

The social learners were more likely to respond optimally when learning from similar 

others with reliably correct signals.  

 

4. Discussion 

This study investigated how flexible social learners were when choosing 

between different frequency-dependent social learning strategies. I found that 

individuals adjusted to first-order social information (frequency-dependent 

information), second-order social information (signals indicating whether the learner 

shared a similar or different decision-making environment to the group from whom 

she learns) and third-order social information (the reliability of similarity signals). 

This suggests that the boundaries of a frequency-dependent social learning strategy 

space are more complex than simply responding to first-order information. These 

results are consistent with a growing body of literature suggesting that social learning 

strategies are employed flexibly across different scenarios (Deffner et al., 2020; 

Kendal et al., 2018; Rendell et al., 2011).  
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The social learners responded differently to frequency-dependent information 

based on whether the group from whom they learned were similar or different to 

themselves. Groups of (reliably) similar others were more likely to be copied. Perhaps 

a high rate of intergroup contact (Boyd & Richerson, 1985 [chapter 7]; Deffner et al., 

2020; Efferson et al., 2008b) may have created enough exposure to different others 

for social learners to be able to account for this second-order social information and 

avoid copying (reliably) different others.  

This study characterised the similarity information as a signal informing the 

participants that they learned from a group who made decisions in a ‘similar’ or 

‘different’ environment to themselves. Previous literature focuses on whether the 

participants look similar to others on observable traits (House et al., 2013; Jiménez & 

Mesoudi, 2019; Molleman et al., 2019a; Salali et al., 2015; Shutts et al., 2010). 

Individuals cue their cultural group memberships via ethnic markers (Efferson et al., 

2008b; 2016). It makes sense to learn from those with similar markers as they are 

likely to share similar norms and skillsets as oneself (Richerson et al., 2016; Fischer, 

2009; Wood et al., 2013). By directly telling the participants that they were similar or 

different to the group, I remove the need for the participant to calculate their 

perceived similarity to others on observable traits, which may be difficult to test 

explicitly.  

Future work should explore whether the preference to learn from (reliably) 

similar others in the current study is heightened for those that look similar to 

ourselves, perhaps due to ethnocentrism (Hales & Edmonds, 2019) or out-group 

prejudices (Efferson et al., 2008b; Konrad & Morath, 2012; Vogt et al., 2013). To 

achieve this, a design similar to Efferson et al’s. (2008b) can be used, where the 

participants can represent themselves with on-screen avatars. Sometimes, these 
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avatars are uninformative; and sometimes, they become linked to the game being 

played in such a way that they become a reliably correct or reliably incorrect signal of 

who is playing the same game as the participant. This could highlight how in-group 

preferences occur in a group where ethnic markers and social norms emerge 

endogenously, and can highlight how reliably incorrect (i.e., easy to fake) markers 

may affect the rate of outgroup prejudices. 

The social learners responded to third-order complexity, though they were not 

infinitely flexible in their adjustments. The learners were more likely to master an 

asocial skill and a social norm when learning from reliably similar others. These 

results seemingly support prediction (ii) in the introduction: learners’ chosen 

frequency-dependent social learning strategies were based on three orders of social 

information, but they adjusted to these three orders asymmetrically. 

The social learners followed the minority of similar others on trials with 

reliably incorrect signals. This suggests that observable cues of group affiliation have 

not always reliably signalled who shares similar or different behaviours to oneself. To 

illustrate with an example, some individuals may fake signals of group membership in 

order to gain access to another group for some benefit (Sosis et al., 2007). 

Additionally, some individuals signal their cultural identities subtly or hide them 

entirely (Smaldino et al., 2018). If such scenarios have been common, then this may 

have created a need for individuals to process the reliability of any cues suggesting 

similarity. 

While the social learners adjusted to the reliability signal given alongside 

similar others, they did not adjust to the reliability signal given alongside different 

others. While it may make sense for outsiders to pretend to be similar to others to 

exploit some kind of perceived benefit of belonging to another social group (Sosis et 
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al., 2007), it is difficult to envision a case where an individual would pretend to be 

different to someone else. After all, failing to coordinate one’s actions to the rest of 

the group may have devastating social consequences (Chudek & Henrich, 2011; 

Molleman et al., 2019b).  

There would not necessarily be a realistic analogue to the reliably incorrect 

signal of difference in my study. This is not a weakness of the design as such, but an 

interesting test of cognition more generally. If human cognition is best viewed as an 

infinitely flexible domain-general processing system (Bolhuis et al., 2011; Shenhav & 

Greene, 2010) then I would expect the social learners to be able to respond to all 

levels of the reliability signal, even if unusual. The fact that the social learners did not 

show a strong response to reliably incorrect signals from different others instead 

suggests that social learner cognition is only as flexible as far as there is likely to be a 

realistic counterpart to these in-game signals.  

The origins of this asymmetric adjustment may be genetic or cultural in 

nature. For example, a genetic bias to conform around reliably similar others may 

have emerged as we were more likely to encounter and learn from our reliably similar 

in-group members throughout the ancestral past (Henrich & Boyd, 1998; Mercier & 

Morin, 2019; Molleman et al., 2014). This may have led to the bias to follow the 

majority around (reliably) similar others only in the current study. Alternatively, 

individuals can socially learn how to learn from others (Kendal et al., 2018; Heyes, 

2016; Mesoudi et al., 2016). The social learners may respond to both reliably correct 

and reliably incorrect signals from similar others as they have encountered both cases 

enough times in their own lives to have learned a response to these signals. Perhaps 

reliably incorrect signals of difference are rarely encountered and so the social learner 

has no framework when responding to this signal.  
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There has been a tendency in gene-culture coevolutionary research to assume 

that biased and rigid behaviour is evidence of a genetic bias while flexible behaviour 

is socially learned or influenced by cultural input (Barrett, 2015 [chapter 9]). I made 

no such assumption that a genetic propensity to conform must stay rigid across one’s 

entire life, or that culturally learned social rules are always flexible– indeed, they may 

result in social learning behaviour that appears biased. Future research should 

investigate the likely origins of this asymmetric adjustment favouring reliably similar 

others, but my study cannot highlight the genetic and/or cultural origins of this 

adjustment. Instead, the novel contribution of this study was that social learners were 

found to adjust their frequency-dependent social learning strategies to a third order 

social information space. 

Regardless of the origin, this study found that social learners made more 

money when learning from similar others with reliably correct signals than they did 

when learning from different others with reliably correct or incorrect signals. There is 

an outstanding question as to whether all participants experienced this asymmetric 

trade-off, or whether some participants adjusted to third-order social information 

completely while other participants merely followed a rule to 'always copy the 

majority (or minority)’. This would have cancelled out to an asymmetric adjustment 

at the aggregate level. To investigate this caveat, I build scatterplots and heatmaps to 

highlight the likelihood of each participant to follow the majority on periods with 

‘similar’ signals and to follow the majority on periods with ‘different’ signals. I create 

these for both reliably correct and reliably incorrect signals, for both the game against 

nature and the coordination game (see appendices 14-15). This further analysis 

highlighted that most individuals varied their strategies based on the reliability of the 
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signal being shown. Thus, most of my participants did adjust their frequency-

dependent social learning strategies to a third-order complexity. 

However, very few participants did so optimally. For reliably correct signals, 

the expected optimal strategy would be if the participants always followed the 

majority of similar others, but never followed the majority of different others. I found 

that some participants did this (see appendix 15). I also found that some participants 

did the exact opposite of this, and instead chose to follow the majority of different 

others and to never follow the majority of similar others. On top of this, I also found 

some strategies that fell between the two extremes. These individuals who partially 

adjusted to the signals were not necessarily the same participants who reported that 

they ignored the social information in the end-survey (see supplementary materials). 

This asymmetric adjustment was thus a meaningful– if suboptimal– strategy. 

This suboptimal strategy is not just a caveat to my study. McElreath et al. 

(2008) and Efferson et al. (2008a) find that a subset of participants will avoid 

conforming even when it would be suboptimal to do so, while Goeree and Yariv 

(2015) find that a subset of participants will conform even when conformity is 

suboptimal. Some of my participants routinely committed to a suboptimal social 

learning strategy despite this trade-off in processing social information having real 

payoff consequences as the participants’ pay was based on points. Future research 

should investigate if this preference exists outside of laboratory studies, as people 

who are less responsive to frequency-dependent social information and do not use it 

optimally are likely to have profound effects on the cultural evolutionary outcomes of 

information spread in their group. 

The fact that some social learners could adjust to third-order social 

information completely and others showed an asymmetric adjustment may be 
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evidence of different cognitive strategies in the participants. A dual system approach 

to social learner cognition would enable the individual to both follow simple biases 

and to show flexible adjustments to social information (Heyes, 2016). System 1 

processing is fast and effortless, but likely to be driven by rule-of-thumbs. This may 

be consistent with how conformity has sometimes been modelled (Boyd & Richerson, 

1985 [chapter 7]; Henrich, 2004; Henrich & Boyd, 2001) and may explain the 

conformity around reliably similar others in the current study. System 2 processing is 

instead slow and effortful. This may be consistent with a growing body of literature 

finding that social learning strategies flexibly guide who, what and when to copy 

(Efferson et al., 2016; Kendal et al., 2018; Rendell et al., 2011; Wood et al., 2013). 

System 2 processing may underlie the complex adjustments to both second and third-

order social information in response to all informationally-equivalent signals that 

some of my participants achieved. As System 2 processing is difficult to engage, then 

not all of the participants could adjust to third-order social information completely. 

Indeed, a failure to update beyond simplistic System 1 biases in complex learning 

environments may explain why individually maladaptive behaviour, such as mob 

behaviour, can be upheld at the group level (Kendal et al., 2018; Mesoudi, 2009; 

Boyd & Richerson, 2007). 

Thus far, the asymmetric adjustment found in this study has been discussed in 

relation to social learner cognition though this could apply to human cognition more 

broadly. For example, I argued that the lack of response to reliably incorrect signals 

from different others may be due to the fact that the social learners were unlikely to 

have encountered others who pretended to be different to themselves. Equally, the 

participants may struggle with this framing as it is a double-negative (Cutmore et al., 

2015; Johnson-Laird & Tridgell, 1972). Participants should copy (reliably) similar 
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others to answer optimally, though they must choose the other option to groups of 

(reliably) different others to answer optimally. For a reliably incorrect signal of 

difference, the social learner must flip the signal again to understand that someone 

who is unlikely to be playing a different game to oneself is in fact likely to be playing 

the same game. Thus, the social learners should copy the majority under any reliably 

incorrect signals of difference. Social learning may be just one task required of a 

cognitive system which cannot process infinite information (Heyes, 2016; Krafft et 

al., 2021; Mesoudi, 2011).   

For the sake of this paper, I treat reliably correct signals and reliably incorrect 

signals as informationally equivalent. Strictly speaking, this would only be true on 

tasks with two options. Minority-based social learning strategies are less efficient on a 

task with multiple equilibria, as they can only rule out one inefficient behaviour at a 

time. To illustrate with an example, imagine a hunter who does not know whether to 

use a net, a spear, or a club to hunt the local game. She observes a group of fishermen 

using the net. This rules out the net– clearly, that was designed for fishing. However, 

she is still none the wiser as to whether the spear or the club can be used to hunt. As 

mastering skillsets or coordinating on social norms is likely to involve multiple 

equilibria (Mesoudi et al., 2015) then this paper was perhaps limited in scope. As my 

study had the broader aim of investigating frequency-dependent social learning 

strategies in response to three orders of social information, I kept the design simple so 

that any departures from perfect judgement could be easily visualised. 

This study’s results support a complex and flexible social learning strategy 

space for frequency-dependent social learning strategies which can be based on up to 

three orders of social information. The use of frequency-dependent social learning 

strategies to a third-order complexity should be further confirmed with agent-based 
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models. Modelling is important to check theoretical assumptions (Muthukrishna & 

Henrich, 2019). Further, empirical studies should investigate whether a similar 

flexibility exists for other types of social learning strategies. For example, whether an 

individual’s preference to copy prestigious others (Chudek et al., 2012), or popular or 

socially-dominant others (Flynn & Whiten, 2012), is also influenced by similarity and 

reliability information.  

In summary, the social learners flexibly adjusted their frequency-dependent 

social learning strategies to (i) the number of others who had chosen certain 

behaviours in a group, (ii) whether the members of this group were identified as 

learning in a similar or different environment to oneself and (iii) the reliability of this 

similarity information. The social learners showed asymmetric adjustments as they 

were more likely to master a skill or social norm from reliably similar others. Taken 

together, these results suggest that frequency-based social learning strategies are more 

complex than simply accounting for the frequency of a behaviour amongst a group. 

The boundaries of a frequency-dependent social learning space should be extended, to 

consider that social learners flexibly base their chosen strategies on second and third-

order social information. The social learners responses to third-order social 

information were not fully flexible in this study, however. There is likely to be an 

extent to the breadth of social information that one can process when choosing 

between frequency-dependent social learning strategies.  
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Data availability 

The data collected for this study, alongside full materials, appendices and supporting 

materials, can be found at OSF | What is a social-learning strategy, anyway? 
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6.Appendix 

Note all extra references used in the appendices are present in the reference list for 

Chapter 3. 

Appendix 1A: Rationale for testing in India. 

There is a bias to recruit WEIRD participants which current research trends 

must move away from (Henrich et al., 2010). Previous researchers have begun 

investigating the differences in social learning style preferences between British and 

Chinese participants (Molleman & Gachter, 2018). British participants are highly 

individualistic whilst Chinese participants are from highly collectivist cultures. This 

means that social learning preferences have been tested at polarised ends of 

Hofstede’s (1980) individualism scale. This data may not represent countries who are 

less differentiated and more central on this scale, and so the current study decided to 

recruit in India to address this gap. India ranks 21st on Hofstede’s individualism scale 

with a score of 48 (see https://clearlycultural.com/geert-hofstede-cultural-

dimensions/individualism/ for classifications). 

 

Henrich, J., Heine, S., & Norenzayan, A. (2010). The weirdest people in the 

world? Behavioral and Brain Sciences, 33(2-3), 61-83. 
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Appendix 1B: Protocol given to researchers in CESS lab to ensure standardised 

testing across research labs. Note that the italicised text represents additional 

instructions that were used for the coordination game only. 

Instructions for experimenters (experimenter use only)  

1.Accept only an even number of participants.  If odd, randomly select one 

person who showed up to send home. 

2.Run the welcome treatment (.ztt file) provided on enough PCs for the invited 

number of participants.  Turn off the PC screens before participants arrive.  The 

welcome treatment displays a screen saying "Welcome, press OK", but participants 

will not be able to see it initially because their screens are off. 

3.Provide an instructions booklet and pen at every client PC depending on the 

game type played.  

4.As participants enter, direct them to their seat and tell them to start reading 

their instructions booklet. Tell them that when they have finished reading, they should 

fill in the multiple-choice questions and consent form at the back of the booklet if 

they wish to take part. They should then raise their hand to inform the researcher 

when they have finished. 

Please ensure that all participants are over the age of eighteen years old, capable of 

giving fully-informed consent and can speak English. 

5.When participants raise their hand, use the answer sheet provided overleaf to 

check their understanding on the multiple-choice questions. If they have not answered 

all questions correctly, then ask them to try again referring back to the instructions 

booklet. If they have answered correctly, turn on their PC screen.  At this point, they 
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will see that they need to press “OK.”  With the clients table open in z-Tree, this OK 

press will be visible to the experimenter.  In this way, the experimenter can keep track 

of who has answered all comprehension questions correctly.  

6.A protocol regarding verbal instructions for those with poorer English 

abilities is provided overleaf. These participants will still have to answer the multiple-

choice questions to show understanding however, and if they cannot understand these 

then they should be removed from the session with their show-up fee.  

7.When the experimenter has verified that everyone has answered all 

comprehension questions correct, which again can be seen in the clients table, read 

the “Summary for participants” aloud in front of the entire session of participants.   

8.Run the appropriate coordGameWithinSubjectsIndependentSignals*ztt or 

bestChoiceWithinSubjectsIndependentSignals*ztt file, depending on the game type 

played.  Encourage participants to enter their unique ID that they input on the first 

screen on to the top of their consent form. After this, do not talk to participants unless 

they have a question to ask. Use the instructions, debrief, or this protocol to help you 

answer any questions that a participant may have. If there are any questions that you 

cannot answer, please tell the participant to contact me using the email address that I 

have provided both in their instructions and debrief. 

9.Once all participants have finished the game, call participants up to pay 

them privately according to your standard procedure.  Remember to take their consent 

form. Please provide the debrief form to the participants with every payment. 
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Protocol for verbal instructions 

Read the below aloud in cases where the participant is slow to read English. They will 

still need to look at the screen-shots and answer pre-game questions. If they still do 

not understand after the verbal summary, then they may have to be removed. Where 

possible try to avoid testing participants who may be of poor English ability. It is 

preferable that participants read rather than relying on this verbal summary. If they 

have further questions, then use the protocol/instructions booklet to answer them. Do 

not provide them with information that is not in the booklet, or help them answer 

questions, as this may give them an unfair advantage. Note that text in italics need 

only be read for the coordination game specifically. 

“You are about to play a game on the computer which involves choosing 

between two options (@ or %). The order of these options on-screen may change 

throughout the game, so pay attention when choosing. You will play the game for 88 

periods, which are divided into 22 blocks of 4 periods each. Your exact number of 

turns depends on your participant type. The computer starts by randomly choosing six 

of you to be Type A Participants. The others are Type B Participants. 

Type A Participants make a decision in every period and thus make 88 

choices. Type B Participants decide in the last period of every block, making 22 

choices overall. Don’t worry- Type B Participants will have the chance to earn equal 

points (and therefore, money) to Type A Participants. 

The game is played in pairs. Your pair will be the same type as you (meaning 

that As play with As, and Bs play with Bs). You will be assigned a new partner in 

each new block of the game. Your points earned will also depend on what your 

partner chooses (see the points table in the booklet). 
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The computer will randomly decide which game Type A Participants play, and 

which game Type B Participants play. The two games are Game Left and Game 

Right. Regardless of game-type, you will earn more points if you match your choice to 

your partner’s (e.g. both pick %). Which option (% or @) it is worth the most points 

to match on depends on which game you are playing.  Type A and Type B 

Participants may be playing the same game, or different. You do not know which 

game you are playing. 

Type A Participants choose every period and immediately see the points that 

they have earned based on their choice. Note that a random shock will be applied to 

these points, so you may earn more or less points than the expected points shown in 

the table on-screen. This shock represents the effect of things beyond your control that 

affect your decisions in every-day life. 

Type B Participants only choose in the final period of each block.  Before 

choosing, they will see (i) how many Type A Participants have chosen @ or % on 

their final (fourth) turn, (ii) a signal indicating whether they are playing the same 

game (Left or Right) as Type A Participants, and (iii) the probability that this signal is 

correct.  If you are a Type B participant, you and your partner will always see the 

same information.  The information may change, however, from one block to the 

next, so please pay attention to the on-screen information.  

Type B Participants will not see the points that they have earned based on their 

choices, until they see their total points earned at the end of the game. Each of Type 

B’s choices are played four times, with four separate random shocks, so that they earn 

similar points to Type A Participants. 

After playing the game, you will complete a short survey about how you 

played the game. Fill in the multiple-choice answers by clicking the option that most 
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applies to you with your mouse, and fill in text answers by clicking inside the purple 

box and typing your answer. 

We ask that you remain seated at the end of the study and wait until you hear 

your ID number being called to accept your pay and debrief before you leave. 

If you have any questions, or would like to leave for whatever reason, then 

please ask now. Remember not to talk to your fellow participants during the game. If 

you wish to leave during the game, or have any questions, then raise your hand to let a 

researcher know. 

If you are happy to take part, then please now fill in your consent form and 

answer the multiple-choice questions in the back of your booklet. You must answer 

all questions correctly to start playing”. 

 

Predicted questions and how to answer (for experimenter use only) 

•What is the experiment actually about? 

This study will help us understand how people use information to make decisions, and 

the diversity of this process, particularly in regards to decisions made in groups.  

•What will the findings be used for? 

The findings will be used as part of a PhD project being ran at Royal Holloway 

University of London. The lead researcher’s details are in your instructions booklet 

and on the debrief given to you at the end. This study may be published but we have 

taken care to ensure that your decisions are anonymous and will not be traced back to 

you individually. 

•I’m unsure what a Type A Participant does 

You will see some tables denoting game left or game right. The computer has chosen 
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one of these games to play, though you do not know which. You are playing the same 

game as your partner. You should choose between @ or %, and hit OK when you’re 

happy with your choice. You can then see the points that you have earned based on 

both your decisions, and your partner’s decisions, after everyone has answered. One 

option will be worth more points than the other option, provided that you and your 

partner choose the same option. You have four turns at choosing in every block. Read 

the instructions again for further information. 

•I’m unsure what a Type B Participant does 

Type B Participant have one chance to match their choice of % or @ with their 

partner’s in every block. You are playing Game left or Game right, and this may be 

the same game as Type A participant’s or different. You will see some information 

on-screen to help you make your choice. This includes the number of Type A 

Participants choosing @ or %, and whether you are playing the same or different 

game to these participants. You will also be told how likely it is that this information 

about playing the same or different game is to be correct. Remember that the partner 

you are paired to play the game with always sees the same information as you. The 

on-screen information and your assigned partner can change between blocks however, 

so you should play close attention each time you make a decision. Read the 

instructions again for more information. 

•How do I answer the survey? 

Try to answer these questions as honestly as you can. Answer the multiple-choice 

questions by using your mouse to click the white button next to your desired answer. 

Please select the answer that you feel most applies to you. The final field requires text 
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answers. Click inside the purple text box and manually type your responses. When 

you are done hit OK and then raise your hand to let the researcher know.  

•You may have to remind people to type their age and years lived in their city 

as numbers instead of text (i.e. “22” instead of “twenty-two”). 

•If the participant sees an error message in a different language: this means 

that they have not clicked the option or typed their answer properly and must do so to 

proceed. Tell them to hit OK and answer again.  

•If participants see an extra question screen at the end repeating the age 

questions, then the individual has entered their years lived in a country as more than 

their age by mistake in the first survey. Tell them that they are being asked to rectify 

any small mistakes in a separate screen at the end.  

•Any other questions, ask them to email me after the experiment using the 

address that I included on both the instructions and the debrief.  
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Appendix 2: The instructions given to the participants including pre-game 

questions to check understanding. 

Appendix 2A: Instructions for the game against nature. 

Welcome! You are invited to participate in a study for approximately 1 ½ 

hours. You can earn points during this study, which will be converted to money at the 

following rate: 

14 points = ₹1 

You will also be paid a show-up fee of ₹100 on top of the money you earn. 

The choices participants make during the study will be anonymous.  This means you 

will not be able to identify the specific participants in the room who make certain 

choices, and none of the participants will be able to trace your choices back to you.   

Please do not communicate with the other participants. If you have 

questions, or need to withdraw, then please raise your hand and tell the researcher. 

Please read this instruction sheet carefully. You will then answer some 

questions to check that you have understood the study. We will not be able to proceed 

until everyone answers all questions correctly. You will also respond to a brief survey 

after the main study. 

The study: 

To begin, the computer will randomly choose six of you to be Type A 

Participants.  Others will be Type B Participants.  As explained later, your type will 

determine how often you make choices and the information you have when you do so.  

The study lasts for 88 periods.  We will divide these 88 periods into 22 blocks of 4 

periods each.  Type A Participants will choose every period, which means they will 

make 88 choices. Type B Participants will only make a choice in the final period of 

each block, which means that Type B Participants will make 22 choices. Don't worry.  
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Though Type A and Type B Participants do not make the same number of choices, 

they will have exactly the same opportunity to earn points.  We will explain this in 

detail later. The upper left-hand corner of your screen will have a counter that 

displays the current period you are in. 

The games: 

At the beginning of each block of 4 periods, the computer will randomly pair 

you with another participant of the same type to play a game.  A Type A Participant 

will always be paired with another Type A, and a Type B Participant will always be 

paired with another Type B Participant.  Every time you play, both you and your 

partner must choose between one of two options, either option "%" or option "@".  

Specifically, there are two games, which we call "Game Left" and "Game 

Right".  At the beginning of each block, the computer will randomly pick which game 

Type A Participants play and which game Type B Participants play. The computer 

decides this completely randomly, giving four possible combinations, which are all 

equally likely to occur (each with a 1 in 4 probability). The four possibilities are: 

 (i) both types play Game Left, 

(ii) Type A Participants play Game Left, Type B Participants play Game 

Right, 

(iii) Type A Participants play Game Right, Type B Participants play Game 

Left, 

(iv) both types play Game Right. 

Note that we do not tell you if you are playing Game Left or Game Right. The 

following tables show you how your points will depend on the choices you make, for 

each of the games that you might play. 
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As you can see, one option is worth more points and will therefore result in 

you earning more money, on average, if you pick this option. The option (% or @) 

that is worth the most points is different depending on whether you are playing Game 

Left or Game Right. 

You can also see that your payoff will not depend on what your partner 

chooses in any way.  Nor will your partner's payoff depend on what you choose.   

Lastly, points will also be affected by forces outside of your control, as in real 

life. The tables above shows the expected points you will earn, but random shocks 

will be applied to these values. These random shocks can lead you to earn more OR 

less points than the expected values shown in the tables.  

For example, assume you are playing Game Left.  It is possible that you could 

earn more by choosing @ than you could by choosing % for a single choice.  It is 

more likely, however, that % will earn more than @, and so when choosing repeatedly 

% is highly likely to produce the most points.   

Similarly, assume you are playing Game Right.  It is possible that you could 

earn more by choosing % than by choosing @ for a single choice.  It is more likely, 
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however, that @ will earn more than %, and so when choosing repeatedly @ is highly 

likely to produce the most points.   

In summary, the points that you earn will depend on three things. 

1. The game being played: Game Left or Game Right. 

2. The option you choose: Option % or Option @. 

3. The random shock: Random shocks are added to an expected payoff. 

Random shocks are independent of each other.  This means that sometimes 

they will lead to more points than expected, and sometimes they lead to less 

points than expected. 

IMPORTANT: The computer chooses the games being played at the 

beginning of each block.  The games being played can change from one block to the 

next, and you will be paired with a different partner of the same type as you in each 

new block. 

 

Type A vs. Type B Participants 

As explained above, before the study begins, the computer will randomly 

select six participants to be Type A participants.  Others will be Type B participants.  

Your type will not change. 

Type A Participants -> Type A Participants choose every period, and each 

Type A Participant immediately sees the points he or she earns after making a choice.  

IMPORTANT: The computer chooses the games being played at the beginning of 

each block of four periods. Note that the game being played does NOT change across 

the four periods within a block. Here is an example of a choice screen for a Type A 

Participant:  
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In this example immediately above, Option @ is listed first.  Note, however, 

that the option listed first can change randomly from one period to the next. That is, 

you will sometimes see % listed first instead. This is true for everyone.  In any given 

period some people will see % listed first, while others will see @ listed first. This 

means that you should pay close attention when choosing.  

 

 

After making a choice and receiving a payoff, each Type A participant will 

immediately learn how many points he or she earned.  Here is an example of a 

feedback screen that a Type A Participant might see: 
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Type B Participants -> Type B Participants do NOT choose every period.  

Instead, they only choose in the final period of every block.  In earlier periods of a 

block, Type B Participants simply wait.  Here is an example choice screen that a Type 

B Participant might see in the final period of a block: 

 

In this example immediately above, Option @ is listed first.  Note, however, 

that the option listed first can change randomly from one period to the next. That is, 

you will sometimes see % listed first instead. This is true for everyone.  In any given 
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period some people will see % listed first, while others will see @ listed first. This 

means that you should pay close attention when choosing.  

Importantly, when Type B Participants make a choice in the final period of a 

block, they will see the following information. 

➢ The number of Type A Participants who chose option % and the number who 

chose option @ in the final (fourth) period of the block. 

➢ A SIGNAL indicating if Type B Participants are playing the SAME game as 

Type A Participants or a DIFFERENT game (Game Left or Game Right).  

IMPORTANTLY, you and your partner will always see the same signal.  

As explained above, the computer begins each block by randomly choosing 

which game all Type A Participants play. It then randomly chooses the game 

that all Type B Participants play separately.  This means that Type B 

Participants may or may not be playing the same game as Type A 

Participants. 

➢ The probability that the above signal is correct. The signal indicating if Type 

A Participants play the same game as Type B Participants is not always 

correct.  This signal will only be correct with a certain probability. We do not 

tell you what this probability is here, but you will see it on the screen in bold 

every time you make a choice.  The above screen shot provides an example in 

which we have blurred out the probability that the signal is correct.  

IMPORTANTLY, the probability the signal is correct may change from 

one block to the next, so please pay attention every time you make a 

choice.  The probability will ALWAYS be the same for you and your 

partner.  
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The following table summarizes the relationship between games and signals: 

 

Type A Participants 

play Game Left 

Type A Participants 

play Game Right 

Type B Participants 

play Game Left 

 

Correct signal: SAME 

 

Incorrect Signal: 

DIFFERENT 

 

Correct signal: 

DIFFERENT 

 

Incorrect Signal: SAME 

Type B Participants 

play Game Right 

 

Correct Signal: 

DIFFERENT 

 

Incorrect Signal: SAME 

 

 

Correct Signal: SAME 

 

Incorrect Signal: 

DIFFERENT 

 

After making a choice, the Type B Participants will receive four separate pay-

offs based on their choice and the game they are playing. Four separate random shock 

values will be added to these pay-offs. This means that, even though Type B 

Participants make fewer choices than Type A Participants, they have the exact same 

number of opportunities to earn points. 

Type B Participants will not see the points they earn after choosing.  Instead, 

they will only see the total number of points earned across all blocks at the very end 

of the study. 

                                                                     *** 
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Final instructions 

Once you have played the last block of the game, you will complete a short 

survey.  Then, please wait until the researcher calls your seat number to receive your 

payment. Your earnings will not be told to any other participant.                                                                  

Now please sign the consent form and answer the 10 pre-game questions. 

Raise your hand to alert the researcher when you are finished. Everyone must answer 

ALL pre-game questions correctly before we can begin. 

      Please keep these instructions to refer back to during the study.  

If you have any further questions, feel free to contact the lead PhD researcher 

(Aysha Bellamy) at: pejt007@live.rhul.ac.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:pejt007@live.rhul.ac.uk
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Comprehension questions 

Please answer the following multiple-choice questions, by circling your 

chosen answer. Everyone must answer all 10 questions correctly before we can begin. 

You may use your instructions to help you: 

Q1: Which of the following statements is true, in regards to the number of 

choices that each participant (Type A and B) makes? 

a) Type A participants make fewer choices than Type B participants. 

b) Type A participants make 4X as many choices as Type B participants, but 

both types of participant have the same opportunities to earn points. 

c) Type A Participants make 4X as many choices as Type B Participants, and 

thus earn 4X as much. 

Q2: Which of the following statements is true, in regards to the points 

that you can earn if you were playing Game Left?  

a) You would expect to receive 150 points for choosing the % option. 

b) You would expect to receive 120 points for choosing the % option. 

Q3: Which of the following statements is true, in regards to the partner 

you are assigned to play the game with?  

a) I get paired with a new partner who is the same type as me in every block. 

b) I will play with the same partner throughout the whole study. 

c) I get paired with a new partner who is a different type from me in every block. 
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Q4: Which of the following statements is true, in regards to the things 

that may affect the points that you can earn? 

a) My points earned depend only on which game I am playing, and which option 

I choose. 

b) My expected points depend on both the game I am playing and my partner’s 

decisions, though the points that I can earn will also be affected by a random 

shock. 

c) My expected points depend on which game I am playing, and which option I 

choose, though the points that I can earn will also be affected by a random 

shock. 

Q5: Which of the following statements is true, in regards to whether you 

are playing the same game (Left or Right) as other participants? 

a) I always play the same game as my partner, though Type A and Type B 

Participants may play the same game or different games. 

b) I play a different game to my partner, though Type A and Type B Participants 

play the same game. 

c) All participants play the same game. 

Q6: Which of the following statements is true, in regards to the feedback 

that Type A Participants receive?  

a) Type A participants see no information 

b) Type A participants see the points made by other Type A participants, but not 

their own points. 
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c) Type A participants see their own points, but not the points of other Type A 

participants. 

Q7: If you are a Type B Participant, and the signal tells you that you’re 

playing a different game from Type A Participants, is this information 

necessarily correct? 

a) This information is always correct. 

b) This information will sometimes be correct, with a certain probability, and 

sometimes incorrect, with the remaining probability. 

c) This information is never correct. 

Q8: If you are a Type B Participant, when will you see the probability 

that the signal (telling you that you are playing the same game as Type A’s, or a 

different game) is correct? 

a) At the very end of the game. 

b) After I make each choice. 

c) It will be with the information on-screen before I make my choice. 

Q9: If you are a Type B Participant, you and your partner will always see 

the same signal indicating whether you’re playing the same game as Type A 

Participants. 

a) True 

b) False 
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Q10: If you are a Type B Participant, the probability that this signal (see 

Q9) is correct will always be the same for you and your partner. 

a) True 

b) False 

Please now raise your hand and alert the researcher, who will check your 

answers to the multiple-choice comprehension questions. 

 

Summary for participants (Experimenter will read aloud just after everyone has 

answered all comprehension questions correctly) 

• Welcome to the main portion of the study! Today’s session will consist of 88 

periods divided into 22 blocks of 4 periods each.  When we begin, the 

computer will randomly assign you to play as a Type A or Type B Participant.   

• At the beginning of each block, you will be assigned to play with a partner of 

the same type as you for all periods in the block. 

• For each choice, you will choose between two options (% or @). One option is 

expected to result in more points, though the option expected to be worth more 

depends on whether you are playing Game Left or Right. You do not know 

which of these games you are playing.  The game can change between blocks, 

but not within blocks.  You and your partner will always be playing the same 

game. 

• Type A Participants choose every period and see the points earned 

immediately after every choice. 
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• Type B Participants only choose in the final period of each block.  Before 

choosing, they will see (i) how many Type A Participants have chosen @ or 

%, (ii) a signal indicating whether they are playing the same game (Left or 

Right) as Type A Participants, and (iii) the probability that this signal is 

correct.  If you are a Type B participant, you and your partner will always see 

the same information.  The information may change, however, from one block 

to the next, so please pay attention to the on-screen information.  

• If you have any questions, please ask them now. Remember not to talk to your 

fellow participants during the game.  

 

                                              Consent form continued 

Client ID number: _______________ 

Thank you very much for reading the instructions sheet. If you have any questions, 

then feel free to raise your hand and ask the researcher. 

If you are happy to take part in this study, then please sign below: 

I have now read the instructions sheet and understood the study. I can confirm that I 

would still like to take part in this study. 

Name in block letters: 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

Sign here: _________________________________     Date: ____________________ 
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Comprehension questions answer sheet (for experimenter use only) 

This sheet contains only the correct options. Use this to check the participants 

understanding. If they have failed a certain question, direct them towards the relevant 

section of the instructions booklet. 

Q1: b 

Q2: a 

Q3: a 

Q4: c 

Q5: a 

Q6: c 

Q7: b 

Q8: c 

Q9: a 

Q10: a 
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Appendix 2B: Instructions for the coordination game. 

Welcome! You are invited to play a game for approximately 1 ½  hours. You 

can earn points during this study, which will be converted to money at the following 

rate: 

25 points = ₹1 

You will be paid a show-up fee of ₹100 on top of the money you earn. The 

choices that participants make during the study will be anonymous.  This means you 

will not be able to identify the specific participants in the room who make certain 

choices, and none of the participants will be able to trace your choices back to you.   

Please do not communicate with the other participants. If you have 

questions, or need to withdraw, then please raise your hand and tell the researcher. 

Please read this instruction sheet carefully. You will then answer some 

questions to check that you have understood the study. We will not be able to proceed 

until everyone answers all questions correctly. You will also respond to a brief survey 

after the main study. 

 

The study: 

To begin, the computer will randomly choose six of you to be Type A 

Participants.  Others will be Type B Participants.  As explained later, your type will 

determine how often you make choices and the information you have when you do so. 

The study lasts for 88 periods.  We will divide these 88 periods into 22 blocks of 4 

periods each. Type A Participants will choose every period, which means they will 

make 88 choices. Type B Participants will only make a choice in the final period of 

each block, which means that Type B Participants will make 22 choices. Don't worry.  

Though Type A and Type B Participants do not make the same number of choices, 
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they will have exactly the same opportunity to earn points.  We will explain this in 

detail later. The upper left-hand corner of your screen will have a counter that 

displays the current period you are in. 

The games: 

At the beginning of each block of 4 periods, the computer will randomly pair 

you with another participant of the same type to play a game.  A Type A Participant 

will always be paired with another Type A, and a Type B Participant will always be 

paired with another Type B Participant.  Every time you play, both you and your 

partner must choose one of two options, either option "%" or option "@".  

Specifically, there are two games, which we call "Game Left" and "Game 

Right".  At the beginning of each block, the computer will randomly pick which game 

Type A Participants play and which game Type B Participants play. The computer 

decides this completely randomly, giving four possible combinations, which are all 

equally likely to occur (each with a 1 in 4 probability). The four possibilities are: 

 (i) both types play Game Left, 

(ii) Type A Participants play Game Left, Type B Participants play Game 

Right, 

(iii) Type A Participants play Game Right, Type B Participants play Game 

Left, 

(iv) both types play Game Right. 

 

Note that we do not tell you if you are playing Game Left or Game Right. The 

following tables show you how your points will depend on the choices made by both 

you and your partner, for each of the games that you might play: 
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As you can see, one option is worth more points and will therefore result in 

you earning more money, on average, if you pick this option. The option (% or @) 

that is worth the most points is different depending on whether you are playing Game 

Left or Game Right. 

You can also see that your payoff depends on what your partner chooses. 

Likewise, your partner’s payoff depends on what you choose. 

Lastly, points will also be affected by forces outside of your control, as in real 

life. The tables above shows the expected points you will earn, but random shocks 

will be applied to these values. These random shocks can lead you to earn more OR 

less points than the expected values shown in the tables. These random shocks can 

also lead your partner to earn more OR less points than those shown in the tables. 

For example, assume you are playing Game Left. It is possible that you could 

earn more by choosing @ than you could by choosing % for a single choice, provided 

that your partner chooses the same option as you. It is more likely, however, that you 

and your partner will earn more points for choosing % than @, and so when choosing 

repeatedly % is highly likely to produce the most points. 
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Similarly, assume you are playing Game Right.  It is possible that you could 

earn more by choosing % than by choosing @ for a single choice, provided that your 

partner chooses the same option as you.  It is more likely, however, that you and your 

partner will earn more points for choosing @ than %, and so when choosing 

repeatedly @ is highly likely to produce the most points.   

In summary, the points that you earn will depend on four things. 

4. The game being played: Game Left or Game Right. 

5. The option you choose: Option % or Option @. 

6. The option your partner chooses: Option % or Option @. 

7. The random shock: Random shocks are added to an expected payoff. 

Random shocks are independent of each other.  This means that sometimes 

they will lead to more points than expected, and sometimes they lead to less 

points than expected. 

IMPORTANT: The computer chooses the games being played at the 

beginning of each block.  The games being played can change from one block to the 

next, and you will be paired with a different partner of the same type as you in each 

new block. 

  

Type A vs. Type B Participants 

As explained above, before the study begins, the computer will randomly 

select six participants to be Type A participants. Others will be Type B participants.  

Your type will not change. 

Type A Participants -> Type A Participants choose every period, and each 

Type A Participant immediately sees the points he or she earns after making a choice.  
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IMPORTANT: The computer chooses the games being played at the beginning of 

each block of four periods.  Note that the game being played does NOT change across 

the four periods within a block. Here is an example choice screen for a Type A 

Participant: 

 

 

In this example immediately above, Option @ is listed first.  Note, however, 

that the option listed first can change randomly from one period to the next. That is, 

you will sometimes see % listed first instead. This is true for everyone.  In any given 

period some people will see % listed first, while others will see @ listed first. This 

means that you should pay close attention when choosing.  

After making a choice and receiving a payoff, each Type A participant will 

immediately learn how many points he or she earned.  Here is an example points 

screen a Type A Participants might see: 
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Type B Participants -> Type B Participants do NOT choose every period.  

Instead, they only choose in the final period of every block.  In earlier periods of a 

block, Type B Participants simply wait.  Here is an example of a choice screen a Type 

B Participant might see in the final period of a block: 
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In this example immediately above, Option @ is listed first.  Note, however, 

that the option listed first can change randomly from one period to the next. That is, 

you will sometimes see % listed first instead. This is true for everyone.  In any given 

period some people will see % listed first, while others will see @ listed first. This 

means that you should pay close attention when choosing.  

Importantly, when Type B Participants make a choice in the final period of a 

block, they will see the following information. 

➢ The number of Type A Participants who chose option % and the number who 

chose option @ in the final (fourth) period of the block. 

➢ A SIGNAL indicating if Type B Participants are playing the SAME game as 

Type A Participants or a DIFFERENT game (Game Left or Game Right). 

IMPORTANTLY, you and your partner will always see the same signal. 

As explained above, the computer begins each block by randomly choosing 

which game all Type A Participants play. It then randomly chooses the game 
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that all Type B Participants play separately. This means that Type B 

Participants may or may not be playing the same game as Type A 

Participants. 

➢ The probability that the above signal is correct. The signal indicating if Type 

A Participants play the same game as Type B Participants is not always 

correct. We do not tell you what this probability is here, but you will see it on 

the screen in bold every time you make a choice.  The screen shot provides an 

example in which we have blurred out the probability that the signal is correct.  

IMPORTANTLY, the probability the signal is correct may change from 

one block to the next, so please pay attention every time you make a 

choice.  The probability will ALWAYS be the same for you and your 

partner. 

The following table summarizes the relationship between games and signals: 

 

Type A Participants 

play Game Left 

Type A Participants 

play Game Right 

Type B Participants 

play Game Left 

 

Correct signal: SAME 

Incorrect Signal: 

DIFFERENT 

 

Correct signal: 

DIFFERENT 

Incorrect Signal: SAME 

Type B Participants 

play Game Right 

 

Correct Signal: 

DIFFERENT 

Incorrect Signal: SAME 

 

Correct Signal: SAME 

Incorrect Signal: 

DIFFERENT 
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After making a choice, the Type B Participants will receive four separate pay-offs 

based on their choice, their partner’s choice and the game they are playing. Four 

separate random shock values will be added to these pay-offs. This means that, even 

though Type B Participants make fewer choices than Type A Participants, they have 

the exact same number of opportunities to earn points. 

Type B Participants will not see the points they earn after choosing.  Instead, 

they will only see the total number of points earned across all their blocks at the very 

end of the study. 

                                                                     *** 

Final instructions 

Once you have played the last block of the game, you will see a short survey 

you should then complete. This survey asks about how you played the game, and for 

some background information. You can answer the multiple-choice questions by 

using the mouse to select your chosen answer, and the remaining questions can be 

answered by clicking in the purple text box and typing in an answer. The study is 

finished once you answer this survey, and hit OK. You will then see a screen showing 

your total points and money earned. Please wait until the researcher calls your seat 

number to receive your payment. Your earnings will not be told to any other 

participant.     

 Now turn the page to sign the consent form and answer the 11 pre-game 

questions. Raise your hand to alert the researcher when you are finished. Everyone 

must answer ALL pre-game questions correctly before we can begin. 

      Please keep these instructions to refer back to during the study.  

If you have any further questions, feel free to contact the lead PhD researcher (Aysha 

Bellamy) at: pejt007@live.rhul.ac.uk 

mailto:pejt007@live.rhul.ac.uk
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Comprehension questions 

Please answer the following multiple-choice questions, by circling your 

chosen answer. Everyone must answer all 11 questions correctly before we can begin. 

You may use your instructions to help you: 

Q1: Which of the following statements is true, in regards to the number of 

choices that each participant (Type A and B) makes? 

a) Type A participants make fewer choices than Type B participants. 

b) Type A participants make 4X as many choices as Type B participants, but 

both types of participant have the same opportunities to earn points. 

c) Type A Participants make 4X as many choices as Type B Participants, and 

thus earn 4X as much. 

Q2: Which of the following statements is true, in regards to the points 

that you can earn if you were to choose the same option as your partner whilst 

playing Game Left?  

a) You would expect to receive 325 points for choosing the % option. 

b) You would expect to receive 250 points for choosing the % option. 
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Q3: Which of the following statements is true, in regards to the number of 

points that you should earn if you choose a different option to your partner?  

a) You will get 0 points. 

b) You should get 100 points, but as earnings in real-life are affected by more 

than one decision, then a random shock applied to these points may mean 

that some participants receive more or less points than 100. 

c) You should get 250 points, but as earnings in real-life are affected by more 

than one decision, then a random shock applied to these points may mean 

that some participants receive more or less points than 250. 

Q4: Which of the following statements is true, in regards to the partner 

you are assigned to play the game with?  

a) I get paired with a new partner who is the same type as me in every block. 

b) I will play with the same partner throughout the whole study. 

c) I get paired with a new partner who is a different type from me in every block. 

 

Q5: Which of the following statements is true, in regards to the things 

that may affect the points that you can earn? 

a) My points earned depend only on which game I am playing, and which option 

I choose. 

b) My expected points depend on both the game I am playing and which option 

me and my partner choose, though the points that I can earn will also be 

affected by a random shock. 
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c) My expected points depend on which game I am playing, and which option I 

choose, though the points that I can earn will also be affected by a random 

shock. 

Q6: Which of the following statements is true, in regards to whether you 

are playing the same game (Left or Right) as other participants? 

a) I always play the same game as my partner, though Type A and Type B 

Participants may play the same game or different games. 

b) I play a different game to my partner, though Type A and Type B Participants 

play the same game. 

c) All participants play the same game. 

Q7: Which of the following statements is true, in regards to the feedback 

that Type A Participants receive?  

a) Type A participants see no information 

b) Type A participants see the points made by other Type A participants, but not 

their own points. 

c) Type A participants see their own points, but not the points of other Type A 

participants. 
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Q8: If you are a Type B Participant, and the signal tells you that you’re 

playing a different game from Type A Participants, is this information 

necessarily correct? 

a) This information is always correct. 

b) This information will sometimes be correct, with a certain probability, and 

sometimes incorrect, with the remaining probability. 

c) This information is never correct. 

Q9: If you are a Type B Participant, when will you see the probability 

that the signal (same game as Type A or different game) is correct? 

a) At the very end of the game. 

b) After I make each choice. 

c) It will be with the information on-screen before I make my choice. 

Q10: If you are a Type B Participant, you and your partner will always 

see the same signal indicating whether you’re playing the same game as Type A 

Participants. 

a) True 

b) False 

Q11: If you are a Type B Participant, the probability that this signal (see 

Q10) is correct will always be the same for you and your partner. 

A. True 

B. False 

Please now raise your hand and alert the researcher, who will check your answers to 

the multiple-choice comprehension questions. 
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Summary for participants (Experimenter will read aloud just after everyone has 

answered all comprehension questions correctly) 

• Welcome to the main portion of the study! Today’s session will consist of 

88 periods divided into 22 blocks of 4 periods each.  When we begin, the 

computer will randomly assign you to play as a Type A or Type B 

Participant.   

• At the beginning of each block, you will be assigned to play with a partner 

of the same type as you for all periods in the block. 

• For each choice, you will choose between two options (% or @). One 

option is expected to result in more points if both you and your partner 

choose it at the same time, though the option that is expected to be worth 

more depends on whether you are playing Game Left or Right. You do not 

know which of these games you are playing.  The game can change 

between blocks, but not within blocks.  You and your partner will always 

be playing the same game. 

• Type A Participants choose every period and see the points earned 

immediately after every choice. 

• Type B Participants only choose in the final period of each block.  Before 

choosing, they will see (i) how many Type A Participants have chosen @ 

or %, (ii) a signal indicating whether they are playing the same game (Left 

or Right) as Type A Participants, and (iii) the probability that this signal is 

correct.  If you are a Type B participant, you and your partner will always 

see the same information.  The information may change, however, from 
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one block to the next, so please pay attention to the on-screen information.  

• If you have any questions, please ask them now. Remember not to talk to 

your fellow participants during the game.  

 

                               Consent form continued 

Client ID number: _______________ 

 

Thank you very much for reading the instructions sheet. If you would like to clarify 

anything, then please raise your hand and ask a researcher. If for whatever reason you 

no longer wish to participate in this study, then please inform a researcher without 

signing this sheet. 

If you are happy to take part in this study, then please sign below: 

I have now read the instructions sheet and understood the study. I can confirm 

that I would still like to take part in this study. 

 

 

Name in block letters: 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

Sign here: _________________________________     Date: ____________________ 

 

                                                                             *** 
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Comprehension questions answer sheet (for experimenter use only) 

This sheet contains only the correct options. Use this to check the participants 

understanding. If they have failed a certain question, direct them towards the relevant 

section of the instructions booklet. 

Q1: b 

Q2: a 

Q3: b 

Q4: a 

Q5: b 

Q6: a 

Q7: c 

Q8: b 

Q9: c 

Q10: a 

Q11: a 
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Appendix 3: The script used to run the experiment via Z-Tree version 3.5. 

Appendix 3A: The link to the script used to run the game against nature, for a 

total of 30 participants in a session: 

 https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x5luey0br97kcb1/AABGw-2GQV-

3HZHt0294wM_Va/session_2_14120218/session_2_14122018?dl=0&preview=bestC

hoiceWithinSubjectsIndependentSignals_totalOf30.ztt&subfolder_nav_tracking=1 

Appendix S3B: The link to the script used to run the coordination game, for a 

total of 30 participants in a session: 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x5luey0br97kcb1/AABbKs8hh_PW6krj4EXnePO1a/ses

sion_1_13120218/session_1_13122018?dl=0&preview=coorWithinSubjectsIndepend

entSignals_totalOf30.ztt&subfolder_nav_tracking=1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x5luey0br97kcb1/AABGw-2GQV-3HZHt0294wM_Va/session_2_14120218/session_2_14122018?dl=0&preview=bestChoiceWithinSubjectsIndependentSignals_totalOf30.ztt&subfolder_nav_tracking=1
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x5luey0br97kcb1/AABGw-2GQV-3HZHt0294wM_Va/session_2_14120218/session_2_14122018?dl=0&preview=bestChoiceWithinSubjectsIndependentSignals_totalOf30.ztt&subfolder_nav_tracking=1
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x5luey0br97kcb1/AABGw-2GQV-3HZHt0294wM_Va/session_2_14120218/session_2_14122018?dl=0&preview=bestChoiceWithinSubjectsIndependentSignals_totalOf30.ztt&subfolder_nav_tracking=1
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x5luey0br97kcb1/AABbKs8hh_PW6krj4EXnePO1a/session_1_13120218/session_1_13122018?dl=0&preview=coorWithinSubjectsIndependentSignals_totalOf30.ztt&subfolder_nav_tracking=1
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x5luey0br97kcb1/AABbKs8hh_PW6krj4EXnePO1a/session_1_13120218/session_1_13122018?dl=0&preview=coorWithinSubjectsIndependentSignals_totalOf30.ztt&subfolder_nav_tracking=1
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x5luey0br97kcb1/AABbKs8hh_PW6krj4EXnePO1a/session_1_13120218/session_1_13122018?dl=0&preview=coorWithinSubjectsIndependentSignals_totalOf30.ztt&subfolder_nav_tracking=1
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Appendix 4: Ethical requirements for study. 

Appendix 4A: The debrief given to the participants at the end of both games: 

                                                                                                ID number ___________ 

Thank you for taking part in The gene-culture co-evolution of group 

identities study via CESS. The data you have provided will be used in my PhD 

project. It will help us to understand how people make decisions based on social 

information. Specifically, we are interested in how your similarity to others during the 

game, and the reliability of this information (1/5/9 in 10 reliable) affected the way that 

Type B Participants used social information. We will also use your responses to the 

survey to further understand when and why people use social information when 

making decisions.  

What happens now? 

You have been paid according to the points you earned plus a show-up fee.  

CESS will keep a copy of your raw data, and send us an anonymised copy. We will 

use this data in our analysis, which may be published, though I not identify any one’s 

data specifically. Your unique subject ID codes will ensure that any published data is 

anonymous (i.e. cannot be traced back to you personally). Your data will be stored 

securely in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1988. 

Thank you! 

We are extremely grateful for the time you have given to take part in this study. If you 

would like any further information about the study, have concerns about your data, or 

are interested in any of the topics, then please contact me (Aysha Bellamy) with the 

contact details below. As you leave, please remember to take this sheet with you. 

 

Aysha Bellamy        Work email: pejt007@rhul.live.ac.uk 

mailto:pejt007@rhul.live.ac.uk
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Appendix 4B: Proof of self-certified ethical clearance from Royal Holloway, 

University of London. 
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Appendix 5: All analysis scripts used in RStudio. 

Note that the following includes the script to run all regressions 

(analysis_CAG_GN_together_doubleCheck_30Ap21.R), the function to create 

bootstrapped confidence intervals (estAndBootImitationFunctions_CG_app.R), and 

the script to create the graph seen in Figure 5 

(plotBoot_Graphs_BC_CG_Together_line.R). The clx*.R scripts perform the 

bootstrapped clustering as a function. We also have a script to run the linear 

combinations (linearCombo*), the script to build the scatterplots and heatmaps 

(individualVariance.R*), a code sheet to describe the variables used and the 

supplementary materials displaying the analysis of self-reported strategies. 

 

These analysis scripts can be accessed at the following link:  

OSF | What is a social-learning strategy, anyway? 

https://osf.io/t5d8h/
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Appendix 6: Histograms displaying individual learner data 

These histograms show the frequency of demonstrators who chose the demonstrator 

optimum distributed across the final periods of all blocks for a) the game against 

nature and b) the coordination game. The positive skew in both histograms shows that 

the demonstrator was more likely to answer optimally than not. This confirms that 

they did provide varied– but on the whole accurate– social information to the social 

learners.  

A 
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B 
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Appendix 7: The logistic regression modelling whether the social learners chose 

% with controls.  

Predictors included (i) the centred number of demonstrators who chose % on their 

final period, (ii) each combination of the similarity and reliability information, minus 

the omitted category of reliably incorrect- similar signals, (iii) the interactions 

between each of these dummies and the centered proportion of demonstrators who 

chose % and (iv) demographic variables and other controls. The robust standard errors 

given in parentheses were clustered on the social learner to reflect the multiple 

observations gathered per learner. 

Parameter Estimate 

(game against 

nature, with 

controls) 

Estimate 

(coordination 

game, with 

controls) 

Intercept -0.895 

(1.267) 

95% CI [-3.37, 

1.58] 

-0.168 

(0.599) 

95% CI [-1.34, 1.00] 

Centred proportion of 

demonstrators choosing % 

-1.530 ** 

(0.573) 

95% CI [-2.65, -

-0.41] 

-1.685 ** 

(0.557) 

95% CI [-2.77, -

0.60] 

Reliably incorrect-different dummy 

[signal indicates different and is 

correct with 0.1 probability] 

-0.177 

(0.145) 

95% CI [-0.46, 

0.11] 

-0.242 

(0.208) 

95% CI [-0.65, 0.16] 

Uninformative-same dummy 

[signal indicates same and is correct 

with 0.5 probability] 

-0.240 

(0.147) 

95% CI [-0.53, 

0.05] 

0.032 

(0.191) 

95% CI [-0.34, 0.40] 

Uninformative-different dummy 

[signal indicates different and is 

correct with 0.5 probability] 

-0.274 . 

(0.160) 

95% CI [-0.59, 

0.04] 

-0.244 

(0.176) 

95% CI [-0.59, 0.10] 
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Reliably correct-same dummy 

[signal indicates same and is correct 

with 0.9 probability] 

0.013 

(0.154) 

95% CI [-0.29, 

0.31] 

-0.255 

(0.219) 

95% CI [-0.68, 0.17] 

Reliably correct-different dummy 

[signal indicates different and is 

correct with 0.9 probability] 

-0.039 

(0.140) 

95% CI [-0.31, 

0.23] 

-0.053 

(0.193) 

95% CI [-0.43, 0.32] 

Centred proportion of 

demonstrators choosing % X 

reliably incorrect-different dummy 

2.274 ** 

(0.750) 

95% CI [0.81, 

3.74] 

3.352 *** 

(0849) 

95% CI [1.69, 5.01] 

Centred proportion of 

demonstrators choosing % X 

uninformative-same dummy 

4.167 *** 

(0.803) 

95% CI [2.60, 

5.74] 

4.093 *** 

(0.838) 

95% CI [2.46, 5.73] 

Centred proportion of 

demonstrators choosing % X 

uninformative-different dummy 

1.710 * 

(0.693) 

95% CI [0.36, 

3.06] 

1.883 * 

(0.745) 

95% CI [0.43, 3.43] 

Centred proportion of 

demonstrators choosing % X 

reliably correct-same dummy 

5.692 *** 

(1.009) 

95% CI [3.72, 

7.66] 

6.997 *** 

(1.132) 

95% CI [4.79, 9.21] 

Centred proportion of 

demonstrators choosing % X 

reliably correct-different dummy 

-0.473 

(0.643) 

95% CI [-1.73, 

0.78] 

-0.356 

(0.700) 

95% CI [-1.72, 1.01] 

Percentage as optimal dummy 

[signal indicates percentage is 

optimal option] 

0.044 

(0.089) 

95% CI [-0.13, 

0.22] 

0.020 

(0.103) 

95% CI [-0.18, 0.22] 

Age 0.008 

(0.030) 

95% CI [-0.05, 

0.07] 

0.033 

(0.028) 

95% CI [-0.02, 0.09]  

Gender -0.104 

(0.161) 

95% CI [-0.42, 

0.21] 

-0.04 

(0.155) 

95% CI [-0.34, 0.26] 

Time in residence 0.007 

(0.011) 

-0.011 

(0.009) 
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95% CI [-0.01, 

0.03] 

95% CI [-0.03, 0.01] 

Block Index -0.016 * 

(0.006) 

95% CI [-0.03, 

0.00] 

0.001 

(0.007) 

95% CI [-0.01, 0.01] 

India dummy 1.214 

(1.066) 

95% CI [-0.87, 

3.30] 

- 

The asterisks denote the level of significance of our p values, with the following key: 

*** (p<0.001) 

** (p<0.01) 

* (p<0.05) 

. (trend: p=0.05 – 0.10 significance) 

 

Note that the only significant control predictor was Block Index for the game against 

nature. That is, the social learners were less likely to choose % in the later blocks of 

the game against nature. The analysis script in appendix 5 confirmed a non-significant 

trend for Game Version Left to be less likely to be played in the later periods of the 

sessions. That is, % was less likely to be optimal as the games progressed and so the 

social learners’ choices may be appropriate to the random effects of the code used. 
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Appendix 8: Linear combinations 

Appendix 8A: The code used to calculate the linear combinations. 

The code to calculate the linear combinations (linearCombo_USE_2021.R) 

can be found at the following link: 

OSF | What is a social-learning strategy, anyway? 

 

Appendix 8B: The linear combinations produced for social-learner choices for 

the game against nature.  

Note there is a significant difference between the social learners’ strategies in 

response to all levels of social information, with the exception of different-reliably 

incorrect versus different-uninformative signals. The social learners’ strategies to 

these two signals were not significantly distinct (see Figure 5D and 5E in the main 

text). 

Second-order (similar versus different) 

• Reliably incorrect signals (0/6:F(1,2628) =11.33, p=0.0008;  

6/6: F(1,2628)= 6.39, p=0.01).  

5/6: F(1,2628)=4.59, p=0.03) 

4/6: F(1,2628)=1.33, p=0.25 

• Uninformative signals (0/6: F(1,2628)=9.88, p=0.002;  

6/6: F(1,2628)=9.63, p=0.002. 

5/6: F(1,2628)=8.00, p=0.005 

4/6: F(1,2628)=4.35, p=0.04 

• Reliably correct signals (0/6: F(1,2628) = 40.79, p<0.001;  

6/6: F(1,2628)=37.00, p<0.001). 

https://osf.io/t5d8h/
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5/6: F(1,2628)=32.07, p<0.001 

4/6: F(1,2628)=19.54, p<0.001 

Third-order (comparing reliability) 

• Similar, reliably incorrect vs uninformative (0/6: F(1,2628) = 32.25, p<0.001;  

6/6: F(1,2628) = 17.25, p<0.001). 

5/6: F(1,2628)=12.84, p=0.003. 

4/6: F(1,2628)=4.60, p=0.03 

• Similar, reliably incorrect vs correct (0/6: F(1,2628) = 32.66, p<0.001;  

6/6: F(1,2628) = 28.38, p<0.001). 

5/6: F(1,2628)=25.07, p<0.001 

4/6: F(1,2628) =16.13, p<0.001 

• Similar, uninformative vs reliably correct (0/6: F(1,2628) = 2.02, p=0.16;  

6/6: F(1,2628)=5.02, p=0.025. 

5/6: F(1,2628)=5.17, p=0.02 

4/6: F(1,2628)=5.04, p=0.02 

• Different, reliably incorrect vs uninformative (0/6: F(1,2628) = 0.38, p=0.54;  

6/6: F(1,2628)=2.15, p=0.14 

5/6: F(1,2628)=2.16, p=0.14 

4/6: F(1,2628)=1.66, p=0.20 

• Different, reliably incorrect vs correct (0/6: F(1,2628) = 16.24, p<0.001;  

6/6: F(1,2628) = 12.72, p=0.0004). 

5/6: F(1,2628)= 9.86, p=0.002 

4/6: F(1,2628)=3.72, p=0.054 
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• Different, uninformative vs reliably correct (0/6: F(1,2628) = 14.42, p=0.0001;  

6/6: F(1,2628) = 7.42, p=0.006) 

5/6: F(1,2628)=4.37, p=0.04 

4/6: F(1,2628)=0.53, p=0.47 

 

Appendix 8C: The linear combinations produced for the social-learner choices 

for the coordination game. 

Note that the social learner shows a significantly distinct strategy for each 

level of the similarity and reliability information. 

Second-order (similar versus different) 

• Reliably incorrect signals (0/6: F(1,2372)=11.14, p=0.0009;  

6/6: F(1,2372) = 14.71, p<0.001 

5/6: F(1,2372)=12.14, p=0.0005 

4/6: F(1,2372)=4.66, p=0.03 

• Uninformative signals (0/6: F(1,2372)=9.54, p=0.002;  

6/6: F(1,2372) = 16.09, p<0.001 

5/6: F(1,26372)=14.53, p=0.0001 

4/6: F(1,2372)=8.47,p=0.004 

• Reliably correct signals (0/6: F(1,2372) =46.85, p<0.001;  

6/6: F(1,2372) = 50.89, p<0.001 

5/6: F(1,2372)=44.78, p<0.001 

4/6:F(1,2372)=25.73, p<0.001 
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Third-order (comparing reliability) 

• Similar, reliably incorrect vs uninformative (0/6: F(1,2372) = 23.89, p<0.001;  

6/6: F(1,2372)=31.77, p<0.001 

5/6: F(1,2372)=28.14, p<0.001 

4/6: F(1,2372)=15.63, p<0.001 

• Similar, reliably incorrect vs correct (0/6: F(1,2372)=37.95, p<0.001;  

6/6: F(1,2372) = 41.69, p<0.001 

5/6: F(1,2372)=35.73, p<0.001 

4/6: F(1,2372)=18.7, p<0.001 

• Similar, uninformative vs reliably correct (0/6: F(1,2372) =5.85, p=0.02;  

6/6: F(1,2372)=7.99, p=0.005 

5/6: F(1,2372)=6.79, p=0.009 

4/6: F(1,2372)=2.83, p=0.09 

• Different, reliably incorrect vs uninformative (0/6: F(1,2372)=3.02, p=0.08; 

6/6:F(1,2372)=4.45, p=0.04 

5/6: F(1,2372)=3.25, p=0.07 

4/6: F(1,2372)=0.97,p=0.33 

• Different, reliably incorrect vs correct (0/6: F(1,2372) = 14.66, p<0.001; 

6/6:F(1,2372)=26.77, p<0.001 

5/6: F(1,2372)=23.16, p<0.001 

4/6: F(1,2372)=9.14, p=0.003 

• Different, uninformative vs reliably correct (0/6: F(1,2372) =8.90, p=0.003;  

6/6: F(1,2372)=19.56, p<0.001 
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5/6: F(1,2372)=14.84, p=0.0001 

4/6: F(1,2372)=4.60, p=0.03 

 

Appendix 9: The regressions predicting social-learner optimality with control 

predictors included. 

Appendix 9A: Logistic regression modelling whether the social learner chose the 

social learner optimum for the game against nature, with controls.  

Predictors included: (i) the centered proportion of demonstrators who chose the 

demonstrator optimum, (ii) dummies for each combination of similarity and reliability 

information, minus the omitted category of reliably incorrect- similar signals, (iii) 

interactions between each of these dummies and the centered proportion of 

demonstrators who chose the demonstrator optimum and (iv) demographic variables 

and other control predictors. Robust standard error clustered on social learner. 

Parameter Estimate 

(game against 

nature, all 

signals, 

controls) 

Estimate 

(game 

against 

nature, 

correct 

signals, 

controls) 

Estimate 

(game 

against 

nature, 

incorrect 

signals, 

controls) 

Intercept -0.250 

(0.478) 

95% CI [-1.18, 

0.68] 

-0.408 

(0.474) 

95% CI [-

1.33, 0.52] 

-0.232 

(0.4442) 

95% CI [-

1.10, 0.63] 

Centred proportion of 

demonstrators choosing 

demonstrator optimum 

0.270 

(0.637) 

95% CI [-0.97, 

1.51] 

-0.428 

(0.308) 

95% CI [-

1.03, 0.17] 

1.537 *** 

(0.323) 

95% CI 

[0.91, 2.17] 

Reliably incorrect-different 

dummy 

[signal indicates different and is 

correct with 0.1 probability] 

-0.077 

(0.182) 

95% CI [-0.43, 

0.28] 

-0.124 

(0.546) 

95% CI [-

1.19, 0.94] 

-0.008 

(0.131) 

95% CI [-

0.26, 0.25] 
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Uninformative-same dummy 

[signal indicates same and is 

correct with 0.5 probability] 

-0.200 

(0.202) 

95% CI [-0.59, 

0.19] 

-0.177 

(0.218) 

95% CI [-

0.60, 0.25] 

-0.109 

(0.215) 

95% CI [-

0.53, 0.31] 

Uninformative-different dummy 

[signal indicates different and is 

correct with 0.5 probability] 

-0.157 

(0.195) 

95% CI [-0.54, 

0.22] 

-0.136 

(0.187) 

95% CI [-

0.50, 0.23] 

-0.353 * 

(0.178) 

95% CI [-

0.70, -0.01] 

Reliably correct-same dummy 

[signal indicates same and is 

correct with 0.9 probability] 

-0.205 

(0.226) 

95% CI [-0.65, 

0.24] 

0.044 

(0.170) 

95% CI [-

0.29, 0.38] 

0.980 . 

(0.575) 

95% CI [-

2.10, 0.14] 

Reliably correct-different 

dummy 

[signal indicates different and is 

correct with 0.9 probability] 

-0.055 

(0.194) 

95% CI [-0.43, 

0.32] 

0.094 

(0.145) 

95% CI [-

0.19, 0.38] 

-0.141 

(0.529) 

95% CI [-

1.17, 0.89] 

Centred proportion of 

demonstrators choosing optimum 

X reliably incorrect-different 

dummy 

0.079 

(0.814) 

95% CI [-1.51, 

1.67] 

-1.348 

(2.107) 

95% CI [-

5.46, 2.77] 

-1.040 * 

(0.526) 

95% CI [-

2.07, -0.01] 

Centred proportion of 

demonstrators choosing optimum 

X uninformative-same dummy 

-0.698 

(0.836) 

95% CI [-2.33, 

0.93] 

3.496 *** 

(1.027) 

95% CI 

[1.49, 5.50] 

-4.255 *** 

(0.942) 

95% CI [ -

6.09, -2.41] 

Centred proportion of 

demonstrators choosing optimum 

X uninformative-different 

dummy 

-0.747 

(0.806) 

95% CI [-2.32, 

0.83] 

0.076 

(0.690) 

95% CI [-

1.27, 1.42] 

-2.385 *** 

(0.525) 

95% CI [ -

3.41, -1.36] 

Centred proportion of 

demonstrators choosing optimum 

X reliably correct-same dummy 

2.346 * 

(0.920) 

95% CI [0.55, 

4.14] 

4.016 *** 

(0.892) 

95% CI 

[2.27, 5.76] 

-4.356 

(2.835) 

95% CI [ -

9.90, 1.18] 

Centred proportion of 

demonstrators choosing optimum 

X reliably correct-different 

dummy 

0.766 

(0.781) 

95% CI [-0.76, 

2.29] 

1.737 ** 

(0.617) 

95% CI 

[0.53, 2.94] 

-4.518 . 

(2.589) 

95% CI [-

9.57, 0.54] 

Percentage as optimal dummy 

[signal indicates percentage is 

optimal option] 

0.398 ** 

(0.145) 

95% CI [0.11, 

0.68] 

0.458 ** 

(0.148) 

95% CI 

[0.17, 0.75] 

0.390 ** 

(0.150) 

95% CI 

[0.10, 0.68] 

Age 0.007 

(0.184) 

0.009 

(0.019) 

0.003 

(0.018) 
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95% CI [-0.03, 

0.04] 

95% CI [-

0.03, 0.05] 

95% CI [-

0.03, 0.04] 

Gender 0.164 . 

(0.089) 

95% CI [-0.01, 

0.34] 

0.162 . 

(0.091) 

95% CI [-

0.02, 0.0] 

0.174 

(0.090) 

95% CI [0, 

0.35] 

Time in residence -0.011 

(0.007) 

95% CI [-0.03, 

0.00] 

-0.010 

(0.007) 

95% CI [-

0.02, 0] 

-0.012 

(0.007) 

95% CI [-

0.03, 0] 

Block Index 0.009 

(0.006) 

95% CI [0.0, 

0.02] 

0.008 

(0.007) 

95% CI [0, 

0.02] 

0.008 

(0.006) 

95% CI [-

0.01, 0.02] 

India dummy 0.065 

(0.262) 

95% CI [-0.45, 

0.58] 

0.024 

(0.257) 

95% CI [-

0.48, 0.53] 

0.099 

(0.246) 

95% CI [-

0.38, 0.58] 

The asterisks denote the level of significance of our p values, with the following key: 

*** (p<0.001) 

** (p<0.01) 

* (p<0.05) 

. (trend: p=0.05 – 0.10 significance) 

 

For the blocks containing just incorrect similarity signals (right-hand column 

of Table 8A), the social learners’ were less likely to coordinate on their social learner 

optimum in response to uninformative-different blocks. They were also less likely to 

answer optimally as more demonstrators coordinated on the demonstrator optimum 

for reliably incorrect-different blocks. This suggests that the learner shows a 

meaningful adjustment to both reliably incorrect and uninformative signals from 

different others, but this only pays off when the blocks happen to give incorrect 

information. Otherwise, the effects match those depicted in table 4 of the main text.  

The only significant control predictor is Percentage as optimal dummy. That 

is, the social learners were significantly more likely to answer optimally when % 
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happened to be optimal. This suggests a bias to choose % rather than @ throughout 

the game against nature. This suggests an arbitrary preference for the % symbol. 

 

Appendix 9B: The logistic regression modelling whether the social learners chose 

the social learner optimum for the coordination game, with controls.  

Predictors included: (i) the centered proportion of demonstrators who chose the 

demonstrator optimum, (ii) dummies for each combination of similarity and reliability 

information, minus the omitted category of reliably incorrect- similar signals, (iii) 

interactions between each of these dummies and the centered proportion of 

demonstrators who chose the demonstrator optimum and (iv) demographic variables 

and control predictors. Robust standard error clustered on social learner. 

Parameter Estimate 

(Coordination 

game, all 

signals, 

controls) 

Estimate 

(Coordination 

game, correct 

signals, 

controls) 

Estimate 

(coordination 

game, 

incorrect 

signals, 

controls 

Intercept -0.633 

(0.518) 

95% CI [-1.64, 

0.38] 

-0.439 

(0.491) 

95% CI [-1.40, 

0.52] 

-0.328 

(0.489) 

95% CI [-

1.28, 0.63] 

Centred proportion of 

demonstrators choosing 

demonstrator optimum 

1.184 * 

(0.493) 

95% CI [0.22, 

2.15] 

0.067 

(0.232) 

95% CI [-0.39, 

0.52] 

1.879 *** 

(0.305) 

95% CI [1.28, 

2.47] 

Reliably incorrect-different 

dummy 

[signal indicates different and 

is correct with 0.1 

probability] 

0.244 

(0.178) 

95% CI [-0.10, 

0.59] 

0.903 

(0.663) 

95% CI [-0.39, 

2.20] 

0.203 

(0.159) 

95% CI [-

0.11, 0.51] 

Uninformative-same dummy 

[signal indicates same and is 

correct with 0.5 probability] 

-0.086 

(0.184) 

95% CI [-0.45, 

0.27] 

-0.488 * 

(0.223) 

95% CI [-0.92, 

-0.05] 

-0.274 

(0.217) 

95% CI [-

0.70, 0.15] 
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Uninformative-different 

dummy 

[signal indicates different and 

is correct with 0.5 

probability] 

0.020 

(0.190) 

95% CI [-0.35, 

0.39] 

-0.368 

(0224) 

95% CI [-0.81, 

0.07] 

0.374  

(0.235) 

95% CI [-

0.08, 0.83] 

Reliably correct-same 

dummy 

[signal indicates same and is 

correct with 0.9 probability] 

0.678 ** 

(0.252) 

95% CI [0.19, 

1.17] 

0.216 

(0.547) 

95% CI [-0.28, 

0.71] 

0.182 

(0.297) 

95% CI [-

0.40, 0.76] 

Reliably correct-different 

dummy 

[signal indicates different and 

is correct with 0.9 

probability] 

-0.033 

(0.189) 

95% CI [-0.40, 

0.34] 

-0.143 

(0.148) 

95% CI [-0.43, 

0.15] 

0.928 

(1.039) 

95% CI [- 

1.10, 2.96] 

Centred proportion of 

demonstrators choosing 

optimum X reliably incorrect-

different dummy 

-0.218 

(0.681) 

95% CI [-1.55, 

1.11] 

-2.615 

(2.02) 

95% CI [-6.56, 

1.33] 

-0.707 

(0.577) 

95% CI [-

1.83, 0.42] 

Centred proportion of 

demonstrators choosing 

optimum X uninformative-

same dummy 

-1.214 * 

(0.609) 

95% CI [-2.40, 

-0.02] 

3.378 *** 

(0.835) 

95% CI [1.75, 

5.01] 

-4.044 *** 

(0.812) 

95% CI [-

5.63, -2.46] 

Centred proportion of 

demonstrators choosing 

optimum X uninformative-

different dummy 

-0.876 

(0.673) 

95% CI [ -

2.19, 0.44] 

0.664 

(0.749) 

95% CI [-0.80, 

2.13] 

-2.359 * 

(0.950) 

95% CI [-

4.21, -0.50] 

Centred proportion of 

demonstrators choosing 

optimum X reliably correct-

same dummy 

-0.209 

(0.835) 

95% CI [-1.84, 

1.42] 

4.313 *** 

(1.143) 

95% CI [2.08, 

6.54] 

-6.955 *** 

(1.761) 

95% CI [-

10.39, -3.52] 

Centred proportion of 

demonstrators choosing 

optimum X reliably correct-

different dummy 

0.654 

(0.635) 

95% CI [-0.59, 

1.89] 

1.934 *** 

(0.572) 

95% CI [0.82, 

3.05] 

-6.080 * 

(2.739) 

95% CI [-

11.43, -0.73] 

Percentage as optimal 

dummy 

[signal indicates percentage is 

optimal option] 

0.706 *** 

(0.14) 

95% CI [0.41, 

1.00] 

0.656 *** 

(0.144) 

95% CI [0.37, 

0.94] 

0.660 *** 

(0.148) 

95% CI [0.37, 

0.95] 

Age 0.003 

(0.235) 

95% CI [-0.04, 

0.05] 

0.00002 

(0.023) 

95% CI [-0.05, 

0.05] 

-0.011 

(0.023) 

95% CI [-

0.06, 0.03] 
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Gender 0.128 

(0.108) 

95% CI [-0.08, 

0.34] 

0.129  

(0.109) 

95% CI [-0.08, 

0.34] 

0.094 

(0.112) 

95% CI [-

0.13, 0.31] 

Time in residence -0.005 

(0.008) 

95% CI [-0.02, 

-0.01] 

-0.0018 

(0.751) 

95% CI [-0.02, 

0.01] 

0.007 

(0.008) 

95% CI [-

0.01, 0.02] 

Block Index 0.011 

(0.007) 

95% CI [0, 

0.02] 

0.014 * 

(0.007) 

95% CI [0, 

0.03] 

0.012 . 

(0.007) 

95% CI [0, 

0.03] 

The asterisks denote the level of significance of our p values, with the following key: 

*** (p<0.001) 

** (p<0.01) 

* (p<0.05) 
. (trend: p=0.05 – 0.10 significance) 

 

On blocks with incorrect similarity information (right-hand column of Table 

8B), the social learners were less likely to answer optimally as more demonstrators 

did for uninformative-different signals, suggesting that the learners in the full sessions 

only did show a meaningful adjustment to this signal. 

On blocks with correct signals (middle column of Table 8B), the social 

learners were less likely to coordinate on the social-learner optimum for reliably 

incorrect-different signals, which suggests that the social learners treat these signals as 

if they were always incorrect. 

On blocks with all correct and incorrect signals collapsed together (left-hand 

column of Table 8B), the social learners are more likely to coordinate on the social 

learner optimum as more demonstrators answer optimally (Centered proportion of 

demonstrators choosing the demonstrator optimum effect). This suggests that the 

learners respond meaningfully to frequency-dependent social information for the 

omitted category of reliably incorrect signals from similar others. They are also the 
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most likely to answer optimally to blocks with reliably correct-similar signals. All 

other significant effects match those displayed in table 4 of the main text, thus 

confirming similarity between the basic model and full model with controls. 

Finally, there is a significant bias to answer optimally if percentage happened 

to be optimal (Percentage as optimal dummy effect). This suggests a bias whereby the 

learner followed a rule of ‘just choose %’, perhaps due to the pressure to coordinate. 

Secondly, the social learners were more likely to answer optimally as the blocks 

progressed for blocks where the similarity signals happened to be correct only (Block 

index effect). This suggests a rate of learning over the blocks as the learners became 

more used to the coordination game.  
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Appendix 10: Linear combinations comparing the social-learners’ ability to 

respond optimally across each level of the social information, for the game 

against nature. 

Note that the social learners found it easier to respond optimally to reliably-similar 

than reliably-different others and found it easier to respond to reliably correct-similar 

than uninformative-similar or reliably incorrect-similar others. These biases persist for 

all signals and correct signals. 

All signals, game against nature 

Second-order social information 

Reliably incorrect: 0/6: F(1,2628)= 0.36, p=0.55 

6/6: F(1,2628)=0.02, p=0.88 

5/6: F(1,2628)=0.003, p=0.96 

4/6: F(1,2628)=0.24, p=0.62 

Uninformative: 0/6: F(1,2628)=0.06, p=0.81 

6/6: F(1,2628)<0.001, p=0.98 

5/6: F(1,2628)=0.02, p=0.88 

4/6: F(1,2628)=0.12, p=0.73 

Reliably correct: 0/6: F(1,2628)=4.72, p=0.03 

6/6: F(1,2628)=4.86, p=0.03 

5/6: F(1,2628)=3.48, p=0.06 

4/6: F(1,2628)=0.26, p=0.61 

 

Third-order social information 

Similar others, reliably incorrect versus uninformative. 0/6: F(1,2628)=0.13, p=0.72 

6/6: F(1,2628)=3.41, p=0.07 
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5/6: F(1,2628)=4.76, p=0.03 

4/6: F(1,2628)=4.50, p=0.03 

Similar others, reliably incorrect versus correct: 0/6: F(1,2628)=5.91, p=0.02 

6/6: F(1,2628)=8.86, p=0.002 

5/6: F(1,2628)=7.30, p=0.007 

4/6: F(1,2628)=0.88, p=0.35 

Similar others, uninformative vs reliably correct: 0/6: F(1,2628)=9.74, p=0.002 

6/6: F(1,2628)=22.10, p<0.001 

5/6: F(1,2628)=22.31, p<0.001 

4/6: F(1,2628)=10.52, p=0.001 

Different others, reliably incorrect versus uninformative: 0/6: F(1,2628)=1.95, p=0.16 

6/6: F(1,2628)=5.62, p=0.02 

5/6: F(1,2628)=5.03, p=0.02 

4/6: F(1,2628)=1.89, p=0.17 

Different others, reliably incorrect versus correct: 0/6: F(1,2628)=0.04, p=0.84 

6/6: F(1,2628)=0.83, p=0.36 

5/6: F(1,2628)=1.09, p=0.30 

4/6: F(1,2628)=1.10, p=0.29 

Different others, uninformative versus reliably correct: 0/6: F(1,2628)=1.88, p=0.17 

6/6: F(1,2628)=10.14, p=0.01 

5/6: F(1,2628) =11.89, p=0.0006 

4/6: F(1,2628)=6.74, p=0.009 
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Just correct signals, game against nature 

Second order 

Reliably incorrect. 0.6: F(1,2628) = 0.07, p=0.79) 

6/6: F(1,2628)=0.63, p=0.43 

5/6: F(1,2628)=0.75, p=0.39 

4/6: F(1,2628)=0.56, p=0.45 

Uninformative: 0/6: F(1,2628) = 7.52, p=0.006 

6/6: F(1,2628) = 17.98, p<0.001 

5/6: F(1,2628)16.26, p<0.001 

4/6: F(1,2628)=5.73, p=0.02 

Reliably correct. 0/6: F(1,2628) = 5.61, p=0.02 

6/6: F(1,2628)=8.91, p=0.003 

5/6: F(1,2628)=8.41, p=0.004 

4/6: F(1,2628) =3.47, p=0.06 

Third order 

Similar others, reliably incorrect vs uninformative. 0/6: F(1,2628)=8.47, p=0.004 

6/6: F(1,2628)=13.18, p=0.0003 

5/6: F(1,2628)=11.62, p=0.0007 

4/6: F(1,2628)=4.16, p=0.04 

Similar others, reliably incorrect vs correct. 0/6: F(1,2628)=14.46, p=0.0001) 

6/6: F(1,2628)=31.09, p<0.001 

5/6: F(1,2628)=32.60, p<0.001 

4/6: F(1,2628) =21.56, p<0.001 

Similar others, uninformative vs reliably correct. 0/6: F(1,2628)=0.16, p=0.69 

6/6: F(1,2628)=1.62, p=0.20 
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5/6: F(1,2628)=2.15, p=0.14 

4/6: F(1,2628) = 2.32, p=0.13 

Different others, reliably incorrect vs uninformative. 0/6: F(1,2628)=0.04, p=0.84 

6/6: F(1,2628)=0.29, p=0.59 

5/6: F(1,2628) =0.33, p=0.56 

4/6: F(1,2628)=0.22, p=0.64 

Different others, reliably incorrect vs correct. 0/6: F(1,2628)=0.5, p=0.48. 

6/6: F(1,2628)=2.98, p=0.08 

5/6: F(1,2628)=3.41, p=0.06 

4/6: F(1,2628)=2.56, p=0.11 

Different others, uninformative vs reliably correct. 0/6: F(1,2628)=1.55, p=0.21) 

6/6: F(1,2628)=11.43, p=0.0007 

5/6: F(1,2628)=13.51, p=0.0002 

4/6: F(1,2628)=9.35, p=0.002 

 

Just incorrect signals, game against nature 

Second order 

Reliably incorrect. 0/6: F(1,2628)=0.54, p=0.46 

6/6: F(1,2628)=1.40, p=0.24 

5/6: F(1,2628)=1.35, p=0.25 

4/6: F(1,2628)=0.81, p=0.37 

Uninformative. 0/6: F(1,2628)=1.60, p=0.21 

6/6: F(1,2628)=6.98, p=0.008 

5/6: F(1,2628)=8.50, p=0.004 

4/6: F(1,2628)=5.76, p=0.02 
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Reliably correct. 0/6: F(1,2628)=0.10, p=0.76 

6/6: F(1,2628)=0.47, p=0.49 

5/6: F(1,2628)=1.36, p=0.24 

4/6: F(1,2628)=2.93, p=0.09 

Third order 

Similar others, reliably incorrect vs uninformative. 0/6: F(1,2628)=10.85, p=0.001 

6/6: F(1,2628)=32.17, p<0.001 

5/6: F(1,2628)=33.57, p<0.001 

4/6: F(1,2628)=18.00, p<0.001 

Similar others, reliably incorrect vs correct. 0/6: F(1,2628)=0.37, p=0.54 

6/6: F(1,2628)=9.13, p=0.003 

5/6: F(1,2628)=15.70, p<0.001 

4/6: F(1,2628)=21.79, p<0.001 

Similar others, uninformative vs reliably correct: 0/6: F(1,2628)=0.20, p=0.65 

6/6: F(1,2628)=0.89, p=0.34 

5/6: F(1,2628)=2.60, p=0.11 

4/6: F(1,2628) = 6.78, p=0.009 

Different others, reliably incorrect vs uninformative. 0/6: F(1,2628)=1.37, p=0.24 

6/6: F(1,2628)=3.38, p=0.07 

5/6: F(1,2628)=2.93, p=0.09 

4/6: F(1,2628)=0.70, p=0.40 

Different others, reliably incorrect vs correct: 0/6: F(1,2628)=0.90, p=0.34 

6/6: F(1,2628)=3.96, p=0.05 

5/6: F(1,2628)=5.02, p=0.03 

4/6: F(1,2628)=3.50, p=0.06 
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Different others, uninformative vs reliably correct. 0/6: F(1,2628)=0.25, p=0.62 

6/6: F(1,2628)=1.76, p=0.18 

5/6: F(1,2628)=2.49, p=0.11 

4/6: F(1,2628)=2.18, p=0.14 

 

Appendix 11: Linear combinations comparing the social-learners’ ability to 

respond optimally across each level of the social information, for the 

coordination game.  

Note that the bias to respond optimally to reliably-similar signals only exists on trials 

where the majority of demonstrators chose % and not for 0/6, and so this bias is less 

pronounced in the coordination game than the game against nature.  

All signals, coordination game 

Second order 

Reliably incorrect. 0/6: F(1,2372)= 0.25, p=0.62 

6/6: F(1,2372)=4.59, p=0.03 

5/6: F(1,2372)=5.53, p=0.02 

4/6: F(1,2372)= 4.74, p=0.03 

Uninformative: 0/6: F(1,2372)=3.39, p=0.07 

6/6: F(1,2372)=5.28, p=0.02 

5/6: F(1,2372)=3.59, p=0.06 

4/6: F(1,2372)=0.46, p=0.50 

Reliably correct. 0/6: F(1,2372)=0.12, p=0.73 

6/6: F(1,2372)=5.77, p=0.02 

5/6: F(1,2372) =7.65, p=0.006 

4/6: F(1,2372)=7.03, p=0.008 
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Third order 

Similar, reliably incorrect vs uninformative. 0/6: F(1,2372)=2.17, p=0.14 

6/6: F(1,2372)=5.07, p=0.02 

5/6: F(1,2372)=4.50, p=0.03 

4/6: F(1,2372)=2.23, p=0.14 

Similar others, reliably incorrect vs correct. 0/6: F(1,2372)=0.78, p=0.38. 

6/6: F(1,2372)=10.8, p=0.001. 

5/6: F(1,2372)=13.49, p=0.0002 

4/6: F(1,2372)=10.05, p=0.002 

Similar others, uninformative vs reliably correct. 0/6: F(1,2372)=4.48, p=0.03. 

6/6: F(1,2372)=33.51, p<0.001. 

5/6: F(1,2372)=38.87, p<0.001 

4/6: F(1,2372)=25.12, p<0.001 

Different others, reliably incorrect vs uninformative. 0/6: F(1,2372)=0.04, p=0.83. 

6/6: F(1,2372)=7.87, p=0.005 

5/6: F(1,2372)=10.05, p=0.002 

4/6: F(1,2372)=9.58, p=0.002 

Different others, reliably incorrect vs correct. 0/6: F(1,2372)=0.06, p=0.80 

6/6: F(1,2372)=1.34, p=0.24 

5/6: F(1,2372)=2.01, p=0.16 

4/6: F(1,2372)=2.57, p=0.11 

Different others, uninformative vs reliably correct. 0/6: F(1,2372)=0.21, p=0.64. 

6/6: F(1,2372)=2.58, p=0.11 

5/6: F(1,2372)=2.89, p=0.09 

4/6: F(1,2372)=2.30, p=0.13 
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Just correct signals, coordination game 

Second-order 

Reliably incorrect. 0/6: F(1,2372) = 4.55, p=0.03) 

6/6: F(1,2372) = 0.63, p=0.43 

5/6:F(1,2372)<0.001, p=0.99 

4/6: F(1,2372)=1.77, p=0.18 

Uninformative. 0/6: F(1,2372) = 11.00, p=0.0009 

6/6: F(1,2372) = 15.54, p<0.001 

5/6:F(1,2372)=12.46, p=0.0004 

4/6: F(1,2372)=3.93, p=0.05 

Reliably correct: 0/6: F(1,2372) = 11.15, p=0.0009 

6/6: F(1,2372) = 21.05, p<0.001 

5/6: F(1,2372)=20.27, p<0.001 

4/6: F(1,2372)= 11.51, p=0.0007 

Third order 

Similar, reliably incorrect vs uninformative. 0/6: F(1,2372)=20.19, p<0.001 

6/6: F(1,2372)=15.56, p<0.001 

5/6; F(1,2372)=9.77, p=0.002 

4/6: F(1,2372)=0.67, p=0.41 

Similar, reliably incorrect vs correct. 0/6: F(1,2372)=25.06, p<0.001) 

6/6: F(1,2372)=42.73, p<0.001 

5/6: F(1,2372)=41.05, p<0.001 

4/6: F(1,2372)=22.17, p<0.001 

Similar, uninformative vs reliably correct. 0/6: F(1,2372)=0.46, p=0.50 

6/6: F(1,2372)=5.98, p=0.01 
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5/6: F(1,2372)=7.44, p=0.006 

4/6: F(1,2372)=7.57, p=0.006 

Different, reliably incorrect vs uninformative. 0/6: F(1,2372)=5.12, p=0.03 

6/6: F(1,2372)=0.27, p=0.60 

5/6: F(1,2372)=0.21, p=0.65 

4/6: F(1,2372)=3.67, p=0.06 

Different, reliably incorrect vs correct. 0/6: F(1,2372)=6.89, p=0.009 

6/6: F(1,2372)=2.24, p=0.13 

5/6: F(1,2372)=0.33, p=0.57 

4/6: F(1,2372)=1.14, p=0.29 

Different, uninformative vs reliably correct. 0/6: F(1,2372)=1.01, p=0.32) 

6/6: F(1,2372)=9.25, p=0.002. 

5/6: F(1,2372)-9.32, p=0.002 

4/6: F(1,2372)=5.78, p=0.02 

 

Just incorrect signals, coordination game 

Second order 

Reliably incorrect. 0/6: F(1,2372)=0.24, p=0.62 

6/6: F(1,2372)=0.64, p=0.42 

5/6: F(1,2372)=1.28, p=0.26 

4/6: F(1,2372)=2.07, p=0.15 

Uninformative. 0/6: F(1,2372)=8.65, p=0.003 

6/6: F(1,2372)=29.84, p<0.001 

5/6: F(1,2372)=30.73, p<0.001 

4/6: F(1,2372)=15.77, p<0.001 
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Reliably correct. 0/6: F(1,2372)=0, p=0.99 

6/6: F(1,2372)=1.53, p=0.22 

5/6: F(1,2372)=2.19, p=0.14 

4/6: F(1,2372)=2.19, p=0.13 

Third order 

Similar, reliably incorrect vs uninformative. 0/6: F(1,2372)=18.65, p<0.001 

6/6: F(1,2372)=49.84, p<0.001 

5/6: F(1,2372)=48.34, p<0.001 

4/6: F(1,2372)=27.29, p<0.001 

Similar, reliably incorrect vs correct. 0/6: F(1,2372)=18.31, p<0.001 

6/6: F(1,2372)=16.64, p<0.001 

5/6: F(1,2372)=13.89, p=0.0002 

4/6: F(1,2372)=6.37, p=0.01 

Similar, uninformative vs reliably correct. 0/6: F(1,2372)=2.96, p=0.09 

6/6: F(1,2372)=0.81, p=0.37 

5/6: F(1,2372)=0.35, p=0.56 

4/6: F(1,2372)=0.01, p=0.91 

Different, reliably incorrect vs uninformative. 0/6: F(1,2372)=0, p=0.99 

6/6: F(1,2372)=1.55, p=0.21 

5/6: F(1,2372)=2.13, p=0.14 

4/6: F(1,2372)=2.31, p=0.13 

Different, reliably incorrect vs correct. 0/6: F(1,2372)=5.90, p=0.02 

6/6: F(1,237)=7.45, p=0.006 

5/6: F(1,2372)=4.26, p=0.04 

4/6: F(1,2372)=0.16, p=0.69 
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Different, uninformative vs reliably correct. 0/6: F(1,2372)=5.62, p=0.02 

6/6: F(1,2372)=5.15, p=0.02 

5/6: F(1,2372)=2.24, p=0.13 

4/6: F(1,2372)=0.02, p=0.88 

 

Appendix 12: Logistic regressions predicting whether the social learners chose 

their social learner optimum during the game against nature in response to 

correct and incorrect similarity signals.  

Predictors included: (i) the centered proportion of demonstrators who chose the 

demonstrator optimum, (ii) dummies for each combination of similarity and reliability 

information, minus the omitted category of reliably incorrect- similar signals, and (iii) 

interactions between each of these dummies and the centered proportion of 

demonstrators who chose the demonstrator optimum. Robust standard error clustered 

on social learner.  

Parameter Estimate 

(game against 

nature, correct 

signals) 

Estimate (game 

against nature, 

wrong signals) 

Intercept 0.083 

(0.080) 

95% CI [-0.07, 

0.24] 

0.110 . 

(0.065) 

95% CI [-0.02, 

0.24] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing the demonstrator optimum 

-0.460 

(0.318) 

95% CI [-1.08, 

0.16] 

1.204 *** 

(0.303) 

95% CI [0.61, 

1.80] 

Reliably incorrect- different dummy 

[indicates different and is correct with 

0.1 probability] 

-0.149 

(0.524) 

95% CI [-1.17, 

0.88] 

-0.021 

(0.129) 

95% CI [-0.27, 

0.23] 
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Uninformative-same dummy 

[indicates same and is correct with 0.5 

probability] 

-0.172 

(0.212) 

95% CI [-0.59, 

0.24] 

-0.032 

(0.216) 

95% CI [-0.45, 

0.39] 

Uninformative-different dummy 

[indicates different and is correct with 

0.5 probability] 

-0.076 

(0.183) 

95% CI [-0.43, 

0.28] 

0.052 

(0.212) 

95% CI [-0.36, 

0.47] 

Reliably correct-same dummy 

[indicates same and is correct with 0.9 

probability] 

-0.020 

(0.166) 

95% CI [-0.16, 

0.40] 

-0.956 

(0.582) 

95% CI [-1.59, 

0.50] 

Reliably correct-different dummy 

[indicates different and is correct with 

0.9 probability] 

0.122 

(0.144) 

95% CI [-0.16, 

0.40] 

-0.134 

(0.551) 

95% CI [-1.21, 

0.94] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing optimum X reliably incorrect-

different dummy 

-1.023 

(2.037) 

95% CI [-5.01, 

2.96] 

-0.541 

(0.535) 

95% CI [-1.59, 

0.50] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing optimum X uninformative-

same dummy 

3.256 *** 

(0.952) 

95% CI [1.39, 

5.12] 

-4.161 *** 

(0.930) 

95% CI [-5.98, -

2.34] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing optimum X uninformative-

different dummy 

-0.241 

(0.681) 

95% CI [-1.57, 

1.09] 

-1.931 * 

(0.863) 

95% CI [-3.62, -

0.24] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing optimum X reliably correct-

same dummy 

4.141 *** 

(0.875) 

95% CI [2.43, 

5.85] 

-4.228 

(2.825) 

95% CI [-9.75, 

1.30] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing optimum X reliably correct-

different dummy 

1.576 * 

(0.618) 

95% CI [0.37, 

2.79] 

-4.154 

(2.594) 

95% CI [-9.23, 

0.92] 

The asterisks denote the level of significance of our p values, with the following key: 

*** (p<0.001) 

** (p<0.01) 

* (p<0.05) 
. (trend: p=0.05 – 0.10 significance) 
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For blocks that gave incorrect similarity information, the social learners were 

more likely to respond optimally as more demonstrators did (centred proportion of 

demonstrators choosing the demonstrator optimum effect). This effect reflected the 

omitted category of reliably incorrect - similar dummy. As a reliably incorrect signal 

of similarity was only correct with a probability of 0.1, then smart social learners 

should have treated this signal as if it were always incorrect. Reliably incorrect-

similar signals can be flipped to understand that the learners were more likely to be 

playing a different game version to the demonstrators. Indeed, the social learners 

followed the minority of the demonstrators under both reliably incorrect-similar and 

reliably correct-different signals (Figures 5A and 5F), suggesting that they understood 

this complexity. Of course, the strategy of following the minority on reliably 

incorrect-similar blocks would only work if the similarity signal was in fact incorrect. 

The probabilities implemented meant that the social learners would have played the 

same game version as the demonstrators on approximately 10% of blocks with these 

reliably incorrect-similar blocks. In this case, following the minority would have 

made the learners answer sub-optimally. 

When the blocks gave incorrect similarity signals, the social learners were less 

likely to choose their social learner optimum as more demonstrators did for blocks 

with uninformative-similar and uninformative-different signals. The learners did not 

treat an uninformative signal as if it were always incorrect. As the uninformative 

signal rendered the similarity information arbitrary, we expected the social learners 

just to choose the strategy that they preferred on these blocks. Figure 5 reveals that the 

social learners responded at chance towards the uninformative-different signals 

(Figure 5E), suggesting that they understood these signals to be arbitrary. 

Interestingly, the social learners instead copied the majority around uninformative-
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similar others (Figure 5B). This strategy led to the social learners answering sub-

optimally whenever this signal of similarity happened to be incorrect. Taken together, 

this pattern may imply that some social learners arbitrarily committed to a strategy of 

copying similar others– even if they had uninformative signals– to improve their 

chances of answering optimally on the off-chance that the uninformative signal 

happened to be correct. That is, they may have followed a social-learning rule to 

‘copy similar others’.  

When the blocks gave correct similarity signals (middle column of Table 4), 

the social learners were significantly more likely to answer optimally as more 

demonstrators chose their demonstrator optimum for the following signals: 

uninformative-similar, reliably correct-similar, and reliably correct-different. The 

social learners treated these signals as if they were always correct, which allowed 

them to respond optimally to these signals when the blocks did provide correct 

similarity information. This strategy made sense for the reliably correct signals as, 

based on the probabilities implemented in-game, a reliably correct signal of gave 

correct information about similarity or difference on approximately 90% of the 

blocks. The social learners followed the majority on uninformative-similar signals 

(Figure 5B), though this strategy only allowed the learners to answer optimally on 

approximately half the blocks when uninformative signals happen to give correct 

similarity information. 
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Appendix 13:  Logistic regressions predicting whether the social learners chose 

their social learner optimum during the coordination game in response to correct 

and incorrect similarity signals.  

Predictors included: (i) the centered proportion of demonstrators who chose the 

demonstrator optimum, (ii) dummies for each combination of similarity and reliability 

information, minus the omitted category of reliably incorrect- similar signals, and (iii) 

interactions between each of these dummies and the centered proportion of 

demonstrators who chose the demonstrator optimum. Robust standard error clustered 

on social learner. 

Parameter Estimate 

(coordination 

game, correct 

signals, full 

data) 

Estimate 

(coordination 

game, incorrect 

signals, full data) 

Intercept 0.127 . 

(0.067) 

95% CI [0, 0.26] 

0.016 . 

(0.065) 

95% CI [0-0.11, 

0.14] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing the demonstrator optimum 

0.008 

(0.224) 

95% CI [-0.43, 

0.45] 

1.603 *** 

(0.288) 

95% CI [1.04, 

2.17] 

Reliably incorrect-different dummy 

[indicates different and is correct with 

0.1 probability] 

1.389 * 

(0.674) 

95% CI [0.07, 

2.71] 

0.179 

(0.146) 

95% CI [-0.11, 

0.46] 

Uninformative-same dummy 

[indicates same and is correct with 0.5 

probability] 

-0.497 * 

(0.205) 

95% CI [-0.90, -

0.10] 

-0.137 

(0.200) 

95% CI [-0.53, 

0.26] 

Uninformative-different dummy 

[indicates different and is correct with 

0.5 probability] 

-0.306 . 

(0.184) 

95% CI [-0.67, 

0.05] 

-0.041 

(0.198) 

95% CI [-0.43, 

0.35] 
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Reliably correct-same dummy 

[indicates same and is correct with 0.9 

probability] 

-0.129 

(0.183) 

95% CI [-0.49, 

0.23] 

0.309 

(0.292) 

95% CI [-0.26, 

0.88] 

Reliably correct-different dummy 

[indicates different and is correct with 

0.9 probability] 

-0.109 

(0.137) 

95% CI [-0.38, 

0.16] 

0.964 

(0.672) 

95% CI [-0.35, 

2.28] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing optimum X reliably incorrect-

different dummy 

-4.14 . 

(2.217) 

95% CI [-8.48, 

0.19] 

0.010 

(0.525) 

95% CI [-1.03, 

1.03] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing optimum X uninformative-

same dummy 

3.894 *** 

(0.833) 

95% CI [2.26, 

5.52] 

-4.925 *** 

(0.831) 

95% CI [-6.55, -

3.30] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing optimum X uninformative-

different dummy 

0.138 

(0.682) 

95% CI [-1.19, 

1.47] 

-0.437  

(0.853) 

95% CI [-2.11, 

1.23] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing optimum X reliably correct-

same dummy 

5.575 *** 

(0.936) 

95% CI [3.75, 

7.40] 

-7.315 *** 

(1.651) 

95% CI [-10.54, -

4.09] 

Centred proportion of demonstrators 

choosing optimum X reliably correct-

different dummy 

1.413 ** 

(0.548) 

95% CI [0.34, 

2.48] 

-5.983 ** 

(2.147) 

95% CI [-10.18, -

1.78] 

The asterisks denote the level of significance of our p values, with the following key: 

*** (p<0.001) 

** (p<0.01) 

* (p<0.05) 
. (trend: p=0.05 – 0.10 significance) 

 

When the blocks gave incorrect similarity information, then the social learners 

were more likely to coordinate on the social learner optimum as more demonstrators 

did (Centred proportion of demonstrators choosing the demonstrator optimum effect). 

This effect reflected the omitted category of reliably incorrect- similar dummy. This 

effect shows that the social learners responded to reliably incorrect signals of 
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similarity as if these were always incorrect. This makes sense as the probabilities 

implemented in-game meant that reliably incorrect signals gave false information on 

approximately 90% of blocks. 

When the blocks gave incorrect similarity information, the social learners 

were less likely to coordinate on their optimal option as more demonstrators 

coordinated on the demonstrator optimum for the following signals: uninformative-

similar, reliably correct-similar and reliably-correct different. Interestingly, when the 

blocks gave correct social information (middle column Table 5), then the social 

learners were more likely to coordinate on the social learner optimum as more 

demonstrators did for the same dummies: uninformative-similar, reliably correct-

similar, and reliably correct-different. Taking these results together, the social learners 

treated these signals as if they were always correct. This led them to answer optimally 

whenever the blocks happened to provide correct similarity information, though led 

the social learner to answer sub-optimally whenever the block gave incorrect 

similarity information. Treating the reliably correct signals as if they are always 

correct makes sense as the probabilities implemented meant that these blocks gave 

correct signals of similarity or difference approximately 90% of the time. The social 

learners also responded to an uninformative signal of similarity as if this signal were 

always correct, though uninformative signals only provided correct similarity 

information on approximately half the blocks. 
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Appendix 14: The scatterplots, showing that the participant IDs often change as 

a function of the signal they see.  

This is to show individual level variation in each of the learner’s chosen strategies. As 

these IDs are hard to see, we also repeat this analysis as a heatmap in appendix 15. 

Appendix 14i) Game against nature, reliably correct 
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Appendix 14ii) Game against nature, reliably incorrect 
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Appendix 14iii) Coordination game, reliably correct 
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Appendix 14iv) Coordination game, reliably incorrect 
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Appendix 15: The heatmaps show the social learner’s chosen strategies as a 

proportion of blocks where they follow the majority of similar others (on the x 

axis) by the proportion of blocks where they follow the majority of different 

others (on the y axis). This is to show individual level variation in each of the 

learner’s chosen strategies. The x axis gives 0-1 proportion of all social learners who 

followed the majority of groups identified as similar, while the y axis gives the 0-1 

proportion of all social learners who followed the majority of groups identified as 

different. The darkness of the grey indicates frequency, with darker colours denoting a 

denser patch. Any white areas show that none of the learners employed this strategy 

combination. Finally, the red square denotes the social learning strategy averaged 

over all participants. 
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Appendix 15i) Game against nature, reliably correct 

 

Note that there is a cluster along the top (i.e., these learners always follow the 

majority of different others, but are less sure when it comes to responding to similar 

others). There is also a cluster at the side (i.e., these learners always follow the 

majority of similar others, but they are less sure when it comes to different others). 

There is also a cluster along the bottom (i.e., these people copy the minority of 

different others but seem less sure for similar others). There are also some less 
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differentiated strategies in the middle. The average social learning strategy is to copy 

the majority of similar others with a probability of ~0.7, and to follow the majority of 

different others with a probability of ~0.3. This perhaps makes sense: in order to 

choose their optimum, the social learners should copy the majority of similar others 

and the minority on different others, and so the average strategy is a part adjustment 

to this. Note that the optimal strategy is given by the bottom right square: an optimal 

learning strategy is to always copy the majority of reliably similar others but copy the 

minority of reliably different others. This square is shaded in fairly darkly, suggesting 

that a few social learners manage to answer optimally. 
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Appendix 15ii) Game against nature, reliably incorrect 

 

There is definitely a cluster at the top (who always copy the majority of 

different others with a reliably incorrect signals) and a cluster at the right-hand side 

(who always copy the majority of similar others with reliably incorrect signals). There 

also seems to be a cluster at the side, who copy the minority of similar others but are 

unsure for different others. The optimal square in this case is the top left (always 

follow the minority of similar others, but majority of different others, with reliably 

incorrect signals). This is filled in and so some do answer optimally. However, there 
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is a broader range of strategies for the reliably incorrect signals and so the average 

strategy cancels out at chance and perhaps gives the impression that learners adjust to 

the reliably incorrect signal less than they actually do. 

Appendix 15iii) Coordination game, reliably correct 
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This graph is perhaps the least spread out. The optimal strategy for a reliably 

correct signal is to follow the majority of similar others but the minority of different 

others. We find that this is shaded and so some do answer optimally. There is a cluster 

along the right-hand side: some learners always copy the majority of similar others 

but show more variation in the response to different others. There is also a small 

cluster in the top right: some participants always copy the majority of reliably 

different others, and trend towards following the majority of similar others. There is 

also a strip at around 0.4 of following the majority of similar others, where the 

participants respond differing to the different signal. Although the participants may 

seemingly respond anywhere to reliably different others, note that all learners avoid 

following the minority of similar others. This is why the left side of the graph is 

blank. Thus, following the minority may only be used on a coordination game in 

response to reliably correct signals of difference or reliably incorrect signals of 

similarity. 
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Appendix 15iv) Coordination game, reliably incorrect 
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The responses to reliably incorrect signals for the coordination game is 

perhaps the most varied. The optimal solution is to follow the minority of similar 

others and the majority of different others for a reliably incorrect signal (given by the 

top left square). As we can see, some of the learners do show optimal strategies. More 

broadly, we have three edges: some participants copy the majority of similar others, 

but there is more noise for different others; a cluster at the top where some always 

copy the majority of different others but are less differentiated for similar others and a 

cluster on the left where some participants follow the minority of similar others but 

are less differentiated for different others with reliably incorrect signals. There is then 

a range of adjustments in the middle. 

It may be tempting to conclude that those participants in the middle are 

ignoring social information and answering optimally. However, we asked the 

participants to (anonymously) report whether they actually used the social 

information. Those that denied using social information are not necessarily those in 

the middle. Some participants take an undifferentiated strategy in response to three 

orders of social information on purpose. 
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Abstract 

Conformity can uphold cooperative or uncooperative group norms. It is unclear 

how individuals adjust their decision to conform, or use other learning strategies, to 

information about the group from whom they learn when adapting cooperative norms. 

This study investigated how flexibly 104 participants learned to play a prisoner’s 

dilemma when uncertain as to whether the group from who they learned upheld a 

cooperative or uncooperative norm. The participants saw social information including 

(i) the frequency of choices made by the group from whom they learn; (ii) whether these 

members were identified as having learned in a similar or different environment to the 

participants and (iii) the reliability of this similarity information. Similarity information 

could be reliably correct, uninformative, or reliably incorrect. These reliability values 

reflected cases where those with similar traits to oneself did not uphold similar 

cooperative values. The participants processed frequency information and similarity 

information. The participants responded differently to reliably incorrect signals of 

similarity. Otherwise, they did not process reliability information. This asymmetric 

adjustment may be to counteract free riders who infiltrate cooperative groups by 

pretending to be similar to its’ members. Overall, the participants’ choice of learning 

strategies was flexible – to a degree – when learning to cooperate. 

 

Keywords: Cooperation, frequency-dependent social learning strategies, conformity, 

cultural evolution 
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1. Introduction  

Human societies are uniquely cooperative (Henrich et al., 2001). Cooperation 

involves accepting a cost in order to benefit another (Chudek et al., 2013). It may be 

difficult to envision how cooperation arose if individuals act to maximise their own 

fitness only (Boyd & Richerson, 2007; Colman, 2006). Despite this, individuals have 

consistently been found to donate substantial amounts of money to strangers who they 

are unlikely to meet again (Fehr et al., 2002; Fehr & Fischbacher, 2005; Sally, 1995). 

Whilst concerns have been raised over extrapolating participants performances in 

laboratory settings to naturalistic environments (Burton-Chellew et al., 2016; Price, 

2008), it is also likely that human groups are extremely cooperative (Henrich et al., 

2001; 2006). For example, our uniquely advanced tools and cultural systems are likely 

to be underpinned by our ability to cooperate and share information or resources with 

others (Dean et al., 2014; Henrich, 2015; Henrich & Muthukrishna, 2021). 

There is a debate over how extreme levels of cooperation arose in humans 

(Chudek et al., 2013). Some posit that living in tight ancestral groups would have 

created a selection pressure towards cooperation that still drives behaviour today (Price, 

2008). Others cite a norm psychology effect, whereby the pressure to adhere to social 

norms in highly cohesive groups could have led to extreme levels of cooperation (Gintis 

et al., 2008). Regardless of how cooperation emerged, a large body of literature has 

focused on the importance of conformity when learning to uphold established 

cooperative norms (Henrich & Boyd, 2001; Molleman et al., 2013a; 2013b). 

Conformity may be important to maintain cooperation as this strategy removes a focus 

on the payoff of one’s behaviour (Szolnoki & Perc, 2015). Thus, individuals may 

uphold even costly levels of cooperation via conformity (Henrich & Boyd, 1998). 
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Note that the precise definition of conformity has been subject to a lengthy 

debate in the gene-culture coevolutionary literature (Kendal et al., 2018; Lachlan et al., 

2018; Morgan et al., 2019; van Leeuwen & Haun, 2014). For the sake of clarity, 

throughout this chapter I define conformity as a social learning strategy where the 

individual disproportionately copies the majority of a group. To illustrate with an 

example, if 75% of a social group are cooperative, then a conformist learner will also 

cooperate with a probability greater than 0.75. This definition is supported by a recent 

body of literature (Efferson et al., 2016; Lachlan et al., 2018; Morgan et al., 2019). 

An individual could conform to the majority behaviour of a group without 

understanding the full intricacies of the behaviour being upheld. This is important as 

societies commonly differ in terms of which domain they cooperate in (Chudek & 

Henrich, 2011). For example, some groups cooperate when hunting but not when 

building shelter or vice versa. Even in a certain domain, there may be uncertainty over 

whether a behaviour is cooperative or uncooperative. For example, hunting. It may 

sometimes be cooperative to hunt more and donate food to others in the group (Hill, 

2002). It may sometimes be cooperative to hunt less so as to not over deplete game 

(Safin et al., 2015). The rules governing cooperation may be complex and arbitrary. 

Individuals who wish to uphold the same cooperative (or uncooperative) norm as a 

social group need only conform to the majority behaviour, without needing to fully 

understand whether they uphold cooperation or not (Mesoudi, 2018). To reflect this 

uncertainty, I conduct a social learning study where it is not certain whether the majority 

of the group from who the participants learn are being cooperative or uncooperative. 

Past research suggests that individuals can flexibly choose between conformity 

and other social learning strategies when learning asocial skills (Mesoudi et al., 2016) 

and social norms (Shutts et al., 2010). This study seeks to expand these findings by 
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investigating the flexibility of the individual’s decision to conform when learning 

cooperative norms. Conditional on frequency information, I ask when an individual will 

conform, or follow the majority in a linear fashion, or copy the minority, in response to 

three pieces of social information about the group from whom they can learn 

(un)cooperative behaviours.  

The first level of social information that I investigate is frequency-dependent 

social information, or the number of others in the group who cooperate. This will 

henceforth be referred to as first-order social information. Even following a simple 

conformity rule, such as to ‘always copy the majority’, by definition involves 

responding to frequency information as the individual must track which behaviour is 

being displayed by the majority (Efferson et al., 2016). Any participant should therefore 

use first-order social information to inform her choices.  

Second, I investigate similarity information which is henceforth referred to as 

second-order social information. The participants in the present study are informed that 

the members of the group from whom they can learn made their cooperative decisions 

in a similar or different decision-making environment to themselves. Individuals who 

share similar decision-making environments were likely to belong to the same social 

group throughout the ancestral past (Fischer, 2009). The ultimate goal of a complex 

social learner may be to learn from those who share a similar decision-making 

environment, as these individuals are likely to share similar optima (Efferson et al., 

2008a).  

However, it may have been hard to directly observe whether one shares a similar 

environment to another in the ancestral past. Those from the same social group are 

identifiable as they share ethnic markers (Efferson et al., 2008a; McElreath et al., 2003). 

Thus, looking ‘similar’ to others may become a useful shorthand to help us identify and 
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learn from our own in-group members (Richerson et al., 2016; Wood et al., 2013). 

There is a tendency for previous research to focus on similarity based on an observable 

trait, such as age (Shutts et al., 2010) or gender (Salali et al., 2015). Indeed, evidence 

suggests that children as young as five prefer to learn cooperative norms from 

demonstrators who look similar to themselves  (House et al., 2013; Salali et al., 2015).  

However, there are times when those that look similar to oneself are not 

necessarily those who share similar decision-making environments to oneself. To 

illustrate with an example, imagine an individual has recently migrated to a new group 

and does not understand the rules regarding cooperation. She should conform to the 

cooperative behaviours of the majority of this new group, even if they look different to 

herself, to ensure she upholds the correct local norms (Deffner et al., 2020; Henrich, 

2015). This is why I directly communicate whether the participants share a similar or 

different decision-making environment to the group from whom they learn in the 

current study. It was also important to test the most straightforward case of the 

similarity signal–  by directly conveying this information to participants– as this is the 

first study to test three orders of social information when the participants learn to 

cooperate.  

Finally, I investigate reliability information which is henceforth referred to as 

third-order information. The similarity information in this study can be reliably correct, 

uninformative, or reliably incorrect. Reliably correct signals may reflect cases when we 

are relatively assured of our similarity to others. This may be because the individual 

has direct knowledge as to who shares the same cooperative norms as herself 

(Molleman et al., 2014), or because the individuals bases her perceived similarity to 

others on traits that are readily observable such as age (Jiménez & Mesoudi, 2019) or 

gender (Efferson et al., 2016).  
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Reliably incorrect signals may occur when signals which suggest that someone 

shares the same cooperative intentions to oneself are faked (Sosis et al., 2007). For 

example, picture a cooperative group who are known to share their abundant wealth 

equally amongst all members. Now picture that this group are identifiable as they all 

wear red clothing. It may be quite easy for an outsider to acquire a piece of red clothing 

and infiltrate the group. This outsider has no intention of cooperation. Instead, she 

wears the red clothing as a faked signal of her cooperative intentions while actually 

intending to exploit donations from others. Of course, this example may create a kind 

of ‘arms race’ in the lengths that cooperative groups will go to, to prevent free rider 

infiltration. Perhaps the cooperative group members then start to wear red clothing that 

is a particular shade, which is difficult for outsiders to acquire. Any individuals who 

are then found to be wearing an incorrect shade of red are likely to be free riders who 

are trying to infiltrate the group and exploit resources. That is, the off-shade clothing 

of the free riders essentially becomes a reliably incorrect signal, helping the cooperative 

group member to identify any individuals around her who are unlikely to share her 

cooperative intentions (Stein et al., 2021). 

Note that this example also highlights the necessity of three orders of social 

information. Picture an individual member of the cooperative group who is learning to 

uphold her group’s stringent cooperative criteria. Perhaps she initially follows a rule to 

‘cooperate whenever the majority of others do’. This is a rule based on first-order social 

information only, but it may prove insufficient. The individual realises that those 

ingroup members who wear red are much more cooperative than the other individuals 

who live in nearby groups. Thus, it becomes necessary for the individual to expand her 

rule to ‘cooperate whenever the majority of others who also wear red do’. While those 

who wear the same red clothing may look similar to the focal learner, observable traits 
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of similarity are useful in as far as they imply a shared decision-making environment 

(Efferson et al., 2016). This social learning rule operates on both first and second-order 

social information. 

However, the infiltration of free riders makes another extension of this rule 

necessary. The individual then follows a rule to ‘cooperate whenever the majority of 

others who also wear red do, provided that their clothing is this exact shade of red’. 

This is now a rule which works on first-order (frequency-dependent), second-order 

(similar clothing) and third-order social information (reliably correct shading). Of 

course, the prevalence of free riders could escalate these rules even further. For 

example, painful and elaborate signals of group membership may be used by extremely 

cooperative groups to discourage free rider infiltration (Richerson et al., 2016; Sosis et 

al., 2007). 

If such scenarios were frequent enough throughout the ancestral past, then it 

would pay for the individual to track any reliably incorrect signals of similarity 

(Smaldino et al., 2018). The reliably incorrect signal is as informationally meaningful 

as a reliably correct signal in the current study. Reliably incorrect signals may provide 

a meaningful cue as to who is faking group membership. While both signals are 

informationally meaningful, there may be a trade-off in processing these signals. For 

example, reliably correct signals may be easier to process than reliably incorrect signals 

as the latter involves a mental negation (Cutmore et al., 2015). Those that display 

reliably incorrect signals, such as those free riders wearing the incorrect shade of red in 

the example above, are also likely to be rarer than individuals who express themselves 

with reliable and meaningful group markers (McElreath et al., 2003; Richerson et al., 

2016). Perhaps it will be harder for individuals to process the reliably incorrect signal 
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in the current study as it was rarer throughout the ancestral past for psychological 

systems to be needed that could decode such signals. 

Note that the learners cannot adjust meaningfully to the uninformative signal. 

Uninformative signals render the similarity information at chance level of being correct. 

Thus, the participants cannot calculate with any degree of certainty whether they are 

making decisions in a similar or different decision-making environment to the group 

from whom they learn. In this situation, no single social learning strategy can be 

expected to uphold the same cooperative norm as the group from whom the participant 

learns better than any other (Efferson et al., 2016). This removes the incentives to the 

learners’ behaviour and thus the participants may choose randomly on these trials, or 

they may follow an arbitrary personal preference for certain social learning strategies.  

To summarise, I investigate whether the participants base their decision to 

conform or use another social learning strategy on (i) the frequency of choices made by 

the group from whom they could learn; (ii) whether this group learned in a similar or 

different decision-making environment to the participants and (iii) the reliability of this 

similarity signal. This study is novel in testing the participants’ response to three orders 

of social information simultaneously. While it may intuitively make sense for the 

participants to respond to all social information, there may be trade-offs as it is 

cognitively demanding to respond to multiple signals (Krafft et al., 2021; Muthukrishna 

et al., 2016). While it is difficult to make exact predictions, the participants’ strategies 

may broadly fall into one of four categories: 

(i) The participants adapt their strategies to all social information. They adjust their 

behaviour to first-order information (frequency-dependent information), 

second-order information (similarity information) and third-order information 

(reliability information). 
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(ii) Individuals adjust to first-order, second-order and third-order information but 

there may be a trade-off in social learner cognition which leads to asymmetric 

adjustments. That is, the individuals may find some types of social information 

easier to respond to than others. For example, they may find reliably correct 

signals easier to process than reliably incorrect signals.  

(iii) The participants may adjust their strategies to first-order information 

(frequency-dependent information) and second-order information (similarity 

information) but may not be able to adjust to third-order social information 

(reliability information).  

(iv)  The participants adjust to first-order information (frequency-dependent 

information) but find both second and third-order social information too 

complex to process. The participants may just follow a rule to ‘always copy the 

majority’. 

 

2. Method  

2.1 Participants  

6 sessions were conducted at the EconLab in Royal Holloway, University of 

London. 140 participants were recruited (mean age = 20.29, σ = 2.79, males = 41). This 

sample met the minimum sample size suggested by an ex-ante power calculation (see 

pre-registration at OSF | prereg_SD_15mar.docx). Twelve of these participants were 

international students not from the UK. These international students reported being 

from Italy (N=2), France, Russia (N=2), India, Kazakhstan, Saudi Arabia, Nigeria, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, and Japan. 

These 140 participants were divided into one of two roles. 36 participants played 

as demonstrators, who developed a preference to cooperate or defect throughout this 

https://osf.io/hezx8/
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study via their own trial-and-error. This number came from assigning 6 demonstrators 

per session. This was deemed sizeable enough as a social group to provide meaningful 

social information (Efferson et al., 2016). The remaining 104 participants across all 

sessions played as social learners who could only base their decisions on social 

information. While splitting participants into separate roles may seem simplistic, this 

design crucially allowed the experimenters to draw clean causal inferences regarding 

the role of social information without the inferential challenges that usually hold 

(Angrist, 2014; Manski, 2000).  

 

2.2. The prisoner’s dilemma  

We investigated the learning of cooperative norms with a prisoner’s dilemma 

(Axelrod, 1980; Holt & Roth, 2004; Sally, 1995). In this game, the participant must 

choose to cooperate or defect with an anonymous partner with whom she has been 

paired. The logic is this. If she defects when her partner cooperates, then she receives a 

higher payoff than if she had cooperated. If she defects when her partner defects, then 

she still does better than if she had cooperated. Defecting when her partner cooperates 

gives the highest payoff, called the free rider payoff. Cooperating when her partner 

defects gives the lowest payoff, called the sucker payoff. As defection is the best 

strategy at the individual level, then it is said to be the Nash equilibrium (Holt & Roth, 

2004). However, mutual cooperation gives a higher payoff than mutual defection and 

thus the game represents a dilemma.  

Note that labelling the behavioural options as ‘cooperate’ or ‘defect’ may 

introduce a social desirability effect (Price, 2008). To avoid this, I asked participants to 

choose between two arbitrary symbols (@ or %). Note that this game still worked as a 

prisoner’s dilemma in the current study. This is because a prisoner’s dilemma is any 
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payoff matrix where one option is always expected to give the higher payoff at the 

individual level (equivalent to defection, or the Nash equilibrium) though the pair of 

participants would do better if they both coordinated on the other option (equivalent to 

mutual cooperation) (Molleman & Gächter, 2018).  

To illustrate, figure 1 displays how @ or % may align to  playing ‘cooperate’ or 

‘defect’ respectively. Take game left in figure 1, for example. Choosing % when the 

other person chooses @ gives the focal participant the highest payoff, or free rider 

payoff. Choosing @ when the other chooses % gives the focal participant the sucker 

payoff. This makes % the Nash equilibrium. Coordinating on the Nash equilibrium 

results in fewer points (145) than coordinating on the @ option (235), which is 

associated with cooperation. These games thus conform to the prisoner’s dilemma 

payoff matrix. Game right instead ties the @ option to the Nash equilibrium while % 

denotes cooperation. These two games allowed the option associated with cooperation 

to change randomly between blocks.  
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Figure 1. The payoff matrix of the prisoner’s dilemma shown to the participants. The 

Nash equilibrium is % in game left and @ in game right. Text in bold represents the 

focal participant’s choices.  

 

Figure 1 denotes the expected points. All payoffs were influenced by a random 

disturbance (M =0, SD = 20 points) which was independently drawn for each period 

and independently drawn for each participant. I told the participants about this noise 

including the mean and standard deviation. They were also told that this disturbance 

meant that they could earn more or less points than expected for their choices. Thus, 

the participants were aware that they were making decisions under uncertainty (as per 

Molleman & Gächter [2018]; see appendix 1). This noise is important as, even if 

cooperation seems to be the most straightforward strategy, there may be other factors 

affecting our certainty over which behaviours are cooperative (Chudek & Henrich, 

2011). 

 

2.3 Materials  

The participants read an instructional booklet and answered some pre-game 

questions to assess their understanding of the game prior to playing it (see appendix 1). 

The participants played the game at individually screened PCs to ensure anonymity. 

The game was ran via Z-Tree version 3.5 (Fischbacher, 2007; see appendix 2). 

All participants completed a post-experimental survey via Z-Tree (see appendix 

3). This asked for key demographics such as age, gender, and country of residence. The 

social learners also answered questions about their social learning preferences (see 

Supplementary Materials).  
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2.4 Procedure and Design  

Each of the 6 sessions contained a group of 16-30 participants. The numbers 

were kept even, as the prisoner’s dilemma is played in pairs (Capraro, 2013; Szolnoki 

& Perc, 2019). After checking the participants’ understanding, the computer randomly 

selected 6 participants to play as demonstrators (labelled ‘Type A’ in-game). The 

remaining participants played as social learners (labelled ‘Type B’ in-game). 

Participant types stayed the same throughout the session. 

Each session consisted of 22 blocks containing 4 periods. The computer began 

each block by randomly assigning the participants to play in pairs. The pairs were 

constrained so that the demonstrators could only play with other demonstrators and the 

social learners could only play with other social learners. The pairings could change 

randomly between blocks but not across the periods within one block. Finally, the 

computer randomly assigned the demonstrators to play game left or game right. Note 

that this decided which option (% or @) was associated to the Nash equilibrium payoff. 

The option associated with the Nash equilibrium could change randomly between 

blocks but not within the periods making up one block. 

The demonstrators played first in each block. They did not know whether they 

were playing game left or game right, though they could see the payoff matrices for 

both games throughout (see figure 2). The demonstrators could learn which option (@ 

or %) represented cooperation and which represented defection based on the immediate 

points-based feedback that they received from their and their partners’ choices. The 

disturbance in points helped to mirror a realistic level of uncertainty over which 

behaviour was considered cooperative. 
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The demonstrators choices’ in the final period of the block formed the social 

information that was shown to the social learners. I chose only the final period, as by 

then the demonstrators should play cooperation or defection as based on their 

preferences which they could learn via trial-and-error across each block. The social 

learners only played once in the final period of each block. They could not see the 

feedback from their decisions and instead could only base their decisions on social 

information. This included: (i) the frequency of demonstrators who had chosen @ or % 

by the final period of a block (first-order social information); (ii) a signal identifying 

that the social learners played the same or different game to the demonstrators 

(similarity information, or second-order social information) and (iii) whether this 

similarity signal was reliably correct, uninformative, or reliably incorrect (reliability 

information, or third-order social information).  

 

 

 

Figure 2. A screenshot of the typical round played by the social learners. Note that 

Type A participants were demonstrators and Type B participants were social learners. 
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I avoided the term ‘demonstrator’ or ‘social learner’ in case it led the participants 

respond to the task in certain ways. The top half of the screen reminds the participants 

of the expected payoffs for the prisoner’s dilemma. The bottom half of the screen 

provides social information regarding: (i) the frequency-dependent social information 

(i.e., the number of demonstrators who chose @ or %); (ii) similarity information (i.e., 

the signal telling social learners that they played the same or different game to the 

demonstrators) and (iii) the reliability information. 

 

Note that frequency-dependent information was not manipulated but emerged 

endogenously in each game, as this represented the actual choices made by the 

demonstrators who played first in each block. By using arbitrary symbols, I could 

investigate some realistic uncertainty about which behaviour is cooperative. There are 

so many domains that different social groups cooperate in, and many arbitrary rules 

regulating cooperation, that this may be difficult for individuals to learn (Chudek et al., 

2013). Indeed, conformity is useful as one does not have to understand whether one 

upholds a cooperative or uncooperative norm. One simply conforms to what the 

majority of the group are doing in order to match their cooperative (or uncooperative) 

preferences (Szolnoki & Perc, 2015; Yang & Tian, 2017). To reflect this uncertainty, I 

merely show participants the number of demonstrators who chose @ and % in each 

round, rather than translating this to ‘cooperate’ or ‘defect’. 

This study had a 2X3 within-subjects design. I manipulated both the similarity 

information (2 levels: same or different) and the reliability information shown to the 

participants (3 levels: reliably correct, uninformative, or reliably incorrect). The 

similarity signal was conveyed in relation to the game being played. A ‘similar’ signal 

implied that the social learners and the demonstrators played the same game. The social 

learners should therefore choose the same option as the majority of demonstrators if 

they wished to uphold the same cooperative (or uncooperative) norm as this group. For 
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example, both the demonstrators and social learners played game left and so both 

should choose @ to cooperate. A ‘different’ signal implied that the social learners 

played a different game to the demonstrators. If the social learners made decisions in a 

different environment to the demonstrators, then they should choose the opposite option 

to the majority in order to uphold the same cooperative (or uncooperative) norm as this 

group. For example, the demonstrators played game left where @ represents 

cooperation, but the social learners played game right where % represents cooperation. 

The reliability information was conveyed as probabilities. A reliably correct 

signal would be correct 9 in 10 times, an uninformative signal would be correct 5 in 10 

times and a reliably incorrect signal would be correct 1 in 10 times. Note that a third of 

social learners were assigned to a ‘reliably correct’ group, a third to an ‘uninformative’ 

group and a third to a ‘reliably incorrect’ group at the start of each block. The computer 

then assigned the social learners to play game left or game right and then tracked 

whether this game matched the one assigned to the demonstrators. The similarity signal 

shown to the social learners was probabilistically decided by this reliability group. For 

example, take those assigned to the reliably correct group. Suppose these social learners 

played game left and the demonstrators had also played game left. The social learners 

would then see a signal informing them that they played the ‘same game’ as the 

demonstrators with a probability of 0.9 or would see a signal informing them that they 

played a ‘different game’ to the demonstrators with the remaining probability. This 

ensured that the reliability signal was informationally meaningful.  

The participants then completed the survey measuring their social learning 

preferences (see supplementary materials). Participants were debriefed and paid 

individually based on their points gathered across the session. This was converted to 

pay at a rate of 1150 points to £1, plus a show-up fee of £4 for each participant. On 
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average, participants earned £14.31 (SD = £1.02) for the session, with pay ranging from 

£12.02 to £17.60.  

This study was self-certified via the Royal Holloway University of London’s 

School of Psychology ethical criteria (see appendix 4). The authors assert that all 

procedures contributing to this work comply with the ethical standards of the relevant 

national and institutional committees on human experimentation and with the Helsinki 

Declaration of 1975, as revised in 2008. 

 

2.5. Analysis  

Prior to determining the flexibility of the social learners’ decision to conform, I 

needed to check that the demonstrators provided meaningful social information. If the 

demonstrators did learn to play the game meaningfully, then there should have been a 

preference towards cooperation or defection across the periods within the sessions. 

Section 3.1 focuses on whether the demonstrators provided meaningful yet varied social 

information. 

The analysis of interest can be split into two steps. First, I investigated how 

flexible the social learners were when choosing a frequency-dependent social learning 

strategy. That is, I investigated whether the learners could adjust their behaviour to all 

three pieces of social information. I investigated this with a general linear mixed model, 

with the proportion of social learners who chose % as the dependent variable and 

participant ID and session ID as random effects. Fixed effects include: (i) the centered 

proportion of demonstrators who chose % on each block, (ii) dummies representing 

each combination of the similarity and reliability information and (iii) interactions 

between these dummies and the centered proportion of demonstrators who chose %. 

These five dummies were: reliably incorrect – different signals; uninformative – similar 
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signals; uninformative – different signals; reliably correct – similar signals and reliably 

correct – different signals. The omitted category was the reliably incorrect – similar 

signals. Note that the similarity and reliability information were combined into 

dummies rather than analysing the social information as three separate factors to avoid 

three-way interactions that may be difficult to interpret in a large regression model (see 

appendix 5 for script). Section 3.2 focuses on the flexibility of the social learners’ 

strategies. 

While this first analysis shows how flexible the learners are, it does not show 

whether they have a social learning preference. If the learners are affected by trade-

offs, then they make asymmetric adjustments and copy the choices of certain groups 

more readily than others. To investigate whether the social learners made asymmetric 

adjustments in their choices, my third analysis ran a general linear mixed model with 

the proportion of social learners who cooperated as the dependent variable. The fixed 

effects include: (i) the centered proportion of demonstrators who cooperated on their 

final period; (ii) the same similarity and reliability dummies as above and (iii) 

interactions between these dummies and the centered proportion of demonstrators that 

cooperated, with the same random effects as bove. Section 3.3 focuses on whether the 

social learners displayed a preference to cooperate when learning from certain social 

groups. 

Both models were repeated twice. The second model included control variables. 

Characteristics such as age and gender can influence one’s conformity preferences 

(Mesoudi et al., 2015; Wen et al., 2019). Note that the regressions reported in section 3 

only display the model (with or without controls) that had the best fit of the data 

according to the ANOVA comparison. 
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Note that these methods, materials, and sampling plan was preregistered on 

Open Science Framework [OSF | prereg_SD_15mar.docx]. I kept the exact analysis 

plan exploratory. This was to allow for any novel investigations as no previous studies 

have tested third-order complexity when learning to cooperate. 

 

2.6. Predicted social learning strategies  

The social learners could only adjust meaningfully to the trials that provided 

informative signals. The uninformative signal rendered the similarity information at 

chance level of being correct. The social learners would thus have no guarantee that 

choosing any one frequency-dependent social learning strategy would make them more 

or less likely to uphold the same cooperative norm as the group of demonstrators from 

whom they learned. Thus, the social learners could only adjust meaningfully to reliably 

incorrect and reliably correct signals of similarity or difference. 

Even though the social learners were uncertain over whether the majority of 

demonstrators cooperated or defected, it is important to remember that the payoffs of 

one’s decisions in a prisoner’s dilemma are conditional on a partner. The social learners 

should be aware that the majority of demonstrators made choices conditioned on what 

they would expect their partner to do. Thus, the social information from the 

demonstrators meaningfully reflects the cooperative– or uncooperative– norms of the 

majority of that group. 

Although it is difficult to predict the social learners’ strategies, I outline the 

social learning strategies that the social learners should use if they wish to uphold the 

same cooperative–  or uncooperative–  norm as the group from whom they learn. In 

cases where the social learners played the same game as the demonstrators, then the 

same symbol aligned with cooperation for both participant types. Note that the social 

https://osf.io/hezx8/
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learners were likely to be playing the same game as the demonstrators under both a 

reliably correct signal of similarity and a reliably incorrect signal of difference. The 

social learners could follow the majority of demonstrators under both these signals in 

order to uphold the same cooperative (or uncooperative) norm as this group.  

When the social learners played a different game to the demonstrators, then they 

made decisions in a different environment. Thus, the opposite option (% or @) would 

be tied to cooperation for the social learners compared to the demonstrators. The social 

learners could choose the opposite option to the majority of demonstrators to uphold 

the same cooperative or uncooperative norm. Alternatively, they could choose the same 

option as the majority of demonstrators to uphold the opposite cooperative or 

uncooperative norm to this group.  

Of course, if the signal of difference was related to social characteristics rather 

than decision-making environments then some individuals may coordinate on the 

opposite norm to the group just to appear different (Chudek & Henrich, 2011; Smaldino 

& Jones, 2021). As the group only differed in terms of the option associated with the 

cooperative payoff however, then I expected that the social learners may still try to 

uphold the same cooperative or uncooperative norm as the group from whom they learn. 

Thus, I might expect that the social learners follow the minority of demonstrators who 

made decisions in the different game. Note that the social learners were likely to be 

playing a different game to the demonstrators under both a reliably correct signal of 

difference and a reliably incorrect signal of similarity. Astute social learners would be 

aware that these are equivalent conditions. Table 1 depicts the social learning strategies 

that the social learners may use if they are trying to uphold the same cooperative (or 

uncooperative) norm as the group from whom they learn. 
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Table 1. The strategies that would allow the social learners to uphold the same 

cooperative or uncooperative norm as the group from whom they could learn, when 

seeing one of the four informationally meaningful trials. 

 Third-order social information 

Reliably incorrect Reliably correct 

Second-order 

social information 

Similar Follow the 

minority 

Follow the 

majority 

Different Follow the 

majority 

Follow the 

minority 

 

 

 

3. Results  

3.1: Did the demonstrators prefer to cooperate or defect?  

The demonstrators’ choices formed the frequency-dependent social information 

shown to the social learners. It was therefore important that the demonstrators had a 

clear preference (whatever this preference might actually entail) by the end of the block. 

This is similar to how one would decide whether or not to cooperate with another person 

based on one’s own experiences. If the demonstrators had simply answered randomly, 

then there would be no way for the social learners to choose a strategy that could 

meaningfully map onto cooperative (or uncooperative) norms.  

Table 2 confirms that the demonstrators formed a preference over the periods 

within a block. The significant predictor in this regression, ‘finalPeriodDummy’, 

indicates that the demonstrators were significantly less likely to cooperate when playing 

in the final period of each block than any other period (estimate=-0.253, z=-2.96, 

p=0.003). This shows that the demonstrators developed a preference to defect by the 

final period of a block based on trial-and-error.  
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We also had to check for a preference for one arbitrary symbol over the other, I 

ran a ‘percentageAsCooperate’ dummy in this model (table 2). This dummy indicated 

whether % happened to be associated to a cooperative payoff. The significant estimate 

reported in table 2 suggests that the demonstrators were less likely to cooperate 

whenever the % symbol happened to be tied to the cooperative payoff (estimate=-0.456, 

z=-6.16, p<0.001). This suggests an arbitrary preference in some of the demonstrators 

to choose the opposite symbol (@) throughout. Alternatively, perhaps the 

demonstrators were less likely to cooperate when the % symbol was tied to this option, 

as this symbol may have had connotations of only taking a small percentage of the total 

earnings. However, I note that past research has used such arbitrary symbols without 

issue, supporting their use here (Efferson et al., 2016). 

Of course, it is then necessary to confirm that the demonstrators provided a 

range of social information across the blocks and did not arbitrarily choose one option 

throughout. To check for this meaningful variation, I created a histogram plotting the 

demonstrators’ choices over the blocks within the game (figure 3). The most frequent 

outcome was for a block to end with half the demonstrators choosing to cooperate and 

half choosing to defect. This may appear random, though it should be noted that the 

histogram has a positive skew. Put simply, this means that the demonstrators defected 

more often than they cooperated. This suggests that the demonstrators had a preference 

to defect.  

Moreover, 39.90% of the demonstrators chose to cooperate by the average final 

period. Importantly, this number was significantly different to the 50% of the group 

that would be expected to cooperate by chance (one-sample t-test: t(21) = -2733.9, 

p<0.001). At the level of the pair, mutual defection was the most common. Mismatches 

were also common, as the demonstrators who had cooperative preferences may have 
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been paired with demonstrators who had defection preferences. Mutual cooperation 

was rarer (see appendix 5). This variation aligns to past research which shows a range 

of cooperative or uncooperative preferences across participants (Li et al., 2021; 

Szolnoki & Perc, 2012), though my study may have less mutual cooperation than 

typical (see Discussion, Section 4; McAuliffe et al., 2019). For the demonstrators in 

this study, defection was clearly the most common preference. The demonstrators thus 

provided meaningful– but varied– social information about their (un)cooperative 

preferences. 

 

Table 2. A general linear mixed model, modelling whether the demonstrators 

cooperated by the final period of the blocks. Fixed effects include a dummy for the 

final period and % as the cooperative option, with participant ID and session ID as 

fixed effects, with Wald’s 95% confidence intervals.  

 

 

 

 Estimate Standard 

error 

Z 

value 

P 

value 

Lower 

CI 

Upper 

CI  

Inverse logit 

(probability) 

Intercept 0.05 0.09 0.55 0.58 -0.12 0.22 1.05 

Final 

period 

dummy 

-0.25 0.09 -2.96 0.003 -0.42 -0.09 0.78 

%  as 

cooperate 

-0.46 0.07 -6.16 <0.001 -0.60 -0.31 0.63 
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Figure 3. A histogram displaying the number of demonstrators who chose to 

cooperate distributed across the final periods of all blocks in the prisoner’s dilemma. 

 

 

3.2. Did the social learners flexibly adjust their strategies to each level of the 

social information presented?  

To visualise the social learners’ chosen strategies, figure 4 plots the proportion 

of social learners who chose % as a function of the number of demonstrators who chose 

% for each combination of the similarity and reliability signal. This allows us to 

compare the social learners’ chosen frequency-dependent social learning strategies 

across each level of the similarity and reliability information.  
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Figure 4. The proportion of social learners who chose % based on the number of 

demonstrators who chose %. The different panels show the social learners’ responses 

to frequency-dependent social information by each level of the second and third-order 

social information, for the prisoner’s dilemma. The error bars give the 95% 

bootstrapped confidence interval clustered on the social learners, to reflect the 
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multiple observations gathered per learner. The regions shaded in grey depict where 

the social learners’ data would fall if they used conformity, while the dashed lines 

give points of reference for the proportion of learners choosing % at 0, 0.5, and 1. 

 

For clarity going forward, we refer to signals where the demonstrators and the 

social learners were suggested to have played the ‘same game’ as each other as cases 

where the social learners learned from groups of similar others. Signals suggesting that 

they played a ‘different game’ to the demonstrators are referred to as learning from 

‘different others’. The social learning strategies depicted in figure 4 show a response to 

first-order social information. The social learners responded differently to blocks where 

the majority of demonstrators chose % compared to blocks where the minority of 

demonstrators chose %, for similar others at least (left-hand column of figure 3). This 

shows that the social learners responded to first-order social information as expected. 

To understand how the social learners responded to similarity information, one need 

only compare the side-by-side panels in Figure 4. The social learners used a distinct 

strategy in response to similar versus different others throughout. They processed 

second-order social information. 

To understand how the social learners respond to reliability information, one 

need only compare the panels in the same column of figure 4. Take the social learners’ 

response to similar others in the left column. The social learners copied the majority of 

the group with uninformative (figure 4B) and reliably correct signals of similarity 

(figure 4C), though these strategies did not reach the S-shaped curve typical of true 

conformity. The preference to follow the majority was closer to being linear than 

matching the disproportionate tendency with which I define conformity (Efferson et 

al., 2016). Social learners followed the minority of a group of similar others with 

reliably incorrect signals instead (figure 4A). This broadly matches the social learning 
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strategies that were predicted in table 1, suggesting that the social learners did process 

second and third-order social information. 

However, the social learners’ responses to the reliability signal associated to 

groups of different others varied around chance (figures 4D-F). The social learners may 

thus have experienced an asymmetric adjustment in that they appeared to only process 

third-order social information when learning from groups of similar others. The logistic 

regression in table 3 investigates whether the social learners chose % based on all social 

information available, in order to further understand whether there was an asymmetric 

adjustment in the social learners’ strategies. 

 

Table 3. The general linear mixed model, modelling whether social learners chose %. 

Fixed effects included (i) the centred number of demonstrators who chose % on their 

final period, (ii) each combination of the similarity and reliability information, minus 

the omitted category of reliably incorrect– similar signals, and (iii) the interactions 

between each of these dummies and the centered proportion of demonstrators who 

chose %. I centered the proportion of demonstrators so that any block where 3/6 

demonstrators chose % became the omitted category of the regression, and thus were 

reflected in the intercept. The random effects include participant ID and session ID. I 

also include Wald’s confidence interval for each estimate. See appendix 6 for the  full 

model, with control variables. 

 

 Estimate Standard 

error 

Z 

value 

P value Lower 

CI 

Upper 

CI  

Inverse logit 

(probability) 

Intercept 0.06 0.11 0.52 0.60 -0.16 0.27 1.06 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % 

-1.79 0.44 -4.09 <0.001 -2.65 -0.93 0.17 
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Reliably 

incorrect- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.1 

probability] 

0.08 0.15 0.57 0.57 -0.20 0.37 1.09 

Uninformative- 

same dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.5 

probability] 

0.08 0.16 0.47 0.64 -0.24 0.39 1.08 

Uninformative- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.5 

probability] 

-0.11 0.15 -0.78 0.43 -0.40 0.17 0.89 

Reliably 

correct- same 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.9 

probability] 

-0.10 0.16 -0.63 0.53 -0.41 0.21 0.90 

Reliably 

correct- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

0.16 0.15 1.09 0.28 -0.13 0.45 1.17 
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different and is 

correct with 

0.9 

probability] 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

incorrect-

different 

dummy 

2.36 0.59 4.02 <0.001 1.21 3.52 10.64 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

uninformative-

same dummy 

4.11 0.67 6.16 <0.001 2.78 5.42 60.77 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

uninformative-

different 

dummy 

1.18 0.60 1.96 0.05 0.002 2.37 3.27 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

correct-same 

dummy 

4.85 0.68 7.10 <0.001 3.51 6.19 128.21 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

correct-

different 

dummy 

1.47 0.61 2.41 0.02 0.28 2.67 4.36 
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The model in table 3 shows that the social learners became less likely to choose 

% as more demonstrators did (estimate=-1.793, z=-4.09, p<0.001). This estimate 

reflects the omitted category of reliably incorrect signals from similar others. The social 

learners followed the minority around reliably incorrect signals from similar others. 

This was predicted in table 1. If the social learners understood that a reliably incorrect 

signal of similarity is in fact more likely to indicate that the demonstrators played the 

different game to themselves, then they understood that they should follow the minority 

to uphold the same cooperative (or uncooperative) norm as this group. 

The analysis reveals that the social learners became more likely to choose % as 

more demonstrators chose this under the following dummies: reliably incorrect–

different, uninformative–same, uninformative-different, reliably correct–same and 

reliably correct–different dummies. Note that a reliably incorrect signal of difference is 

equivalent to a reliably correct signal of similarity and so it was expected that the social 

learners would follow the majority under both these blocks (table 1). The social learners 

showed a complex understanding of these signals.  

The social learners’ response to the reliably correct signal of difference did not 

match what I predicted in table 1, however. Flexible social learners would have realised 

that a reliably incorrect signal of similarity and a reliably correct signal of difference 

were equivalent in terms of social information and so I expected the social learners to 

follow the minority under both blocks. Instead, the social learners’ responses seem to 

vary at chance around reliably different others (figure 4F). Perhaps the social learners 

did not understand that the reliably correct signal of difference was equivalent to a 

reliably incorrect signal of similarity. Alternatively, the decision of whether to conform 

around reliably different others may not be clear cut (see section 4). 
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To further test the social learners’ flexibility, I performed linear combinations 

to investigate any differences in the social learners’ preference to choose % across the 

similarity and reliability signals. I focused this analysis on blocks where the majority 

of the demonstrators had chosen % (>4), or none had. The logic is this. The social 

learners who respond flexibly to multiple pieces of social information would have a 

different preference to this frequency information as based on the different values of 

the similarity and reliability information. The social learners who instead followed a 

rule to ‘always follow the majority’ would choose % whenever the majority of the 

demonstrators had. 

These linear combinations reveal that the social learners showed a significantly 

distinct response to similar versus different others at each level of the reliability signal 

(see appendix 7). This shows that the social learners processed second-order social 

information. The linear combinations also reveal an asymmetric adjustment to the 

reliability information. The social learners used a significantly distinct social learning 

strategy around similar others with reliably incorrect signals in comparison to similar 

others with both uninformative and reliably correct signals. There was no difference 

between the social learners’ responses to uninformative versus reliably correct signals 

of similarity. The social learners showed a distinct response to reliably incorrect versus 

uninformative signals of difference, but otherwise there were no differences in the 

social learners’ responses to any other reliability signals shown alongside groups of 

different others. The social learners processed third-order social information in as far 

as they showed a unique response to those with reliably incorrect signals of social 

information.  

To summarise, the social learners processed second-order social information, 

responding differently to groups of similar versus different others. There was, however, 
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an asymmetric adjustment to third-order social information. The social learners 

identified a reliably incorrect signal of similarity and responded to this in a different 

way as they did to the uninformative and reliably correct signals of similarity. The 

social learners may have responded differently to a group of different others with 

reliably incorrect signals, but this effect was less pronounced than for reliably incorrect 

signals from similar others. This is an interesting asymmetric adjustment in the social 

learners’ chosen strategies, but this analysis cannot show whether the social learners 

were more likely to uphold cooperative norms when learning from groups with certain 

social signals. Section 3.3 now addresses whether the social learners upheld the same 

cooperative (or uncooperative) norm as the group of demonstrators from whom they 

learned.  

 

3.3. Did the social learners choose to cooperate whenever the demonstrators did? 

The uninformative signal rendered the similarity information at chance 

likelihood of being correct and so the social learners could only cooperate or defect at 

chance in response to these signals. The social learners could only develop a meaningful 

preference towards upholding the same cooperative (or uncooperative) norms as the 

group from whom they learned in response to blocks with informationally meaningful 

signals. The logistic regression in table 4 investigates whether the social learners 

cooperated as based on the number of demonstrators cooperating and the similarity and 

reliability information. 
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Table 4. The general linear mixed model, modelling whether the social learners chose 

to cooperate during the prisoner’s dilemma. Fixed effects included: (i) the centered 

proportion of demonstrators who chose to cooperate on their final periods, (ii) 

dummies for each combination of the similarity and reliability information, minus the 

omitted category of reliably incorrect– similar signals, and (iii) interactions between 

each of these dummies and the centered proportion of demonstrators who cooperated. 

Random effects included participant ID and session ID, with Wald’s 95% confidence 

interval for each parameter. See appendix 8 for full model with control variables. 

 Estimate Standard 

error 

Z 

value 

P value Lower 

CI 

Upper 

CI  

Inverse logit 

(probability) 

Intercept 0.03 0.10 0.30 0.76 -0.17 0.24 1.03 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing 

cooperate 

1.40 0.44 3.17 0.002 0.54 2.27 4.07 

Reliably 

incorrect- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.1 probability] 

-0.02 0.15 -0.11 0.91 -0.32 0.28 0.98 

Uninformative- 

same dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.5 probability] 

0.11 0.16 0.69 0.49 -0.21 0.43 1.12 

Uninformative- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

-0.03 0.15 -0.17 0.87 -0.32 0.27 0.97 
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different and is 

correct with 

0.5 probability] 

Reliably 

correct- same 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.9 probability] 

0.03 0.17 0.20 0.84 -0.29 0.36 1.03 

Reliably 

correct- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.9 probability] 

-0.09 0.15 -0.59 0.55 -0.38 0.20 0.92 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

incorrect-

different 

dummy 

-0.94 0.61 -1.55 0.12 -2.13 0.25 0.39 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

uninformative-

same dummy 

-0.32 0.66 -0.48 0.63 -1.61 0.98 0.73 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

uninformative-

different 

dummy 

-0.62 0.62 -1.01 0.31 -1.83 0.59 0.54 
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The logistic regression in table 4 shows that the social learners cooperated 

whenever all the demonstrators had (estimate=1.403, z=3.170, p=0.002). Note that this 

estimate reflects the omitted category for reliably incorrect signals from similar others. 

By following the minority of the group of similar others with reliably incorrect signals 

(figure 4A), then the social learners managed to uphold cooperation whenever the 

majority of demonstrators had cooperated. That is, the social learners were seemingly 

aware that they should choose the opposite option to groups of similar others with 

reliably incorrect signals, in order to uphold the same cooperative norm as this group. 

Interestingly, the social learners were less likely to cooperate as more 

demonstrators did when responding to a reliably correct signal from different others, in 

comparison to the baseline of reliably incorrect signals from similar others (estimate= 

-1.353, z= -2.227, p=0.03). This could suggest that the lack of response towards reliably 

different others in Figure 4F is significantly distinct to the minority-based learning 

strategy towards unreliably similar others in Figure 4A. Despite the fact that these two 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

correct-same 

dummy 

1.34 0.71 1.89 0.06 -0.06 2.73 3.82 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

correct-

different 

dummy 

-1.35 0.61 -2.23 0.03 -2.54 -0.16 0.26 
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signals are informationally equivalent, the social learners do not show a definitive 

strategy towards reliably different others, suggesting that learning cooperative norms 

from this group may represent a special case. 

An interesting caveat of my design was that the similarity signal was only 

correct with a certain probability. For example, take a block where the social learners 

were told that they were playing the same game as the demonstrators and that this 

information was only correct 1 time out of 10 (i.e., a reliably incorrect signal of 

similarity). In this case, the signal may correctly inform the social learner that she 

played the same game as the group from whom she learned with a probability of 0.1, 

though it was more likely that this signal was incorrect and that the social learner played 

a different game to the demonstrators. 

To investigate whether the social learners understood this complexity, I 

repeated the above analysis for blocks where the similarity information happened to be 

correct versus blocks where the similarity information happened to be incorrect only 

(see appendix 9). Let’s start with the blocks that happened to give correct similarity 

information only. The social learners cooperated whenever the majority of 

demonstrators had, provided that the blocks gave uninformative or reliably correct 

signals of similarity. This suggests that the social learners treat an uninformative and 

reliably correct signal of similarity as if they always provided correct information. Let 

us now turn to blocks which happened to give incorrect signals of similarity. The social 

learners were more likely to cooperate whenever more demonstrators did, under blocks 

with reliably incorrect signals of similarity only. The social learners were less likely to 

cooperate as more demonstrators did under every other signal combination. Taken 

together, these analyses show that the social learners treat an uninformative and reliably 

correct signal of similarity as if they were always correct but treat a reliably incorrect 
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signal as if it was always incorrect. This suggests that the social learners understand the 

reliability signals given alongside similar others at least. 

To further understand the social learners’ preferences, I performed linear 

combinations between the social learners’ desire to cooperate at each level of the 

similarity and reliability information (see appendix 10). I performed these linear 

combinations on blocks where the majority of the demonstrators had cooperated (>4), 

or none had. Social learners who used the social information flexibly should have 

cooperated whenever the majority of demonstrators had cooperated, regardless of the 

signals. If there were trade-offs in the amount of social information that the social 

learners could process, then the social learners may have found it easier to uphold the 

same cooperative norms as certain social groups compared to others. These linear 

combinations show that the social learners were significantly more likely to cooperate 

when learning from a group of similar others with reliably correct signals than they 

were when learning from a group of different others with reliably correct signals. This 

may be due to the random strategy at the aggregate level seen in response to the reliably 

correct signals from different others. 

To summarise, the social learners were the most likely to cooperate when 

learning from similar others with reliably correct signals (figure 4C). The random 

response to reliably correct signals of different others meant that the social learners 

were less likely to uphold the same cooperative behaviours as this group in comparison 

to reliably similar others. They also treated a reliably incorrect signal of similarity as if 

the similarity information was always false. 
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3.4. Summary of the social learning strategies  

The social learners responded to first-order social information (the frequency of 

choices made by the demonstrators) and to second-order social information (the 

similarity information). However, they showed an asymmetric adjustment as the social 

learners were more likely to uphold the same cooperative norm as the demonstrators 

when the group had learned in a (reliably) similar decision-making environment to 

themselves, as opposed to a (reliably) different decision-making environment. The 

social learners found it easier to copy the majority choice around reliably similar others 

than to follow the minority around reliably different others.  

The social learners did process third-order social information (the reliability of 

the similarity signals) though only to an extent. They processed reliability information 

in as far as they could identify reliably incorrect signals from similar others and follow 

the minority choice of this group. Although the social learners did process reliably 

incorrect signals from different others distinctly, this effect was not as strong. To 

summarise, second-order social information was clearly important when learning to 

cooperate. The social learners most readily learned cooperative norms from groups of 

similar others with reliably correct signals. They processed third-order social 

information enough to avoid conforming to groups of similar others with reliably 

incorrect signals. 

 

 

4. Discussion  

This study investigated the flexibility with which individuals chose frequency-

dependent social learning strategies when learning to cooperate under conditions of 

uncertainty. The social learners flexibly adjusted to both first-order (frequency-
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dependent) and second-order (similarity) information, though they showed an 

asymmetric response to third-order (reliability) information. This supports prediction 

(ii) of the introduction. The social learners adjusted to all levels of the social 

information but there was a trade-off which resulted in asymmetric adjustments. The 

social learners processed the reliability information when learning from similar others 

but not different others. 

Perhaps the social learners can process second-order social information due to 

a high rate of intergroup contact which may have exposed individuals to the cooperative 

norms of different social groups throughout the ancestral past (Boyd & Richardson, 

1985 (chapter 7); Efferson et al., 2008a). However, there was a trade-off when 

processing second-order social information. The social learners more readily copied the 

majority of similar others than they follow the minority around different others. This 

corroborates past research which shows that individuals learn cooperative norms from 

demonstrators who are similar to themselves (House et al., 2013; Salali et al., 2015). 

This preference for similarity extends to the members of an entire group, too.  

While social learners displayed a preference to learn from groups of similar 

others, it is important to acknowledge that the operationalization of the similarity signal 

in the current study directly communicated whether the social learners shared a 

‘similar’ or ‘different’ decision-making environment to the group from whom they 

learned. Previous work instead focused on similarity on observable traits (House et al., 

2013; Molleman et al., 2019; Salali et al., 2015; Shutts et al., 2010). Note that it is 

important to copy the cooperative behaviours of those that look similar to oneself as far 

as looking similar may be a short-hand for those that learn to cooperate in a similar 

environment to oneself (McElreath et al., 2003; Richerson et al., 2016). I directly told 

the participants about which groups shared similar decision-making environments– 
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even if the individual was unsure as to whether these norms are cooperative or 

uncooperative– to remove the need for participants to calculate their similarity to others 

and test the three orders of social information as straightforwardly as possible.  

However, it could be that the social learners display a stronger preference to 

copy those that appear similar rather than those who made decisions in a similar 

decision-making environment as in the current study. A preference to learn from, and 

interact with, those that appear similar may be shaped by ancestral pressures towards 

in-group preferences and out-group prejudices (Efferson et al., 2008a; Ihara, 2011; 

Konrad & Morath, 2012; Vogt et al., 2013). Finding a bias to copy those that look 

similar to oneself could have implications in academic and business groups, as these 

still tend to consist of white middle- to upper-class individuals which may not represent 

all individuals (Bell et al., 2021; Chávez & Mitchell, 2020). 

 Future extensions to this study may therefore wish to consider how similarity 

on an arbitrary trait– such as an on-screen avatar– affects how the participants learn 

from others rather than directly telling them about the underlying decision-making 

environments. This would be similar to how ethnic markers would likely have become 

signals cueing similar decision-making environments throughout the ancestral past 

(Efferson et al., 2008a). To incorporate the reliability signals, imagine that on some 

rounds this avatar remains uninformative but, on other rounds, it becomes linked to the 

game (left or right) being played such that they become a reliably correct or reliably 

incorrect signal of who shares a similar decision-making environment to oneself. 

The social learners did not blindly copy groups of similar others, however. They 

processed the reliability information. Social learners followed the majority of a group 

of similar others with reliably correct signals (figure 4C), though they instead followed 

the minority around a group of similar others with reliably incorrect signals (figure 4A). 
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A reliably incorrect signal of similarity implies that the demonstrators learned to make 

decisions in a different environment to the social learners. In order to uphold the same 

cooperative–  or uncooperative–  norm as the demonstrators from whom they learn, 

then the social learners would know to choose the opposite option to the demonstrators 

as this was a binary decision-making game (Efferson et al., 2016).  

Reliably incorrect signals of similarity may represent faked signals of shared 

group membership (Stein et al., 2021; Watson-Jones & Legare, 2016). Individuals who 

faked signals of group membership were often free riders who would not reciprocate 

any cooperative donations. Of course, a successful cooperative group member should 

avoid copying these free riders to avoid social punishment herself (Molleman et al., 

2019). In the introduction, I walked through an example of a free-rider who tried to 

infiltrate a cooperative group by wearing red clothing, similar to the cooperative 

group’s members. However, her clothing was an off-shade of red and so may have 

become a reliably incorrect signal of similarity to the cooperative group’s members. 

Such scenarios may have been common enough in the ancestral past to select for social 

learner cognition that is flexible enough to account for reliably incorrect signals of 

similarity. Put simply, cooperative groups were at risk of infiltration by free riders who 

pretend to be similar to the cooperative group’s members throughout the ancestral past. 

In order to counter this infiltration, it was important that individuals could identify 

reliably incorrect signals of similarity as these were likely to be faked by free riders.  

While the social learners adjusted to reliably incorrect signals from different 

others distinctly to uninformative signals, their responses to the reliability signals given 

alongside groups of different others were less pronounced at the aggregate level than 

their response to the reliability signals from similar others (see figure 4). It could have 

been a fairly common scenario that free riders faked similarity to cooperative group 
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members in order to elicit a resource donation (Sosis et al., 2007). Therefore, our 

cognition could have evolved to compensate for this. The inverse scenario, where a 

person with similar cooperative intentions to oneself pretends to be different, was 

perhaps less likely to occur. After all, a mismatch on a cooperative interaction is likely 

to carry serious fitness consequences. Cooperating when no one else does could result 

in a substantial loss of resources (Capraro, 2013) while free riding in an otherwise 

cooperative group is likely to attract negative attention in the form of ostracism, 

reputation loss, or social punishment (Molleman et al., 2019; Price & Johnson, 2011; 

van den Berg et al., 2012). As it was risky to clash with the cooperative or uncooperative 

actions of others in the social group, then it is unclear whether those who uphold similar 

cooperative values to oneself would ever have pretended to be different.  

It is demanding to process multiple sources of social information 

simultaneously (Muthukrishna et al., 2016). If there was an uneven selection pressure 

for individuals to be able to process the reliability of similarity signals– but not different 

signals– in the ancestral past, then it would make sense for the social learners to process 

the reliability signals alongside similar but not different others in the current study. This 

finding thus supports past research suggesting that social learner cognition is flexible 

but not fully so (Efferson et al., 2016; Krafft et al., 2021).  

Whilst I reference the importance of the ancestral past (Mercier & Morin, 2019), 

it must be noted that this thesis cannot conclude whether this bias to learn from reliably 

similar others was genetic and/or cultural in nature. The preference to learn from 

reliably similar others may be socially learned, as the participants are unlikely to have 

direct experience with those that pretend to be different to themselves and so they may 

not have formed a learning rule to respond to this scenario throughout their daily lives 

(Heyes, 2016).  
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It was unclear whether this asymmetric trade-off occurred as all participants 

adjusted asymmetrically to the signals, or whether some participants were completely 

flexible in their choices of frequency-dependent social learning strategies whilst others 

merely followed a rule-of-thumb to always ‘follow the majority’ or ‘minority’ which 

would cancel out to an asymmetric adjustment at the group level. To investigate the 

individual variation in social learning strategies, I created heatmaps and scatterplots to 

envision the participant’s response to both reliably correct and reliably incorrect (see 

appendix 11-12) signals. These plot the proportion of blocks where the social learners 

follow the majority of similar others by the blocks where the social learners followed 

the majority of different others (note that the proportion who follow the minority is 

simply the remainder). These plots reveal two interesting observations. First, the 

scatterplots reveal that each participants’ social learning strategies changed between 

reliably correct and reliably incorrect signals. Tht is, all social learners did try to adjust 

to third-order social information. 

However, few did so optimally. The heatmaps show the social learning 

strategies across the entire space of third-order social information. The optimal 

response to reliably correct signals would be to always follow the majority of similar 

others, and to never follow the majority of different others. A few participants did this. 

For reliably incorrect signals, one should never copy the majority of similar others but 

always copy the majority of different others. Again, a few participants did this. But 

most participants answered sub-optimally as they lie elsewhere in the social learning 

strategy space.  

Interestingly, I compare the participants who partially adjusted to both the 

similar and different signals to those that reported ignoring social information in the 

end-survey (see supplementary material). I found that the participants in the middle of 
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the social learning strategy space, who did not commit to a full strategy, were not 

necessarily the ones who ignored social information. This suggests that this partial 

adjustment is a meaningful– if suboptimal– strategy. This finding corroborates past 

research which suggests that a subset of participants will never conform even when 

conformity would have been optimal (Efferson et al., 2008b; McElreath et al. 2008) or 

will always conform even when conformity would have been suboptimal (Goeree & 

Yariv, 2015). I extend this finding of suboptimal strategies to learning cooperative 

norms in a Prisoner’s Dilemma. 

Another observation suggesting that the social learners were not fully flexible 

when processing multiple sources of social information comes from their response to 

reliably correct signals from different others (figures 4F). The social learners seemingly 

chose one of the two options randomly in response to these blocks. Astute social 

learners would have realised that a reliably incorrect signal of similarity provides 

equivalent social information to a reliably correct signal of difference and so it was 

expected that the participants would follow the minority of groups displaying both 

signals. However, there was a significant difference in the social learning strategies 

being used on these blocks, which lead to different rates of cooperation across the 

blocks. The social learners did follow the minority for blocks with reliably incorrect 

signals of similarity but respond at chance to reliably correct signals of difference. 

It is perhaps less clear cut what one should do in response to social information 

from reliably different others. Some may oppose the cooperative norms of different 

others on principle (Chudek & Henrich, 2011). On the other hand, some individuals 

may assimilate cooperation from out-group members and attempt to kickstart this in 

their own group if they see evidence that the outgroup members are getting better 

payoffs from cooperation (Burton-Chellew et al., 2012; 2015). Of course, this strategy 
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may only be possible with access to group-wide payoffs which I did not include in the 

current study. This was because I wished to focus on the flexibility of frequency-

dependent social learning strategies, such as conformity. Without payoff information, 

the social learners may not have felt comfortable committing to a definitive strategy 

around groups of reliably different others. Further research should investigate how 

flexible the social learners are when responding to groups of reliably different others 

with access to payoff information, too. 

Another reason as to why the social learners may have found it difficult to 

commit to a definitive social learning strategy in response to reliably correct signals 

from different others may have been due to the social information presented in this 

study. The social learners could only follow the majority or minority choices made by 

the demonstrators in terms of the arbitrary symbols, @ and %. Due to the design of the 

game, the social learners could not know for sure which of these symbols represented 

‘cooperation’ or ‘defection’. For example, imagine that a social learner was told that 

6/6 demonstrators chose % and that she was reliably similar to these demonstrators. 

The social learner could not know for sure whether both her and the demonstrators 

played game left, or whether they both played game right. In the former case, all 6 

demonstrators chose % as they wished to defect. In the latter case however, all 6 

demonstrators chose % as they wished to cooperate. That is, the social learner could 

not know for sure whether the group of demonstrators from whom she learned were 

upholding a cooperative or an uncooperative norm.  

This design was important for two reasons. First, labelling options as 

‘cooperate’ or ‘defect’ could create a social desirability effect where the participants 

chose to cooperate to please the experimenter (Price, 2008). Second, there is a wealth 

of domains in which a group may cooperate (Chudek & Henrich, 2011). For example, 
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some groups cooperate to go hunting but not to build shelter, while other groups 

cooperate to build shelter but not to hunt (Chudek & Henrich, 2011; Chudek et al., 

2013). This uncertainty becomes even greater when one considers that it is often unclear 

which behaviour would be cooperative in a given domain. For example, the decision to 

hunt. Sometimes, it is cooperative to hunt more and share one’s food with the group 

(Hill, 2002). Other times, it is cooperative to hunt less so as to not over-deplete natural 

resources (Safin et al., 2015). The arbitrary nature of cooperative rules could introduce 

confusion to individuals who are just learning the cooperative norm of a social group, 

such as recent migrants (Mesoudi, 2018) or young children (Legare, 2019). As these 

individuals may be uncertain over the cooperative norms of the group, then it would 

make sense to just conform to the majority of the group without fully understanding 

what this behaviour entails (Szolnoki & Perc, 2015). That is, by not clearly aligning the 

arbitrary symbol to a ‘cooperate’ or ‘defect’ payoff, then this game reflected a natural 

level of uncertainty in the social learners. 

Of course, the social learners may have expressed a different use of social 

information if they were aware that the majority of demonstrators ‘cooperated’ or 

‘defected’. Perhaps when these labels are available, the social learners may try to 

uphold cooperation regardless of what the demonstrators did due to a social desirability 

effect. Or, if my intuition is correct that the three pieces of social information about the 

group from whom one learns is important, then I would instead expect to see that the 

social learners adjust to frequency, similarity, and reliability information regardless of 

whether the demonstrators transmitted a preference to cooperate or defect. It would be 

useful for future research to make this comparison. For the purposes of my current study 

however, I wished to investigate how social learners adjusted their strategies to social 
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information about the group from whom they learn without necessarily knowing 

whether they learn to uphold a cooperative or uncooperative behaviour. 

A limitation of this study’s design that could also be addressed by future 

research is the structure of the prisoner’s dilemma. The blocks in each session repeated 

for four periods. All participants knew that cooperative interactions were finite and had 

an end-point. This could explain why most demonstrators had a preference to defect by 

the final period of the block. Participants do not continue cooperation if they are aware 

that this round is the end-point of an interaction with someone (McAuliffe et al., 2019). 

It would be interesting to model a repeated dilemma, where each round of interaction 

repeats with a probability, p. This could introduce some blocks where one-shot 

interactions are common and some blocks where repeated interactions are common. 

The opportunity for cooperative interactions to repeat, and the uncertainty over whether 

they do in fact repeat, may have been necessary for costly levels of human cooperation 

to have emerged in the ancestral past (Delton et al., 2011; Krasnow & Delton, 2016).  

To summarise, the social learners showed a complex yet asymmetric adjustment 

to social information when learning to cooperate under uncertainty. They based their 

strategies on both first-order (frequency) and second-order (similarity) information. 

There was an asymmetric adjustment to third-order information. The social learners 

processed reliability enough to follow the minority around groups of similar others with 

reliably incorrect signals. A reliably incorrect signal of similarity may imply that there 

are free-riders who are only pretending to have similar cooperative intentions to oneself 

in order to exploit one’s resources. The social learners did not seemingly process the 

reliability signal alongside different others. There was perhaps less pressure to do this 

in the ancestral past as individuals were unlikely to pretend to be different to each other. 

After all, social information is demanding to process, and social learner cognition is 
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unlikely to be fully flexible. Indeed, these findings show that the social learners’ 

decision to conform or use other social learning strategies was flexible to a third-order 

strategy space, though there was an upper limit to social learner flexibility, when 

learning to cooperate. 
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6. Appendix 

Appendix 1: The instructions booklet shown to participants, including pre-game 

questions to check understanding and answer sheet (for experimenter use only). 

Welcome! You are invited to participate in a study for approximately 1 ½ 

hours. You can earn points during this study, which will be converted to money at the 

following rate: 

1150 points = £1 

You will also be paid a show-up fee of £4 on top of the money you earn. The 

choices participants make during the study will be anonymous.  This means you will 

not be able to identify the specific participants in the room who make certain choices, 

and none of the participants will be able to trace your choices back to you.   

Please do not communicate with the other participants. If you have 

questions, or need to withdraw, then please raise your hand and tell the researcher. 

Please read this instruction sheet carefully. You will then answer some 

questions to check that you have understood the study. We will not be able to proceed 

until everyone answers all questions correctly. You will also respond to a brief survey 

after the main study. 

 

The study: 

To begin, the computer will randomly choose six of you to be Type A 

Participants.  Others will be Type B Participants.  As explained later, your type will 

determine how often you make choices and the information you have when you do so.  

The study lasts for 88 periods. We will divide these 88 periods into 22 blocks of 4 

periods each.  Type A Participants will choose every period, which means they will 

make 88 choices. Type B Participants will only make a choice in the final period of 
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each block, which means that Type B Participants will make 22 choices. Don't worry.  

Though Type A and Type B Participants do not make the same number of choices, 

they will have exactly the same opportunity to earn points.  We will explain this in 

detail later. The upper left-hand corner of your screen will have a counter that 

displays the current period you are in. 

The games: 

At the beginning of each block of 4 periods, the computer will randomly pair 

you with another participant of the same type to play a game.  A Type A Participant 

will always be paired with another Type A, and a Type B Participant will always be 

paired with another Type B participant.  Every time you play, both you and your 

partner must choose one of two options, either option "%" or option "@".  

Specifically, there are two games, which we call "Game Left" and "Game 

Right".  At the beginning of each block, the computer will randomly pick which game 

Type A Participants play and which game Type B Participants play. The computer 

decides this completely randomly, giving four possible combinations, which are all 

equally likely to occur (each with a 1 in 4 probability). The four possibilities are: 

 (i) both types play Game Left, 

(ii) Type A Participants play Game Left, Type B Participants play Game 

Right, 

(iii) Type A Participants play Game Right, Type B Participants play Game 

Left, 

(iv) both types play Game Right. 
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Note that we do not tell you if you are playing Game Left or Game Right. The 

following tables show you how your points will depend on the choices you make, for 

each of the games that you might play.  

 

As you can see, one option is worth more points and will therefore result in 

you earning more money, on average, if you pick this option. The option (% or @) 

that is worth the most points is different depending on whether you are playing Game 

Left or Game Right.  

You can see that your payoff depends on what your partner chooses. 

Likewise, your partner’s payoff depends on what you choose. You can expect to earn 

a different amount of points on trials where you both you and your partner choose the 

same option, as compared to trials where you choose a different option to your 

partner’s.  

Lastly, points will also be affected by forces outside of your control, as in real 

life. The tables above show the expected points you will earn, but random shocks will 

be applied to these values. This random shock has a mean of 0 and a standard 

deviation of 20 points and will be added onto the expected value shown in the table. 

This means that these random shocks will sometimes lead you to earn more points 

than those shown in the table, and sometimes they will lead you to earn less points 
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than those shown in the table. Remember that these random shocks can also lead your 

partner to earn more OR less points than those shown in the tables. 

For example, assume you are playing Game Left. If your partner chooses %, 

then you can expect to earn 145 points if you choose %, or 100 points if you choose 

@. If your partner chooses @, then you can expect to earn 280 points for choosing % 

or 235 points for choosing @. This means that, if both you and your partner choose 

%, then you can each expect to earn 145 points. If you both choose @ however, then 

you can each expect to earn 235 points. The random shock will be applied to your 

points however so you may earn more or less than these expected values. 

Similarly, assume you are playing Game Right. If your partner chooses %, 

then you can expect to earn 235 points if you choose %, or 280 points if you chose @. 

If your partner chooses @, then you can expect to earn 100 points if you choose %, or 

145 points for choosing @. This means that, if both you and your partner choose @, 

then you can each expect to earn 145 points. If you both choose % however, then you 

can each expect to earn 235 points. The random shock will be applied to your points 

however so you may earn more or less than these expected values. 

In summary, the points that you earn will depend on four things. 

8. The game being played: Game Left or Game Right. 

9. The option you choose: Option % or Option @. 

10. The option your partner chooses: Option % or Option @. 

11. The random shock: Random shocks are added to an expected payoff. 

Random shocks are independent of each other.  This means that on some 

periods the shock will lead you to earn more points than expected, and on 

some periods they will lead you to earn less points than expected.  
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IMPORTANT: The computer chooses the games being played at the 

beginning of each block.  The games being played can change from one block to the 

next, and you will be paired with a different partner of the same type as you in each 

new block. 

 

Type A vs. Type B Participants 

As explained above, before the study begins, the computer will randomly 

select six participants to be Type A participants.  Others will be Type B participants.  

Your type will not change. 

Type A Participants -> Type A Participants choose every period, and each 

Type A Participant immediately sees the points he or she earns after making a choice.   

Here is an example of a choice screen for a Type A Participant:  

 

 In this example immediately above, Option @ is listed first.  Note, however, 

that the option listed first can change randomly from one period to the next. That is, 

you will sometimes see % listed first instead. This means that you should pay close 

attention when choosing.  
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After making a choice and receiving a payoff, each Type A participant will 

immediately learn how many points he or she earned based on their choice, their 

partner’s choice and a random shock.  Here is an example of a feedback screen that a 

Type A Participant might see: 

 

 

Type B Participants -> Type B Participants do NOT choose every period.  

Instead, they only choose in the final period of every block.  In earlier periods of a 

block, Type B Participants simply wait.  Here is an example choice screen a Type B 

Participant might see in the final period of a block: 
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In this example immediately above, Option @ is listed first.  Note, however, 

that the option listed first can change randomly from one period to the next. That is, 

you will sometimes see % listed first instead. This means that you should pay close 

attention when choosing.  

Importantly, when Type B Participants make a choice in the final period of a 

block, they will see the following information. 

➢ The number of Type A Participants who chose option % and the number who 

chose option @ in the final (fourth) period of the block. 

➢ A SIGNAL indicating if Type B Participants are playing the SAME game as 

Type A Participants or a DIFFERENT game (Game Left or Game Right).  

IMPORTANTLY, you and your partner will always see the same signal.  

Remember that the computer decides which game you play completely 

randomly. It does this at the start of each block by flipping a virtual coin to 

determine which game all Type A Participants play.  It then flips a separate 

virtual coin to determine the game that all Type B Participants play.   

As you can see, this means that Type B Participants may or may not be 

playing the same game as Type A Participants. 

➢ The probability that the above signal is correct. The signal indicating if Type 

A Participants play the same game as Type B Participants is not always 

correct. We do not tell you what this probability is here, but you will see it on 

the screen in bold every time you make a choice.  The screen shot provides an 

example in which we have blurred out the probability that the signal is correct.  

IMPORTANTLY, the probability the signal is correct may change from 

one block to the next, so please pay attention every time you make a 
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choice.  The probability will ALWAYS be the same for you and your 

partner.  

 

The following table summarizes the relationship between games and signals: 

 
Type A Participants 

play Game Left 

Type A Participants 

play Game Right 

Type B Participants 

play Game Left 

 

Correct signal: SAME 

 

Incorrect Signal: 

DIFFERENT 

 

 

Correct signal: 

DIFFERENT 

 

Incorrect Signal: SAME 

Type B Participants 

play Game Right 

 

Correct Signal: 

DIFFERENT 

 

Incorrect Signal: SAME 

 

 

Correct Signal: SAME 

 

Incorrect Signal: 

DIFFERENT 

 

After making a choice, the Type B Participants will receive four separate pay-

offs based on their choice, their partner’s choice and the game they are playing. Four 

separate random shock values will be added to these pay-offs. This means that, even 

though Type B Participants make fewer choices than Type A Participants, they have 

the exact same number of opportunities to earn points. 

Type B Participants will not see the points they earn after choosing.  Instead, 

they will only see the total number of points earned across all their blocks at the very 

end of the study. 

                                                                     *** 
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Final instructions 

Once you have played the last block of the game, you will see a short survey 

you should then complete. This asks about how you played the game and for some 

demographics. Then, please wait until the researcher calls your seat number to receive 

your payment. Your earnings will not be told to any other participant.     

                                                            

Now turn the page to sign the consent form and answer the 10 pre-game 

questions. Raise your hand to alert the researcher when you are finished. Everyone 

must answer ALL pre-game questions correctly before we can begin. 

      Please keep these instructions to refer back to during the study.  

If you have any further questions, feel free to contact the lead PhD researcher 

(Aysha Bellamy) at: pejt007@live.rhul.ac.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:pejt007@live.rhul.ac.uk
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Comprehension questions 

Please answer the following multiple-choice questions, by circling your 

chosen answer. Everyone must answer all 10 questions correctly before we can begin. 

You may use your instructions to help you: 

Q1: Which of the following statements is true, in regards to the number of 

choices that each participant (Type A and B) makes? 

a) Type A participants make fewer choices than Type B participants. 

b) Type A participants make 4X as many choices as Type B participants, but 

both types of participant have the same opportunities to earn points. 

c) Type A Participants make 4X as many choices as Type B Participants, and 

thus earn 4X as much. 

Q2: Which of the following statements is true, in regards to the number of 

points that you should earn if you choose @ and your partner chooses %?  

a) In game Left, I should get 280 points for choosing @ and my partner 

should get 100 points for %. In Game Right, I would get 100 points for 

choosing @ and they would get 280 points for choosing %, though a 

random shock will be applied to mine and my partner’s points. 

b) In game Left, I should get 100 points for choosing @ and my partner 

should get 280 points for %. In Game Right, I would get 280 points for 

choosing @ and they would get 100 points for choosing %, though a 

random shock will be applied to mine and my partner’s points. 
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c) I will always get 100 points. 

Q3: Which of the following statements is true, in regards to the partner 

you are assigned to play the game with?  

a) I get paired with a new partner who is the same type as me in every block. 

b) I will play with the same partner throughout the whole study. 

c) I get paired with a new partner who is a different type from me in every block. 

Q4: Which of the following statements is true, in regards to the things 

that may affect the points that you can earn? 

a) My points earned depend only on which game I am playing, and which option 

I choose. 

b) My expected points depend on both the game I am playing and which option 

me and my partner choose, though the points that I can earn will also be 

affected by a random shock. 

c) My expected points depend only on which game I am playing, and which 

option I choose, though the points that I can earn will also be affected by a 

random shock. 

Q5: Which of the following statements is true, in regards to whether you 

are playing the same game (Left or Right) as other participants? 

a) I always play the same game as my partner, though Type A and Type B 

Participants may play the same game or different games. 

b) I play a different game to my partner, though Type A and Type B Participants 

play the same game. 
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c) All participants play the same game. 

Q6: Which of the following statements is true, in regards to the feedback 

that Type A Participants receive?  

a) Type A participants see no information 

b) Type A participants see the points made by other Type A participants, but not 

their own points. 

c) Type A participants see their own points, but not the points of other Type A 

participants. 

Q7: If you are a Type B Participant, and the signal tells you that you’re 

playing a different game from Type A Participants, is this information 

necessarily correct? 

a) This information is always correct. 

b) This information will sometimes be correct, with a certain probability, and 

sometimes incorrect, with the remaining probability. 

c) This information is never correct. 

Q8: If you are a Type B Participant, when will you see the probability 

that the signal (same game as Type A or different game) is correct? 

a) At the very end of the game. 

b) After I make each choice. 

c) It will be with the information on-screen before I make my choice. 
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Q9: If you are a Type B Participant, you and your partner will always see 

the same signal indicating whether you’re playing the same game as Type A 

Participants. 

a) True 

b) False 

Q10: If you are a Type B Participant, the probability that this signal (see 

Q9) is correct will always be the same for you and your partner. 

a) True 

b) False 

 

Please now raise your hand and alert the researcher, who will check your 

answers to the multiple-choice comprehension questions. 
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Summary for participants (Experimenter will read aloud just after everyone has 

answered all comprehension questions correctly) 

• Welcome to the main portion of the study! Today’s session will consist of 88 

periods divided into 22 blocks of 4 periods each.  When we begin, the 

computer will randomly assign you to play as a Type A or Type B Participant.   

• At the beginning of each block, you will be assigned to play with a partner of 

the same type as you for all periods in the block. 

• For each choice, you will choose between two options (% or @). The points 

that you can receive will be based on your choices, and the choices of your 

partner. That is, you can expect to earn a different amount of points on trials 

where both you and your partner choose an option at the same time, as 

compared to trials where you choose a different option to your partner.  

• The option that is expected to be worth the most depends on whether you are 

playing Game Left or Right. You do not know which of these games you are 

playing.  The game can change between blocks, but not within blocks.  You 

and your partner will always be playing the same game. 

• Type A Participants choose every period and see the points earned 

immediately after every choice. 

• Type B Participants only choose in the final period of each block.  Before 

choosing, they will see (i) how many Type A Participants have chosen @ or 

%, (ii) a signal indicating whether they are playing the same game (Left or 

Right) as Type A Participants, and (iii) the probability that this signal is 
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correct.  If you are a Type B participant, you and your partner will always see 

the same information.  The information may change, however, from one block 

to the next, so please pay attention to the on-screen information.  

• If you have any questions, please ask them now. Remember not to talk to your 

fellow participants during the game.  
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Please now fill in the consent form, if you still wish to take part in the study.  

                                                             Consent form 

The gene-culture coevolution of group decisions 

By Aysha Bellamy and Dr. Charles Efferson 

Your data will be anonymous and stored electronically in accordance with the 

Data Protection Act 1988 by the EconLab at Royal Holloway University of London. 

Your data will be used as part of a PhD thesis in the Psychology Department. The 

data used will not be personal and will be anonymised. Your personal data cannot be 

traced back to you and is kept separate to the information you provide on-screen. No 

harm is anticipated from this study and your participation will be rewarded with 

money proportional to your performance in-game. You have the right to withdraw 

participation at any point and still be paid your show-up fee.  

Now, please answer the following questions (by circling yes or no): 

• Have you read the information sheet about the study?                                       

Yes  No 

• Do you understand what you will be doing during this study?                           

Yes  No 

• Have you had the chance to ask questions?                                                        

Yes  No 

• Have you got satisfactory answers to your questions?                                        

Yes  No 
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• Do you understand that participation is entirely voluntary, and you                  

Yes  No 

may leave the study at any time, without giving a reason, and still 

receive the show-up fee? 

• Do you understand that your data will remain anonymous and be stored        

Yes   No  

securely and confidentially?                                                                                         

• Do you understand that only anonymous data may be shared with third         

Yes   No 

parties for replication and publication purposes?                                                                               

• Do you understand that you will be compensated for your time during             

Yes  No 

this study, and that the money you will be paid will be based on the 

points that you earn during the game, on top of the show-up fee? 

• Can you confirm that you are over the age of 18?                                              

Yes  No 

•  Do you agree to take part in this study?                                                             

Yes  No 

 

Name in block letters: 

_________________________________________________________ 

Sign here: _________________________________     Date: _____________ 

Note that this consent form will be stored separately from the responses you 

provide. 
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Answer sheet (for experimenter use only) 

Double-check their answers and if they have one wrong, ask them to try this q 

again and return. If consistently get one wrong may have to leave. 

Q1: B 

Q2: B 

Q3: A 

Q4: B 

Q5: A 

Q6: C 

Q7: B 

Q8: C 

Q9: A 

Q10: A 

 

 

 

Appendix 2: The script used to run the game via Z-Tree.  

Note that the script provided within the Dropbox folder here runs the game for 24 

social-learners and 6 demonstrators, though any number of social-learners from 10+ 

can be accommodated: 

https://www.dropbox.com/home/Dropbox%20Transfer%20files/Social_Dilemma_Ma

terials 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/home/Dropbox%20Transfer%20files/Social_Dilemma_Materials
https://www.dropbox.com/home/Dropbox%20Transfer%20files/Social_Dilemma_Materials
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Appendix 3: The end-survey that the social-learners answered on Z-Tree.  

See script in Appendix 2 for the code to run this). Note that the demonstrators also 

provide demographics. 
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Appendix 4: Ethics materials. 

Appendix 4A: The debrief shown to participants after the study. 

                                                                                   ID number ___________ 

Thank you for taking part in The gene-culture co-evolution of group identities 

study via the RHUL EconLab. The data you have provided will be used in my PhD 

project within the Psychology Department. It will help us to understand if social 

information biases participants towards certain decisions. Specifically, we are 

interested in how your similarity to others during the game, and the reliability of this 

information (1/5/9 in 10 reliable) affected the way that Type B Participants reacted to 

social information.  

What happens now? 

You have been paid according to the points you earned plus a show-up fee.  

We will keep a copy of your raw data, anonymised by Z-Tree. We will use this data in 

our analysis, which may be published, though I not identify any one’s data 

specifically. Your unique subject ID codes will ensure that any published data is 

anonymous (i.e. cannot be traced back to you personally). Your data will be stored 

securely in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1988. 

Thank you! 

We are extremely grateful for the time you have given to take part in this study. If you 

would like any further information about the study, have concerns about your data, or 

are interested in any of the topics, then please contact me (Aysha Bellamy) with the 

contact details below. As you leave, please remember to take this sheet with you. 

Aysha Bellamy :       PhD Student in the department of Psychology 

Room: Wolfson Building 342/2 

Work email: pejt007@rhul.live.ac.uk 

Mobile: 07549606411 

mailto:pejt007@rhul.live.ac.uk
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Appendix 4B: Proof of self-certification ethical approval from Royal Holloway, 

University of London. 
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Appendix 5: The analysis scripts used in this paper.  

These can be found at [OSF | When will you learn to help? Social-learning strategies 

remain somewhat flexible to a range of social information when learning to 

cooperate].  

Note that file called analysisSDgame_app2.R performs the regressions, 

estandBootImitationFunctions_SD.R performs boot-strapped estimations and 

plotEstAndBootImitationFunctions_SD_7point.R plots the graph in figure 4 

accordingly. The clx*.R scripts perform the bootstrapped clustering as a function. 

Finally, the script called linearCombo_UseSD_21.R performs all the linear 

combinations reported in-text and individualVariance_AnalaysisScatterSD builds the 

scatterplots and heatmaps in appendices 11-12. The raw data is also available (see 

SDRawData.csv file), plus the supplementary materials detailing the analysis of the 

self-reported participant strategies. 

Appendix 6: Further analysis for predicting when social learners chose %.  

Appendix 6A: The ANOVA comparing  the glmms predicting whether the social 

learners chose %.  

These suggest that the model without control variables had the best fit of the data and 

so this is the model that was reported in-text in Table 3.  

Model DF AIC BIC logLik Chi 

squre 

Chi Chi df Chi 

prob 

Basic 14 3078.5 3158.8 -1525.5 3050.5  

Controls 23 3082.3 3214.2 -1518.2 3036.3 0.028 1 0.868 

Controls, 

No % as 

cooperation 

dummy 

22 3080.3 3206.5 -1518.2 3036.3 14.155 8 0.078 

https://osf.io/8efyt/
https://osf.io/8efyt/
https://osf.io/8efyt/
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Appendix 6B: For transparency purposes, we also include the basic model 

without control variables to predict whether the social learners chose %.  

Predictors include (i) the centered proportion of demonstrators who chose %, (ii) 

dummies for each combination of similarity and reliability signal and (iii) interactions 

between each of these dummies and the centered proportion of demonstrators who 

chose %. Robust standard errors clustered on the social learner. Note that the 

significant betas of the main predictors match those reported in Table 3 in-text. That 

is, the model is not drastically affected by excluding the control variables and 

demographics. 

 

 Estimate Standard 

error 

Z 

value 

P value Lower 

CI 

Upper 

CI  

Inverse logit 

(probability) 

Intercept 0.89 0.54 1.66 0.10 -0.16 1.94 2.44 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % 

-1.76 0.44 -4.00 <0.001 -2.63 -0.89 0.17 

Reliably 

incorrect- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.1 

probability] 

0.09 0.15 0.64 0.53 -0.20 0.38 1.10 

Uninformative

- same dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

0.09 0.15 0.54 0.59 -0.23 0.40 1.09 
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correct with 

0.5 

probability] 

Uninformative

- different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.5 

probability] 

-0.10 0.15 -0.70 0.48 -0.39 0.18 0.90 

Reliably 

correct- same 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.9 probability 

-0.09 0.16 -0.59 0.56 -0.41 0.22 0.91 

Reliably 

correct- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.9 

probability] 

0.17 0.15 1.16 0.25 -0.12 0.46 1.19 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

incorrect-

different 

dummy 

2.30 0.60 3.81 0.0001 1.12 3.48 9.97 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

4.11 0.67 6.13 <0.001 2.80 5.42 60.99 
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uninformative-

same dummy 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

uninformative-

different 

dummy 

1.15 0.61 1.89 0.058 -0.04 2.34 3.16 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

correct-same 

dummy 

4.81 0.70 6.91 <0.001 3.44 6.17 122.52 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

correct-

different 

dummy 

1.49 0.61 2.43 0.02 0.29 2.69 4.42 

% as 

cooperation 

-0.02 0.09 -0.17 0.87 -0.19 0.16 0.98 

Block index -0.0001 0.007 -0.02 0.99 -0.01 0.01 1.0 

Female 

dummy 

-0.12 0.12 -1.03 0.30 -0.36 0.11 0.88 

Other gender 

dummy 

-0.25 0.42 -0.61 0.54 -1.06 0.56 0.78 

Age -0.02 0.02 -1.12 0.26 -0.07 0.02 0.98 

Time in 

residence 

-0.006 0.008 -0.83 0.41 -0.02 0.009 0.99 

UK dummy 

(participant 

lives in the 

UK) 

-0.21 0.26 -0.81 0.42 -0.73 0.30 0.81 

Individualistic 

dummy 

-0.91 0.43 -2.10 0.04 -1.75 -0.06 0.40 

(participant 

lives in 
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Appendix 7: The linear combinations performed between each level of the 

similarity and reliability information when predicting whether the social 

learners chose %.  

We run the linear combinations for blocks where the majority of demonstrators chose 

% (>4) or blocks where none chose %. See script entitled linearCombo_UseSD_21.R 

at [OSF | When will you learn to help? Social-learning strategies remain somewhat 

flexible to a range of social information when learning to cooperate] for the code used 

to calculate these. 

 

Second-order (similar vs different) 

• Reliably incorrect signals (0/6: χ2 (1) = 12.79, p=0.0003) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 13.17, p=0.0003 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 10.94, p=0.0009 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 6.39, p=0.01 

individualistic 

country 

besides the 

UK) 

Middle 

Hofstede 

dummy 

(participant 

lives in a 

country in the 

middle of 

Hofstede’s 

(1980) 

individualism-

collectivism 

scale) 

0.63 0.40 1.57 0.12 -0.16 1.42 1.88 

https://osf.io/8efyt/
https://osf.io/8efyt/
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• Uninformative signals (0/6: χ2 (1) = 14.15, p=0.0002) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 18.26, p<0.0001 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 15.94, p<0.0001 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 10.54, p=0.001 

• Reliably correct signals (0/6: χ2 (1) = 30.25, p<0.001) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 13.22, p=0.0002 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 8.54, p=0.003 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 2.08, p=0.15 

 

 

Third-order (comparing reliability for similar others) 

• Similar, reliably incorrect vs uninformative (0/6: χ2 (1) = 31.86, p<0.001) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 30.03, p<0.0001 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 24.57, p<0.001 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 13.56, p=0.0002 

• Similar, reliably incorrect vs correct (0/6: χ2 (1) = 47.77, p<0.001) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 35.95, p<0.0001 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 27.61, p<0.001 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 12.27, p=0.0005 

• Similar, uninformative vs reliably correct (0/6: χ2 (1) = 1.99, p=0.16) 

 6/6: χ2 (1) = 0.23, p=0.63 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 0.05, p=0.82 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 0.06, p=0.81 
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Third-order (comparing reliability for different others) 

• Different, reliably incorrect vs uninformative (0/6: χ2 (1) = 1.79, p=0.18) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 5.15, p=0.02 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 5.02, p=0.03 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 4.25, p=0.04 

• Different, reliably incorrect vs correct (0/6: χ2 (1) = 3.15, p=0.08) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 1.08, p=0.30 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 0.65, p=0.42 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 0.13, p=0.72 

• Different, uninformative vs reliably correct (0/6: χ2 (1) = 0.20, p=0.66) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 1.33, p=0.25 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 1.83, p=0.18 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 2.66, p=0.10 
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Appendix 8: Further analysis for predicting when social learners chose to 

cooperate.  

Appendix 8A: The ANOVA comparing the glmms predicting whether the social 

learners cooperate.  

This suggests that the basic model without control variables had the best fit of the data 

and so this is the model that was reported in-text in Table 4.  

Model DF AIC BIC logLik Chi 

squre 

Chi Chi 

df 

Chi 

prob 

Basic 14 3145.8 3226.1 -1558.9 3117.8  

Controls 23 3157.5 3289.4 -1555.7 3111.5 3.33 1 0.07 

Controls, 

No % as 

cooperation 

dummy 

22 3158.8 3285.0 -1557.4 3114.8 2.99 8 0.94 
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Appendix 8B: For transparency purposes, we also include the full model with 

control variables to predict whether the social learners chose to cooperate.  

Predictors include (i) the centered proportion of demonstrators who chose to 

cooperate, (ii) dummies for each combination of similarity and reliability signal and 

(iii) interactions between each of these dummies and the centered proportion of 

demonstrators who chose to cooperate and (iv) control predictors. Robust standard 

errors clustered on the social learner. Note that the significant betas for the main 

predictors match those reported in Table 4 in-text. That is, adding control variables 

and demographics does not drastically affect the model. There is a trend for those 

from countries in the middle of Hofstede’s (1980) individualism-collectivism scale to 

cooperate less than those from collectivist countries (the omitted category). As this 

tendency did not reach significance however, we will not comment on it further. 

 

 Estimate Standard 

error 

Z value P value Lower 

CI 

Upper 

CI  

Inverse logit 

(probability) 

Intercept 0.36 0.41 0.88 0.38 -0.45 1.76 1.44 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % 

1.33 0.44 3.00 0.003 0.46 2.21 3.80 

Reliably 

incorrect- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.1 probability] 

0.004 0.15 0.03 0.98 -0.30 0.31 1.00 
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Uninformative- 

same dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.5 probability] 

0.12 0.16 0.76 0.46 -0.20 0.44 1.13 

Uninformative- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.5 probability] 

-0.02 0.15 -0.16 0.87 -0.32 0.27 0.98 

Reliably 

correct- same 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.9 probability 

0.05 0.17 0.32 0.75 -0.28 0.38 1.06 

Reliably 

correct- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.9 probability] 

-0.09 0.15 -0.61 0.54 -0.38 0.20 0.91 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

incorrect-

different 

dummy 

-0.83 0.61 -1.36 0.17 -2.03 0.37 0.43 

Centred 

proportion of 

-0.28 0.66 -0.42 0.68 -1.58 1.02 0.76 
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demonstrators 

choosing % X 

uninformative-

same dummy 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

uninformative-

different 

dummy 

-0.53 0.62 -0.86 0.39 -1.75 0.69 0.59 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

correct-same 

dummy 

1.43 0.71 2.00 0.045 0.03 2.83 4.17 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

correct-

different 

dummy 

-1.36 0.61 -2.22 0.03 -2.55 -0.16 0.26 

% as 

cooperation 

0.16 0.09 1.82 0.07 -0.01 0.33 1.17 

Block index -0.002 0.007 -0.24 0.81 -0.02 0.01 1.0 

Female dummy -0.07 0.09 -0.78 0.44 -0.25 0.11 0.93 

Other gender 

dummy 

0.23 0.32 0.73 0.46 -0.39 0.86 1.26 

Age -0.01 0.02 -0.64 0.52 -0.04 0.02 0.99 

Time in 

residence 

-0.006 0.008 -0.83 0.41 -0.01 0.01 1.0 

UK dummy 

(participant 

lives in the 

UK) 

-0.15 0.20 -0.74 0.46 -0.54 0.25 0.86 

Individualistic 

dummy 

-0.08 0.32 -0.23 0.82 -0.71 0.56 0.93 
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Appendix 9A: We repeat the analysis predicting whether social learners chose to 

cooperate but this time we distinguish between blocks which happened to give 

correct information about similarity or difference (see left-hand column) and 

blocks which happened to give incorrect information about similarity or 

difference (see the right-hand column).  

The analysis essentially shows us that the social learners will cooperate whenever 

they see similar others with uninformative or reliably correct signals, provided that 

these similarity signals are correct (left-hand column). The social learners will 

cooperate whenever the majority of reliably incorrect-similar others do, though this is 

because they treat these signals as if they are always incorrect (right-hand column). 

Note that for all other signals, the social learners are less likely to cooperate whenever 

the similarity information happens to be incorrect. This may suggest that the social 

learners only treat blocks with reliably incorrect signals from similar others as if they 

are always incorrect. 

(participant 

lives in 

individualistic 

country besides 

the UK) 

       

Middle 

Hofstede 

dummy 

(participant 

lives in a 

country in the 

middle of 

Hofstede’s 

(1980) 

individualism-

collectivism 

scale) 

-0.30 0.30 -1.01 0.31 -0.89 0.28 0.74 
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Correct signals: 

 Estimate Standard 

error 

Z 

value 

P 

value 

Lower 

CI 

Upper 

CI  

Inverse logit 

(probability) 

Intercept 0.06 0.06 0.10 0.92 -0.12 0.13 1.01 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % 

0.31 0.25 1.21 0.20 -0.17 0.79 1.37 

Reliably 

incorrect- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.1 

probability] 

0.51 0.29 1.77 0.08 -0.05 1.07 1.66 

Uninformative- 

same dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.5 

probability] 

0.32 0.18 1.80 0.07 -0.03 0.67 1.38 

Uninformative- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.5 

probability] 

-0.15 0.18 -0.82 0.41 -0.50 0.21 0.86 

Reliably 

correct- same 

dummy 

0.06 0.15 0.38 0.70 -0.23 0.35 1.06 
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[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.9 

probability] 

Reliably 

correct- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.9 

probability] 

-0.15 0.14 0.38 0.70 -0.43 0.12 0.86 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

incorrect-

different 

dummy 

-0.22 1.12 -0.19 0.85 -2.41 1.98 0.81 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

uninformative-

same dummy 

2.64 0.73 3.63 0.003 1.22 4.06 14.00 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

uninformative-

different 

dummy 

1.19 0.78 1.52 0.13 -0.34 2.73 3.29 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

2.82 0.63 4.47 <0.001 1.58 4.06 16.81 
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Incorrect signals: 

 

correct-same 

dummy 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

correct-

different 

dummy 

0.23 0.53 0.44 0.66 0.81 1.27 1.26 

 Estimate Standard 

error 

Z 

value 

P 

value 

Lower 

CI 

Upper 

CI  

Inverse logit 

(probability) 

Intercept 0.02 0.06 0.38 0.70 -0.09 0.14 1.02 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % 

1.69 0.24 7.14 <0.001 1.23 2.16 5.44 

Reliably 

incorrect- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.1 

probability] 

-0.10 0.14 -0.71 0.48 -0.37 0.17 0.91 

Uninformative- 

same dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

-0.26 0.22 -1.19 0.24 -0.69 0.17 0.77 
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0.5 

probability] 

Uninformative- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.5 

probability] 

0.08 0.15 0.53 0.60 -0.22 0.38 1.08 

Reliably 

correct- same 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.9 

probability] 

-0.92 0.77 -1.19 0.24 -2.43 0.60 0.40 

Reliably 

correct- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.9 

probability] 

0.14 0.22 0.64 0.52 -0.29 0.57 1.15 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

incorrect-

different 

dummy 

-1.30 0.52 -2.52 0.01 -2.31 -0.29 0.27 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

-3.83 0.91 -4.21 <0.001 -5.62 -2.04 0.02 
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uninformative-

same dummy 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

uninformative-

different 

dummy 

-1.23 0.59 -2.09 0.04 -2.38 -0.08 0.29 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

correct-same 

dummy 

-8.10 3.74 -2.17 0.03 -15.43 -0.77 0.0003 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

correct-

different 

dummy 

-3.80 1.02 -3.73 0.0002 -5.79 -1.80 0.02 
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Appendix 9B: For transparency, wee repeat the analysis predicting whether 

social learners chose to cooperate for blocks which happened to give correct 

information about similarity or difference (see left-hand column) and blocks 

which happened to give incorrect information about similarity or difference (see 

the right-hand column), though this time including control predictors.  

The control predictors and demographic variables do not significantly affect how 

likely it is that the social learners will cooperate in the face of correct or incorrect 

similarity signals. Moreover, the same main predictors are significant in this analysis 

highlighting that adding control variables to the model does not drastically change the 

results. 

Correct signals: 

 

 Estimate Standard 

error 

Z 

value 

P 

value 

Lower 

CI 

Upper 

CI  

Inverse logit 

(probability) 

Intercept 0.31 0.40 0.76 0.45 -0.49 1.10 1.36 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % 

1.32 0.25 1.30 0.19 -0.16 0.81 1.38 

Reliably 

incorrect- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.1 

probability] 

0.51 0.29 1.76 0.08 -0.06 1.07 1.66 

Uninformative- 

same dummy 

0.34 0.18 1.86 0.06 -0.02 0.69 1.40 
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[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.5 

probability] 

Uninformative- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.5 

probability] 

-0.16 0.19 -0.89 0.37 -0.52 0.19 0.85 

Reliably 

correct- same 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.9 probability 

0.07 0.15 0.45 0.66 -0.23 0.36 1.07 

Reliably 

correct- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.9 

probability] 

-0.17 0.14 -1.19 0.23 -0.44 0.11 0.85 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

incorrect-

different 

dummy 

-0.19 1.22 -0.17 0.86 -2.39 2.01 0.83 
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Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

uninformative-

same dummy 

2.66 0.73 3.67 0.0003 1.23 4.08 14.24 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

uninformative-

different 

dummy 

1.15 0.79 1.46 0.14 -0.39 2.69 3.16 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

correct-same 

dummy 

2.84 0.63 4.49 <0.001 1.60 4.09 17.20 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

correct-

different 

dummy 

0.13 0.54 0.25 0.81 -0.92 -1.18 1.14 

% as 

cooperation 

0.16 0.09 1.91 0.057 -0.005 0.33 1.18 

Block index 0.0006 0.007 0.09 0.93 -0.01 0.01 1.0 

Female 

dummy 

-0.08 0.09 -0.88 0.34 -0.26 0.10 0.92 

Other gender 

dummy 

0.23 0.32 0.72 0.47 -0.39 0.85 1.26 

Age -0.01 0.02 -0.68 0.50 -0.04 0.02 0.99 

Time in 

residence 

-0.01 0.006 -0.19 0.85 -0.01 0.01 1.0 

UK dummy 

(participant 

lives in the 

UK) 

-0.12 0.20 -0.59 0.55 -0.51 0.27 0.88 
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Individualistic 

dummy 

-0.03 0.32 -0.10 0.93 -0.66 0.60 0.97 

(participant 

lives in 

individualistic 

country 

besides the 

UK) 

       

Middle 

Hofstede 

dummy 

(participant 

lives in a 

country in the 

middle of 

Hofstede’s 

(1980) 

individualism-

collectivism 

scale) 

-0.29 0.30 -0.99 0.32 -0.87 0.29 0.75 
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Incorrect signals: 

 Estimate Standard 

error 

Z 

value 

P 

value 

Lower 

CI 

Upper 

CI  

Inverse logit 

(probability) 

Intercept 0.25 0.41 0.60 0.55 -0.56 1.06 1.30 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % 

1.68 0.24 6.93 <0.001 1.20 2.15 5.34 

Reliably 

incorrect- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.1 

probability] 

-0.08 0.14 -0.61 0.54 0.35 0.19 0.92 

Uninformative- 

same dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.5 

probability] 

-0.27 0.22 -1.21 0.23 0.35 0.17 0.76 

Uninformative- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.5 

probability] 

0.08 0.15 0.53 0.59 0.70 0.17 1.08 

Reliably 

correct- same 

dummy 

-0.88 0.78 -1.13 0.26 0.22 0.38 0.41 
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[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.9 probability 

Reliably 

correct- 

different 

dummy 

[signal 

indicates 

different and is 

correct with 

0.9 

probability] 

0.14 0.22 0.64 0.52 2.41 0.64 1.15 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

incorrect-

different 

dummy 

-1.23 0.52 2.37 0.02 2.89 0.57 0.29 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

uninformative-

same dummy 

-3.91 0.92 -4.25 <0.001 2.26 -0.21 0.02 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

uninformative-

different 

dummy 

-1.14 0.59 -1.93 0.053 5.71 -2.10 0.32 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

-8.01 3.72 -2.15 0.03 2.30 0.02 0.0003 
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correct-same 

dummy 

Centred 

proportion of 

demonstrators 

choosing % X 

reliably 

correct-

different 

dummy 

-3.71 1.02 -3.63 0.0003 -15.30 -0.72 0.02 

% as 

cooperation 

0.12 0.09 1.44 0.15 -5.71 -1.71 1.13 

Block index 0.001 0.007 0.19 0.85 -0.05 0.29 1.00 

Female 

dummy 

-0.06 0.09 -0.70 0.49 -0.25 0.12 0.94 

Other gender 

dummy 

0.30 0.32 0.94 0.35 -0.33 0.93 1.35 

Age -0.008 0.02 -0.70 0.49 -0.04 0.02 0.99 

Time in 

residence 

-0.007 0.006 -0.12 0.91 -0.01 0.01 1.0 

UK dummy 

(participant 

lives in the 

UK) 

-0.11 0.20 -0.53 0.60 -0.51 0.29 0.90 

Individualistic 

dummy 

-0.02 0.32 -0.07 0.95 -0.66 0.61 0.98 

(participant 

lives in 

individualistic 

country 

besides the 

UK) 

       

Middle 

Hofstede 

dummy 

(participant 

lives in a 

country in the 

middle of 

Hofstede’s 

(1980) 

individualism-

-0.26 0.30 -0.87 0.38 -0.85 0.33 0.77 
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Appendix 10: The linear combinations performed between each level of the 

similarity and reliability information when predicting whether the social 

learners chose to cooperate.  

We run the linear combinations twice for blocks where the majority of demonstrators 

(>4) cooperate and blocks where none cooperate. See script entitled 

linearCombo_UseSD_21.R at [OSF | When will you learn to help? Social-learning 

strategies remain somewhat flexible to a range of social information when learning to 

cooperate] for the code used to calculate these. In text, we report the results for all 

signals. Note that the analysis for just incorrect vs just correct similarity signals 

broadly confirms what the collapsed analysis reported in Section 3.3 of the main text 

reports: the social learners treat both an uninformative and a reliably correct signal of 

similarity as if these were always correct, but they treat a reliably incorrect signal of 

similarity as if this was always incorrect.  

 

All signals, social learner cooperate 

Second-order (similar vs different) 

• Reliably incorrect signals (0/6: χ2 (1) = 2.63, p=0.10) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 1.54, p=0.21 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 1.20, p=0.27 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 0.65, p=0.42 

collectivism 

scale) 

https://osf.io/8efyt/
https://osf.io/8efyt/
https://osf.io/8efyt/
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• Uninformative signals (0/6: χ2 (1) = 0.003, p=0.96) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 0.47, p=0.49 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 0.55, p=0.46 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 0.66, p=0.42 

• Reliably correct signals (0/6: χ2 (1) = 14.88, p=0.0001) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 10.90, p=0.001 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 9.03, p=0.003 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 5.61, p=0.02 

Third-order (comparing reliability for similar others) 

• Similar, reliably incorrect vs uninformative (0/6: χ2 (1) = 0.76, p=0.38) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 0.01, p=0.91 

5/6: χ2 (1) <0.001, p=0.98 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 0.07, p=0.79 

• Similar, reliably incorrect vs correct (0/6: χ2 (1) = 3.92, p=0.048) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 2.42, p=0.12 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 1.95, p=0.16 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 1.12, p=0.29 

• Similar, uninformative vs reliably correct (0/6: χ2 (1) = 7.26, p=0.007) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 2.46, p=0.12 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 1.68, p=0.20 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 0.58, p=0.44 

Third-order (comparing reliability for different others) 

• Different, reliably incorrect vs uninformative (0/6: χ2 (1) = 0.38, p=0.54) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 0.15, p=0.70 
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5/6: χ2 (1) = 0.10, p=0.75 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 0.04, p=0.84 

• Different, reliably incorrect vs correct (0/6: χ2 (1) = 0.24, p=0.62) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 0.53, p=0.47 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 0.51, p=0.48 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 0.43, p=0.51 

• Different, uninformative vs reliably correct (0/6: χ2 (1) = 1.16, p=0.28) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 1.25, p=0.26 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 1.09, p=0.30 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 0.77, p=0.38 

 

Appendix 10 (learning to cooperte, just correct signals): 

Second-order (similar vs different) 

• Reliably incorrect signals (0/6: χ2 (1) = 1.11, p=0.29) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 0.36, p=0.55 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 0.75, p=0.39 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 1.67, p=0.20 

• Uninformative signals (0/6: χ2 (1) = 0.28, p=0.59) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 3.56, p=0.06 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 3.97, p=0.046 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 4.42, p=0.04 

• Reliably correct signals (0/6: χ2 (1) = 9.72, p=0.002) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 9.98 p=0.002 
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5/6: χ2 (1) = 8.73, p=0.003 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 6.15, p=0.01 

Third-order (comparing reliability for similar others) 

• Similar, reliably incorrect vs uninformative (0/6: χ2 (1) = 8.81, p=0.003) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 12.55, p=0.003 

5/6: χ2 (1) 11.57, p=0.0007 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 1.66, p=0.20 

• Similar, reliably incorrect vs correct (0/6: χ2 (1) = 22.71, p<0.001) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 13.21, p=0.0003 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 10.53, p=0.001 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 5.92, p=0.01 

• Similar, uninformative vs reliably correct (0/6: χ2 (1) = 0.75, p=0.39) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 0.09, p=0.76 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 0.23, p=0.63 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 0.58, p=0.45 

Third-order (comparing reliability for different others) 

• Different, reliably incorrect vs uninformative (0/6: χ2 (1) = 4.07, p=0.04) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 0.004, p=0.95 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 0.10, p=0.75 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 0.04, p=0.84 

• Different, reliably incorrect vs correct (0/6: χ2 (1) = 2.04, p=0.15) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 0.37, p=0.54 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 0.91, p=0.34 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 0.31, p=0.58 
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• Different, uninformative vs reliably correct (0/6: χ2 (1) = 1.29, p=0.26) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 0.78, p=0.38 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 0.61, p=0.44 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 2.23, p=0.14 

 

Appendix 10 (learning to cooperate, just incorrect signals): 

Second-order (similar vs different) 

• Reliably incorrect signals (0/6: χ2 (1) = 5.80, p=0.02) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 4.73, p=0.03 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 1.40, p=0.046 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 2.66, p=0.10 

• Uninformative signals (0/6: χ2 (1) = 4.39, p=0.04) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 5.95, p=0.01 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 5.51, p=0.02 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 4.44, p=0.04 

• Reliably correct signals (0/6: χ2 (1) = 0.57, p=0.45) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 1.55 p=0.21 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 1.63, p=0.20 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 1.74, p=0.19 

Third-order (comparing reliability for similar others) 

• Similar, reliably incorrect vs uninformative (0/6: χ2 (1) = 16.70, p<0.001) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 13.62, p=0.002 

5/6: χ2 (1) =11.67, p=0.0006 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 7.93, p=0.005 
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• Similar, reliably incorrect vs correct (0/6: χ2 (1) = 5.20, p=0.02) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 3.91, p=0.048 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 3.60, p=0.058 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 2.98, p=0.08 

• Similar, uninformative vs reliably correct (0/6: χ2 (1) = 1.08, p=0.30) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 1.18, p=0.28 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 1.13, p=0.29 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 1.03, p=0.31 

Third-order (comparing reliability for different others) 

• Different, reliably incorrect vs uninformative (0/6: χ2 (1) = 0.21, p=0.65) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 0.20, p=0.65 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 0.31, p=0.58 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 0.51, p=0.47 

• Different, reliably incorrect vs correct (0/6: χ2 (1) = 8.19, p=0.004) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 2.28, p=0.13 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 1.38, p=0.24 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 0.26, p=0.61 

• Different, uninformative vs reliably correct (0/6: χ2 (1) = 6.28 p=0.01) 

6/6: χ2 (1) = 3.13, p=0.08 

5/6: χ2 (1) = 2.33, p=0.13 

4/6: χ2 (1) = 1.03, p=0.31 
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Appendix 11: The scatterplots, showing that the participant IDs often change as 

a function of the signal they see.  

This is to show individual level variation in each of the learner’s chosen strategies. As 

these IDs are hard to see, we also repeat this analysis as a heatmap in appendix 15. 

Appendix 11i) reliably correct signals 
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Appendix 11ii) Reliably incorrect signals 
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Appendix 12: The heatmaps show the social learner’s chosen strategies as a 

proportion of blocks where they follow the majority of similar others (on the x 

axis) by the proportion of blocks where they follow the majority of different 

others (on the y axis). This is to show individual level variation in each of the 

learner’s chosen strategies. The x axis gives 0-1 proportion of all social learners who 

followed the majority of groups identified as similar, while the y axis gives the 0-1 

proportion of all social learners who followed the majority of groups identified as 

different. The darkness of the grey indicates frequency, with darker colours denoting a 

denser patch. Any white areas show that none of the learners employed this strategy 

combination. Finally, the red square denotes the social learning strategy averaged 

over all participants. 
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Appendix 12i) The heatmap of social learning strategies for reliably correct 

signals 
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If the social learners wished to uphold the same cooperative norms as the group from 

whom they learned, then they should always follow the majority around similar others 

and follow the minority around different others when seeing reliably correct signals. 

This would mean that the optimal strategy space would be in the bottom right corner 

of the heatmap in Figure 12i. As can be seen, some social learners do answer 

optimally. There also some social learners who also follow the majority all the time. 

None of the social learners seem to follow the minority around reliably correct signals 

from similar others. There are some social learning strategies in the middle of the 

heatmap, suggesting that some social learners partially adjust. Comparing the 

participant IDs in the centre of the scatterplot from Appendix 11 to the social learners 

that self-reported ignoring social information (see script in appendix 5), we can see 

that these social learners who partially adjust are not necessarily the ones that self-

report ignoring social information. That is, the partial adjustment may be a 

meaningful– if suboptimal– strategy. 
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Appendix 12ii) Heatmap of social learning strategies for reliably incorrect 

signals 
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For the reliably incorrect signals, the social learners should have followed the 

minority of similar others and should always follow the majority of different others in 

order to uphold the same cooperative norm as the group from whom they learn. This 

is the equivalent to the top left corner of the graph, which is filled in showing that 

some social learners did adjust their strategies as we expected. The top right square is 

also filled, suggesting that some social learners always followed the majority 

regardless of the signal. Again, there are partial adjustments in the middle of the 

graph.  
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Abstract 

 

An important aspect of every human society is our ability to master complex 

skills across various domains. This ability may be underlaid by a series of modular 

processes, each designed to deal with one recurrent issue that we faced throughout the 

ancestral past or may be underlaid by a domain-general reasoning ability which 

functions flexibly across multiple domains. This model compared modular and domain-

general psychology to see which was likely to uphold our skill learning across multiple 

domains. Agents (N = 100) made decisions in two games against nature tasks, which 

were designed to mirror learning asocial skills in two distinct domains. I allowed both 

agent cognition and/or motivation to be modular (i.e., specialised to each domain) or 

domain-general (i.e., flexible across both domains). I found that domain-general 

psychology can uphold skill learning over two similar domains, where the fitness tied 

to matching one’s skillset to the current environment align over both domains. Modular 

psychology was instead needed when mastering skills over two distinct domains. 

Modular cognition was important in driving agent behaviour, though this coevolved 

with motivation to influence behaviour in a myriad of ways. This suggests that drift 

may also play a role in skill learning.  

 

Key words: skill learning, domain-general, modular, cognition 
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1. Introduction  

Throughout the ancestral past, individuals had to master skillsets as varied as 

tool use, hunting, gathering, processing food, and sewing (Henrich, 2004; 2015). It is 

important to understand the psychological mechanisms that uphold our ability to 

display such a varied range of skills. Specifically, this model aims to investigate 

whether the acquisition of asocial skills is likely to be upheld by domain-general or 

modular psychological mechanisms.  

Some researchers argue that the learning of broad skillsets is likely to be 

underlaid by a domain-general mechanism (Bolhuis et al., 2011). Domain-general 

cognition consists of a central processor that flexibly oversees decision-making across 

a variety of environmental inputs (Kan et al., 2013; Vergauwe et al., 2010). Due to its 

flexibility, a domain-general system may explain our ability to excel in skillsets that are 

necessary for careers that have only emerged recently in the ancestral past and so are 

unlikely to be underlaid by a genetically-selected bias (Muthukrishna & Henrich, 2016). 

For example, the increased demand for computer specialism (Robinson et al., 2020). 

This theory contrasts with the dominant view of massive modularity in 

Evolutionary Psychology (Cosmides & Tooby, 1994). This is the concept that humans 

have many evolved cognitive processes, each designed to deal with one specific input 

to reach a certain behavioural output (Cosmides & Tooby, 1994; Pietraszewski & 

Wertz, 2021). These modules are designed to process recurrent issues faced throughout 

the ancestral past (Price, 2008), and may be organised hierarchically to underlie 

complex skill learning (Manoel et al., 2002). The putative cheater-detection module is 

an example of a task specific module and helps us to identify and avoid others who may 

break social rules. This module may help participants to enhance their skills on an 
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otherwise difficult ‘if-then’ logic task, by helping to identify hypothetical cheaters 

(Cosmides et al., 2010; van Lier et al., 2013). 

It is currently unclear whether this ability to learn skills over a variety of 

domains is underlaid by specialised modular processes (Charbonneau, 2016; Goschke 

& Bolte, 2012) or by an impressive generic reasoning ability (Bolhuis et al., 2011; 

Mesoudi, 2011). This chapter seeks to compare modular and domain-general 

psychology in a population of agents (who learn to display skills across two distinct 

domains), with the aim of determining which process is likely to uphold our ability to 

master skills over multiple domains. 

Previous research comparing domain-generality versus modular psychology 

tends to be theoretical (Burke, 2014; Fodor, 1983; Frankenhuis & Ploeger, 2007; Spunt 

& Adolphs, 2017; Stephen, 2014; Stokes & Bergeron, 2015), or inferred based on 

observations of participant behaviour (Charbonneau, 2016; Mesoudi, 2011; Miu et al., 

2020). However, these findings may be subject to the ‘inverse problem’ (Deffner et al., 

2020). Complex and flexible behaviour does not necessarily evidence complex and 

flexible cognition, and seemingly complex behaviour can arise from simple cognitive 

processing throughout the animal kingdom (Amodio et al., 2019). For example, Clever 

Hans was a horse that could tap out sums with his hoof, but this was likely to be 

underlaid by operant conditioning rather than complex cognition (Lapuschkin et al., 

2019).   

To illustrate the inverse problem in reference to skill learning, imagine a 

gatherer collecting fruit in a field. She sees a spider and immediately withdraws to a 

safe distance. Her quick reaction may be consistent with a threat-detection module. 

Being exposed to poisonous animals such as spiders throughout the ancestral past may 

have created a selection pressure for the development of a module to quickly detect and 
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avoid such animals (Öhman & Mineka, 2001). Alternatively, the agent’s reaction may 

be consistent with a domain-general system, which does not have infinite processing 

power (Örün & Akbulut, 2019; Vergauwe et al., 2021). These systems may have to up-

weigh the processing of survival relevant stimuli. Here, a domain-general system may 

up-weigh the processing of a potentially poisonous spider. 

This chapter take a different approach to behavioural observation. I create an 

agent-based model where the agent is unsure which behaviour is optimal. I then vary 

the modularity or domain-generality of agent psychology, and then observe how this 

affects the agents’ ability to master skills across two distinct domains. This mirrors the 

natural uncertainty that individuals have regarding which behaviour is likely to be 

optimal when learning a new skill (Mesoudi et al., 2015).  

Modules in Evolutionary Psychology must have functional specialisation, 

working on one input at a time (Pietraszewski & Wertz, 2021). As such, I consider a 

modular agent to have psychological mechanisms that evolve separately per domain 

(Cosmides & Tooby, 1994). Based on the definition of domain-general psychology, I 

consider a domain-general agent to have one psychological system which must remain 

flexible across both domains (Bolhuis et al., 2011). These skill domains can be thought 

of as any which would have been beneficial to master throughout the ancestral past. 

Throughout, I reference the examples of weapon use when hunting (Tomka, 2013) and 

cooking food (Wrangham, 2009). 

Previous research has focused on cognitive modularity (Cosmides & Tooby, 

1994) though it is my view that motivation is just as important. To illustrate with an 

example, should our motivation to detect and avoid poisonous spiders be the same as 

our motivation to create and share folktales (Da Silva & Tehrani, 2016)? Some agents 

seem unmotivated to master skills via their own trial-and-error in certain domains 
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(Mesoudi, 2008). For example, some individuals rely heavily on the work of others 

when writing code (Miu et al., 2020), This indicates that motivation is important to 

skill-learning. I therefore model motivation to be modular (i.e., specialised to each of 

the two skill domains) or domain-general (i.e., flexible across both domains). 

Investigating motivation is important for two reasons. First, previous research 

has focused on one aspect of cognition or motivation at a time (Delton et al., 2011), 

typically to avoid psychological polymorphism. Leaving psychological traits to 

coevolve could produce a wealth of psychological phenotypes that all support similar 

behaviours at the individual level (Kurzban & Houser, 2005). To avoid psychological 

polymorphism, previous models have investigated simplistic representations of human 

nature (Laland, 1993). However, there is a trade-off between the simplicity of the model 

and the extent to which it captures meaningful – and complex – human behaviour 

(Kendal et al., 2018). It is my view that fixing either cognition or motivation, and 

allowing the other to evolve, is an oversimplification. Our cognitive and motivational 

systems would have evolved in-tandem as we mastered a range of skillsets throughout 

our ancestral past, and thus this model allows both traits to coevolve. 

Second, modelling modularity separately for cognitive and motivational 

thresholds allows for exploring partly modular agents, between the two extremes of full 

modularity (Cosmides & Tooby, 1994) and full domain-generality (Bolhuis et al., 

2011). For example, a partly modular agent may have modular cognition and domain-

general motivation. This agent could reason distinctly about the value of specific 

behaviours, but only show a generic drive towards mastering any skill. An alternative 

partly modular agent could have domain-general cognition and modular motivation. 

They would reason generically about the value of behaviours over many skill domains 

but have a specific desire to master each skill. 
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To summarise, I investigate how agents come to master skills in two domains. 

This model has two novel aims: 

1. To investigate how cognition and motivation coevolve to influence our 

behaviour over multiple skill domains. 

2. To investigate whether the psychology underlying our ability to master skills 

over multiple domains is likely to be fully modular, partly modular, or fully 

domain-general. 

 

2. Methods  

2.1. Model description  

The 100 agents play games against nature tasks, in which one behaviour will 

lead to an optimal payoff. As the agent’s behaviour does not affect the fitness of any 

other agents in her group, these tasks mirror the learning of asocial skills (Molleman & 

Gächter, 2018). 

Agents play two games against nature tasks, which I refer to throughout as 

domain A and domain B. In each domain, the agent chooses one of two behaviours (0 

or 1) and  receives a payoff if her behaviour matches the environmental state (0 or 1). 

The agent may select the optimal behaviour in both, one of neither of the domains. This 

decision-making environment is realistic, as skills are only useful if employed in the 

right context. For example, the optimal design of a weapon depends heavily on 

environment (Mesoudi et al., 2015), and local food must often be processed in specific 

ways (Henrich, 2015). All model parameters and variables, plus their notation used 

throughout this paper, are given in Table 1.  
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Table 1. The notations and variables used throughout the model. 

Symbol Model description 

SA,SB ∈{0,1}  The environmental state in domain A or B respectively. 

BA,BB ∈{0,1}  The behaviour that the agent employs in domains A and B 

respectively. 

xA,xB ∈ (-∞, +∞) The cue summary drawn from the environment to help the 

agent decide which state the environment is likely to be in 

for both domains A and B respectively. 

sA,sB ∈{0,1}  The state that the agent believes the environment is in for 

both domains A and B respectively. These can be wrong. 

TA,TB ∈ (-∞, +∞) The cognitive threshold of evidence needed to believe 

that the state is 1 in domains A and B.  

(Note, just T for domain-general agents). 

αA,αB ∈[0,1] The agents’ motivation to play behaviour 1 when they 

believe that the state is 1 for domains A and B 

respectively. 

(Note, just α for domain-general agents). 

βA,βB ∈[0,1] The agents’ motivation to play behaviour 1 when they 

believe that the state is 0 for domains A and B 

respectively. 

(Note, just β for domain-general agents). 

pA,pB ∈ {0.1,0.5,0.9} The probability that the state will be 1 in both domains A 

and B respectively. 

fAzero, fBzero ∈ {0.25,1,4} The fitness that the agent gains when her skillsets match 

the environment when the environmental state is 0. These 

are modelled separately for domains A and B. These can 

take a low (0.25), intermediate (1) or high value (4). 

fAone, fBone ∈ {0.25,1,4} The fitness that the agent gains when her skillsets match 

the environment when the environmental state is 1. These 

are modelled separately for domains A and B. These can 

take a low (0.25), intermediate (1) or high value (4). 
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Let the agents chosen behaviour be denoted by BA for domain A and BB for 

domain B. Both components could take the realisation ∈{0,1}. This behviour will only 

be beneficial to fitness if it matches the envrironmental state in each domain. The 

environment in domain A can take one of two states,as represented by a random 

variable, SA. The state of the environment in domain B was represented by a random 

variable, SB. Both had support ∈{0,1} across both models.   

To illustrate this logic in relation to  the game against nature task, imagine that 

the game in domain A represents the use of a bow-and-arrow. Let BA = 1 represent the 

decision to use a bow-and-arrow, and BA = 0 represent the decision to not use the bow-

and-arrow. That is, BA = 1 always represents the decision to act whilst BA = 0 represents 

the decision not to act. As this is the first comparison of modular and domain-general 

decision-making in a population of theoretically-evolving agents, we take the simplest 

representation of a domain-general system as one that must decide to act or not act over 

multiple domains (Pietraszewski & Wertz, 2021). This should not be seen as a full and 

comprehensive comparison of modular or domin-general architecture, but is the first 

step towards this goal.  Let SA = 1 denote an environment where using the bow-and-

arrow would be appropriate (e.g., when hunting intermediate sized prey animals from 

a distance; Tomka, 2013). Cases where SA and BA = 1 indicate acting successfully. 

When SA = 1 and BA = 0, the agent failed to act when it would have been optimal (i.e., 

‘fails to use bow-and-arrow when appropriate’). 

Let SA = 0 represent an environment where it would be inappropriate to use the 

bow-and-arrow (e.g., when hunting a larger animal with a tough hide, or in close-

contact fighting; Tomka, 2013). SA and BA = 0 implies that the agent shows flexible 

decision-making and ‘avoids acting when inappropriate’. SA = 0 and BA = 1 implies 
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that the agent ‘acts inappropriately’. Figure 1 gives the formal payoff of the game 

against nature in domain A. 

 

 Environmental state in domain A 

0 (should not use 

bow-and-arrow) 

1 (should use 

bow-and-arrow 

Focal 

agent’s 

behaviour 

0 (does not use bow-

and-arrow) 

fAzero  ∈ {0.25,1, 4} 

(avoids using bow-

and-arrow when 

inappropriate) 

0  

(fails to use bow-

and-arrow when 

appropriate) 

1 (uses bow-and-

arrow) 

0  

(uses bow-and-

arrow 

inappropriately) 

fAone  ∈ {0.25,1, 4} 

(successful bow-

and-arrow use) 

Figure 1. The payoff matrix for the game against nature in domain A (use of bow-and-

arrow). The payoff of failing to match one’s skill to the environment is always set at 0. 

Thus, the payoff to the agent for matching her skillset to the environment is driven 

entirely by the size of the fAzero and fAone parameters.  

 

The payoff of failing to match one’s skillsets to the environment is standardised 

at 0. Of course, in the ancestral past using the wrong weapon when hunting could result 

in a heavy cost. For example, failing to hit an animal with a bow-and-arrow represents 

at best a loss of food and at worst a potentially fatal incident with a startled animal 

(Churchill, 1993). In my model, fitness payoffs were always positive as this allowed 

for reproduction to be tied to cumulative fitness. 

The appeal of matching one’s skillsets to the environment is driven entirely by 

the size of the fAzero and fAone  parameters. These are modelled separately and could take 

realisations ∈{0.25,1, 4} respectively. I focus on cases where these parameters take 
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either a low (0.25) or high value (4). Cases where fAzero and fAone = 0.25 imply there is 

only a small difference in payoff between using a bow-and-arrow or not. For example, 

in a friendly athletics demonstration it does not matter too much which equipment one 

displays. Cases where fAzero and fAone= 4 instead suggest a strong pressure to use the 

bow-and-arrow when appropriate. It is paramount to use the bow-and-arrow 

successfully at a distance to bring down easily startled game, though using it in close 

range can lead to missed opportunities or injury (Tomka, 2013). Domain B may 

represent skill learning in either a similar or distinct domain to domain A. For an 

example of a similar domain, imagine that domain B represents the decision of whether 

or not to use a spear thrower (which can be used as a projectile weapon from a distance). 

There would be an overlap between the environments where it would be optimal to hunt 

with a bow-and-arrow and environments where it would be optimal to hunt with a spear 

thrower (Hughes, 1998).   

As an example of a distinct domain to domain A, imagine that domain B 

represents cooking. As our diet expanded into a various meats and grains, it became 

increasingly important for our digestive health to process these foods correctly 

(Henrich, 2015; Wrangham, 2009). Let BB = 1 represent the decision to spend more 

time cooking food and BB = 0 represent the decision to spend less time cooking food. 

Let SB = 1 represent a case where cooking food would be appropriate. For example, 

meat must be cooked, as the ingestion of raw meat is likely to contain harmful bacteria, 

and we cannot digest raw meat, having lost a significant portion of our intestinal tract 

since the discovery of fire (Henrich & Muthukrishna, 2021). Cooking also aids 

digestibility for plants (Wrangham, 2009). In my model, cases where SB and BB = 1 

imply that the agent acts successfully (i.e., cooks food when needed). Cases where SB 

= 1 and BB = 0 imply that the agent fails to act successfully (i.e., fails to cook when 
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necessary). This could have adverse fitness effects and can even be fatal (Henrich, 

2015; Wrangham, 2009).  

Let SB = 0 represent a food which does not have to be cooked. Cases where SB 

and BB = 0 imply that the agent successfully avoids acting when unnecessary (i.e., she 

avoids overcooking her food). Cases where SB = 0 and BB = 1 imply that the agent acts 

unnecessarily (i.e., they overcook; for example, some plants emit harmful toxins when 

overcooked; Stahl et al., 1984). There may be cases where to undercook (fBzero) or to 

overcook (fBone) would not have high fitness consequences (i.e., fBzero and fBone = 0.25). 

For example, steaks can be consumed anywhere from blue to well done and – although 

individuals may have strong opinions on how they like their steak – it does not hurt to 

eat a steak that is under or over-cooked to your preference. Cases with high fitness 

consequences (fBzero and fBone = 4) instead represent cases where to under or over-cook 

would be deadly. For example, the cassava root has to be processed to an exact, detailed 

method or it may make one very ill due to toxins (Henrich, 2015). Figure 2 shows the 

payoff matrix when domain B represents the decision to cook. 

 Environmental state in domain B 

0 (should not cook 

food) 

1 (should cook 

food) 

Focal agent’s 

behaviour 

0 (does not cook) fBzero  ∈ {0.25,1, 4} 

(successfully 

avoids over-

cooking) 

0  

(under-cooks food) 

1 (cooks) 0  

(over-cooks food) 
fBone  ∈ {0.25,1, 4} 

(successful 

cooking) 

Figure 2. The payoff matrix for the game against nature in domain B (cooking food). 

The payoff of failing to match one’s skill to the environment is always set at 0. Thus, 

the payoff to the agent for matching her skillset to the environment is driven entirely 

by the size of the fBzero and fBone parameters. 
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In order to display a behaviour, the agent first formulates a belief as to the likely 

value of the environmental state. Let sA represent the agent’s belief about the value of 

the environmental state in domain A, and sB represent the agent’s belief about the value 

of the environmental state in domain B. In domain A, the agent either believes that it 

would be appropriate (sA=1), or inappropriate to use a bow-and-arrow (sA=0). In 

domain B, the agent either believes that she should cook her food (sB=1) or that cooking 

the food is unnecessary (sB=0).  

Each agent formulates her belief by independently and randomly drawing a cue 

summary from the environment. This cue summary can be thought of as the cues that 

one weighs up when trying to decide which skill would be optimal to master in the 

current environment. For example, cues suggesting the use of a bow-and-arrow include 

whether the agent is hunting a medium-sized prey animal with a soft hide.  The cue 

summary is probabilistically – not deterministically – decided by the environmental 

state and is drawn independently for both domains. When SA or SB = 1, the agent draws 

a cue summary from a normal distribution with a Mμ =1, σ =1. When SA or SB = 0, the 

agent draws a cue summary from a normal distribution with a Mμ = -1, σ =1.  

Let the agent’s private signal (i.e., cue summary) in domain A be represented 

by xA and let the agent’s private signal in domain B represented by xB. These could be 

any random value from these respective cue distribution curves. These cue summaries 

could be thought of as the agent’s private signal of evidence that the state was 1. Note 

that these cue summaries were probabilistic but not deterministic. Indeed, the difficulty 

of distinguishing between these environments was driven by the overlap of the two 

distribution curves (~31.7%). Whilst the agent could usually form accurate beliefs 

about the environment, she could occasionally be wrong about the environmental state. 

Let sA and sB to refer to the agent’s belief about the environmental state. These could 
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take support ∈{0,1} and importantly, these could be wrong. Thus, the agents made 

decisions regarding which skill to master under uncertainty. 

Once the agent has drawn a cue summary from the environment (xA or xB), she 

can translate this into her beliefs about the environmental state in each domain (sA or 

sB). The agent does this using her cognitive threshold (the minimum amount of evidence 

needed to conclude that the state is 1 in each domain). These thresholds can take any 

positive or negative value. Let the cognitive threshold in domain A be represented by 

TA and the cognitive threshold in domain B be represented by TB. For example, if the 

agent’s cue summary exceeds her cognitive threshold for domain A (xA > TA),  she 

believes that the state is 1 (sA = 1), and that it is appropriate to use the bow-and-arrow. 

When this cue summary does not exceed the threshold (xA <= TA), the agent does not 

have enough evidence to believe that sA is 1 and concludes that using the bow-and-

arrow would be inappropriate (sA=0). Similarly, in domain B, the agent will believe she 

has to cook her food when her signal exceeds her cognitive threshold (xB > TB, sB = 1) 

or believe that cooking is unnecessary when it does not (xB <= TB, sB = 0). Of course, 

the agent’s beliefs in each domain may or my not be correct and so they make decisions 

under uncertainty. 

The cue summaries were modelled so that 0 would represent unbiased cognitive 

thresholds. An agent that evolved positive cognitive thresholds thus needed more 

evidence from the environment before she would believe that the state was 1. 

Conversely, an agent who evolved negative cognitive thresholds was less discerning 

and needed less evidence from the environment to believe that the state was 1. 

Agents with modular cognition can reach distinct conclusions about the value 

of the environmental state in domains A and B because their cognitive thresholds are 

allowed to evolve separately in each domain (TA and TB). For example, this agent could 
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conclude that it is appropriate to use the bow-and-arrow in domain A (sA=1), and 

inappropriate to cook the food in domain B (sB=0). In contrast, domain-general agents 

can only reason generically about the likelihood of the state being 1 over both domains 

A and B. This is because I constrain their cognitive threshold so that T = TA = TB. In 

any domain, the agent’s beliefs about the environment can be incorrect. Thus, agents 

master asocial skills in conditions of uncertainty. 

After forming a belief about the state of the environment, the agent can then 

only display a skill if she is motivated to do so. Each agent drew a random number form 

the uninform interval [0,1] and compared this with an internal motivational threshold. 

Whenever the agent believed that the environmental state was 1 (sA = 1 or sB = 1), then 

the agent acts (i.e., plays behaviour 1) with a motivation of ProbabilityState 1 (which I 

label α for future reference). Whenever this random number exceeded the α threshold, 

then the agent would play behaviour 1. If this random number did not exceed α, then 

the agent would play behaviour 0. The probability of not acting (i.e, playing behaviour 

0) when the agent believed that the environmental state took the value 1 was therefore 

given by 1- α.  

To illustrate, imagine that the agent has enough evidence from the environment 

to conclude that using the bow-and-arrow would be appropriate (xA > TA, sA = 1). She 

will then use the bow-and-arrow with a motivation of αA or fail to use the bow-and-

arrow with a motivation of 1- αA. Likewise, imagine that the agent has enough evidence 

from the environment to conclude that she should cook her food (xB > TB, sB=1). The 

agent thus cooks her food with a motivation of αB or fails to cook with a motivation of 

1- αB. Thus, αA and αB values represent the agent’s motivation to play behaviour 1 when 

she believes that this would be optimal given the environmental state. 
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Whenever the agent believed that the environmental state was 0 (sA = 0 or sB = 

0), then she would act (i.e., play behaviour 1) with a motivation of ProbabilityState 0  

(which I label β for future reference). The probability of not acting (i.e., playing 

behaviour 0) when the agent believed that the environmental state took the value 0 was 

therefore given by 1- β. β is therefore the agent’s desire to play behaviour 1 when she 

thought that this was the suboptimal skill to master in her environment. 

To illustrate, imagine that the agent’s cue summary does not exceed her 

cognitive threshold (xA <= TA or xB <= TB), and she believes that the bow-and-arrow is 

inappropriate (sA=0), or that cooking is unnecessary (sB=0). The agent then uses the 

bow-and-arrow with a motivation of βA or fails to use the bow-and-arrow with a 

motivation of 1 - βA. Likewise, the agent cooks her food with amotivation of βB, or does 

not cook her food with a motivation of 1 - βB. Thus, βA and βB values always represent 

the agent’s motivation to play behaviour 1 when she believes that this would be 

suboptimal given the environmental state. 

Agents with modular motivation can show a distinct desire to use the bow-and-

arrow or cook (either successfully or inappropriately). This is because agents with 

modular motivation can have αA, αB, βA and βB values evolve separately in each domain. 

The agents with domain-general motivation can only show a generic desire to play 

behaviour 1 when they believe that this is optimal, as I constrain their motivation so 

that α = αA= αB. Likewise, the agents with domain-general motivation can only show a 

generic desire to play behaviour 1 when they believe that this was suboptimal, as I 

constrain their motivation so that β = βA = βB. 

Note that I model modularity separately for the cognitive and motivational 

thresholds. This gives four possible combinations of agent types: 
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1. Fully modular agents can reason distinctly about the likelihood of the bow-and-

arrow and cooking being appropriate across the two domains (TA, TB). They can 

also show a distinct desire to play behaviour 1 (i.e., use the bow-and-arrow or 

cook) across the two domains (αA, αB, βA, βB). 

2. Partly modular agents with modular cognition only can reason distinctly about 

the likelihood of the bow-and-arrow and cooking being appropriate across the 

two domains (TA, TB). However, they can only show a generic desire to play 

behaviour 1 or behaviour 0 across both domains (α, β). That is, they can only 

show a generic desire to use the bow-and-arrow and to cook. 

3. Partly modular agents with modular motivation only can only reason generically 

about the likelihood that the state was 1 across both domains (T). They only 

have a generic belief that using the bow-and-arrow and cooking is appropriate. 

However, they have a distinct desire to play behaviour 1 in both domains (αA, 

αB, βA, βB). 

4. Domain-general agents can only reason generically about the likelihood that the 

state is 1 across both domains (T) and show a generic desire to play behaviour 

1 or 0 across both domains (α, β). 

I run four models, each eliciting one of the four agent types above. It is not my aim 

to investigate which agent type is the most successful and therefore the most likely to 

become evolutionary dominant across the run. Instead, it is my intention to compare 

the mastering of skillsets, and the endpoints of evolution of the cognitive and 

motivational thresholds, across the four types of agents.  

Cognitive and motivational thresholds are left to endogenously evolve throughout 

these models. These components decide the agents behaviour (BA and BB). The payoff 
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of the agent’s behaviour also depends on the environmental state (SA and SB) in each 

domain. The agents receive an exogenous fitness value of 1 on top of the fitness that 

they accrue via playing the games against nature. This reflects the fitness that the agents 

may gather from factors besides their ability to master asocial skills.  

For every simulation, the population evolved through 20,000 generations. Each 

agent gained fitness via her behaviour in each domain as dependent on the 

environmental state. All agents received an exogenous fitness value of 1 on top of the 

points they earned from the two games. This reflected the agents fitness from 

behaviours besides skill acquisition. These values were then summed to give a total 

fitness value per agent. Note that the agents chance of having offspring was directly 

proportional to their total fitness. For every one of the 100 agents, I translated their total 

fitness value into a fitness value which was a cumulative proportion of the entire 

generation. Agents who had more fitness thus had a higher cumulative proportion value. 

To assign offspring genotype, I simply allowed a random interval between [0,1] which 

corresponded to this cumulative proportion space. Thus, parental agents with a larger 

proportional fitness would have a higher chance of having offspring, as the offspring 

agents were more likely to be sampled from these larger proportional fitness values. 

Once the offspring’s parental agent was identified, the offspring then inherited her 

parental agent’s psychological variables. Note that I allowed cognition and motivation 

to be inherited independently from different parental agents. This did not mirror sexual 

reproduction, but was instead intended to reflect how continuous, complex traits such 

as psychological phenomena are likely to be coded at multiple allele sites.  

Agents inherited the cognitive thresholds with a mutation rate of 0.5. As this was a 

continuous variable with no fixed end points, I assumed mutations to be common, but 

constrained mutation to only occur in small chunks in each time step (Mμ = 0, σ = 
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0.00125). Agents inherited their motivational thresholds with a lower mutation rate of 

0.05. Mutations occurred in steps of plus or minus 0.01 at each timestep. Note that 

mutation was constrained so that the motivational thresholds could only take a value 

between 0 and 1. The agents could never be less than 0%, or more than 100%, motivated 

to play a certain behaviour. Mutation was modelled independently for the two 

psychological components. The offspring and parental generation did not co-exist. 

Offspring agents replaced parental agents entirely once they had inherited their traits, 

as is typical of a Wright Fisher model. 

 

2.2. Parameters  

We ran 100 simulations for each possible combination of parameter space (see 

appendix 1 for full space). Each simulation consists of a population of 100 agents 

evolving over 20,000 generations. First, I vary the probability of the environmental 

state being 1 in domain A (denoted by pA) and domain B (denoted by pB). These are 

modelled separately in each domain and could take the realisations pA ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 0.9} 

and pB ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 0.9} respectively. The likelihood of the bow-and-arrow being 

appropriate does not depend on the likelihood of cooking being appropriate. 

I also vary the fAzero, fBzero, fAone and fBone parameters. These are also modelled 

separately in each domain. These give the fitness when the agent’s skillsets match the 

environmental state in domains A and B. I focus on cases where matching gives a small 

(0.25) or large payoff (4). As the full parameter space is too large to investigate here, I 

instead focus the analyses on the following four combinations of interest:   

1. Runs where the agents make decisions in two similar domains (e.g., deciding 

whether to use a bow-and-arrow or spear thrower). On these runs, both the priors 

(pA and pB = 0.1) and the fitness when the agents’ skillsets match the 
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environment favour behaviour 0 (fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4). For 

example, the individual may engage in close-contact hunting instead of using a 

bow-and-arrow or spear thrower. 

2. Runs where the agents make decisions in two similar domains, but the most 

common environmental state is not necessarily the best fit for the agent’s 

skillset. On these runs, the priors favour state 1 (pA and pB = 0.9) though the 

fitness when the agents skillset matches the environment favours behaviour 0 

(fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4). For example, it would be common for 

the agent to be able to use a bow-and-arrow to hunt deer, but the rarer and more 

beneficial prize would be to use close-contact weapons to take down larger 

animals such as mammoth. 

3. Runs where the agent makes decisions in two distinct domains. For example, 

the decision of when it is appropriate to use the bow-and-arrow or to cook. In 

these runs, the priors and fitness of matching one’s skillsets to the environment 

favour behaviour 0 in domain A but behaviour 1 in domain B (pA=0.1, pB=0.9; 

fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=4, fBzero=0.25). It is rare that the agents would need to 

use the bow-and-arrow to take down deer, but it is common that the agents need 

to cook their food. 

4. Runs where the agent makes decisions in two distinct domains, but the most 

common environmental state is not necessarily the optimal state for the agents 

to match their skillsets to (pA=0.1, pB=0.9, fAone=4, fAzero=0.25, fBone=0.25, 

fBzero=4). Here, the prior makes state 0 likely to occur in domain A but the fitness 

tied to matching one’s skillsets to the environment favour state 1 of domain A. 

For example, it may be common for the agent to have the opportunity to set 

traps for smaller animals, such as rabbit, but the larger prize would be to use the 
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bow-and-arrow to hunt the deer which are more elusive in this run. The prior 

makes state 1 in domain B likely to occur, but the fitness tied to matching one’s 

skillset to the environment favours state 0 in domain B. For example, it is 

common that we have to cook our food as our intestines cannot process raw 

meat or grains (Henrich & Muthukrishna, 2021; Wrangham, 2009). It is 

sometimes the case – though more rarely – that overcooking food is dangerous. 

For example, some plants emit toxins when overcooked (Stahl et al., 1984). 

To summrise the model, the agents must decide to ‘act’ or ‘not to act’ in two 

skill domains. To make this decision, each agent must first decide which environmental 

state the domain is in (does it favour acting [sA = 1, sB = 1] or not acting? [sA = 0, sB = 

0]). To decide this, each agent has a private signal (xA, xB) which can be thought of as 

the cues from the environment. These cues must exceed the cognitive threshold (xA > 

TA, xB > TB) for the agent to believe that the state is 1 (sA = 1, sB = 1). This signal can 

thought of as all the cues that the agent needs to decide that acting is beneficial in each 

domain (e.g., cues that suggest the arrow is needed is if we hunt intermediate sized prey 

with soft hide from a distance). If the private signal does not exceed the threshold (xA 

<= TA, xB <= TB), then the agent instead believes that the state is 0 and that they should 

not act (sA = 0, sB = 0). These beliefs can be wrong. After formulating these beliefs, the 

agent must be motivated in order to act. The agent is motivated to act with a probability 

of α when they believe that the state is 1 (and1-α for not acting), and are motivated to 

act with a probability of β when they believe that the state is 0 (and 1-β for not acting). 

Once the agent ‘acts’ (BA = 1, BB = 1) or ‘does not act’ (BA = 0, BB = 0) in each domain, 

they then receive fitness based on whether this behviour actually matches the 

environmental state (SA = 0, SA = 1, and SB = 0, SB = 1) across both domains. This will 
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be affected by the probability that the state is 1 (pA and pB) and the fitness parameters 

set in each domain (fAone, fAzero, fBone, fBzero). All agents receive an exogenous fitness 

value of 1 on top of this fitness. Fitness is then changed to a cumulative proportion 

value, so that more fit agents are more likely to have more offspring. Reproduction is 

therefore proportional to fitness. The offspring inherit cognitive (TA, TB) and 

motivational thresholds (αA, αB, βA, βB) from separate agents with a small rate of 

mutation. The offspring generation then overwrite the parental agent at each time step, 

as characteristic of a Wright-Fisher model (Suchow et al., 2017).  

Our ultimate aim is to compare how modular and domain-general agents come 

to decide to act or not act in each skill domain. To achieve this, fully modular agents 

were coded to have a separate cognitive and motivtional threshold per domain (TA, TB, 

α A, αB, β A, βB). Partly modular agents either had modular cognition but domain-general 

motivation (TA, TB, α, β) or they had domain-general cognition and modular motivation 

(T, α A, αB, β A, βB). Finally, the fully domain-general agents have constrained cognition 

so that T= TA = TB , and constrained motivation so that α = α A = αB and β= β A = βB. 

This matches the definition of domin-general systems as those that must operate to 

decide to act or not act over multiple decision-making domains simultaneously.  

 

3. Results  

Our model converged on a stable psychological architecture across the 20,000 

generations over all simulations (see appendix 2). For each parameter combination, I 

explore the behavioural outcomes of all agent types in the final generation (section 3.1), 

the psychological architecture of the final generation of agents (section 3.2) plus how 

cognition and motivation predict fitness for the final generation of agents (section 3.3). 
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I then compare the fitness of all four agent types to see whether domain-general or 

modular psychology is likely to account for skill learning (section 3.4) followed by a 

summary of the key findings (section 3.5). 

 

3.1. Did the agents learn to display the optimal skill in each domain?  

Provided that the agents can track the priors and fitness tied to matching their 

skillset to the environment, then it would be expected that all agents eventually display 

the optimal skill in each domain (Mesoudi et al., 2015; Molleman & Gächter, 2018). 

Figures 3 and 4 display the agents’ behavioural outcomes in the final generation. I plot 

the number of agents who answered both domains correctly and just one correctly. The 

remaining agents did not answer correctly in either domain.  

For runs where the agents made decisions in two similar domains of skills, there 

was a similar result across all agent types (pA=0.1, pB=0.1; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, 

fBone=0.25, fBzero=4; figure 3i). The majority of all agents (~80) answered correctly in 

both domains, with very few agents (~10) answering correctly in state 0 or state 1 of 

domain A only. When the priors and fitness to matching one’s skillset to the 

environment were consistent across two domains, the agents reached a similar 

behavioural outcome regardless of their modularity type. 

Figure 3ii displays runs where the agents decide over two similar skill domains, 

though the most common environment is not necessarily the most optimal environment 

to tailor one’s skillsets to (pA=0.9, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4). For 

example, it is common that the agent can hunt deer with a long-distance weapon, though 

the rarer and more beneficial prize may be to use a different weapon to hunt larger prey. 

Here, agents with modular motivation only and domain-general agents had ~25 agents 

answer correctly in both domains, with fewer domain-general agents managing to 
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answer just one domain correctly. Sometimes, these agents aimed to master the rarer 

skill with the higher payoffs (i.e., using a different weapon to hunt larger prey) and 

sometimes they would master the most common skill (i.e., using the spear thrower to 

hunt smaller but commonly-available deer). The fully modular agents were more likely 

to answer correctly in state 0 of domain B (~25 agents) than answer both domains 

correctly (~20 agents), suggesting that these agents attempted to display behaviour 0 as 

this would have a higher payoff, though was less common. To illustrate, fully modular 

agents would avoid using the spearthrower to hunt the commonly-available deer but 

instead use a different weapon to hunt larger prey. 

The agents with modular cognition only may have performed the best on this 

run as ~30 agents answered correctly in both domains, with ~20 agents answering 

correctly in state 1 or state 0 of domain B only. These agents may have used a bow-

and-arrow to bring down the commonly-available deer in domain A but would forego 

the spearthrower in domain B, instead seeking the opportunity to hunt larger prey. 
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Figure 3i) pA=0.1, pB=0.1; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4 
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Figure 3ii) pA=0.9, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4 
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Figure 3. The agent outcomes on runs where the agent made decisions in two 

similar skill domains. The x axis gives the possible outcomes. Both_opt represents 

cases where the agent chose the optimal behaviour in both domains, S0A indicates 

correct answers in state 0 of domain A, S0B in state 0 of domain B, S1A in state 1 of 

domain A and S1B in state 1 of domain B. Results for the fully modular agents, agents 

with modular motivation only, agents with modular cognition only and domain-general 

agents are graphed separately. The graphs display the agents’ response to i) runs where 

the priors and fitness tied to matching one’s skillsets to the environment favour state 0 

(pA=0.1, pB=0.1; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4) and, ii) runs where the most 

common environmental state to match on is not necessarily the state which gives the 

highest payoff (pA=0.9, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4). Clustered 

standard error bars represent 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals sampled across the 

100 simulations. 

 

For runs over two distinct domains, most of the modular agents answered 

optimally across both domains (~80) (pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=4, 

fBzero=0.25; see figure 4i). Any agent with a degree of modularity could avoid using the 

bow-and-arrow to hunt when inappropriate and could cook their food when appropriate. 

The domain-general agents only had ~50 agents answer optimally in both skill domains, 

and ~20 agents only answered correctly in state 0 of domain A or state 1 of domain B. 

The domain-general agents may have sometimes correctly avoided using the bow-and-

arrow or may have correctly cooked their food. However, due to having to balance their 

psychological architecture over two distinct domains, they could not always master 

both skills optimally. 

Finally, I move onto a case where the priors and fitness tied to matching one’s 

skillsets to the environment favour two different environmental states over two distinct 

domains (pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=4, fAzero=0.25, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4; see figure 4ii). To 

illustrate the sort of environment that these runs represent in reference to domain A, 
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imagine that it is common for the agent to be able to set traps to catch smaller prey such 

as rabbits, but a rarer and more prized food source would be to use the bow-and-arrow 

to hunt deer. In domain B, it is more common that we need to cook food, but it is 

sometimes the case that overcooking is dangerous (Stahl et al., 1984). Fully modular 

agents and agents with modular motivation only had similar behaviours. Approximately 

20 agents answered correctly in both domains, with  ~15-20 agents answering correctly 

in state 0 of domain A or state 1 of domain B only. The agents with modular cognition 

did slightly better, with ~40 agents answering correctly in both domains, and ~20 agents 

answering correctly in state 0 of domain A or state 1 in domain B only. Interestingly, 

the domain-general agents were the most likely to answer optimally across both 

domains (~50 agents) out of all agent types.  

In sum, when the priors and the fitness tied to matching one’s skillset to the 

environment favoured different skillsets, then all agents tried to adjust their skill to the 

most common environment rather than the environment with the highest payoffs. To 

illustrate in reference to domain A, the agents set traps for the common rabbit but do 

not use the bow-and-arrow to pursue the rarer deer. In domain B, the agents will 

sometimes overcook as cooking food is often more necessary than not having to cook. 
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Figure 4i) pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=4, fBzero=0.25 
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Figure 4ii) pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=4, fAzero=0.25, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4 
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Figure 4. The agent outcomes on runs where the agents made decisions in two 

distinct skill domains. The x axis gives the possible outcomes. Both_opt represents 

cases where the agent chose the optimal behaviour in both domains, S0A indicates 

correct answers in state 0 of domain A, S0B in state 0 of domain B, S1A in state 1 of 

domain A and S1B in state 1 of domain B. Results for the fully modular agents, agents 

with modular motivation only, agents with modular cognition only and domain-general 

agents are graphed separately. The graphs display the agents response to i) runs where 

the priors and fitness tied to matching one’s skillset to the environment favoured state 

0 in domain A but state 1 in domain B (pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=4, 

fBzero=0.25) and ii) runs where the most common environment was not necessarily the 

environment which gave the highest payoff, over two distinct domains (pA=0.1, pB=0.9; 

fAone=4, fAzero=0.25, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4). Clustered standard error bars represent 95% 

bootstrapped confidence intervals sampled across the 100 simulations. 

 

3.2: The psychological architecture of the four agent types   

I created a series of binned heatmaps to visualise how the agents’ cognition and 

motivation coevolved to drive behaviour (see Figures 5-8). The agent’s cognitive 

thresholds could take any value from - to + ∞. I used the code in appendix 3 to calculate 

the smallest and largest cognitive thresholds in the final generation of agents, then 

divided these thresholds into nine equally spaced bins, corresponding to the nine 

sections of each heatmap in figures 5-8. The agents’ α and β motivation thresholds 

could take any form from [0,1]. I partitioned this interval into ten bins accordingly, {[0, 

0.1], (0.1, 0.2], (0.2, 0.3],…(0.9, 1]}. There were two separate bins for α and β 

motivational thresholds. For every agent, I calculated which cognitive threshold bin 

they fell into, specifying which of the nine heatmaps to plot their data to. I then 

calculated which of the motivational threshold bins they fell into. There were 100 bins 

defined jointly for the α and β values and these corresponded to the exact coordinates 

of each graph. The α motivational threshold is on the x axis and the β motivational 
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threshold is on the y axis for each heatmap. I did this for all agents across each 

simulation, and when plotting to the corresponding graph space, I allowed the heatmap 

colours to track the frequency of agents observed to fall into the same cognitive 

threshold and motivational threshold bins. Darker colours represent denser patches, 

with any dark red patches of the graphs approaching 100% of agents in the same 

psychological architecture space. Meanwhile, lighter patches of the graph show less 

agents, with faint yellow indicating very few agents have this cognitive and 

motivational threshold combination. Any white spaces on the graph denotes that none 

of the agents fit into this exact cognitive and motivational threshold bin combination. 

On top of plotting the heatmap colours, I also added a black square to each graph. This 

black square represents the average agent’s cognitive threshold and motivational 

threshold.  

Figure 5 shows the psychological architecture of the four agent types on runs 

where behaviour 0 was the most common and the most fit across both domains (pA=0.1, 

pB=0.1; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4; see figure 5). This is the equivalent to 

runs where both the bow-and-arrow and the spear thrower are rarely needed and provide 

less calories than mastering a different weapon to hunt larger prey. In these runs, figure 

5 reveals that all agents had unbiased cognition between -7 and +7. Here, I use the term 

‘unbiased cognition’ to refer to agents who had cognitive thresholds around 0. As the 

summary distributions tend to associate negative cue summaries with state 0, and 

positive cue summaries with state 1, then agents with cognitive thresholds around 0 

were likely to perceive the environmental state in each domain without bias. 

Alternatively, thresholds below 0 made the agent more likely to believe that the state 

was 1 and thresholds above 0 made the agent more likely to believe that the state was 

0. The agents with unbiased cognition (who were likely to accurately perceive the 
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environmental state) had low α and β values. Thus, they were motivated to play 

behaviour 0 and avoid using both the bow-and-arrow and spear thrower when using 

these would be inappropriate.  

If the agent had a positive cognitive threshold, then their private signal was 

likely to be below this threshold (xA <= TA or xB <= TB) and thus the agent was likely 

to believe that the state was 0 (sA or sB = 0). As the β motivational threshold is used 

whenever the agent believes that the state was 0, then there was stronger selection acting 

on this value to be close to 0. As the agents were less likely to believe that the state was 

1, then there was a weaker selection acting on α which could take any value (bottom 

panels of figure 5).  

Agents with negative cognitive thresholds were likely to have a private signal 

that exceeded this threshold (xA > TA or xB > TB; see top panels Figure 5) and so they 

were likely to believe that the state was 1 (sA or sB = 1). Note that the agents with 

negative cognitive thresholds had a cognitive bias. I use this term as the agents were 

likely to develop an erroneous belief about the environmental state in each domain 

(Efferson et al., 2020). Agents with negative cognitive thresholds had a cognitive bias 

to believe that the state was 1, despite this run’s priors making state 0 more likely. Their 

motivation compensated for this cognitive bias, however. As there was strong selection 

acting on α to be 0, then the agent was still unmotivated to use the bow-and-arrow. This 

compensated for their biased beliefs that the bow-and-arrow was appropriate even when 

it would be inefficient or dangerous to use. The similar psychological space across all 

four agent types may account for the similar behavioural outcomes seen in the bar charts 

of section 3.1. 

Now I turn to cases where the agents decide over two similar skill domains, but 

the most common environment is not the environment which would provide the highest 
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payoff (pA=0.9, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4; figure 6). For example, 

it is common for the agent to be able to use her bow-and-arrow to hunt the small but 

readily available deer, but the less common target (and a richer source of calories)  

would be to use a close-range weapon to hunt larger prey such as mammoth. 

Interestingly, when the priors and the fitness tied to matching one’s skillset to the 

environment favour matching in different states, then all agent types seemingly 

converged on unbiased cognitive thresholds. Thus, they were likely to perceive the state 

of the environment accurately.  

Fully modular agents, and agents with modular motivation only, had a similar 

psychological architecture by the final generation of these runs. Agents with negative 

cognitive thresholds – who were likely to believe that the state was 1 (sA or sB = 1) – 

had a strong selection acting on α to be low to mid, while β took more of a range of 

values (bottom panels of figures 6i and 6ii). The agents with unbiased cognitive 

thresholds (middle panels of figures 6i and 6ii) had a strong selection on β to be low, 

though α took a range of values. The average agent had an α of 0.6 and an average β of 

0.2, across both domains. When the agents believed that the state was 0, then they were 

highly motivated to play behaviour 0. This was the rarer skill with the higher payoffs, 

and so perhaps it makes sense that the agents were highly-motivated to exploit this 

skillset whenever it was an option. When the agent believed that the state was 1, then 

their motivation to play behaviour 1 was weaker. Perhaps this makes sense, as if deer 

are common, we do not have to be highly-motivated to hunt them with a bow-and-arrow 

or spear thrower. There will be other opportunities to hunt.  

Agents with modular cognition only had a similar psychological architecture by 

the final generation, but with a tighter cluster on a high α and a low β value. These 

agents were thus motivated to use the bow-and-arrow or spear thrower when they were 
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likely to encounter the commonly-available deer, though they were also motivated to 

avoid the bow-and-arrow when given the opportunity to pursue the rarer but larger 

animals.  

Finally, domain-general agents with negative cognitive thresholds had strong 

selection acting on α to be zero, though β took any value (top panels of figure 6iv). 

These agents are biased to believe that the state was 1, and thus the lower α value may 

compensate and ensure that the agents do not miss an opportunity to hunt the larger but 

rarer animals. Domain-general agents with unbiased thresholds had a high α and low β 

cluster like the other agent types (middle panels of figure 6iv). Finally, agents with a 

cognitive bias to believe that the state was 0 (as they had positive cognitive thresholds; 

see bottom panels of figure 6iv) had a strong selection acting on β to be zero but α could 

take any value. Overall, the domain-general agents are maximising the chances that 

they will avoid the bow-and-arrow or spear thrower, in preference of hunting the larger 

but rarer animals. All the agents are leaning towards mastering the skillset which is 

rarer but has the higher payoff, rather than mastering the skillset which is common but 

has a lower payoff. 
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Figure 5i: Fully modular, domain A. pA=0.1, pB=0.1; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, 

fBzero=4 
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Figure 5i: Fully modular, domain B. pA=0.1, pB=0.1; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, 

fBzero=4 
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Figure 5ii: Modular motivation, domain A. pA=0.1, pB=0.1; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, 

fBone=0.25, fBzero=4 
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Figure 5ii: Modular motivation, domain B. pA=0.1, pB=0.1; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, 

fBone=0.25, fBzero=4 
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Figure 5iii: Modular cognition, domain A. pA=0.1, pB=0.1; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, 

fBone=0.25, fBzero=4 
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Figure 5iii: Modular cognition, domain B. pA=0.1, pB=0.1; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, 

fBone=0.25, fBzero=4 
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Figure 5iv: Domain-general. pA=0.1, pB=0.1; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4 
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Figure 6i: Fully modular, domain A. pA=0.9, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, 

fBone=0.25, fBzero=4 
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Figure 6i: Fully modular, domain B. pA=0.9, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, 

fBone=0.25, fBzero=4 
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Figure 6ii: Modular motivation, domain A. pA=0.9, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, 

fBone=0.25, fBzero=4 
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Figure 6ii: Modular motivation, domain B. pA=0.9, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, 

fBone=0.25, fBzero=4 
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Figure 6iii: Modular cognition, domain A. pA=0.9, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, 

fBone=0.25, fBzero=4 
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Figure 6iii: Modular cognition, domain B. pA=0.9, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, 

fBone=0.25, fBzero=4 
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Figure 6iv: Domain-general. pA=0.9, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4 

 
 

Figure 5 and Figure 6. The binned distribution heatmaps displaying the 

psychological architecture of the final generation’s phenotype for (i) fully modular 

agents; (ii) partly modular agents with modular motivation but domain-general 
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cognition; (iii) partly modular agents with modular cognition but domain-general 

motivation and (iv) fully domain-general agents when deciding in two similar skill 

domains. Figure 5 gives the results for runs where both the priors and the fitness tied to 

matching one’s skillsets to the environment favour behaviour 0 (pA=0.1, pB=0.1; 

fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4). Figure 6 gives the results for runs where the 

priors favour state 1 but the fitness tied to matching one’s skillsets to the environment 

favour displaying behaviour 0 (pA=0.9, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4). 

 

Next, I consider runs where the agents mastered skillsets over two distinct 

domains, such as when the bow-and-arrow would be inappropriate and the agents 

needed to cook their food (pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=4, fBzero=0.25). The 

fully modular agents and the agents with modular motivation only had a similar 

psychological space in domain A as they did to the runs where state 0 was favoured in 

figures 5i and 5ii. That is, the agents were motivated to play behaviour 0 regardless of 

their cognitive thresholds. The agents were thus motivated to avoid using the bow-and-

arrow when this is rarely needed and likely suboptimal.  

They had a different psychological space for domain B. Agents with unbiased 

or negative cognitive thresholds were likely to believe that the state was 1 (sB=1). In 

this case, they had a strong selection on αB to be 1, though the selection acting on βB 

was weaker and this threshold could take a range of values. Thus, the agent was 

motivated to play behaviour 1 and cook their food when this was both common and fit 

to do so. Agents with positive cognitive thresholds had a cognitive bias to believe that 

the state was 0 (sB=0). Despite this, their motivation compensated for this bias as both 

their αB and βB thresholds evolved to be close to 1. Even if the modular agents had a 

cognitive bias to believe that they did not have to cook their food, they were still highly 

motivated to cook and so could avoid the negative health consequences associated with 
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eating raw food (Wrangham, 2009). In sum, these modular agents evolved different 

cognitive and motivational thresholds across domains A and B in order to respond to 

the different priors and fitness pressures across these domains.  

The partly modular agents with modular cognition only could not change their 

motivational thresholds to the conflicting demands of domains A and B, as they only 

had one α and β value. In this case, the agents with modular cognition only had a high 

α and a low β. They were motivated to play behaviour 1 whenever they believed that 

the state was 1 and were motivated to play behaviour 0 whenever they believed that the 

state was 0. Interestingly, there were larger shifts in these partly modular agents’ 

cognitive thresholds. As modular cognition was the only modular component that this 

agent had, these thresholds shifted significantly to meet the contrasting demands of both 

domains. In domain A, all agents had positive cognitive thresholds (TA = 0-6, Mμ = 2). 

This meant that they would believe that the state was 0 when this was likely to be 

common in domain A. In this case, the low β value allowed them to play behaviour 0 

and avoid using the bow-and-arrow when this is less fit and rarely needed. In domain 

B, these agents had negative cognitive thresholds (TB =-6 - 0, Mμ = -2). This meant that 

they believed that the state was 1 when this was likely to be common in domain B. In 

this case, their high α value allowed them to play behaviour 1. They would cook food 

when it was both fit to do so and commonly-needed. Thus, these partly modular agents 

could also tailor their behaviour to the contrasting pressures of both domains (see figure 

4i, section 3.1 for behavioural outcomes), though the partly modular agents with 

modular cognition achieved this via the evolutionary trajectory of their cognitive 

thresholds while fully modular agents and agents with modular motivation only chiefly 

achieved this via the evolutionary trajectory of their motivational thresholds. 
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The domain-general agent also had a high α and a low β, though their cognitive 

thresholds could not specialise to each domain as they only had one threshold, T. They 

had unbiased thresholds by the final generation (see figure 7iv), and so they tried to 

play behaviour 1 whenever they believed that the state was 1 or played behaviour 0 

whenever they thought that the state was 0. However, this strategy only paid off half 

the time (see figure 4i, section 3.1). The other half of agents only answered one domain 

correctly or failed to answer optimally in either domain.  

Finally, I consider runs where the agents made decisions in two distinct domains 

where the most common environmental state was not necessarily the one which 

provided the highest payoff to the agents for matching their skillsets to (pA=0.1, pB=0.9; 

fAone=4, fAzero=0.25, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4; see figure 8). To illustrate, it is common that the 

agents could lay traps for small animals in domain A, though the rarer but larger prize 

would be to use the bow-and-arrow to hunt deer. It is common that the agent needs to 

cook her food in domain B, though on rare occasions there is a higher payoff to avoid 

overcooking food. 

In domain A, the fully modular agents typically had unbiased cognitive 

thresholds with a high αA though βA could take a range of values (see figure 8i). The 

average αA was 0.9 and average βA was 0.4. The fully modular agents were strongly 

motivated to play behaviour 1 when they believed that the state was 1 in domain A, and 

were weakly motivated to play behaviour 0 when they believed that the state was 0 in 

domain A. The fully modular agents were strongly motivated to use a bow-and-arrow 

to hunt deer when these were rare but a larger source of food. They were less motivated 

to build traps to catch the small but commonly available prey, perhaps because there 

would be plenty of opportunities to lay traps again.  
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        The fully modular agents in domain B had a different strategy, however. 

The agents with unbiased cognition or negative cognitive thresholds– who would 

believe that the state was 1– had a high αB though their βB threshold took a range of 

values. Agents with positive cognitive thresholds– who would believe that the state was 

0–  had a low αB and a high βB (bottom panels of domain B in figure 8i). These agents 

were thus likely to play behaviour 1, regardless of their cognitive beliefs. While the 

fully modular agents tried to use the bow-and-arrow whenever it was rare but had higher 

payoffs in domain A, they instead merely tried to do the common behaviour in domain 

B. They always cooked their food as this was commonly needed, despite the fact that 

undercooking would have higher fitness payoffs on rare occasions. 

The partly modular agents with modular motivation only had a similar 

psychological architecture to the fully modular agents in domain A (see figure 8ii). Both 

agent types tried to use the bow-and-arrow to hunt the rare deer when this was the 

option that gave the highest fitness payoffs. Their response to domain B differed, 

however (see figure 8ii). These partly modular agents had an average αB of 0.7 and an 

average βB of 0.1. They were only somewhat motivated to play behaviour 1 when they 

believed that the state was 1 in domain B, though they were strongly motivated to play 

behaviour 0 when they believed tht the state was 0 in domain B. They were somewhat 

motivated to cook, as cooking is commonly necessary. The agents with modular 

motivation only were strongly motivated to avoid cooking in the rarer cases where 

overcooking was dangerous, however. Thus, the fully modular agents would cook in 

domain B simply as this was commonly needed. The agents with modular motivation 

only instead tried to avoid overcooking when this was rare but had higher fitness 

payoffs.  
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Perhaps both phenotypes are selected for. If it does not matter too much whether 

the agent has the commonly-needed skill but with lower payoffs, or the rarely-needed 

skills with higher payoffs, then perhaps a two-strategy equilibrium will exist where the 

final generation of agents consist of individuals within either psychological space. This 

would be evidence of psychological polymorphism. By allowing cognition and 

motivation to coevolve then multiple behaviours may be selected for (Laland, 1993).  

To visualise whether psychological polymorphism could have affected the 

results, I simply adapt the code to create the binned heatmaps in appendix 3 to plot the 

final generation from one simulation at a time. While different simulations ended up 

with slightly different psychological architecture, I found no evidence for multiple 

equilibria. There were no polymorphic states by the final generation of any run. Rather 

than polymorphism explaining the varied psychological spaces reported in Figure 8, it 

could instead be that selection pushes the agents’ psychological space towards a certain 

subset of cognitive and motivational thresholds. As the agents within these 

psychological subsets typically perform equally well in terms of fitness, then perhaps 

drift will have more of an effect on the exact psychological architecture present in the 

final generation. Whether the final generation adapted the common skill with lower 

payoffs, or the rarer skill with higher payoffs, may be down to drift. Drift describes the 

effect of random sampling errors over the course of evolution (Rorabaugh, 2014). Drift 

may have acted over these generations to produce two different phenotypes, though 

both may have been plausibly selected for.  

When the priors and the fitness pressures clashed over two distinct domains, the 

partly modular agents with modular cognition did not experience any great shifts in 

their cognitive thresholds. Instead, the average agent has unbiased cognition (see figure 

8iii). They had a high α and a low β cluster, so they tried to play behaviour 1 whenever 
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they believed that the state was 1 and tried to play behaviour 0 whenever they believed 

that the state was 0. These agents merely hedged their bets to try to match their 

behaviour to the environment. The domain-general agents had a similar psychological 

architecture in the final run, though with more noise (see figure 8iv). When there were 

contrasting fitness values and prior probabilities across two domains, then the domain-

general agents may have struggled to balance their psychological architecture to the 

contrasting demands of both domains.     
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Figure 7i: Fully modular, domain A. pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=4, 

fBzero=0.25 
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Figure 7i: Fully modular, domain B. pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=4, 

fBzero=0.25 
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Figure 7ii: Modular, motivation, domain A. pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=4, 

fBzero=0.25 
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Figure 7ii: Modular, motivation, domain B. pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=4, 

fBzero=0.25 
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Figure 7iii: Modular, cognition domain A. pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=4, 

fBzero=0.25 
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Figure 7iii: Modular, cognition domain B. pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, 

fBone=4, fBzero=0.25 
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Figure 7iv: Domain-general. pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=4, 

fBzero=0.25 
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Figure 8i: Fully modular, domain A. pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=4, fAzero=0.25, 

fBone=0.25, fBzero=4 
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Figure 8i: Fully modular, domain B. pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=4, fAzero=0.25, 

fBone=0.25, fBzero=4 
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Figure 8ii: Modular motivation, domain A. pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=4, fAzero=0.25, 

fBone=0.25, fBzero=4 
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Figure 8ii: Modular motivation, domain B. pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=4, fAzero=0.25, 

fBone=0.25, fBzero=4 
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Figure 8iii: Modular cognition, domain A. pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=4, fAzero=0.25, 

fBone=0.25, fBzero=4 
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Figure 8iii: Modular cognition, domain B. pA=0.1, pB= 0.9; fAone=4, fAzero=0.25, 

fBone=0.25, fBzero=4 
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Figure 8iv: Domain-general A. pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=4, fAzero=0.25, fBone=0.25, 

fBzero=4 
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Figure 7 and Figure 8. The binned distribution heatmaps displaying the 

psychological architecture of the final generation’s phenotype for (i) fully modular 

agents; (ii) agents with modular motivation only; (iii) agents with modular cognition 

only and (iv) fully domain-general agents. These are for skill-learning over two distinct 

domains. Figure 7 gives the results for runs where both the priors and the fitness tied to 

matching one’s skillsets to the environment favour state 0 in domain A but state 1 in 

domain B (pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=4, fBzero=0.25). Figure 8 gives the 

results for runs where the priors favour state 0 in domain A and state 1 in domain B, 

but the fitness tied to matching one’s skillset to the environment instead favour state 1 

in domain A but state 0 in domain B (pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=4, fAzero=0.25, fBone=0.25, 

fBzero=4). 

 

3.3. Did the agents’ psychological components affect their fitness?  

If both cognition and motivation are influential in driving the skills that agents 

master, I would expect both components to evolve to affect fitness. Accordingly, I run 

a regression to predict how cognitive and motivational thresholds affect fitness for the 

four agent types (see table 2).  

Starting with runs where the most common and the most fit behaviour is 0 

(pA=0.1, pB=0.1; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4), then very few components 

predict fitness. The agents with modular cognition only had a smaller β predicting 

fitness (estimate=-5.90, p<0.001). The domain-general agents had a smaller α 

predicting fitness (estimate=-0.24, p=0.002). Both agents were motivated to play 

behaviour 0. This makes sense as behaviour 0 is both common and fit to play. Note that 

the domain-general agents had a higher fitness if they were unmotivated to play 

behaviour 1 when the state was 1. While this may seem counterintuitive, the priors 

made state 1 very rare and the fitness pressures also made behaviour 1 suboptimal. 

When in doubt as to whether the bow-and-arrow would be appropriate, the domain-
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general agents simply avoided using the bow-and-arrow at all. Note that none of the 

fully modular agents or partly modular agents with modular motivation had 

psychological components which evolved to affect their fitness. This again suggests 

that drift has an influential effect in the processes underlying the skills we master 

(Rorabaugh, 2014).  

When the priors favour state 1, but the fitness tied to matching one’s 

environment favours state 0 (pA=0.9, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4), 

then the agents may be torn between displaying a common but less-fit skill, or a rarely 

needed but high-fit skill. Fully modular agents had a smaller TB predict fitness 

(estimate=-0.02, p=0.03) while domain-general agents had a smaller T predict fitness 

(estimate=-0.03, p=0.003). The more fit agents thus were more likely to believe that the 

state was 1, perhaps as the priors made this likely. They needed less evidence to suggest 

bow-and-arrow use when this weapon was commonly needed. All four agents had a 

larger α value predicting fitness (table 2). All agents were highly motivated to play 

behaviour 1 when they believed that the state was 1. The most fit agents thus used the 

bow-and-arrow to hunt the common but small deer.  

Interestingly, the fully modular agents were the only agents to have a smaller βA 

predict fitness (estimate=-0.30, p=0.02). These agents would play behaviour 0 when 

they thought that the state was 0 in domain A. The more fit fully-modular agents would 

avoid using the bow-and-arrow in favour of using close-range weapons to hunt rarer 

but larger animals. While all agents had a higher fitness if they learned the bow-and-

arrow in order to hunt the small but common deer, it was the fully modular agents who 

also tried to exploit a rarer skillset with a high payoff. 
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Table 2. The regression results displaying the psychological components that 

predict fitness for each of the four agent types in runs where the agents decide in two 

similar skill domains. The fitness tied to matching one’s skillset to the environment 

always favours state 0 (fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4). The results in italic text 

give the estimates for runs where state 0 was likely (pA and, pB = 0.1) and the results in 

non-italic text give the estimates for runs where state 1 was likely (pA and pB = 0.9). 

Note that agents with domain-general cognition had the same threshold in domain B as 

they did in A, and agents with domain-general motivation had the same α and β 

motivational thresholds in domain B as they did in A. For this reason, I arbitrarily block 

out domain B and focus on domain A for these agent types. 

Psychological 

component left 

to evolve 

Agent Types 

Fully 

modular 

agents 

Modular 

motivation 

agents 

Modular 

cognition 

agents 

Domain-

general 

agents 

Intercept 8.06 *** 

(0.04) 

1.76 *** 

(0.06) 

 

7.99 *** 

(0.04) 

1.68 *** 

(0.06) 

 

8.19 *** 

(0.03) 

1.62 *** 

(0.08) 

 

8.13 *** 

(0.03) 

1.67 *** 

(0.04) 

 

Threshold A 0.006 

(0.01) 

-0.02 

(0.01) 

 

0.01 

(0.02) 

-0.01 

(0.01) 

 

-0.01 

(0.01) 

-0.01 

(0.01) 

 

0.01 

(0.01) 

-0.03 ** 

(0.01) 

 

Threshold B -0.0003 

(0.01) 

-0.02 * 

(0.009) 

 

 -0.02 . 

(0.01) 

-0.009 

(0.01) 

 

 

α motivation A 0.06 

(0.09) 

0.14 ** 

(0.06) 

 

-0.12 

(0.09) 

0.13 * 

(0.06) 

 

-0.02 

(0.09) 

0.36 *** 

(0.09) 

 

-0.24 ** 

(0.08) 

0.36 *** 

(0.05) 

 

α motivation B -0.01 

(0.08) 

0.14 * 

(0.06) 

 

0.11  

(0.10) 

0.19 ** 

(0.06) 

 

  

β motivation A -0.18 

(0.27) 

-0.30 * 

(0.13) 

0.01 

(0.20) 

-0.11 

(0.13) 

 

-5.90 *** 

(0.98) 

0.17 

(0.37) 

-0.38 

(0.32) 

0.24 . 

(0.12) 
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β motivation B -0.17 

(0.17) 

-0.10 

(0.12) 

0.27 

(0.53) 

-0.08 

(0.19) 

  

The asterisks denote the significance of our p values, with the following keys: 

*** (p<0.001) 

** (p < 0.01) 

* (p< 0.05) 
. (trend: p=0.05 – 0.10 significance) 

 

Table 3 represents two different domains, such as hunting in domain A or 

cooking in domain B. It is both rare and low payoff to use the bow-and-arrow in domain 

A and it is both common and fit to cook in domain B (pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, 

fAzero=4, fBone=4, fBzero=0.25). The partly modular agents with modular cognition had a 

larger TA predict fitness (estimate=0.07, p=0.0001). The agents needed more evidence 

to believe that the bow-and-arrow was optimal in environments where this was rarely 

needed. The domain-general agents had a smaller cognitive threshold T predicting 

fitness (estimate=-0.05, p=0.02). These agents were more likely to believe that the state 

was 1. While this was likely to be beneficial in domain B where state 1 was favoured, 

this threshold could have led to erroneous beliefs in domain A where state 0 was 

favoured. By definition, a domain-general agent cannot tailer her thresholds to the 

contrasting pressures of two domains.  

The agents with domain-general motivation had a larger α (domain-general: 

estimate=2.12, p<0.001; partly modular with modular cognition estimate=3.24, 

p=0.0002) and a smaller β (domain-general estimate=-1.69, p<0.001; partly modular 

agents with modular cognition estimate=-4.90, p<0.001) predicting fitness. These 

agents would play behaviour 1 when they believed that the state was 1, and play 

behaviour 0 when they believed that the state was 0. These motivational thresholds 

would help the agents with domain-general motivation to avoid the bow-and-arrow 
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when inappropriate, and to cook when appropriate. Interestingly, the modular 

motivational components did not evolve to predict fitness (see table 3), despite the large 

shifts in motivational thresholds for any agents with modular motivation (see figure 7, 

section 3.2). When cognition and motivation coevolved, it was difficult to pinpoint how 

exactly each affected fitness. This could suggest that drift, or random noise in each 

simulation, had a large impact in driving agent fitness and behaviour (Rorabaugh, 

2014). 

Finally, I consider two distinct domains where the most commonly-needed skill 

is not the one which gives the highest payoff (pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=4, fAzero=0.25, 

fBone=0.25, fBzero=4). For example, it is common to be able to set traps for small prey in 

domain A, but a rarer prize with higher payoffs would be to use the bow-and-arrow to 

hunt the larger deer. Similarly, cooking may be commonly-needed in domain B though 

overcooking can be more dangerous. Modular agents had a larger TA predict fitness 

(fully modular: estimate=0.02, p=0.04; partly modular with modular cognition 

estimate=0.07, p=0.0001). They were more likely to believe that the state was 0 in 

domain A when this was common. They were likely to believe that the bow-and-arrow 

was inappropriate. Interestingly, no other cognitive thresholds evolved to affect fitness 

(see table 3). 

Fully modular agents (αA estimate=0.27, p=0.04; αB estimate=0.18, p=0.001) 

and domain-general agents (estimate=0.34, p=0.0002) had larger α values predicting 

fitness (see table 3). The agents were motivated to play behaviour 1 when they thought 

that the state was 1. The partly modular agents with modular motivation had a smaller 

βB predict fitness (estimate=-0.43, p=0.006) and domain-general agents had a smaller β 

predict fitness (estimate=-0.21, p=0.02). These agents were motivated to play behaviour 

0 when they thought that the state was 0. The agents with modular motivation only 
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displayed this in domain B, where behaviour 0 was rarer but gave higher payoffs. For 

example, it is common that we need to cook our food (Wrangham, 2009). However, we 

may occasionally encounter plants which emit toxins when overcooked (Stahl et al., 

1984). It seems that the agents with modular motivation only were attempting to cook 

less in the latter case. These agents tried to master the rarer skillset with higher payoffs, 

whilst the other agents tried to master the common skillset with lower payoffs. Perhaps 

both skillsets are viable, but the one we come to master may be influenced by drift.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. The regression results displaying the psychological components that 

predict fitness for each of the four agent types in runs where the priors favoured state 0 

in domain A and state 1 in domain B (pA=0.1, pB=0.9). The results in italic text give 

runs where the fitness tied to matching one’s skillset to the environment favoured 

matching state 0 in domain A and state 1 in domain B (fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=4, 

fBzero=0.25). The results in non-italic text gives the estimates for runs where the fitness 

tied to matching one’s skillset to the environment favours matching in state 1 of domain 

A but state 0 of domain B (fAone=4, fAzero=0.25, fBone=0.25, fBzero= 4). These clash with 

the priors. Agents with domain-general cognition had the same threshold in domain B 

as they did in domain A, and agents with domain-general motivation had the same α 

and β motivational thresholds in domain B as they did in domain A. For this reason, I 

arbitrarily block out domain B and focus on domain A for these agent types. 
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Psychological 

component left to 

evolve 

Agent Types 

Fully 

modular 

agents 

Modular 

motivation 

agents 

Modular 

cognition 

agents 

Domain-

general 

agents 

Intercept 7.52 *** 

(0.54) 

1.57 *** 

(0.14) 

 

7.71 *** 

(0.32) 

1.86 *** 

(0.10) 

 

4.75 *** 

(0.86) 

1.94 *** 

(0.23) 

 

4.49 *** 

(0.26) 

1.61 *** 

(0.09) 

 

Threshold A 0.007 

(0.01) 

0.02 * 

(0.01) 

 

0.03 

(0.02) 

-0.01 

(0.02) 

 

0.07 *** 

(0.02) 

0.007 

(0.01) 

 

-0.05 * 

(0.02) 

0.01  

(0.01) 

 

Threshold B -0.02 

(0.01) 

-0.008 

(0.01) 

 

 -0.01 

(0.02) 

-0.010 

(0.13) 

 

 

α motivation A 0.04 

(0.09) 

0.27 * 

(0.13) 

 

-0.07 

(0.09) 

0.03 

(0.09) 

 

3.24 *** 

(0.88) 

0.04 

(0.23) 

 

2.12 *** 

(0.27) 

0.34 *** 

(0.09) 

 

α motivation B 0.48 

(0.55) 

0.18 ** 

(0.06) 

 

0.37 

(0.32) 

0.06  

(0.07) 

 

  

β motivation A 0.11 

(0.17) 

-0.05  

(0.06) 

0.38 . 

(0.27) 

-0.05 

(0.06) 

 

-4.90 *** 

(0.87) 

-0.48 

(0.19) 

-1.69 *** 

(0.23) 

-0.21 * 

(0.09) 

β motivation B 0.02 

(0.08) 

-0.05 

(0.18) 

-0.07 

(0.13) 

-0.43 ** 

(0.16) 

  

The asterisks denote the significance of our p values, with the following keys: 

*** (p<0.001) 

** (p<0.01) 

* (p<0.05) 
. (trend: p=0.05 – 0.10 significance) 
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3.4: Is there a difference in the fitness of the four agent types?  

Section 3.3 addresses my first research aim regarding how cognition and 

motivation coevolved to predict agent fitness. My analysis of fitness is not complete 

until I address the second research aim. This model is novel in its aim of comparing the 

skill-learning behaviour and psychological phenotypes of fully modular, partly 

modular, and domain-general agents. Here, I continue this analysis by comparing the 

fitness accrued by each of the 4 agent types by the final generation (see table 4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. The regression results displaying any differences in fitness of the four agent 

types in runs where i) both the priors and fitness tied to matching one’s skillset to the 

environment favour matching in state 0 (pA=0.1, pB=0.1; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, 

fBzero=4); ii) runs where the priors favour state 1 but the fitness tied to matching one’s 

skillset to the environment favour matching in state 0 (pA=0.9, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, 

fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4); iii) runs where both the priors and the fitness tied to 

matching one’s skillset to the environment favour state 0 in domain A and state 1 in 

domain B (pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=4, fBzero=0.25) and iv) runs where 

the priors favour state 0 in domain A and state 1 in domain B, though the fitness tied to 

matching one’s skillset to the environment favours matching in state 1 of domain A and 

state 0 of domain B (pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=4, fAzero=0.25, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4). Note that 

the domain-general agents are the omitted category to which the other three agent types 

are compared. 
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Estimates for 

regression 

predicting 

fitness 

Prior probabilities and fitness tied to matching the 

environment 

pA =0.1, pB 

=0.1 

fAone = 0.25,  

fAzero = 4,  

fBone = 0.25,  

fBzero= 4 

pA =0.9, pB 

=0.9 

fAone = 0.25, 

fAzero = 4,  

fBone = 0.25,  

fBzero = 4 

pA =0.1, pB 

=0.9 

fAone = 0.25,  

fAzero = 4,  

fBone = 4,  

fBzero = 0.25 

pA =0.1, pB 

=0.9 

fAone = 4,  

fAzero = 0.25,  

fBone = 0.25, 

fBzero = 4 

Intercept 8.06 *** 

(0.018) 

1.91 *** 

(0.016) 

6.43 *** 

(0.020) 

1.88 *** 

(0.01) 

Modular 

cognition 

-0.017  

(0.03) 

0.012 

(0.02) 

1.55 *** 

(0.03) 

0.06 ** 

(0.02) 

Modular 

motivation 

-0.06 * 

(0.03) 

-0.04 . 

(0.02) 

1.59 *** 

(0.03) 

-0.02 

(0.02) 

Fully modular -0.005  

(0.026) 

-0.025  

(0.022) 

1.62 *** 

(0.03) 

0.03 

(0.02) 
The asterisks denote the significance of our p values, with the following keys: 

*** (p<0.001) 

** (p<0.01) 

* (p<0.05) 
. (trend: p=0.05 – 0.10 significance) 

 

When the priors and fitness pressures both favoured state 0 (pA=0.1, pB=0.1; 

fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, fBzero=4), then the partly modular agents with modular 

motivation had less fitness than domain-general agents (estimate=-0.06, p=0.02). When 

mastering two similar skillsets, domain-general psychology seemed to be sufficient 

and, if anything, modular motivation was a disadvantage. 

We now consider runs where both the priors favoured state 1, though the fitness 

pressures favoured behaviour 0 (pA=0.9, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=0.25, 

fBzero=4). This is when the agent could master two similar skillsets (e.g., the bow-and-

arrow and spear thrower) but the most common skillset is not necessarily the one with 

the highest payoff. The regression revealed no differences in fitness between the 

domain-general and modular agents. I further broke down these findings with linear 

combinations to compare the modular agents fitness (see appendix 4). These revealed 

that the partly modular agents with modular cognition only had a higher fitness than the 
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partly modular agents with modular motivation. A further regression confirmed that 

agents with modular motivation had less fitness than agents with domain-general 

motivation on these runs (see appendix 5). This confirms my above interpretation: 

domain-general psychology is sufficient when mastering two similar skillsets and (if 

anything) modular motivation is a disadvantage in terms of fitness. 

We then consider runs where the priors and fitness pressures favour state 0 in 

domain A, but state 1 in domain B (pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=0.25, fAzero=4, fBone=4, 

fBzero=0.25). This run is the equivalent of mastering two distinct skillsets. In this run, all 

modular agent types accrued more fitness than the domain-general agents (fully 

modular, estimate=1.62, p<0.001; agents with modular cognition only, estimate=1.55, 

p<0.001; agents with modular motivation only, estimate=1.59, p<0.001). The linear 

combinations confirmed that the fully modular agents accrued more fitness than partly 

modular agents with modular cognition only (see appendix 4). A further regression 

confirmed that agents with modular cognition always had a higher fitness than agents 

with domain-general cognition, while agents with modular motivation always accrued 

a higher fitness than agents with domain-general motivation (see appendix 5). Taken 

together, it thus seems that fully modular psychology is necessary when mastering 

skillsets in two distinct domains.  

Finally, I consider a run where the priors favour state 0 in domain A but the 

fitness pressures favour behaviour 1, and the priors favour state 1 in domain B though 

the fitness pressures favour behaviour 0 (pA=0.1, pB=0.9; fAone=4, fAzero=0.25, 

fBone=0.25, fBzero=4). This is the equivalent of mastering two distinct skillsets, where the 

most common skill to master gives a lower payoff than the rarer skill to master. To 

illustrate in reference to domain A, there is an abundancy of small prey which we can 

build traps to catch. However, the larger but rarer deer could be hunted with the bow-
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and-arrow. To illustrate in reference to domain B, it is common that we need to cook 

our food. On rare occasions, there would be a higher fitness consequence to avoid 

overcooking food however (e.g., some plants emit harmful toxins when overcooked; 

Stahl et al., 1984).  

The partly modular agents with modular cognition had a higher fitness than 

domain-general agents on these runs (estimate=0.06, p=0.007). The linear 

combinations revealed that both fully modular agents and agents with modular 

cognition only accrued a higher fitness than the partly modular agents with modular 

motivation only (see appendix 4). A further regression confirmed that agents with 

modular cognition always had a higher fitness than agents with domain-general 

cognition on these runs, though there was no difference in fitness between the domain-

general and modular motivational processes (see appendix 5). Taken together, it thus 

seems that modular cognition is uniquely important when mastering two distinct 

skillsets, in cases where the priors and the fitness pressures clash. Perhaps modular 

cognition is needed to weigh up the contrasting fitness pressures of multiple domains. 

To summarise, domain-general psychology may be sufficient when the agents master 

skillsets in two similar domains though modular psychology seems to be necessary 

when the agents master skillsets in two distinct skill domains, with a particular 

emphasis on modular cognition. 

 

3.5. Summary of the key results   

This analysis focused on (i) how our cognition and motivation coevolved to 

influence the asocial skills that we master and, (ii) whether the decision-making 

underlying asocial skills was likely to be domain-general, partly modular, or fully 
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modular in nature. This analysis revealed a large range of results which, to aid the 

discussion, I summarise as three key findings below: 

1. Domain-general psychology seems to be sufficient when the agent mastered 

skillsets over two similar domains, while modular psychology may have been 

necessary when the agent mastered skillsets over two distinct domains.  

2. The partly modular agents with modular cognition only experienced a larger 

shift in their cognitive thresholds when mastering skills over two distinct 

domains (section 3.2). Interestingly, the agents with modular cognition 

outperformed agents with modular motivation when mastering skillsets over 

two domains, where the most common skill had a lower payoff than a rarer skill. 

Taken together, this suggests a unique role of modular cognition when agents 

come to master distinct skillsets.  

3. The varied psychological architecture in the final generation of agents (section 

3.2), coupled with the fact that few psychological components reliably evolved 

to predict agent fitness (section 3.3), may suggest that drift had a large impact 

on the skillsets that we come to master. 

 

4. Discussion  

I investigated the psychological systems that likely uphold our ability to master 

skills over a variety of domains. I found that domain-general psychology was sufficient 

to explain performance over two similar domains, but modular psychology was 

necessary when agents mastered skills across two distinct domains.  

Domain-general psychology was shown to be important across two similar 

domains in the current model. Here, I considered two similar domains to be those where 
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certain environments were equally likely to occur and when there were similar fitness 

payoffs to mastering the correct skillset in each environment. For example, two 

domains requiring similar weapon-use. Whilst this is just one skill domain, throughout 

the ancestral past, individuals may also have had to be skilled in multiple other domains 

(Henrich, 2015; Henrich & Muthukrishna, 2021).  

Modular psychology may be best placed to explain performance over such a 

wide domain of skillsets (Charbonneau, 2016; Goschke & Bolte 2012). Indeed, fully 

modular agents accrued the most fitness on the runs with two distinct domains. 

Interestingly, agents with modular cognition consistently accrued more fitness than 

agents with domain-general cognition and modular motivation (see appendix 4). The 

partly modular agents with modular cognition also experienced a large shift in their 

cognitive thresholds.  

If modular cognitive processing is important, then these results may support the 

massive modularity hypothesis of Evolutionary Psychology (Cosmides & Tooby, 

1994). To illustrate, let us return to the example from the introduction of the gatherer 

who sees a spider and quickly withdraws to a safe distance. Her behaviour may be 

consistent with a threat-detection module which has evolved specifically to process and 

avoid poisonous animals (Öhman & Mineka, 2001) rather than being evidence of a 

limited domain-general pool of resources (Vergauwe et al., 2021). While Evolutionary 

Psychology has been criticised for its limited discussions of culture (Confer et al., 2010; 

Gangestad et al., 2006), modularity may still be able to account for the wide variation 

in skillsets that have been observed across cultures. Modules can remain plastic to 

environmental inputs (Barrett & Kurzban, 2006; Mercado, 2008; Verbeke & Verguts, 

2019) and the modules that arise throughout our development are likely shaped by 

culture (Müller, 2007; Reader, 2006).  
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Of course, modular motivation was also influential in driving the agent 

behaviour across two domains. However, there was an inconsistent effect of motivation 

on agent behaviour and fitness. Consider runs over two distinct domains where the most 

common behaviour is not necessarily the most fit (see figure 8). In domain B, the fully 

modular agents would cook food simply as this was commonly needed though this had 

a lower payoff than selectively undercooking some food, such as plants that can emit 

harmful toxins (Stahl et al., 1984). Instead, the partly modular agents with modular 

motivation only tried to undercook when this was rare but had higher payoffs. These 

agents thus showed two different behaviours, with fully modular agents mastering a 

common skillset with a lower payoff but the partly modular agents mastering a rarer 

skillset with a higher payoff. Perhaps this may be due to a path dependence effect, 

where small differences in the route of evolutionary trajectories differentially affected 

these agents (Bentley et al., 2004). The modular cognition of fully modular agents may 

have affected the evolutionary trajectory of their modular motivational thresholds in 

unexpected ways (Laland, 1993). 

Note that there were no cases of psychological polymorphism, or multiple 

psychological architectures being present, in the final generation of agents across this 

model’s runs (see appendix 3). This suggests that selection was pushing the agents 

towards a certain subset of psychological space. This is perhaps the most evidence on 

runs over two distinct domains, where the most commonly needed skillset has a lower 

payoff than a skillset which is rarely needed (see figure 8). Some agents were selected 

for that tried to play behaviour 0 when the state was 0 in domain B. These agents master 

a rarer skillset, but with a higher payoff. For example, these agents stay attuned to the 

rare event that overcooking is dangerous and try to cook less. Alternatively, some 

agents are selected for that play behaviour 1. After all, it is more common that we need 
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to cook our food than not (Wrangham, 2009). If either space could be selected for, then 

the exact psychological architecture of the final generation of agents may depend on 

drift. Drift describes the random fluctuations in a population which may have large 

consequences on the evolution of a psychological characteristic further down the 

generations (Rorabaugh, 2014). Drift has previously been shown to affect cultural 

evolutionary outcomes in domains such as name preferences and random copying errors 

in pottery art (Bentley et al., 2004; Billiard & Alvergne, 2018; Rorabaugh, 2014). 

Further supporting a role of drift in this model, there were very few psychological 

components which directly predicted agent fitness (see section 3.3).  

If drift commonly affects the evolutionary trajectory of skill acquisition, this 

suggests that future models should explore this process in detail. Interestingly, there is 

often an overlap in the kind of skills that emerge in different cultural groups who share 

similar ecological conditions (Henrich, 2004; Richerson & Boyd, 2008). This may 

suggest that certain factors mediate the effect of drift. While random copying errors can 

influence the trajectory of cultural evolution (Rorabaugh, 2014), it may be the case that 

drift can be counteracted by the unique propensity for high-fidelity social learning that 

is seen across human cultures (Heyes, 2018; Legare, 2017; Muthukrishna et al., 2017; 

Whiten, 2019). The complex myriad of skills and toolkits that we display is thought to 

be underlaid by a unique propensity for social learning which produces an advanced 

cultural repertoire in humans (Henrich, 2015; Mesoudi & Thornton, 2018; Richerson 

& Boyd, 2008). Future modelling efforts could aim to investigate the space in which 

such a high-fidelity learning process would likely emerge. 

Adding social learning processes to this model may also change the results in 

regard to the importance of modularity. Social learning may be underlaid by a domain-

general reasoning process which allows the learner to craft a multitude of rules 
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regarding what skills to learn and from who (Heyes, 2019). One’s social learning ability 

is often linked to one’s ability to engage in trial-and-error learning, which suggests that 

these learning processes share an underlying mechanism (Mesoudi, 2011; 

Muthukrishna et al., 2016). Skills can be learned via both trial-and-error (Mesoudi, 

2011; Muthukrishna et al., 2016), and social learning (Legare & Nielsen, 2015; 

McElreath et al., 2018). A mixture of the two processes may be preferred, as trial-and-

error can compensate for cases where social learning would lead to suboptimal 

behaviours (Mesoudi, 2008; Truskanov & Prat, 2018). Taken together, this evidence 

suggests that asocial skills may be underlaid by domain-general processes, if the model 

is updated to consider both trial-and-error and social learning.   

It is worth noting that this model was simplistic in that the agents needed only 

to choose between one of two behaviours when mastering a skill. Throughout our 

ancestral past, it is likely that we would have had to master skills with multiple 

equilibria which were constantly changing due to environmental fluctuations (Deffner 

et al., 2020). For example, Mesoudi et al. (2015) employed an arrow designing task, 

whereby participants could change the material of the arrow, the size of the arrow point 

or the colour of their arrow (though only the first two affected fitness when hunting). 

Learning a skill is likely to be more complex in a task where multiple, intertwining 

factors must be mastered. Perhaps social learning becomes more necessary here 

(Mesoudi et al., 2015; Muthukrishna et al., 2016; Truskanov & Prat, 2018). 

Perhaps the parameter space chosen for my model favoured modularity. This 

could be due to modelling the prior probability of environmental states, and the fitness 

when the agent matched their skillset to the environment, separately across both 

domains. When these variables fluctuate separately, then it perhaps makes sense for a 

modular psychological system to emerge which supports decision-making over distinct 
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domains. However, it may be the case that certain skillsets become linked over time 

and thus a domain-general reasoning ability cannot be ruled out (Bolhuis et al., 2011; 

Heyes, 2019). In my model, I considered the use of a bow-and-arrow when hunting and 

the decision of when to cook food as two distinct domains. However, these two domains 

may become linked as having success with a bow-and-arrow when hunting prey implies 

that the agent must also learn to cook meat.  

Finally, perhaps another simplicity of this model is that all agents had to master 

skills across two domains. Perhaps it is not always necessary for agents to become 

skilled over multiple domains. Since the agricultural revolution, there has been an 

intensification in the division of labour across skillsets (Muthukrishna & Henrich, 

2016). This is because humans were able to cultivate food to such an extent, that a 

surplus of supplies allowed individuals within a  group to specialise in different relevant 

skills which could then be exchanged for other resources. For example, some 

individuals would know how to farm the local crops while other individuals could 

specialise in a different area, such as finding medicinal plants (Henrich, 2015; 

Wrangham, 2009). Rather than one agent having to both hunt and cook as in my model, 

instead imagine a group where some agents specialise in hunting and some other agents 

specialise in cooking. Interestingly, this division of labour makes our performance in 

certain skillsets remarkably cooperative (Henrich, 2015). The chef will only cook if the 

hunter can provide the meat and the hunter will only eat if the chef can cook adequately.  

       Perhaps modular psychology would only be necessary when an agent has 

to master a wealth of skillsets across a variety of domains for their own survival. To 

use the common phrase, perhaps in ancestral environments it was necessary for early 

humans to be modular in order to become a ‘jack of all trades’. However, the 

intensification of division of labour that emerged approximately 10,000 years ago may 
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have created a different niche for our psychological architecture to evolve to (Laland & 

O’Brien, 2011; Muthukrsihna & Henrich, 2016). Rather than being a ‘jack of all trades’, 

humans may have shifted to become a ‘master of one’. Future modelling efforts should 

investigate how this division of labour may influence the selection pressure for domain-

general or modular psychology. 

In summary, domain-general psychology was sufficient to underlie the agent’s 

ability to master skills across two similar domains while modular psychology was 

needed to specialise to the demands of two distinct domains. Modular cognition 

experienced a large shift to the contrasting demands of multiple distinct domains and 

was important in driving agent behaviour. Finally, it is worth noting that cognition and 

motivation coevolved to influence agent behaviour in unique ways which may be 

affected by drift. Future extensions to this model could make this a more complete 

account of skill acquisition, for example by adding a period of social learning or by 

considering a division of labour. However, my main aims of this model were to 

investigate how cognition and motivation coevolved to influence the emergence of 

asocial skills, and to highlight whether domain-general, partly modular, or fully 

modular psychology could uphold these skills. All else being equal, modular 

psychology may be necessary to uphold the unique wealth of skills that human cultures 

display. 
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6. Appendices 

Appendix 1: The full parameter space of the asocial skills model 

The bash file (runSimulations*.txt) found at OSF link (see Appendix 3) 

details the full parameter space controlled by the researcher. Most of these 

parameters were fixed. The parameters that I varied included: 

• probStateAOne and probStateBOne variables (given by pA and pB in-text). 

These took one of 3 values: 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9. 

• The fitness when one’s skillset matches the environment. Note that if the 

agent displayed a different behaviour to the environment, then I 

standardised their fitness at 0. The fitness tied to displaying the skillset that 

matched the environmental state was given by the fAone, fAzero, fBone, and fBzero 

parameters in-text. These took one of 3 values: 0.25, 1 and 4. 

• The modularity of the agent type. I controlled these with the probFullMod, 

probTwoCog (for partly modular agents with modular cognition) and 

probTwoMotiv (for partly modular agents with modular motivation) 

respectively. These dummies took a 0 or 1 value. For example, if 

probFullMod was 1, then this run would be for all fully modular agents. If 

probFullMod was 0, then none of the agents would be fully modular and 

instead one of the other modularity types would be explored. Note that there 

is no variable modelled for domain-general agents. I modelled this so that, 

if probFullMod, probTwoCog and probTwoMotiv were all at 0, then all 

agents in this run would be domain-general by default. Whilst I consider 

runs to be unanimous across agent types, an interested researcher could 

force a split between all 4 agent types (for example, by coding probFullMod, 

probTwoCog and probTwoMotiv values to take 0.25 value each for an equal 
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split). Then the agent type that rises to fixation may be evolutionary 

dominant over the others. 

So, for each agent type I varied both the probability of the state being 1 and the 

fitness tied to matching one’s skillset to the environment. Each of these variables took 

one of 3 values, and I varied 6 such variables. This gave 36 variables which gave 729 

runs. I ran these for each of the 4 agent types, giving 2916 runs overall. These runs are 

too extensive to investigate in the appendices and so I merely note that I upload the data 

to a Dropbox folder repository if of interest but the analysis was only ran for the cases 

reported above for brevity: 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ojyhxk6cuks9hu1/AAD8CG_YOA3F3kYVRD

w0tq8Ia?dl=0. There are multiple files uploaded, one for each of the parameter 

combinations. The files called disagg* contain the data for the final generation of 

agents. These values were used to create the heatmaps in section 3.2, and the 

regressions in section 3.3. The file called popDataAgentTypes* represented the 

cognitive and motivational values averaged over the four agent types of interest over 

the generations. This was used to make the line graph in appendix 2. The files called 

popDataAgentTypesCorr* give the number of agents answering correctly throughout. 

This data was used to make the clustered barchart in section 3.1. Finally, the 

popData* file gives data aggregated over the agent types but was unused in the 

analysis. 

 

  

 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ojyhxk6cuks9hu1/AAD8CG_YOA3F3kYVRDw0tq8Ia?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ojyhxk6cuks9hu1/AAD8CG_YOA3F3kYVRDw0tq8Ia?dl=0
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Appendix 2: The line graphs confirming that these runs converged on a stable 

psychological architecture. 

Appendix 2A: The line graphs for runs where the priors and fitness tied to 

matching skillsets to the environment favour environment 0 (pA =0.1, pB =0.1, 

fAone = 0.25, fAzero = 4, fBone = 0.25, fBzero = 4) 

i) Fully modular agents 
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ii) Partly modular agents with modular motivation 
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iii) Partly modular agents with modular cognition 
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iv) Domain-general agents 
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Appendix 2B: The line graphs for runs where the priors favour environment 

0 but the fitness tied to matching skillsets to the environment favour 

environment 1 (pA =0.9, pB =0.9, fAone = 0.25, fAzero = 4, fBone = 0.25, fBzero = 4) 

i) Fully modular agents 
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ii) Partly modular agents with modular motivation 
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iii) Partly modular agents with modular cognition 
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iv) Domain-general agents 
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Appendix 2C: The line graphs for runs where the priors and the 

fitness tied to matching skillsets to the environment favour state 0 in domain 

A but state 1 in domain B (pA =0.1, pB =0.9, fAone = 0.25, fAzero = 4, fBone = 0.25, 

fBzero = 4) 

i) Fully modular 
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ii) Partly modular agents with modular motivation 
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iii) Partly modular agents with modular cognition 
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iv) Domain-general agents 
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Appendix 2D: The line graphs for runs where the priors and the 

fitness tied to matching skillsets to the environment clash over both domains. 

In domain A state 0 is common though state 1 is more fit to match on. In 

domain B, state 1 is common though state 0 is more fit to match on (pA =0.1, 

pB =0.9, fAone = 4, fAzero = 0.25, fBone = 0.25, fBzero = 4). 

i) Fully modular agents 
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ii) Partly modular agents with modular motivation 
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iii) Partly modular agents with modular cognition 
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iv) Domain-general agents 
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Appendix 3: The scripts used to run the models and analysis. 

As my agent-based models and analysis scripts were divided into one of 

the four agent types (fully modular, partly modular agents with modular cognition 

only, partly modular agents with modular motivation only and domain-general 

agents), I divide my OSF repositories accordingly. Each repository contains the 

agent-based model (consisting of a h file, an m file and a main file to compile in 

Objective C), random number generators for Objective C, the bash file to run the 

simulations for each combination of the parameters of interest. Plus, each 

individual repository has some R analysis scripts: one for generating the line 

graphs in appendix 2, one for generating the clustered bar charts seen in section 

3.1 and one for generating the heatmaps and regression by psychological 

components in sections 3.2 and 3.3. These are: 

• Full modular agents: 

https://osf.io/xnj9s/?view_only=136842560d9240b48fdd918154375d07 

• Partly modular agents with modular cognition only: 

https://osf.io/4xywe/?view_only=730cca4e8c964bf6974e2b1c97b9f08b 

• Partly modular agents with modular motivation only: 

https://osf.io/nq3v4/?view_only=0e53cc7f0605464d841c4f9594a62e69 

• Domain-general agents: 

https://osf.io/7gje3/?view_only=c97372d5304040c3b49e6ee7f5b9e1f5 

 

Finally, I also include an overall repository where I attach the script for the 

regression reported in section 3.4 which compared each agent type: 

https://osf.io/mx8vz/?view_only=40984bf6f40e4654a4b78bbcc8f14fb5.  

https://osf.io/xnj9s/?view_only=136842560d9240b48fdd918154375d07
https://osf.io/4xywe/?view_only=730cca4e8c964bf6974e2b1c97b9f08b
https://osf.io/nq3v4/?view_only=0e53cc7f0605464d841c4f9594a62e69
https://osf.io/7gje3/?view_only=c97372d5304040c3b49e6ee7f5b9e1f5
https://osf.io/mx8vz/?view_only=40984bf6f40e4654a4b78bbcc8f14fb5
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Appendix 4: The linear combinations performed between all the modular agent 

types. 

These confirm the points made in-text. The fully modular agents and partly 

modular agents with modular cognition only often accrued more fitness than partly 

modular agents with modular motivation only. Fully modular agents and agents with 

modular cognition only were often indistinguishable in terms of fitness, supporting 

the conclusion that modular cognition is more important to skill learning. 

 

Appendix 4. The linear combinations  compare the fitness of all the modular agent 

types, for the regression reported in Table 3, section 3.4 of the main text. These linear 

combinations are run for all parameter combinations of interest.  

Prior 

Probabilities 

Linear Combination 

Fully modular - 

modular 

motivation 

Fully modular - 

modular 

cognition 

Modular motivation - 

modular cognition 

pA =0.1, pB 

=0.1 

fAone = 0.25,  

fAzero = 4,  

fBone = 0.25,  

fBzero = 4 

F(1,39996)=4.19, 

p=0.04 

F(1,39996)=0.16, 

p=0.688 

F(1,39996)=2.30, p=0.13 

pA =0.9, pB 

=0.9 

fAone = 0.25, 

fAzero = 4,  

fBone = 0.25,  

fBzero = 4 

F(1,39996)=0.52, 

p=0.47 

F(1,39996)=3.65, 

p=0.057 

F(1,39996)=5.64, p=0.02 

pA =0.1, pB 

=0.9 

fAone = 0.25,  

fAzero = 4,  

fBone = 4,  

fBzero = 0.25 

F(1,39996)=1.32, 

p=0.25 

F(1,39996)=6.30, 

p=0.01 

F(1,39996)=2.05, p=0.15 

pA =0.1, pB 

=0.9 

fAone = 4,  

fAzero = 0.25,  

fBone = 0.25, 

fBzero = 4 

F(1,39996)=4.49, 

p=0.03 

F(1,39996)=2.02, 

p=0.15 

F(1,39996)=8.97, p=0.003 
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Appendix 5: A regression predicting agent fitness based on whether they 

had modular or domain-general cognition, and modular versus domain-general 

motivation 

This regression confirms that modular cognition always outperforms domain-

general cognition as soon as the agent makes decisions over disparate domains with 

conflicting priors and fitness pressures. The fitness differences between having 

modular motivation and domain-general motivation are less clear cut, however. This 

again confirms my hypothesis that modular cognition may be important to the 

learning of asocial skills. 
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Appendix 5. The regression results displaying any differences between domain-

general and modular cognition, versus domain-general and modular motivation, for 

each parameter combination. The domain-general agents were the omitted category of 

this regression as they were dummy coded as 0. 

Prior Probabilities Estimates for regression predicting fitness 

Intercept Cognitive 

threshold 

dummy (0 = 

domain-general, 

1 = modular) 

Motivation 

threshold dummy 

(0 = domain-

general, 1 = 

modular) 

pA =0.1, pB =0.1,fAone 

= 0.25,  

fAzero = 4, fBone = 0.25, 

fBzero = 4 

8.05 *** 

(0.016) 

0.020 

(0.018) 

-0.02 

(0.018) 

pA =0.9, pB =0.9,fAone 

= 0.25, 

fAzero = 4, fBone = 0.25, 

fBzero = 4 

1.913 *** 

(0.014) 

0.013 

(0.016) 

-0.038 * 

(0.016) 

pA =0.1, pB =0.9,fAone 

= 0.25,  

fAzero = 4, fBone = 4, 

fBzero = 0.25 

6.81 *** 

(0.018) 

0.789 *** 

(0.021) 

0.829 *** 

(0.021) 

pA =0.1, pB =0.9,fAone 

= 4,  

fAzero = 0.25, fBone = 

0.25,fBzero = 4 

1.88 *** 

(0.013) 

0.05 *** 

(0.015) 

-0.022 

(0.015) 

The asterisks denote the significance of our p values with the following key: 

* = 0.05 

** = 0.01 

*** <0.001 

. = trend 
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Abstract 

 

It is unclear how individuals come to coordinate on social norms over distinct 

domains. For example, deciding when it is appropriate to dance and which side of the 

road to drive on. Moreover, the optimal social norm may not necessarily be the norm 

that most group members choose. I investigated whether agent cognition and/or 

motivation should be flexible across domains (i.e., domain-general) or should be 

specialised in each domain (i.e., modular) when acquiring social norms. I ran a model 

where agents tried to coordinate on two coordination games to mirror this uncertainty 

that individuals have when choosing their social behaviours over two distinct domains. 

I found that domain-general psychology could uphold coordination on two social norms 

with similar fitness landscapes. Modular psychology was instead needed for two 

distinct domains. When the most common environment is not necessarily optimal to 

coordinate in, then some simulations ended with agents coordinating on the most fit 

behaviour and others ended with agents coordinating on the common behaviour. Agents 

who coordinate on a norm simply because it is common may uphold a maladaptive 

social norm. To summarise, modular psychology allows us to coordinate on distinct 

social norms but cannot prevent coordination on maladaptive social norms. 

 

Keywords: social norms, coordination, drift, maladaptive norms, modularity, domain-

general 
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1. Introduction  

Picture a conference delegate who is attending a meeting at Oxford. She dresses 

formally, drives to the conference centre and, upon arrival, accepts a champagne flute 

ready to toast her fellow speakers. While these discrete series of decisions may seem 

obvious to those of us that regularly attend conferences, the behaviour itself is highly 

arbitrary and driven by a series of social norms. Social norms are rules which guide our 

behaviour and are successful when more members of a social group coordinate on them 

(Gintis, 2004; Legare, 2017). Our conference delegate clearly has a norm regarding the 

conventionality of the occasion which influenced her choice of dress. She also has a 

norm regarding if and when alcohol consumption is appropriate at these events.  

There are seemingly infinite social rules that guide behaviour. Beyond our 

example of a conference, there are norms regarding when to help others (Gintis et al., 

2005; 2008; Henrich et al., 2001; Henrich & Muthukrishna, 2021; House, 2018), what 

behaviours are considered moral (Curtin et al., 2020; Gelfand et al., 2020; McNamara 

et al., 2019; Mrazek et al., 2013; Price, 2005; Purzycki et al., 2018) and how to signal 

one’s belonging to a group (Smaldino et al., 2018; Sosis et al., 2007). Even deciding 

which side of the road to drive on is a social norm (Hao et al., 2017; Hindriks, 2019).  

This breadth of social norms becomes even more complicated when one 

considers that societies can uphold arbitrary or maladaptive social norms (Boyd & 

Richerson, 2007). For example, social norms regarding female genital cutting (Efferson 

et al., 2020a), foot-binding (Gavrilets, 2020) and suicide trends (Mesoudi, 2009) are 

individually harmful and yet can be upheld at a group level. When the most fit 

behaviour is not actually the most common among the group, then the individuals may 

face a dilemma and perhaps uphold a maladaptive norm (Boyd & Richerson, 2007). 
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To make coordination even more complex, it is not necessarily clear which 

behaviour would be optimal to coordinate on for each social norm (Henrich & 

Muthukrishna, 2021). Consider a social norm regarding dance. Dancing can be 

ritualistic, such as prior to a ceremony or sporting event (Gelfand et al., 2020; Hartigan, 

2011). There are also times when dancing would be inappropriate such as in formal 

work meetings. Individuals have to track whether dancing (and countless other norms) 

are beneficial over multiple contexts and so this model investigates how agents come 

to coordinate in two distinct social domains when uncertain, to reflect this complexity. 

It is important to understand the psychological mechanisms that could uphold 

such a wealth of social norms. There are a multitude of decision-making domains which 

may be guided by social norms, which has led some researchers to conclude that our 

decision-making is domain-general (Heyes, 2012; 2018; Simon & Hessen, 

2019).Domain-general psychological systems are those that remain flexible to many 

inputs (Kan et al., 2013; Vergauwe et al., 2010). Consider our conference delegate 

again. She decides to dress formally, drive to the conference, and propose a toast. All 

of these behaviours are sufficiently abstract and novel in the ancestral past that they are 

likely upheld by a flexible cognitive system. 

This is in contrast to the predictions of Evolutionary Psychology, which argues 

that complex human behaviour is driven by massive modularity (Cosmides & Tooby, 

1994). This means that human behaviour is driven by a series of modules, or cognitive 

processes that are each designed to work on one specific input to produce a certain 

output (Cosmides & Tooby, 1994). These modules may lead to cognitive adaptations 

that are designed to address recurrent issues that we faced throughout our ancestral past 

(Price, 2008). Complex social norms can be obtained via higher-order modules 

(Sperber, 1994; Sperber & Hirschfeld, 1999; 2004). These modules synthesise the input 
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of many separate periphery processing modules and allow us to coordinate on complex 

social behaviour (Barrett & Kurzban, 2006; Sperber & Hirschfeld, 1999). 

Social norms operate across a wealth of distinct domains (Henrich & 

Muthukrishna, 2021) which may suggest the need for a modular psychological system 

that can specialise per each domain (Charbonneau, 2016). Modularity need not be 

upheld by genetically selected cognitive biases alone. Indeed, the dominant concept of 

modularity in the evo-devo literature sees modules as psychological systems that can 

emerge throughout development and are shaped by the cultural institutions that one is 

embedded in (Müller, 2007; Reader, 2006). Researchers also do not need to commit to 

a viewpoint of full modularity (Cosmides & Tooby, 1994) or full domain-generality 

(Bolhuis et al., 2011). Human cognition can perhaps best be understood via a mixture 

of modular processes and domain-general learning rules (Chiappe & McDonald, 2005; 

Stephen, 2014). 

While there has been a keen theoretical debate over this topic, it is necessary for 

models to investigate the emergence of social norms in agents with domain-general or 

modular psychology to understand which system is likely to uphold complex human 

social behaviour (Laker et al., 2021). This current model aims to address this gap in the 

literature by comparing how a group of agents with domain-general psychology versus 

modular psychology come to coordinate on social norms in two distinct domains. These 

domains may or may not provide contrasting selection pressures for coordination.  

Defining modularity may be difficult based on previous critiques of this 

concept. There are many interpretations of a ‘module’ in literature (Fodor, 1983; 

Frankenhuis & Ploeger, 2007; Spunt & Adolphs, 2017; Stokes & Bergeron, 2015). To 

address this debate, I note that the defining feature of a module that most researchers 

agree on is functional specialisation. That is, modules are designed to work on one 
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specific input alone (Pietraszewski & Wertz, 2021). This also corresponds to the notion 

of ‘independent evolvability’ of modules in evo-devo research (Müller, 2007). Building 

on these definitions, I model modular agents to have separate psychological systems 

that can specialise per each distinct domain, For domain-general mechanisms to guide 

decision-making over multiple domains, then it is necessary to consider the decision to 

‘act’ or ‘not act’ as the highest level of abstraction over these domains.  

Previous research has focused on the importance of cognitive modularity, 

though it is my view that motivation is just as important in driving behaviour (Delton 

et al., 2011; Öhman & Mineka, 2001; Tooby et al., 2006; Williams, 2020). To illustrate 

with an example, should our motivation to uphold a social norm regarding a painful and 

humiliating group initiation be the same as our motivation to uphold a social norm 

regarding which colour clothing to wear?  

Previous models have investigated cognition and motivation by fixing one at an 

arbitrary baseline and allowing the other to evolve (Delton et al., 2011). Modellers 

likely did this to avoid psychological polymorphism. That is, leaving cognition and 

motivation to coevolve may affect behaviour in infinite ways. Previous models have 

had to focus on simplistic representations of human behaviour to avoid polymorphism 

(Laland, 1993). There is a trade-off between the simplicity of a model and the extent to 

which it captures complex and meaningful human behaviour, however (Kendal et al., 

2018). When ancestral humans began to coordinate on group norms, then their 

cognitive and motivational systems would have evolved in-tandem. Previous models 

that fixed one psychological aspect and allowed the other to evolve may therefore make 

an oversimplification. I thus seek to give equal footing to cognitive and motivational 

systems by allowing the two to coevolve throughout this model’s run. 
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Finally, modelling a cognitive and motivational component of agent psychology 

allows me to test the case of a partly modular agent, between the extremes of full 

modularity (Cosmides & Tooby, 1994) and full domain-generality (Bolhuis et al., 

2011). Partly modular agents may have modular cognitive thresholds (which can evolve 

separately to the demands of each of the two social norm domains) and domain-general 

motivation (which must be flexible across the demands of both domains). Alternatively, 

partly modular agents may have domain-general cognition (which must be flexible 

across the demands of both social norm domains) and modular motivation (which can 

evolve separately to the demands of each of the two domains).  

To recap, I investigate the likely psychology of agents who aim to coordinate 

on two distinct social norms. This model can be thought of as having two novel aims: 

1. To investigate how cognition and motivation coevolve to influence the agents’ 

ability to coordinate on two distinct social norms. 

2. To investigate whether fully domain-general, fully modular, or partly modular 

psychology (with modular cognition only or modular motivation only) is likely 

to uphold our decision of whether to coordinate when we are uncertain as to 

which behaviour is the optimal social norm over various domains. 

 

2: Methods  

2.1 Model description  

A population of 100 agents are randomly assigned into a dyad. Each dyad plays 

two coordination games, labelled as domain A and domain B throughout. During these 

games, the agent chooses between one of two behaviours. Let the agents chosen 

behaviour be denoted by BA for domain A and BB for domain B. Both components could 
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take the realisation ∈{0,1}. These can broadly be thought of as the decision to act (0) 

or not to act (1). 

The agent must try to anticipate what the partner with whom she has been paired 

will choose. This pressure to coordinate with one’s partner makes the coordination 

game analogous to coordinating on a social norm (Efferson et al., 2008). If the agent 

does not choose the same option as her partner, then both parties fail to receive a payoff. 

I refer to this as ‘miscoordination’. One option will be worth more points to both parties 

to coordinate on than the other. This is called the Pareto dominant or optimum (Kets et 

al., 2021), though in this chapter I refer to this outcome as ‘coordinating on an optimal 

social norm’. If the agents coordinate on the other option, then this would be 

‘coordinating on a suboptimal social norm’. 

The payoff of the agent’s behaviour not only depends on her partner’s behaviour 

but also the value of the environmental state. The state of the environment in domain A 

was represented by a random variable, SA, and the state of the environment in domain 

B was represented by a random variable, SB. Both had support ∈{0,1}.  These states 

affect which behaviour would be optimal to coordinate on. When the state is 1, then 

coordinating on behaviour 1 would be coordinating on the optimal social norm (i.e., 

acting is optimal) while coordinating on behaviour 0 would be coordinating on the 

suboptimal social norm (i.e., not acting is suboptimal). When the state is 0, then 

coordinating on 0 would be coordinating on the optimal social norm (i.e., not acting is 

optimal) and coordinating on 1 would be coordinating on the suboptimal social norm 

(i.e., acting). Miscoordination in either domain produces zero payoff. See table 1 for 

the parameters of the model that I run. 
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Table 1: The notations and variables used throughout the model 

Symbol Model description 

SA,SB ∈{0,1}  The environmental state in domain A or B 

respectively. 

BA,BB ∈{0,1}  The behaviour employed by the agent in domains A 

and B respectively. 

xA,xB ∈ (-∞, +∞) The cue summary drawn from the environment to help 

the agent decide which state the environment is likely 

to be in for both domains A and B respectively. 

sA,sB ∈{0,1}  The state that the agent believes the environment is in 

for both domains A and B respectively. These can be 

wrong. 

TA,TB ∈ (-∞, +∞) The cognitive threshold of evidence needed to believe 

that the state is 1 in domains A and B.  

(Note just T for domain-general agents). 

αA,αB ∈[0,1] The agents’ motivation to play behaviour 1 when they 

believe that the state is 1 for domains A and B 

respectively. 

(Note just α for domain-general agents). 

βA,βB ∈[0,1] The agents’ motivation to play behaviour 1 when they 

believe that the state is 0 for domains A and B 

respectively. 

(Note just β for domain-general agents). 

pA,pB ∈ {0.1,0.5,0.9} The probability that the state will be 1 in both domains 

A and B respectively. 

fAzero,  fBzero ∈ {0.25,1,4} The fitness that the agent gains when she coordinates 

on the suboptimal social norm with her partner in state 

0 of domains A and B. This can take a low (0.25), 

intermediate (1) or high value (4) and can be assigned 

independently in both domains A and B. 

fAone,  fBone ∈ {0.25,1,4} The fitness that the agent gains when she coordinates 

on the suboptimal social norm with her partner in state 

1 of domains A and B. This can take a low (0.25), 

intermediate (1) or high value (4) and can be assigned 

independently in both domains A and B. 

 

To illustrate the logic of this coordination game, I shall walk through an in-

depth example. Imagine domain A reflects a social norm regarding dance. Let BA = 0 

represent the decision not to dance and BA = 1 represent the decision to dance. That is, 

BA = 1 always represents the decision to act whilst BA = 0 represents the decision not 

to act. As this is the first comparison of modular and domain-general decision-making 

in a population of theoretically-evolving agents, we take the simplest representation of 
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a domain-general system as one that must decide to act or not act over multiple domains 

(Pietraszewski & Wertz, 2021). This should be seen as the first step towards a full 

comparison of domain-genneral and modular agents.  

 Let SA = 1 denote a context where dancing is common, such as during a group 

ritual (Legare, 2017). Cases where SA = 1 and BA = 1 thus represent the agent acting 

optimally (i.e.,  ‘dancing as a ritual’). Coordinating on this ritual is likely to increase 

one’s wellbeing and social standing (Monteiro & Wall, 2011). Cases where SA = 1 and 

BA = 0 instead imply that the agent fails to act optimally (i.e., she ‘fails to dance as 

ritual’). This may occur negative fitness consequences, such as ostracism for failing to 

uphold the group’s norms (Gintis, 2003; van den Berg et al., 2012). 

Let SA = 0 represent a case where dancing is inappropriate, such as during a 

work meeting. Cases where SA = 0 and BA = 0 imply that the agent avoids acting 

inappropriately (i.e, ‘avoids dancing inappropriately’). Cases where SA = 0 and BA = 1 

instead imply that the agent acts inappropriately (i.e., ‘dances inappropriately’). This 

may attract negative attention (Mu et al., 2015). The value of the environmental state 

determines which of these behaviours will be the optimal social norm to coordinate on. 

Figure 1 gives the formal payoff matrix of a coordination game using this example. 
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State = 0: Dancing would be inappropriate      
 

 

State = 1: Dancing would be a ritual      

 

Figure 1. The payoff matrix for the coordination game in domain A (the dancing 

domain). Note that the payoff to coordinating on the suboptimal social norm is 

decided by the fAzero and fAone parameter. 

 

The payoffs of miscoordination are standardised at 0 and the payoffs of 

coordinating on the optimal social norm are standardised at 4. Of course, failing to 

uphold a social norm could also result in negative fitness payoffs (e.g., ostracism, 

exclusion, attack; van den Berg et al., 2012). In my model, fitness payoffs were always 

positive as this allowed for reproduction to be tied to cumulative fitness.Thus, the 

pressure to coordinate in this model is driven entirely by the size of the fAzero, fAone, fBzero 

and fBone parameters. These represent the payoffs to coordinating on the suboptimal 

norm and could take realisations ∈{0.25,1, 4} respectively. When these are set to 0.25, 

then there is a large pressure to coordinate on the optimal social norm due to the large 

 Partner’s behaviour 

0 (dances 

inappropriately) 

1 (avoids 

dancing when 

inappropriate) 

Focal agents’ 

behaviour 

0 (dances 

inappropriately) 

fAzero  ∈ {0.25,1, 4} 0 

1 ( avoids dancing 

when inappropriate ) 

0 4 

 Partner’s behaviour 

0 (Fails to dance 

as ritual) 

1 (Dancing as ritual) 

Focal agents’ 

behaviour 

0 (Fails to dance as 

ritual) 

fAone  ∈ {0.25,1, 

4} 

0 

1 (Dancing as ritual) 0 4 
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payoff difference. Put simply, there is a cost to coordinating on the suboptimal norm. 

To illustrate with an example, there is a strong selection to coordinate on not dancing 

when in a formal work meeting, as dancing is likely to be reprimanded.  

Alternatively, if the payoff to coordinating on the suboptimal social norm is 4, 

then there is no difference in the payoffs between coordinating on the ‘suboptimal’ and 

the ‘optimal’ option. Thus, there would be no particular selection pressure to play 

behaviour 0 or 1. To illustrate in reference to domain A, imagine a club. The agent may 

dance on the dance floor or may not dance and join a conversation at the lounge. Either 

way, the behaviour is likely to be positive. Note that in this case, there are no costs to 

suboptimal coordination. As behaviour 0 and 1 are expected to give equal payoffs, then 

the agents do not necessarily need to coordinate on one behaviour over the other. 

A similar payoff structure applies to domain B. Domain B may be a similar 

social norm to domain A, or completely distinct. For a similar example, imagine that 

domain B represents the decision to chant as a ritual. There is likely to be an overlap 

between the states where dancing and chanting are ritualistic (Gelfand et al., 2020).   

As an example of a distinct domain, imagine that domain B represents the 

decision of which side of the road to drive on (Hao et al., 2017; Hindriks, 2019). Let BB 

= 0 represent the decision to drive on the left-hand side of the road and BB = 1 represent 

the decision to drive on the right-hand side of the road. Let us arbitrarily consider 

driving on the right-hand side of the road ‘acting’ in this example. When SB = 1 and BB 

= 1, then the agent successfully acts, or drives on the right-hand side of the road when 

most other drivers do (e.g., in the US). Let us refer to this as ‘successful right-hand 

driving’. When SB = 1 and BB = 0, then the agent does not act optimally; they drive on 

the opposite side of the road to the norm and thus risks a crash. Let us refer to this as 

‘risky left-hand driving’. When SB = 0 and BB = 0, then the agent successfully avoids 
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acting; they avoid driving on the right-hand side of the road when most other drivers 

avoid this (e.g., in the UK). Let us refer to this as ‘successful left-hand driving’. When 

SB = 0 and BB = 1, then the agent acts unsuccessfully (i.e., they drive on the wrong side 

of the road and risk a crash). Let us refer to this as ‘risky right-hand driving’.  

If me and my partner both drive on the left-hand side of the road when everyone 

else drives on the right, then we risk a crash. This domain therefore has a high fitness 

pressure to coordinate on the optimal social norm (fBzero =0.25 and fBone =0.25). 

However, there still may be cases when there is no expected difference in fitness 

between driving on either side of the road. For example, when there is an obstruction 

blocking some of the road and so all drivers temporarily shift to driving on the wrong 

side (fBzero =4 and fBone =4; see Figure 2). 
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State = 0: Driving on the left      

 

 

State = 1: Driving on the right      

 

Figure 2. The payoff matrix for the coordination game when domain B is distinct to 

domain A (the driving domain). Note that the payoff to coordinating on the 

suboptimal social norm is decided by the fBzero and fBone parameter. 

 

In order to decide whether she wishes to dance, or drive on the right-hand side 

of the road, then the focal agent must first formulate a belief about the state that she 

thinks the environment is in. Let the agent’s belief about the state of the environment 

in domain A be represented by sA, and her belief about the state of the environment in 

domain B be represented by sB. These could take support ∈{0,1}. The agent either 

believes that dancing is a ritual (sA = 1), or she believes that dancing would be 

inappropriate in the current scenario (sA = 0). Likewise, the agent either believes that 

driving on the right-hand side of the road is common (sB = 1) or that driving on the left-
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hand side of the road is common (sB = 0). These beliefs about the environmental state 

can be wrong and so the agents made decisions regarding which social norm to 

coordinate on under uncertainty. 

To formulate her belief regarding the likely state of the environment, each agent 

draws a cue summary in domains A and B. This cue summary can be thought of as all 

the evidence that the agent can gather from the environment to calculate whether a 

behaviour is a social norm. For example, signs that dancing is a social norm would 

include if all the group members dance together, if the movements are synchronised 

and if the dance has a symbolic meaning or takes part before an important event (e.g., 

the haka before playing rugby; Hartigan, 2011).  

For simplicity, imagine that all of these cues are represented by one value– the 

cue summary– in my model. The cue summary is probabilistically– but not 

deterministically– decided by the value of the environmental state. When SA =1 or SB 

= 1, then the agent draws a cue summary from a normal distribution with a Mμ =1, σ 

=1. When SA =0 or SB = 0, then the agent draws a cue summary from a normal 

distribution with a Mμ = -1, σ =1. Let the agent’s cue summary in this model be 

represented by xA in domain A and xB in domain B. These could be any random value 

from the respective distribution curves. The difficulty of distinguishing between these 

environments was driven by the overlap of the two distribution curves (~31.7%). Whilst 

the agent could usually form accurate beliefs about the environment, she could 

occasionally be wrong about the environmental state. 

Once the agent has drawn her cue summary (xA or xB), she must then translate 

this into her beliefs about the environmental state in each decision-making domain (sA 

or sB). To do this, the agent compares her cue summary to her cognitive threshold. This 

is the minimum amount of evidence that an agent needs from the environment to 
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conclude that the state is 1. These thresholds can take any positive or negative value. 

Let the cognitive threshold in domain A be represented by TA and the cognitive 

threshold in domain B be represented by TB.  When xA > TA, then the agent believes that 

dancing is a ritual (sA = 1). When xA <= TA, then the agent does not have enough 

evidence to believe that dancing is a ritual and thus believes that dancing would be 

inappropriate (sA = 0). When xB > TB, then the agent believes that driving on the right-

hand side of the road is the norm (sB=1). When xB <= TB, then the agent does not have 

enough evidence that driving on the right-hand side of the road is the norm and so they 

believe that driving on the left side is the norm (sB=0).  

The cue summaries were modelled so that 0 would represent unbiased cognitive 

thresholds. An agent that evolved positive cognitive thresholds thus needed more 

evidence from the environment before she would believe that the state was 1. 

Conversely, an agent who evolved negative cognitive thresholds was less discerning 

and needed less evidence from the environment to believe that the state was 1. 

An agent with modular cognition can reach different conclusions about the 

likelihood of the state being 1 in both domains. This is because TA and TB take separate 

values in both domains and evolve to the unique selection pressures of either domain. 

Instead, agents with domain-general cognition can only reason generically about the 

likelihood that the state is 1 over both domains. I achieve this by constraining domain-

general cognition so that T = TA = TB. 

Once the agent has formulated her beliefs about the appropriateness of dancing 

or driving on the right-hand side of the road in each domain, she can then only play a 

certain behaviour if she is motivated to do so. Each agent drew a random number form 

the uninform interval [0,1] and compared this with an internal motivational threshold. 

Imagine that the agent’s cue summary exceeds her cognitive threshold (xA > TA or xB > 
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TB) and she thus believes that the state is 1 (sA = 1 or sB = 1). Whenever the agent 

believed that the environmental state was 1 (sA = 1 or sB = 1), then they would play 

behaviour 1 with a motivation of ProbabilityState 1 (which I label α for future reference). 

Whenever this random number exceeded the α threshold, then the agent would play 

behaviour 1. If this random number did not exceed α, then the agent would play 

behaviour 0. The probability of playing behaviour 0 when the agent believed that the 

environmental state took the value 1 was therefore given by 1- α.  

To illustrate with reference to domain A, the agent believes that dancing would 

be ritualistic, and that driving on the right-hand side of the road is common. The agent 

is then motivated to dance with a threshold of αA and is motivated to drive on the right-

hand side of the road with a threshold of αB. Alternatively, the agent may play the 

behaviour which is likely to be suboptimal with a motivation of 1- αA and 1- αB 

respectively. Thus, αA and αB values represent the agent’s motivation to play behaviour 

1 when she believes that coordinating on behaviour 1 is to coordinate on the optimal 

social norm. That is, αA and αB values represent the agent’s desire to act when they 

believe that coordinating on action is optimal. 

Whenever the agent believed that the environmental state was 0 (sA = 0 or sB = 

0), then she would act (i.e., play behaviour 1) with a motivation of ProbabilityState 0  

(which I label β for future reference). The probability of not acting (i.e, playing 

behaviour 0) when the agent believed that the environmental state took the value 0 was 

therefore given by 1- β. β is therefore the agent’s desire to play behaviour 1 when she 

thought that this was the suboptimal skill to master in her environment, or the 

suboptimal social norm to coordinate on.  

To illustrate with reference to domain B, imagine that the agent’s cue summary 

does not exceed her cognitive threshold (xA <= TA or  xB <= TB) and she thus believes 
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that the state is 0 (sA=0 or sB=0). The agent believes that dancing would be 

inappropriate and that driving on the left-hand side of the road is common. The agent 

is then motivated to dance with a threshold of βA and is motivated to drive on the right-

hand side of the road with a motivation of βB. Alternatively, the agent may play the 

behaviour which is likely to be optimal with a motivation of 1-βA or 1-βB respectively. 

Thus, βA and βB values represent the agent’s motivation to play behaviour 1 when she 

believes that coordinating on behaviour 1 is to coordinate on the suboptimal social 

norm. That is, βA and βB values represent the agent’s desire to act when they believe 

that coordinating on action is suboptimal. 

An agent with modular motivation can show a distinct desire to dance (as a 

ritual or inappropriately) and a distinct desire to drive on the right-hand side of the road 

(successfully or as a risky decision). This is because the motivational thresholds αA, αB, 

βA and βB all take separate values and can evolve to the unique selection pressures of 

domains A and B. Instead, a domain-general agent can only show a generic desire to 

play behaviour 1 when she believes that this is optimal in both the dancing and driving 

domain. I achieve this by constraining domain-general motivation, so that α = αA= αB. 

Domain-general agents also have a generic desire to play behaviour 1 whenever they 

believe that this is suboptimal in both the dancing and driving domain. I achieve this 

by constraining domain-general motivation, so that β = βA = βB. 

I model modularity separately for the cognitive and motivational thresholds. 

These possible combinations give four agent types: 

1. Fully modular agents can reason distinctly about whether dancing or driving on 

the right-hand side of the road is likely to be the optimal social norm to 

coordinate on in both domains (TA, TB) and can show a distinct desire towards 
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dancing or driving on the right-hand side of the road in both domains (αA, αB, 

βA, βB). 

2. Partly modular agents with modular cognition. These agents can reason 

distinctly about whether dancing or driving on the right-hand side of the road is 

likely to be the optimal social norm to coordinate on in both domains (TA, TB), 

though can only show a generic desire towards playing behaviour 1 across both 

domains (α, β). They can only show a generic desire towards dancing and 

driving on the right-hand side of the road. 

3. Partly modular agents with modular motivation. These agents can only reason 

generically about the likelihood of the optimal behaviour to coordinate on 

across both the dancing and driving domains (T), though they can show a 

distinct desire towards dancing or driving on the right-hand side of the road (αA, 

αB, βA, βB). 

4. Domain-general agents can only reason generically about the likelihood of the 

optimal behaviour to coordinate on across both the dancing and driving domains 

(T) and can only show a generic desire towards playing behaviour 1 across both 

domains (α, β). They can only show a generic desire towards dancing and 

driving on the right-hand side of the road. 

We ran four models each forcing one of the agent types above. The aim of this 

model is to investigate whether the agents can coordinate on two distinct social norms 

in two distinct domains and, if they can coordinate, how the agents’ cognition and 

motivation support this behaviour. Regardless of the four agent types, cognition and 

motivation are the variables that are left to endogenously evolve throughout my model.  
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These variables decide the focal agent’s behaviour (BA and BB). The payoff of 

the agent’s behaviour also depends on her partner’s behaviour (BA and BB) and the 

environmental state in both domains (SA and SB). The possible outcomes of the agent’s 

behaviour are to coordinate with her partner on the optimal social norm (when her 

behaviour matches her partner’s and matches the environmental state); to coordinate on 

the suboptimal social norm (when her behaviour matches her partner’s but does not 

match the environmental state) or miscoordination (when her behaviour does not align 

with her partner’s). 

This model is unique in considering the payoffs from two different domains 

with uncertainty in each domain regarding which behaviour is the optimal social norm 

to coordinate on. Each agent receives an exogenous fitness value of 1 point on top of 

the fitness that she accrues via her interactions with her partner in the two coordination 

games. This reflects the fitness from the agent’s decisions in areas besides her ability 

to coordinate on certain social norms. These values were then summed to give a total 

fitness value per agent. Note that the agents chance of having offspring was directly 

proportional to their total fitness. For every one of the 100 agents, I translated their total 

fitness value into a fitness value which was a cumulative proportion of the entire 

generation. Agents who had more fitness thus had a higher cumulative proportion value. 

To assign offspring genotype, I simply allowed a random interval between [0,1] which 

corresponded to this cumulative proportion space. Thus, parental agents with a larger 

proportional fitness would have a higher chance of having offspring, as the offspring 

agents were more likely to be sampled from these larger proportional fitness values. 

Once the offspring’s parental agent was identified, the offspring then inherited 

her parental agent’s psychological variables. Note that I allowed cognition and 

motivation to be inherited independently from different parental agents. This did not 
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mirror sexual reproduction, but was instead intended to reflect how continuous, 

complex traits such as psychological phenomena are likely to be coded at multiple allele 

sites. 

Offspring agents inherit the cognitive and motivational thresholds from the 

parental agents with a small rate of mutation (see SI text for full model details).  Agents 

inherited the cognitive thresholds with a mutation rate of 0.5. As this was a continuous 

variable with no fixed end points, I assumed mutations to be common, but constrained 

mutation to only occur in small chunks in each time step (Mμ = 0, σ = 0.00125). Agents 

inherited their motivational thresholds with a lower mutation rate of 0.05. Mutations 

occurred in steps of plus or minus 0.01 at each timestep. Note that mutation was 

constrained so that the motivational thresholds could only take a value between 0 and 

1. The agents could never be less than 0%, or more than 100%, motivated to play a 

certain behaviour. Mutation was modelled independently for the two psychological 

components. The offspring and parental generation did not co-exist, and reproduction 

was proportional and affected by mutations, as is typical of a Wright Fisher model 

(Suchow et al., 2017). 

 

2.2. Parameters 

We ran a population of 100 agents for 20,000 generations and repeated this for 

100 simulations for each possible combination of parameter space. See appendix 1 for 

the full parameter space of my model. First, I vary the probability with which the 

environmental state is 1 in domain A (denoted by pA) and the probability with which 

the environmental state is 1 in domain B (denoted by pB). These are modelled separately 

and could take realisations pA ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 0.9} and pB ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 0.9} respectively. 
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That is, the environmental state in one coordination domain does not depend on the 

environmental state in the other domain.  

We also vary the fAzero, fBzero, fAone and fBone parameters. This is the fitness given 

to agents for coordinating on the suboptimal social norm. These are modelled 

independently for both domains. The payoff for coordinating on the suboptimal social 

norm is either much lower than coordinating on the optimal social norm (0.25), is 

intermediate (1), or is the same as coordinating on the optimal social norm (4). This 

gives a strong, intermediate, or weak selection pressure to coordinate on the optimal 

behaviour respectively.  

The full parameter space of my model is too large to investigate here. For 

clarity, I focus the analysis on the following combinations of the priors and the fitness 

tied to suboptimal coordination: 

1. Runs where the agents try to coordinate in two similar domains, such as dancing 

as ritual in domain A and chanting as ritual in domain B. On these runs, the 

priors make a certain environmental state likely, and the fitness tied to 

suboptimal coordination favour coordination in this state which is likely to 

occur. Here, I consider a run where both the priors (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1) and the 

fitness tied to suboptimal coordination favour coordination on inaction in state 

0 (fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4). 

2. Runs where the agents decide whether to coordinate in two similar domains, 

though the state which is most likely to occur would not necessarily be the most 

fit state to coordinate in. This run could lead to an outcome where the most fit 

behaviour to coordinate on is not necessarily the one that is popular to uphold 

by the group. To illustrate with an example, a group may have a social norm to 

dance and chant regularly as a ritual, but this will be a costly norm to uphold if 
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the group lives on a calorific knife-edge. Here, I consider a run where the priors 

favour state 1 (pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9) though the fitness tied to suboptimal 

coordination favour inaction i.e., coordination in state 0 (fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, 

fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4).  

3. Runs where the agents try to coordinate in two distinct domains, such as dancing 

as ritual in domain A and driving on a certain side of the road in domain B. On 

these runs, both the prior probabilities and the fitness tied to suboptimal 

coordination favour coordinating on inaction in state 0 of domain A but 

coordinating on action in state 1 of domain B (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 0.25, 

fAone = 4, fBzero = 4, fBone = 0.25).  

4. Runs where the agents try to coordinate in two distinct domains, though the 

environmental state which is likely to occur is not the most fit state to coordinate 

in. This run could lead to an outcome where the most fit behaviour to coordinate 

on is not necessarily the one that is most popular in the group. On these runs, 

state 0 is common in domain A though there is a higher fitness payoff to 

coordinating on action ( state 1); and state 1 is common in domain B though 

there is a higher fitness payoff to coordinating on inaction (state 0) (pA = 0.1, pB 

= 0.9, fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4). This run can potentially 

shed light on how maladaptive social norms may be upheld in two distinct social 

domains. 

To summarise the model, the agents must decide to ‘act’ or ‘not to act’ in two 

social coordination domains. To make this decision, each agent must first decide which 

environmental state the domain is in (does it favour coordination on acting [sA = 1, sB 

= 1] or not acting? [sA = 0, sB = 0]). To decide this, each agent has a private signal (xA, 
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xB) which can be thought of as the cues from the environment. These cues must exceed 

the cognitive threshold (xA > TA, xB > TB) for the agent to believe that the state is 1 (sA 

= 1, sB = 1). This signal can thought of as all the cues that the agent needs to decide 

that acting is beneficial in each domain (e.g., cues that dancing is a ritual is if all actions 

are synchronised and if it takes place before a community event). If the private signal 

does not exceed the threshold (xA <= TA, xB <= TB), then the agent instead believes that 

the state is 0 and that they should not act (sA = 0, sB = 0). These beleifs can be wrong. 

After formulating these beliefs, the agent must be motivated in order to act. The agent 

is motivated to act with a probability of α when they believe that the state is 1 (and1-α 

for not acting), and are motivated to act with a probability of β when they believe that 

the state is 0 (and 1-β for not acting). Once the agent ‘acts’ (BA = 1, BB = 1) or ‘does 

not act’ (BA = 0, BB = 0) in each domain, they then receive fitness based on whether 

this behviour actually matches the environmental state (SA = 0, SA = 1, and SB = 0, SB 

= 1) and their partner’s behaviour (BA = 0, BA = 1, and BB = 0, BB = 1) across both 

domains. Miscoordiation gives no fitness (when the agent’s behviour clashes with both 

the environment and their partner). The agents get optimal fitness (4) when their 

behviour matches both the environmental state and their partner’s behaviour. Finally, 

the fitness pressures are driven by the parameters associated to suboptimal 

coordination: when the agent’s behviour matches their partner’s, but clashes with the 

environmental state. 

 The fitness of these behaviours will be affected by the probability that the state 

is 1 (pA and pB) and the fitness parameters set in each domain (fAone, fAzero, fBone, fBzero). 

All agents receive an exogenous fitness value of 1 on top of this fitness. Fitness is then 

changed to a cumulative proportion value, so that more fit agents are more likely to 

have more offspring. Reproduction is therefore proportional to fitness. The offspring 
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inherit cognitive (TA, TB) and motivational thresholds (αA, αB, βA, βB) from separate 

agents with a small rate of mutation. The offspring generation then overwrite the 

parental agent at each time step, as characteristic of a Wright-Fisher model (Suchow et 

al., 2017).  

Our ultimate aim is to compare how modular and domain-general agents come 

to decide to act or not act in each social coordination domain. To achieve this, fully 

modular agents were coded to have a separate cognitive and motivtional threshold per 

domain (TA, TB, α A, αB, β A, βB). Partly modular agents either had modular cognition but 

domain-general motivation (TA, TB, α, β) or they had domain-general cognition and 

modular motivation (T, α A, αB, β A, βB). Finally, the fully domain-general agents have 

constrained cognition so that T= TA = TB , and constrained motivation so that α = α A = 

αB and β= β A = βB. This allows domain-general aagents to decide to act or not act over 

multiple decision-making domains simultaneously.  

 

 

3. Results   

All models converged on a stable psychological architecture across the 20,000 

generations over all simulations (see appendix 2). For each case, I explore whether the 

final generation of agents coordinate (section 3.1), the agents’ underlying psychological 

architecture by the final generation (section 3.2), which aspects of psychology (i.e., 

cognition and/or motivation) affect agent fitness (section 3.3) and compare the fitness 

of the four agent types (section 3.4). Finally, Section 3.5 summarises the main findings 

of this model.  
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3.1. Did the agents coordinate on a social norm?  

When the payoffs to coordination are sufficient, and the priors are meaningful, 

then the dominant outcome of a coordination game should be for all parties to 

coordinate on the Pareto optimum (Kets et al., 2021). Thus, it is expected that agents 

who were able to identify the unique priors and fitness payoffs in each domain would 

coordinate on the Pareto optimum. Figure 3 reveals that there were very few cases of 

miscoordination for any agent type.  

In line with these expectations, all agents managed to coordinate on the optimal 

behaviour of 0 when this was both common and the most fit social norm to coordinate 

on (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1; fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4; figure 3i). That is, 

all agent types can avoid dancing or chanting when this would be inappropriate in the 

current environment.  

When the agents made decisions in two similar domains where the priors 

favoured state 1 but the fitness tied to suboptimal coordination favoured coordination 

in state 0 (pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4), there is a 

two-behaviour split amongst all agent types. Some agents can coordinate on the optimal 

social norm and others come to coordinate on the suboptimal one. Note that the analysis 

in appendix 3 confirms that this was not a two-strategy split in the population per se. 

By the final generation, all agent types come to coordinate on one behaviour entirely. 

Whether that behaviour was the optimal or suboptimal social norm changed between 

runs, however.  

To illustrate what this means with an example, imagine that dancing as ritual is 

initially popular, as may be the case to signal group membership in a cooperative group 

(Legare, 2017; Reddish et al., 2013). However, a sudden shift in the environment means 

that the group lose access to a food source and the group find themselves living on a 
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calorific knife-edge. In this case, dancing is likely to be costly. My results suggest that 

most agents continue to uphold the suboptimal social norm after events such as a sudden 

spatial or temporal shift changes the behaviour which would be optimal to display in 

the current environment (Deffner et al., 2020). 

Figure 3i) pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1; fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4 
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Figure 3ii) pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4 
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Figure 3. Bar charts showing the agent outcomes on runs where the agents try to 

coordinate in two similar domains. Note that the agent outcomes on the x axis are 

dependent on the focal agent’s behaviour. Therefore, miscoord_Opt represents cases 

of miscoordination where the focal agent chose what would have been the Pareto 

optimum and miscoord_Subopt represents cases of miscoordination where the focal 

agent chose the option which would have been suboptimal. Coord_subopt represents 

both agents coordinating on the suboptimal social norm, and Coord_opt represents 

coordination on the Pareto optimum. These bar charts give the behavioural strategies 

for fully modular agents, agents with modular motivation only, agents with modular 

cognition only and domain-general agents in response to runs where i) both domains 

favour coordination on behaviour 0; pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1; fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 

0.25, fBone = 4 and ii) coordination over similar domains where the most common 

environmental state is not the most fit to coordinate on; pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 

0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4. Clustered standard error bars represent 95% 

bootstrapped confidence intervals sampled across the 100 simulations. 

 

When the agents made decisions in two distinct domains such as dancing and 

driving, then all three modular agent types could coordinate on the optimal behaviour 

of 0 in domain A and 1 in domain B (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 

4, fBone = 0.25; figure 4i). Finally, domain-general agents would typically coordinate on 

the optimal social norm in both domains, though there was a lot of noise in their 

behavioural strategies which led to some coordination on suboptimal behaviours and 

some miscoordination, too. This may be because domain-general agents could not track 

the contrasting priors across the two distinct domains. 

Finally, in cases where the agents tried to coordinate in two distinct domains 

where the most common state was not necessarily the most fit state to coordinate on (pA 

= 0.1, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4), then the agents with 

modular motivation (both fully modular and partly modular with modular motivation 

only) were more likely to coordinate on the suboptimal as opposed to the optimal social 
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norm (see figure 4ii). The agents with domain-general motivation (both domain-general 

agents and partly modular agents with modular cognition only) seemed to just play 

behaviour 0 or 1. All bar charts display a two-strategy equilibrium. This is because 

some runs seemingly ended with the agents coordinating on the behaviour which would 

be the most fit and others ended with the agents coordinating on the behaviour which 

would have been common given the priors (see appendix 3).  

Taken together, modularity may be important when the agents made decisions 

in two different domains of social norms. Particularly, modular motivation may help 

the agents to coordinate in a domain where the most probable environment would not 

necessarily be the most fit to coordinate in, though they may coordinate on a suboptimal 

social norm (Figure 4ii). For example, the group may coordinate on dancing as a 

suboptimal norm if a sudden loss of resources means that the group find themselves 

living on a calorific knife-edge. 
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Figure 4i) pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 4, fBone = 0.25 
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Figure 4ii) pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4 
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Figure 4. Bar charts showing the agent outcomes on runs where the agents try to 

coordinate in two distinct domains. Note that the agent outcomes on the x axis are 

dependent on the focal agent’s behaviour. Therefore, miscoord_Opt represents cases 

of miscoordination where the focal agent chose what would have been the Pareto 

optimum and miscoord_Subopt represents cases of miscoordination where the focal 

agent chose what would have been the suboptimal option. Coord_subopt represents 

both agents coordinating on the suboptimal social norm, and Coord_opt represents 

coordinating on the Pareto optimum. These bar charts give the behavioural strategies 

for fully modular agents, agents with modular motivation only, agents with modular 

cognition only and domain-general agents in response to i) distinct domains in which 

behaviour 0 is favoured in domain A and 1 in B; pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1; fAzero = 0.25, fAone 

= 4, fBzero = 4, fBone = 0.25 and ii) coordination over two distinct domains where the 

most common environmental state is not the most fit to coordinate on; pA = 0.1, pB = 

0.9; fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4. Clustered standard error bars 

represent 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals sampled across the 100 simulations. 

 

3.2: The psychological architecture of the four agent types  

To visualise how cognition and motivation coevolved in the four agent types, I 

created binned heatmaps (figures 5-8). Cognitive thresholds could take any value from 

-∞ to +∞. I used the code in appendix 3 to calculate the smallest and largest threshold 

values in the final generation of agents, then divide all threshold values into nine equally 

spaced bins. These correspond to the nine panels in each of the heatmaps in figures 5-

8. Then, I partitioned the α and β motivation values into bins. The agent’s α and β 

motivation values could take any form from [0,1], which gave ten bins such as {[0, 0.1], 

(0.1, 0.2], (0.2, 0.3]…(0.9, 1]}. I calculated two separate bins for the α and β motivation 

values, giving 100 bins defined jointly over the α and β values.  

For each agent type, I calculated the agents’ cognitive threshold to decide which 

of the nine panels of the heatmap to plot to. I then calculated the agents’ α and β 

motivational threshold bins and allow this to track the exact coordinates of this panel 
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to plot to (with α on the x axis and β on the y axis). Finally, I allowed the density of 

agents with the same cognitive and motivational thresholds to be represented by the 

heatmap colours. Darker colours mean that more agents share this psychological space, 

whilst white patches denote that no agents share this exact cognitive and motivational 

threshold. On top of plotting all agents, I also plotted a black square to each heatmap. 

This black square denotes the cognitive and motivational threshold of the average agent. 

Cognition and motivation clearly coevolved to drive agent behaviour. Figure 5 

represents the agents’ decision to coordinate in two similar social domains where state 

0 is favoured (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1; fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4). Agents 

who aimed to coordinate on behaviour 0 in this run would have accrued the most fitness. 

The psychological architecture of all four agent types managed to uphold this. Agents 

with unbiased cognitive thresholds had strong selection on both α and β to be 0, which 

would motivate them to play behaviour 0 (middle panels of the heatmaps in figure 5). 

Here, I use the term ‘unbiased’ cognition to refer to cognitive thresholds close to 0. This 

is because the summary distributions tended to associate negative cue summary values 

to state 0 and positive cue summary values to state 1. Thus, a cognitive threshold of 

around 0 meant that the agents were likely to accurately perceive the environmental 

state in each domain. A threshold below 0 would bias the agent towards believing that 

the state was 1, and a threshold above 0 would bias the agent towards believing that the 

state was 0. 

Some agents had positive cognitive thresholds, meaning that their private signal 

was unlikely to exceed their cognitive threshold (xA <= TA or xB <= TB) and so they 

were likely to believe that the state was 0 (sA = 0 or sB = 0) (bottom panels of the 

heatmaps in figure 5). Here, all agents had strong selection acting on β to be 0. The 
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selection acting on α was weaker as the agents were unlikely to believe that the state 

was 1 and thus were unlikely to use this value.  

Finally, some agents had negative cognitive thresholds and thus the agents were 

likely to have a private signal that exceeded their threshold (xA > TA or xB > TB) and so 

they were likely to believe that the state was 1 (sA = 1 or sB = 1) (top panels of the 

heatmaps in figure 5). These agents had a cognitive bias. Here, I use the term cognitive 

bias to refer to cases where the agents’ cognitive thresholds shift in the opposite 

direction to what would be expected based on the priors. Thus, the agent becomes likely 

to develop an erroneous belief about the value of the environmental state (Efferson et 

al., 2020b).  

As these agents believed that the state was 1, then the agents had strong selection 

acting on α to be 0. As these agents rarely believed that the state was 0, then β was 

noisier as this value was less likely to be used. β tended to be lower, however. 

Regardless of the agents’ beliefs, the agents were always motivated to choose behaviour 

0 and thus coordinated on the optimal social norm. To illustrate with an example, 

consider an environment where dancing would be inappropriate such as a work 

meeting. The agents may be biased to believe that dancing was appropriate in such a 

scenario, but if they were highly unmotivated to dance then their motivation would 

compensate for this cognitive bias and so they would still coordinate on not dancing. 

There were two dominant strategies that emerged across the simulations where 

the most common state to coordinate on was not necessarily the most fit across two 

similar domains. In figure 6, the priors favoured state 1 though the fitness tied to 

suboptimal coordination favoured coordination on behaviour 0 in state 0 (pA = 0.9, pB 

= 0.9, fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4). Half the simulations ended with 

agents that coordinated on the behaviour that would be the most fit (0) while the other 
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half ended with coordination on the behaviour that was likely to be the most common 

(1). 

When the agents had negative cognitive thresholds– and thus were likely to 

believe that the state was 1 (sA = 1 or sB = 1)– then there was strong selection acting on 

α to be either 0 or 1. There was weaker selection acting on β and so this threshold took 

a range of values (top panels of figure 6). Agents with unbiased cognitive thresholds 

instead had two clusters, where either α and β values were both low (and so the agents 

were motivated to play behaviour 0) or α and β values were both high (and so the agents 

were motivated to play behaviour 1; middle panels of figure 6). When the agents had 

positive cognitive thresholds– and thus were likely to believe that the state was 0 (sA = 

0 or sB = 0)– then strong selection acted on β to be 0 or 1, though α was noisier and 

took a range of values (bottom panels of figure 6).  

All agent types had an average α of 0.4 and β of 0.4 and thus leant towards 

playing behaviour 0. Note that the analysis in appendix 3 finds no evidence of a split-

strategy. The final generations on this run always coordinate, but it changes from 

simulation to simulation whether they come to coordinate on an optimal, but rare, social 

norm; or a common, but suboptimal, social norm. This implies that there is selection 

acting on agent psychology to ensure smooth coordination. Whether this coordination 

is on the optimal or a suboptimal social norm however seems to be down to drift, or 

random sampling error over the course of evolution (Rorabaugh, 2014). 

To illustrate in the dancing domain, imagine a social group who have converged 

on dancing as ritual but now this group live on a calorific knife-edge. Dancing would 

be common but would also be suboptimal as it wastes calories. The agents would be 

torn between dancing as this was common, or not dancing as this was optimal. Overall, 
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the psychological architecture of the agents suggests that they were likely to try to 

coordinate on not dancing as this was the most fit.  

Figure 5i: Fully modular, domain A. pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 

0.25, fBone = 4.  
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Figure 5i: Fully modular, domain B. pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 

0.25, fBone = 4  
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Figure 5ii: Modular motivation, domain A. pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, 

fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4  
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Figure 5ii: Modular motivation, domain B. pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, 

fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4.  
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Figure 5iii: Modular cognition, domain A. pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, 

fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4 
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Figure 5iii: Modular cognition, domain B. pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, 

fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4 
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Figure 5iv: Domain-general, pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, 

fBone = 4. 
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Figure 6i: Fully modular, domain A. pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 

0.25, fBone = 4 
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Figure 6i: Fully modular, domain B. pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 

0.25, fBone = 4 
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Figure 6ii: Modular motivation, domain A. pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, 

fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4. 
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Figure 6ii: Modular motivation, domain B. pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, 

fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4. 
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Figure 6iii: Modular cognition, domain A. pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, 

fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4.  
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Figure 6iii: Modular cognition, domain B. pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, 

fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4 
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Figure 6iv: Domain-general pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, 

fBone = 4. 

 
 

Figure 5 and Figure 6. The binned distribution heatmaps displaying the 

psychological architecture of the final generation’s phenotype for (i) fully modular 

agents; (ii) agents with modular motivation only; (iii) agents with modular cognition 
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only and (iv) fully domain-general agents when deciding to coordinate in two similar 

domains. Figure 5 gives the results for runs where both the priors and the fitness tied 

to suboptimal coordination favour coordination on behaviour 0 (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1; 

fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4), while Figure 6 gives the results for runs 

where the priors favour state 1 but the fitness tied to suboptimal coordination favour 

coordination on behaviour 0 in state 0 (pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero 

= 0.25, fBone = 4). 

 

Figure 7 represents the decision to coordinate over two distinct domains, where 

state 0 is favoured in domain A but state 1 is favoured in domain B (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9; 

fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 4, fBone = 0.25). Fully modular agents and agents with 

modular motivation only had a similar pattern of results. In domain A, agents with 

negative cognitive thresholds had strong selection on αA to be 0, though weaker 

selection acting on βA which took a range of values (top panels of figures 7i and 7ii A). 

Agents with unbiased cognitive thresholds had a low αA and βA (i.e., to play behaviour 

0; middle panels of figures 7i and 7ii A). Agents with positive cognitive thresholds 

instead had strong selection on βA to be 0, and a weaker selection on αA which took a 

range of values (bottom panels of figures 7i and 7ii A).  

This flipped in domain B. Agents with negative or unbiased cognitive thresholds 

had strong selection acting on αB to be 1, with weaker selection acting on βB though this 

tended to take a higher value (top and middle panels of figures 7i and 7ii B). Agents 

with positive cognitive thresholds had βB at 1 with a weaker selection on αB which took 

a range of values (bottom panels of figures 7i and 7ii B). Thus, fully modular agents 

and agents with modular motivation only were always motivated to play behaviour 0 in 

domain A and play behaviour 1 in domain B, which would mean that they were likely 

to choose the optimal social norm to coordinate on in each domain. They could avoid 
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dancing when inappropriate and would drive on the right-hand side of the road when 

this was common. 

Note that agents with modular cognition only could not specialise their domain-

general motivation to the contrasting demands of the two distinct domains and thus 

their modular cognition became important. These agents had a larger TA value (0.66 to 

2) and a smaller TB value (-1.67 to -0.33). They thus needed more evidence to believe 

in a rare event in domain A and less evidence to believe in a common event in domain 

B. These agents were less likely to believe that dancing was a ritual when this was rare 

and were more likely to believe that driving on the right-hand side of the road was 

common when this was likely. These adjustments in cognitive thresholds helped the 

agents to make the most of their domain-general motivation, as the average agent had 

a high α (0.9) and a low β (0.1; see figure 7iii). Whenever the agent believed that the 

state was 0, then their β value evolved to be low and so they were motivated to play 

behaviour 0. This was more likely to be the case in domain A. Whenever the agent 

believed that the state was 1, then their α motivation was high and so they were 

motivated to play behaviour 1. This was more likely to be the case in domain B. Thus, 

agents with modular cognition could avoid dancing when they believed that dancing as 

a ritual was rare and could drive on the right-hand side of the road when they believed 

that this was common. This highlights that modular cognition was also important when 

coordinating in two distinct domains. In fact, all three modular types managed to 

coordinate on the optimal behaviour over the two distinct domains (see figure 4i, 

section 3.1). 

Domain-general agents also had a high α and low β on average (see figure 7iv), 

though they had an unbiased T as domain-general cognition could not specialise to the 

contrasting demands of two distinct social domains. There was a lot of noise in the 
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agents’ psychological architecture, which may explain the range of behavioural 

outcomes (see figure 4i; section 3.1). Sometimes, domain-general agents coordinated 

on the optimal social norm and sometimes they coordinated on the suboptimal social 

norm, and sometimes they experienced miscoordination.  

When the priors made a certain environmental state likely but the opposite 

environmental state was more fit to coordinate on across two distinct domains (pA = 

0.1, pB = 0.9, fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4; see figure 8), then half the 

simulations ended with the agents converging on the behaviour which was likely to be 

optimal and half of the simulations ended with the agents converging on the behaviour 

which was most likely to match the environmental state. Fully modular agents and 

agents with modular motivation only had simulations where βA evolved to be 0 or 1, 

with a noisier αA in domain A. In domain B, fully modular agents and agents with 

modular motivation only had αB evolve to be either 0 or 1 with a noisier βB.  

Both these agent types with modular motivation had an average αA and βA of 

approximately 0.6, plus an average αB and βB of approximately 0.4 (see figures 8i and 

8ii). That is, agents with modular motivation would sometimes coordinate on a 

behaviour which would be the most likely environmental state though overall they were 

more likely to coordinate on the behaviour which would have had the highest expected 

payoff. Returning to the example of an environment where dancing was common but 

costly as this group existed on a calorific knife-edge, then agents with modular 

motivation may have been more likely to coordinate on not dancing to conserve 

calories. 

The agents with domain-general motivation (domain-general agents and agents 

with modular cognition only) had simulations which ended with all agents having either 

a low α and β (and thus being motivated to play behaviour 0) or having a high α and β 
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(and thus being motivated to play behaviour 1). These agents’ average α and β was 0.5 

(see figures 8iii and 8iv). Half the simulations converged on agents who chose the 

behaviour that they expected to have the highest payoff (and thus these individuals 

within these populations would coordinate on the optimal social norm). The other half 

of the simulations would converge on agents who chose the behaviour that was likely 

to be the most common (and thus these individuals within these populations would have 

coordinated on the suboptimal social norm). Note that the agents in this latter run may 

have been at risk of coordinating on a maladaptive social norm. This again highlights 

that modular motivation may be important to track cases where the most fit behaviour 

to coordinate on was not necessarily the most likely to occur. Section 3.3 further 

investigates how the agents’ cognitive and motivational thresholds affected their 

fitness. 
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Figure 7i: Fully modular, domain A. pA = 0.1,  pB = 0.9. fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 

4, fBone = 0.25. 
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Figure 7i: Fully modular, domain B. pA = 0.1,  pB = 0.9. fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 

4, fBone = 0.25. 
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Figure 7ii: Modular motivation, domain A. pA = 0.1,  pB = 0.9.  fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, 

fBzero = 4, fBone = 0.25. 
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Figure 7ii: Modular motivation, domain B. pA = 0.1,  pB = 0.9. fzero0 = 0.25, fAone = 4, 

fBzero = 4, fBone = 0.25. 
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Figure 7iii: Modular cognition, domain A. pA = 0.1,  pB = 0.9. fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, 

fBzero = 4, fBone = 0.25. 
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Figure 7iii: Modular cognition, domain B. pA = 0.1,  pB = 0.9. fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, 

fBzero = 4, fBone = 0.25. 
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Figure 7iv: Domain-general. pA = 0.1,  pB = 0.9. fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 4, fBone 

= 0.25. 
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Figure 8i: Fully modular, domain A. pA = 0.1,  pB = 0.9. fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, fBzero = 

0.25, fBone = 4. 
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Figure 8i: Fully modular, domain B. pA = 0.1,  pB = 0.9. fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, fBzero = 

0.25, fBone = 4. 
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Figure 8ii: Modular motivation, domain A. pA = 0.1,  pB = 0.9. fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, 

fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4. 
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Figure 8ii: Modular motivation, domain B. pA = 0.1,  pB = 0.9. fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, 

fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4. 
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Figure 8iii: Modular cognition, domain A. pA = 0.1,  pB = 0.9. fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, 

fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4. 
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Figure 8iii: Modular cognition, domain B. pA = 0.1,  pB = 0.9. fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, 

fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4. 
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Figure 8iv: Domain-general. pA = 0.1,  pB = 0.9. fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, fBzero = 0.25, 

fBone = 4. 

 
Figure 7 and Figure 8. The binned distribution heatmaps displaying the 

psychological architecture of the final generation’s phenotype for (i) fully modular 

agents; (ii) agents with modular motivation only; (iii) agents with modular cognition 
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only and (iv) fully domain-general agents when deciding to coordinate in two distinct 

domains. Figure 7 gives the results for runs where both the priors and the fitness tied 

to suboptimal coordination favour coordination on behaviour 0 in state 0 of domain A 

but behaviour 1 in state 1 of domain B (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero 

= 4, fBone = 0.25). Figure 8 gives the results for runs where the priors favour state 0 in 

domain A and state 1 in domain B, but the fitness tied to suboptimal coordination 

favour coordination on behaviour 1 in state 1 of domain A and behaviour 0 in state 0 

of domain B (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4). 

 

3.3. Did the agents’ psychological components affect their fitness?  

I ran a regression to see how cognition and motivation coevolved to affect the 

fitness of all four agent types when coordinating in two social norm domains. I start 

with cases where the agents coordinate in two similar domains (table 2). Fully modular 

agents had a larger TA predicting fitness on both runs. On runs where the priors favoured 

state 1 but the fitness tied to coordination favoured state 0, then domain-general agents 

had a large T predict fitness (estimate = 0.02, p = 0.002). This is a cognitive bias as they 

needed more evidence to believe in a common event. Conversely, agents with modular 

cognition had a small TB predicting fitness (estimate = -0.02, p = 0.005) and so they 

needed less evidence to believe in a common event. Overall, there was an inconsistent 

effect of cognition on fitness when the agent made decisions across two similar 

coordination domains.  

All agent types had a higher fitness if they had smaller α values (see table 2). 

This allowed the agents to coordinate on the optimal social norm of behaviour 0. A 

smaller α makes sense on the first run, where both the priors and fitness tied to 

suboptimal coordination favoured coordination on behaviour 0 in state 0 (pA = 0.1, pB 

= 0.1; fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4).  
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Interestingly, the smaller α still predicted fitness even on runs where the priors 

favoured state 1, but the fitness tied to suboptimal coordination favoured coordination 

on behaviour 0 in state 0 (pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 

4). When the likely environment of coordination was not necessarily the most fit 

environment to coordinate on, then the most fit agents are those that manage to 

coordinate in the state with the highest expected payoff. In this case, the most fit agents 

played behaviour 0. For example, if a group typically dances as ritual but live on a 

calorific knife-edge, then the most fit agents would be those that coordinate on not 

dancing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. The regression results displaying the psychological components that predict 

fitness for each of the four agent types in runs where the agents coordinate in two 

similar social domains. The fitness parameters always favour coordination on 

behaviour 0 in state 0 of both domains A and B (fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, 

fBone = 4). The results in italic text give the estimates for runs where state 0 is likely 

(pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1) and the results in non-italic text give the estimates for runs where 

state 1 is likely (pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9). Note that agents with domain-general cognition 

have the same threshold in domain B as they do in domain A, and agents with 

domain-general motivation have the same α and β motivational thresholds in domain 

B as they do in domain A. For this reason, I arbitrarily block out domain B and focus 

on domain A for these agent types. 
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Psychological 

component left 

to evolve 

Agent Types 

Fully 

modular 

agents 

Modular 

motivation 

agents 

Modular 

cognition 

agents 

Domain-

general 

agents 

Intercept 8.67 *** 

(0.02) 

8.66 *** 

(0.03) 

 

8.64 *** 

(0.02) 

8.55 *** 

(0.03) 

 

8.77 *** 

(0.017) 

8.69 *** 

(0.02) 

 

8.77 *** 

(0.01) 

8.70 *** 

(0.02) 

 

Threshold A 0.03 ** 

(0.008) 

0.005  

(0.007) 

 

0.01 

(0.009) 

-0.001 

(0.008) 

 

-0.007 

(0.008) 

-0.0002 

(0.007) 

 

0.004 

(0.007) 

0.02 ** 

(0.007) 

 

Threshold B -0.01 

(0.008) 

0.006 

(0.007) 

 

 -0.014 . 

(0.007) 

-0.02 ** 

(0.008) 

 

 

α motivation A -0.31 *** 

(0.07) 

-0.44 *** 

(0.05) 

 

0.07 

(0.06) 

-0.41 *** 

(0.05) 

 

-0.35 *** 

(0.10) 

-0.80 *** 

(0.07) 

 

-0.14 * 

(0.06) 

-0.66 *** 

(0.06) 

 

α motivation B 0.08 

(0.06) 

-0.23 *** 

(0.05) 

 

-0.13 . 

(0.07) 

-0.37 *** 

(0.05) 

 

  

β motivation A 0.002 

(0.13) 

0.007 

(0.06) 

0.03 

(0.15) 

0.09 

(0.06) 

 

-3.05 *** 

(0.40) 

0.08 

(0.08) 

-0.81 *** 

(0.17) 

-0.10 

(0.06) 

β motivation B -0.41 *** 

(0.20) 

-0.21 

(0.06) 

0.15 

(0.12) 

-0.02 

(0.07) 

  

The asterisks denote the significance of our p values, with the following keys: 

*** (p<0.001) 

** (p < 0.01) 

* (p< 0.05) 
. (trend: p=0.05 – 0.10 significance) 

 

Table 3 represents runs where the agents decided whether to coordinate in two 

distinct domains, such as dancing and driving. The agents with modular cognition had 
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a larger TA (fully modular estimate = 0.017, p = 0.008; modular cognition only 

estimate = 0.22, p<0.001)  and a smaller TB (fully modular estimate = -0.03, p = 

0.007; modular cognition only estimate = -0.32, p<0.001) predicting fitness (see table 

3). They needed more evidence to believe in a rare event and less evidence to believe 

in a common event.  

Agents with domain-general cognition did not have T values predicting 

fitness. This suggests that modular cognition was necessary when agents decided 

whether to coordinate across two distinct domains. When the priors and the fitness 

tied to coordination clashed (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, fBzero = 0.25, 

fBone = 4), then modular cognition could not predict fitness and domain-general 

cognition affected fitness inconsistently as it could not specialise to the demands of 

the discrepant domains (see table 3).  

The pattern of results for motivation is striking. Agents with modular 

motivation only (estimate = -0.25, p = 0.03) and agents with modular cognition only 

(estimate = -0.65, p<0.001) had a smaller αA predicting fitness, while domain-general 

and fully modular agents had a larger αA predicting fitness (fully modular estimate = 

0.11, p = 0.04; domain-general estimate = 0.27, p<0.001). Similarly, a larger β drove 

fitness for all agent types except the domain-general agent, who were more fit if they 

had a smaller β (estimate = -0.35, p<0.001). How the motivational thresholds affected 

fitness seemed to be tied to the size and direction of the cognitive thresholds across 

the runs. This suggests a path dependence effect where any shifts in the cognitive 

thresholds resulted in unique changes in the motivational thresholds (Bentley et al., 

2004).  

Note that there was an inconsistent effect of motivation on fitness across the 

four agent types on runs where the most common environment to coordinate in was 
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not the most fit (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4). This 

could highlight an influence of drift. Even random shifts in the cognitive threshold 

could affect the value of the motivational threshold and vice-versa. Perhaps this has 

implications for whether a group comes to coordinate on the common environmental 

state or the one with the highest payoffs. 

The modular agents had more components predicting fitness in runs where the 

agents had to decide whether to coordinate in two distinct domains (table 3). This may 

suggest that modular psychology is important when deciding to coordinate over two 

distinct domains. I explore whether agent psychology is likely to be fully modular or 

domain-general, or in between these extremes, with an analysis comparing the fitness 

accrued by all four agent types in section 3.4. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. The regression results displaying the psychological components that predict 

fitness for each of the four agent types in runs with inconsistent priors favouring state 

0 in domain A and state 1 in domain B (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9). The results in italic text 

give runs where the fitness tied to suboptimal coordination also favour coordination 

on behaviour 0 in state 0 of domain A and coordination on behaviour 1 in state 1 of 

domain B (fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 4, fBone = 0.25). The result in non-italic text 

gives the estimates for runs where the fitness tied to suboptimal coordination clash 

with the prior probabilities, to favour coordination on behaviour 1 in state 1 of domain 

A or coordination on behaviour 0 in state 0 of domain B (fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, fBzero 

= 0.25, fBone = 4). Note that agents with domain-general cognition have the same 

threshold in domain B as they did in domain A, and agents with domain-general 

motivation have the same α and β motivational thresholds in domain B as they do in 

domain A. For this reason, I arbitrarily block out domain B and focus on domain A 

for these agent types. 
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Psychological 

component left 

to evolve 

Agent Types 

Fully 

modular 

agents 

Modular 

motivation 

agents 

Modular 

cognition 

agents 

Domain-

general 

agents 

Intercept 8.12 *** 

(0.14) 

8.15 *** 

(0.04) 

 

8.85 *** 

(0.15) 

8.13 *** 

(0.04) 

 

7.43 *** 

(0.06) 

8.29 *** 

(0.02) 

 

 

5.39 *** 

(0.05) 

8.30 *** 

(0.02) 

Threshold A -0.006  

(0.008) 

0.017  ** 

(0.006) 

 

-0.004 

(0.010) 

0.03 ** 

(0.009) 

0.22 *** 

(0.015) 

0.02 ** 

(0.008) 

-0.03 * 

(0.012) 

0.005 

(0.008) 

Threshold B -0.03 *** 

(0.007) 

0.006 

(0.007) 

 -0.32 *** 

(0.01) 

-0.003 

(0.008) 

 

 

α motivation A 0.11 * 

(0.05) 

0.04 

(0.06) 

 

-0.25 * 

(0.11) 

0.08 

(0.06) 

 

-0.65 *** 

(0.09) 

-0.011  

(0.07) 

0.27 *** 

(0.06) 

-0.005 

(0.07) 

α motivation B 0.15 

(0.14) 

-0.49 *** 

(0.04) 

-0.32 * 

(0.13) 

-0.28 *** 

(0.05) 

  

β motivation A -0.23 . 

(0.13) 

0.51 *** 

(0.05) 

-0.12 

(0.10) 

0.40 *** 

(0.05) 

0.28 ** 

(0.09) 

0.05 

(0.07) 

-0.35 *** 

(0.07) 

0.03  

(0.07) 

β motivation B 0.44 *** 

(0.07) 

0.09  

(0.05) 

0.10 

(0.08) 

-0.03 

(0.06) 

  

The asterisks denote the significance of our p values, with the following keys: 

*** (p<0.001) 

** (p < 0.01) 

* (p< 0.05) 
. (trend: p=0.05 – 0.10 significance) 
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3.4: Is there a difference in the fitness of the four agent types?  

Here, I compare the fitness of the four agent types (fully modular, partly 

modular with modular motivation, partly modular with modular cognition and 

domain-general; table 4). This can highlight the psychology that likely underlines our 

ability to coordinate on various social norms. 

Table 4. The regression results displaying any differences in fitness of the four agent 

types in runs where i) both the priors and fitness tied to suboptimal coordination 

favour coordination on behaviour 0 in state 0 (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1; fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 

4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4); ii) runs where the priors favour state 1 but the fitness tied to 

suboptimal coordination favour coordination on behaviour 0 in state 0 (pA = 0.9, pB = 

0.9; fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4); iii) runs where both the priors and 

the fitness tied to suboptimal coordination favour coordination on behaviour 0 in state 

0 of domain A but behaviour 1 in state 1 of domain B (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 

0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 4, fBone = 0.25) and iv) runs where the priors favour state 0 in A 

and state 1 in B, though the fitness tied to suboptimal coordination favour 

coordination on behaviour 1 in state 1 of domain A, but favour coordination on 

behaviour 0 in state 0 of domain B (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, fBzero = 

0.25, fBone = 4). Note that the domain-general agents are the omitted category to which 

the other three agent types are compared. 

Estimates for 

regression 

predicting 

fitness 

Prior probabilities and fitness tied to suboptimal 

coordination 

pA =0.1, pB 

=0.1 

fAzero = 0.25,  

fAone = 4,  

fBzero = 0.25,  

fBone = 4 

pA =0.9, pB 

=0.9 

fAzero = 0.25,  

fAone = 4,  

fBzero = 0.25,  

fBone = 4 

pA =0.1, pB 

=0.9 

fAzero = 0.25,  

fAone = 4,  

fBzero = 4,  

fBone = 0.25 

pA =0.1, pB 

=0.9 

fAzero = 4,  

fAone = 0.25,  

fBzero = 0.25,  

fBone = 4 

Intercept 8.73 *** 

(0.011) 

8.46 *** 

(0.015) 

5.53 *** 

(0.017) 

8.31 *** 

(0.02) 

Modular 

cognition 

-0.06 *** 

(0.002) 

-0.019 

(0.02) 

2.16 *** 

(0.02) 

0.0002 

(0.02) 

Modular 

motivation 

-0.09 *** 

(0.016) 

-0.22 *** 

(0.02) 

3.07 *** 

(0.02) 

0.02 

(0.02) 

Fully modular -0.12 *** 

(0.02) 

-0.16 *** 

(0.022) 

3.13 *** 

(0.02) 

0.03 

(0.02) 
The asterisks denote the significance of our p values, with the following keys: 

*** (p<0.001) 
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** (p < 0.01) 

* (p< 0.05) 
. (trend: p=0.05 – 0.10 significance) 

 

We begin with runs where the agents made decisions over two similar domains 

where both the priors and costs of suboptimal coordination consistently favoured 

coordination on behaviour 0 in state 0 (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1; fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero 

= 0.25, fBone = 4). The  modular agents accrued less fitness than domain-general agents 

(modular cognition estimate = -0.06, p<0.001; modular motivation estimate = -0.09, 

p<0.001; fully modular estimate = -0.12, p<0.001). This suggests that domain-general 

psychology was sufficient to allow coordination on the optimal social norm across two 

domains with similar fitness landscapes, such as dancing and chanting.  

Now I turn to runs where the agents made decisions in two similar domains, but 

the most common environmental state was not necessarily the most fit to coordinate on 

(pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4). For example, when 

dancing and chanting as ritual were encouraged by a cooperative group, but the group 

then found themselves living on a calorific knife-edge. Agents with modular motivation 

actually accrued less fitness than domain-general agents (fully modular estimate = -

0.16, p<0.001; modular motivation only estimate = -0.22, p<0.001) while there was no 

difference in fitness between domain-general agents and agents with modular cognition 

(estimate = -0.019, p = 0.4). Linear combinations confirmed that agents with modular 

cognition only had a higher fitness than agent with modular motivation only across 

these runs (see appendix 4). Thus, modular cognition may be more important to track 

contrasting priors and fitness pressures over both domains.  

Now I consider runs over two distinct domains where behaviour 0 is favoured 

in domain A but behaviour 1 is favoured in domain B (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 0.25, 
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fAone = 4, fBzero = 4, fBone = 0.25). This would be the case when domain A represents 

dancing and B represents driving. Modular agent types accrued more fitness than 

domain-general agent types (modular cognition estimate = 2.16, p<0.001; modular 

motivation estimate = 3.07, p<0.001; fully modular estimate = 3.13, p<0.001). Linear 

combinations confirmed that fully modular agents accrued more fitness than agents 

with modular cognition only and agents with modular motivation only (see appendix 

4). Thus, both modular cognition and modular motivation may be necessary when 

trying to coordinate over multiple distinct domains.  

Finally, I consider two distinct domains where the most common environmental 

state is not necessarily the most fit to coordinate in (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9; fAzero= 4, fAone = 

0.25, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4). There is no difference in fitness between any of the four 

agent types (see appendix 5). All agent types may be at risk of coordinating on 

maladaptive social norms when the most common state clashes with the most fit state 

to coordinate on across distinct domains. This highlights drift as a deciding factor in 

whether agents coordinate on optimal or suboptimal social norms in runs where the 

priors and fitness pressures clash over two distinct domains. 

 

3.5. Summary of the key results  

For brevity, my discussion of social coordination will focus on three key 

findings from the results: 

1. Domain-general agents could uphold social coordination on two similar social 

domains. 

2. Modular agent types could uphold social coordination on two distinct 

domains. Modular cognition could track the likelihood of coordination in each 
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distinct domain, while modular motivation may track cases where the most fit 

behaviour to coordinate on was not necessarily popular. 

3. When the most common environmental state to coordinate on was not 

necessarily the most fit to coordinate on in two distinct domains (pA = 0.1, pB 

= 0.9, fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4), then the runs would 

sometimes converge on agents who coordinated on the rare, but optimal, 

social norm; and other runs converge on agents who coordinated on the 

common, but suboptimal, social norm. Perhaps the equilibrium in the final 

generation of agents is largely affected by drift (Rorabaugh, 2014). This 

finding could have implications for our understanding of how maladaptive 

social norms are upheld at the group level.  

  

4. Discussion  

We conducted this model to investigate how (i) cognition and motivation 

coevolved to allow agents to coordinate on two distinct domains of social norms and 

(ii) compare how social coordination arose in domain-general, fully modular, or partly 

modular psychology types. I found that social coordination can be upheld by domain-

general psychology provided that the two domains are similar in terms of fitness 

landscapes. Alternatively, modular psychology was likely to be needed when deciding 

to coordinate in two distinct domains. 

To walk through these findings in more detail, consider an example of two 

social norms that are likely to align. More cooperative groups may require stricter 

coordination with group rituals to signal one’s group membership (Reddish et al., 2013; 

Smaldino et al., 2018; Sosis et al., 2007). In line with this case, consider domain A to 
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represent ‘dancing as a ritual’ and domain B to represent ‘chanting as a ritual’. There 

is clearly likely to be an overlap between the scenarios where dancing and chanting 

would both be ritualistic (Gelfand et al., 2020). Individuals may engage in collective 

song and dance before an important ceremony (Monteiro & Wall, 2011) such as the 

haka before rugby (Hartigan, 2011). Thus, chanting is likely to be upheld as a social 

norm in cases where dancing is a social norm.  

Moreover, the costs of miscoordination will be similar in these two domains. It 

may be equally costly to fail to sing or dance when others do. Any deviation from a 

signal of group membership may attract negative attention (Legare, 2017), and it may 

be equally costly to dance or sing when inappropriate such as during a work meeting 

(Mu et al., 2015). When two such domains are similar in terms of fitness landscapes, 

then domain-general psychology appears to be sufficient to uphold social coordination 

in both domains.   

Modular psychology may instead be necessary when deciding to coordinate in 

two distinct domains, such as dancing in domain A and driving on a certain side of the 

road in domain B. There is unlikely to be a correlation between which societies prefer 

to dance ritualistically and which societies prefer right-hand driving. This is because 

dance is likely a ritualistic norm (Legare, 2017) whilst deciding which side of the road 

to drive on is unlikely to be ritualistic (Hao et al., 2017).  

In this scenario, it appears that the agents need to be fully modular. That is, both 

modular cognition and modular motivation are needed to specialise to the demands of 

both domains. Agents with modular cognition may track the commonality of a 

behaviour in two distinct domains. Agents with modular cognition could be aware that 

dancing as ritual is rare but driving on the right-hand side of the road is common, or 

vice-versa. Agents with modular motivation can perhaps track cases where the most 
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likely environmental state would not necessarily be the most fit to coordinate in. To 

illustrate with an example, perhaps these agents avoid coordinating on a dance norm in 

cases where dancing is common but may waste calories as there is a lack of food.  

This suggests that, when priors and costs of suboptimal coordination are not 

related over multiple domains, then a fully modular psychology may be necessary. 

There are multiple domains in which one has to coordinate in, and few of these are 

necessarily related (Henrich & Muthukrishna, 2021). For example, we must coordinate 

on certain social norms for safety (e.g., deciding which side of the road to drive on; Hao 

et al., 2017) and other norms we coordinate on to uphold social cohesion, such as which 

behaviours are considered moral (Curtin et al., 2020; Price, 2005).  

While previous researchers have used the breadth of social norms to argue for 

extremely flexible domain-general psychology (Bolhuis et al., 2011), my model instead 

suggests that modular psychology is beneficial to ensure coordination in multiple social 

domains. Future work should investigate whether this arises from an evolved massively 

modular system (Cosmides & Tooby, 1994; Sperber & Hirschfeld, 1994) or emerges 

as a result of the environment in which we are raised in during development (Müller, 

2007; Reader, 2006), or a mixture of both (Barrett & Kurzban, 2006). 

Regardless of whether the agent has domain-general or modular psychology, 

there is a split occurring on runs where the most common state according to the priors 

is not necessarily the most fit state to coordinate in. Consider runs where the priors and 

the costs of suboptimal coordination favoured coordination on a different behaviour in 

both domains (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9; fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, fBzro = 0.25, fBone = 4). Half the 

runs found agents that coordinated on the rarer, but optimal, social norm; and the other 

half of runs found agents that coordinated on the common, but suboptimal, social norm.  
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To illustrate an example of when the most popular state to coordinate on is not 

necessarily the most fit, consider the declining fertility rates amongst middle- and 

upper-class WEIRD populations. The social and economic environments of these 

WEIRD populations typically favour having less children and investing heavily in them 

(Morita, 2018). Most individuals conform to this social norm, even though it may be 

more fit to have more children (Colleran, 2016). Thus, the most popular norm to 

coordinate on is not always the most fit.  

It seems that coordinating on a behaviour because it is fit and coordinating on a 

behaviour because it is likely to be common are both strategies that can robustly emerge 

in agents who decide to coordinate under uncertainty. There was clearly a selection 

pressure acting on my agents to coordinate, as cases of miscoordination were rare by 

the final generation (see section 3.1). Perhaps this strong selection pressure to 

coordinate is similar to the runaway selection pressure for a norm psychology found in 

previous models (Gintis, 2003; 2011). That is, once large brains and other genetic biases 

have emerged– such as a tendency to feel shame when we break a social norm (Gintis, 

2003; 2004)– then this creates a runaway selection pressure for a psychology which can 

uphold social norms and generate a wealth of new norms to coordinate on (Gintis, 2011; 

Markov & Markov, 2020; Tomasello & Gonzalez-Corbua, 2017). Although selection 

acts to create a pure-coordination equilibria by the final generation of agents, the exact 

norm that the agent comes to coordinate on may be influenced by drift. Drift describes 

the role of random sampling errors in affecting cultural evolution (Rorabaugh, 2014).  

The question then becomes why agent psychology is biased towards 

coordination, though drift seemingly plays more of a factor in whether these agents 

coordinated on a rare but optimal social norm or a common but suboptimal one. Perhaps 

this is because cost asymmetries need only be non-trivial to affect the evolutionary 
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trajectory of behaviour (Efferson et al., 2020b). This creates a scenario where the 

relatively small difference between zero fitness for miscoordination and some small 

fitness for suboptimal coordination creates more of a selection pressure on agent 

psychology than the large fitness differences between suboptimal and optimal social 

coordination. The greatest selection pressure is seemingly to avoid miscoordination. 

Drift will then play more of a role in whether we coordinate on an optimal or a 

suboptimal social norm.  

Perhaps human societies have historically solved this issue of drift with social 

institutions which reward coordination on an arbitrary social norm (Henrich & 

Muthukrishna, 2021; Lenfesty & Morgan, 2019). This includes institutions such as the 

legal system (Chudek & Henrich, 2011) and religions (Lenfesty & Morgan, 2019; Gray 

& Watts, 2017). For example, the agent may be punished for failing to dance as a group 

norm by being ostracised (Rudert et al., 2020), and there are laws which punish driving 

on the wrong side of the road (Hao et al., 2017). Coordination may also be increased 

by introducing punishment to the model. This can reduce the appeal of deviating from 

certain social norms (Henrich et al., 2006; Mulder, 2008; Rudert et al., 2020) and may 

even increase the frequency of arbitrary or maladaptive social norms (Abbink et al., 

2017; Bhui et al., 2019; Salali et al., 2015).  

A wealth of gene-culture coevolutionary literature suggests that norms are 

socially learned (Boyd & Richerson, 1985 (chapter 7); Henrich & Muthukrishna, 2021; 

Legare, 2017; Legare & Nielsen, 2015; Wen et al., 2020). Moreover, some researchers 

argue that our ability to coordinate on a wide range of social norms may be underlined 

by a mixture of modular psychological processes plus domain-general learning rules 

(Chiappe & McDonald, 2005). Perhaps these domain-general social learning rules are 

useful to reach a stable equilibrium in environments where agents must choose between 
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coordinating on a behaviour which is likely to be rarer but give higher payoffs or 

coordinating on a behaviour which is common but gives suboptimal payoffs.  

It is interesting to note that both modular and domain-general agents 

experienced a split where half of simulations ended with converging on a behaviour 

with the highest payoff, and half ended with converging on a behaviour that happened 

to be common but may give suboptimal payoffs. Put simply, even in the absence of 

institutions that promote coordination, a group may come to coordinate on a 

maladaptive social norm simply via drift.  

Before this equilibrium is reached, there may be cases where a population 

consists of some agents who wish to coordinate on a behaviour which may be rarer in 

the environmental state but tied to higher payoffs, whilst other agents wish to coordinate 

on a behaviour simply as it is common in the environment. This has implications for 

the study of female genital cutting specifically. This behaviour does not behave like a 

typical social norm (Efferson et al., 2015). We would intuitively expect all– or at least 

most– members of a society to coordinate on a behaviour if it is a social norm. However, 

female genital cutting does not reach full saturation even in pro-cutting societies. Most 

societies are intermediate between the two extremes of having all women cut or uncut, 

and only one society is believed to cut 100% of women (Efferson et al., 2015). Though 

this initially seemed to suggest that this behaviour was not a social norm, my model 

perhaps suggests that these populations are not yet in equilibrium between coordinating 

on a behaviour due to expected payoffs or coordinating on a behaviour which is already 

popular. Those in the intermediate populations who choose to cut may coordinate on 

this behaviour simply as it happens to be common. The remaining members of the 

population may instead choose not to cut as they coordinate on the behaviour which is 

likely to be the most fit for the individual woman.  
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Cases where the population exists in a two-strategy equilibrium may be 

particularly effective to target as policy at intervention stage to reduce the spread of 

harmful social norms (Efferson et al., 2020a). When the members of a social group are 

yet to converge on the same social norm, then an understanding of how path effects and 

drift influences our behaviour could allow policy makers to design behavioural 

‘nudges’ towards coordination on less harmful social norms (Berger, 2021). The 

effectiveness of these ‘nudges’ is precisely because these populations can still be 

drastically affected by drift. If a policy intervention is designed which can target 

behaviour towards a certain end-point, then this could produce a favourable shift in the 

evolutionary trajectory of this population’s coordination behaviours.  

Sometimes, these nudges are known as social tipping points. Tipping points 

occur when there is social information to suggest that other members of the group are 

willing to coordinate on a different behaviour than the most popular. These tipping 

points may increase coordination on optimal social norms (Berger, 2021). A tipping 

point can be designed to influence a population towards coordination on a certain social 

norm which is likely to be less harmful for the social group involved.  

While the findings of this model may have important implications in our 

understanding of maladaptive social norms, it is worth noting that this model used a 

simple coordination game in order to investigate how domain-general versus modular 

cognition and/or motivation affected our ability to coordinate when uncertain in two 

distinct domains. These simplicities could be addressed by future research.  

First, I only considered a limited range of pA and pB parameter values which 

were modelled separately in each domain. This is unlikely to capture the complexity of 

the wide range of social norms that human societies coordinate on (Henrich & 

Muthukrishna, 2021). Second, this model considered a coordination game where the 
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agents only had two behavioural strategies to choose from. In reality, we are likely to 

have to converge on multiple social equilibria. Let us return to the conference delegate 

from the introduction. How did she know that it was appropriate to toast her colleagues 

with a champagne flute? After all, alcohol consumption is not considered appropriate 

in all societies (Mandelbaum, 1965). How did she choose champagne, over the many 

other different alcoholic beverages? Why did she propose a toast, as opposed to a 

thousand other things she may have done while drinking? When there is an open-ended 

number of behavioural strategies at play, then social coordination will perhaps be even 

more important (Henrich & Muthukrishna, 2021). Finally, this model assigned the 

agents to play the coordination games in pairs. This is the most simplistic form of this 

task, though an n-person coordination game is perhaps more realistic as this would 

mirror social coordination at the level of the entire social group (Wilson & Rhodes, 

1997). Future extensions to my model may wish to consider these complexities.   

In summary, domain-general psychology is sufficient to uphold coordination on 

two similar social norms, but modular psychology is necessary to uphold coordination 

on two distinct social norms. When the most common norm is not the fittest norm to 

coordinate on, then drift has the largest influence on whether my agents coordinated on 

the optimal, but rare; or the suboptimal, but common, social norm. Agents who 

coordinate on a social norm simply as it is common may uphold a maladaptive social 

norm. The influence of drift suggests that, in cases where the group has yet to reach a 

pure-coordination equilibrium regarding a certain behaviour, then these groups may be 

particularly effective to target with policy or intervention to reduce the spread of 

harmful social norms such as female genital cutting. In conclusion, modular psychology 

may uphold social coordination across a wealth of distinct social domains, but it does 

not prevent a social group from coordinating on maladaptive social norms.   
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6. Appendices 

Appendix 1: The full parameter space for the social norm model 

The bash file (runSimulations*.txt) found at OSF link (see appendix 3) details the 

full parameter space controlled by the researcher. Most of these parameters were 

fixed. The parameters that I varied included: 

• probStateAOne and probStateBOne variables (given by pA and pB in-text). 

These took one of 3 values: 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9. 

• The fitness tied to coordinating with one’s partner in the suboptimal state 

(given by fAzero, fAone, fBzero, and fBone in-text). These took one of 3 values: 

0.25, 1 and 4. 

• The modularity of the agent type. I controlled these with the probFullMod, 

probTwoCog (for partly modular agents with modular cognition) and 

probTwoMotiv (for partly modular agents with modular motivation) 

respectively. These dummies took a 0 or 1 value. For example, if 

probFullMod was 1, then this run would be for all fully modular agents. If 

probFullMod was 0, then none of the agents would be fully modular and 

instead one of the other modularity types would be explored. Note that 

there is no variable modelled for domain-general agents. We modelled this 

so that, if probFullMod, probTwoCog and probTwoMotiv were all at 0, 

then all agents in this run would be domain-general by default. Whilst we 

consider runs to be unanimous across agent types, an interested researcher 

could force a split between all 4 agent types (for example, by coding 

probFullMod, probTwoCog and probTwoMotiv values to take 0.25 value 
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each for an equal split). Then the agent type that rises to fixation may be 

evolutionary dominant over the others. 

So, for each agent type we varied both the probability of the state being 1 and the 

fitness tied to suboptimal coordination. Each of these variables took one of 3 

values, and we varied 6 such variables. This gave 36 variables which gave 729 

runs. I ran these for each of the 4 agent types, giving 2916 runs overall. These 

runs are too extensive to investigate in the appendices and so I merely note that I 

upload the data to a public repository should they be of interest, but the analysis 

was only ran for the cases of interest for brevity: 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/9bvr3svmnf21q8r/AADCXuhi4jr329aqsUgJ8EUaa?

dl=0. There are multiple files uploaded, one for each of the parameter 

combinations. The files called disagg* contain the data for the final generation of 

agents. These values were used to create the heatmaps in section 3.2, and the 

regressions in section 3.3. The file called popDataAgentTypes* represented the 

cognitive and motivational values averaged over the four agent types of interest 

over the generations. This was used to make the line graph in appendix 2. The 

files called popDataAgentTypesCorrExt* give the agent strategies for the agents at 

the extreme end of the modularity scale (e.g., fully modular, and domain-general 

agents). The files called popDataAgentTypesCorrMod* give the agent strategies 

for the partly-modular agents (e.g., agents with modular motivation only and 

agents with modular cognition only).  These datasets were used to make the 

clustered barchart in section 3.1. Finally, the popDataMot* and popDataThresh*  

files give data aggregated over the agent types (for the motivational thresholds and 

the cognitive thresholds respectively) but was unused in the analysis. 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/9bvr3svmnf21q8r/AADCXuhi4jr329aqsUgJ8EUaa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/9bvr3svmnf21q8r/AADCXuhi4jr329aqsUgJ8EUaa?dl=0
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Appendix 2: The line graphs confirming that these runs converged on a stable 

psychological architecture. 

Appendix 2A: The line graphs for runs where the priors and fitness tied to 

coordination favoured coordinating on state 0 (pA =0.1, pB =0.1, fAzero = 0.25, 

fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4). 

i) Fully modular 
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ii) Modular motivation 
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iii) Modular cognition 
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iv) Domain-general 
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Appendix 2B: The line graphs for runs where the priors favoured 

state 1 though the fitness tied to coordination favoured coordinating on state 

0 (pA =0.9, pB =0.9, fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4). 

i) Fully modular 
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ii) Modular motivation 
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iii) Modular cognition 
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iv) Domain-general 
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Appendix 2C: The line graphs for runs where the priors and fitness 

tied to coordination favoured state 0 in domain A but state 1 in domain B (pA 

=0.1, pB =0.9, fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 4, fBone = 0.25). 
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ii) Modular motivation 
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iii) Modular cognition 
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iv) Domain-general 
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Appendix 2D: The line graphs for runs where the priors favour state 0 

in domain A and state 1 in domain B, but the fitness pressures tied to 

suboptimal coordination favour coordination in state 1 of domain A but state 

0 of domain B (pA =0.1, pB =0.9, fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4). 
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ii) Modular motivation 
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iii) Modular cognition 
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iv) Domain-general 
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Appendix 3: The scripts used to run the models and analysis. 

As my agent-based models and analysis scripts were divided into one of 

the four agent types (fully modular, partly modular agents with modular cognition 

only, partly modular agents with modular motivation only and domain-general 

agents), I divide my OSF repositories accordingly. Each repository contains the 

agent-based model (consisting of a h file, an m file and a main file to compile in 

Objective C), random number generators for Objective C, the bash file to run the 

simulations for each combination of the parameters of interest. Plus, each 

individual repository has some R analysis scripts: one for generating the line 

graphs in appendix 2, one for generating the clustered bar charts seen in section 

3.1 and one for generating the heatmaps and regression by psychological 

components in sections 3.2 and 3.3. These are: 

• Full modular agents: 

https://osf.io/h63aw/?view_only=b4fbb2bf69584b098fafc02ad7edbd4f 

• Partly modular agents with modular cognition only: 

https://osf.io/b4pyq/?view_only=9b9ba391891f4674a475ed80ff0ea9e0 

• Partly modular agents with modular motivation only: 

https://osf.io/wn75b/?view_only=22471d7634b14b27912003ab9885203f 

• Domain-general agents: 

https://osf.io/s8nk6/?view_only=7ace173ef889486c9c426f759f2e38b3 

 

Finally, I also include an overall repository where I attach the script for the 

regression reported in section 3.4 which compared each agent type: 

https://osf.io/p7qmw/?view_only=78b60935e26c40ed92a515e6c800805d.  

https://osf.io/h63aw/?view_only=b4fbb2bf69584b098fafc02ad7edbd4f
https://osf.io/b4pyq/?view_only=9b9ba391891f4674a475ed80ff0ea9e0
https://osf.io/wn75b/?view_only=22471d7634b14b27912003ab9885203f
https://osf.io/s8nk6/?view_only=7ace173ef889486c9c426f759f2e38b3
https://osf.io/p7qmw/?view_only=78b60935e26c40ed92a515e6c800805d
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Appendix 4: The linear combinations performed between all the modular agent 

types. 

The linear combinations  compare the fitness of all the modular agent types, 

for the regression reported in Table 3, section 3.4 of the main text. These linear 

combinations are run for all parameter combinations of interest.  

On runs where both the priors and fitness pressures tied to suboptimal 

coordination favour state 0 (pA =0.1, pB =0.1, fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone 

= 4), then agents with modular cognition only had worse fitness than fully modular 

agents. If anything, this suggests that modular psychology is a hinderance when 

making decisions in two similar domains as I argued in the main text. 

When the priors and fitness pressures clashed over two similar domain (pA =0.9, pB 

=0.9, fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4), then agents with modular cognition 

(fully modular or partly modular only) consistently did better than agents with partly 

modular motivation. Thus, modular motivation may be a hinderance over two similar 

domains. This supports my interpretation in-text that modular motivation may be 

necessary to track cases where the most probable social norm is not the one that gives 

the highest payoff to coordinate on. 

When the agents decide over two distinct domains (pA =0.1, pB =0.9, fAzero = 0.25, fAone 

= 4, fBzero = 4, fBone = 0.25), then fully modular agents always accrue more fitness than 

the other agent types. Finally, when the priors and fitness tied to suboptimal 

coordination clash over two distinct domains (pA =0.1, pB =0.9, fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, 

fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4), then no one agent type does better than any other. Drift may 

have more of an influence in the strategies that the agents come to coordinate on.  
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Prior 

Probabilities 

Linear Combination 

Fully modular - 

modular 

motivation 

Fully modular - 

modular cognition 

Modular 

motivation - 

modular cognition 

pA =0.1, pB 

=0.1 

fAone = 0.25,  

fAzero = 4,  

fBone = 0.25,  

fBzero = 4 

F(1,39996)=2.70, 

p=0.10 

F(1,39996)=9.43, 

p=0.002 

F(1,39996)=1.97, 

p=0.16 

pA =0.9, pB 

=0.9 

fAone = 0.25, 

fAzero = 4,  

fBone = 0.25,  

fBzero = 4 

F(1,39996)=6.57, 

p=0.01 

F(1,39996)=46.47, 

p<0.001 

F(1,39996)=106.94, 

p<0.001 

pA =0.1, pB 

=0.9 

fAone = 0.25,  

fAzero = 4,  

fBone = 4,  

fBzero = 0.25 

F(1,39996)=9.80, 

p=0.002 

F(1,39996)=2610.70, 

p<0.001 

F(1,39996)=1918.00, 

p<0.001 

pA =0.1, pB 

=0.9 

fAone = 4,  

fAzero = 0.25,  

fBone = 0.25, 

fBzero = 4 

F(1,39996)=0.33, 

p=0.56 

F(1,39996)=2.12, 

p=0.15 

F(1,39996)=0.75, 

p=0.39 
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Appendix 5: A regression predicting agent fitness based on whether they had 

modular or domain-general cognition, and modular versus domain-general 

motivation 

The regression results displaying any differences between domain-general and 

modular cognition, versus domain-general and modular motivation, for each 

parameter combination. The domain-general agents were the omitted category of this 

regression as they were dummy coded as 0. 

For environments where the agents decided over two similar domains and 

behaviour 0 was optimal to coordinate on (pA =0.1, pB =0.1, fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, 

fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4), then agents with modular cognition and motivation accrued 

less fitness than their domain-general counterparts. This supports my in-text argument 

that domain-general psychology is sufficient over two similar domains and, if 

anything, modular psychology is a hinderance. 

When the agents made decisions over two similar domains where the priors favour 

state 1 but the fitness tied to suboptimal coordination favoured coordinating in state 0 

(pA =0.9, pB =0.9, fAzero = 0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 0.25, fBone = 4),, then agents with 

modular motivation only had less fitness than domain-general agents. 

When the agents made decisions over two distinct domains (pA =0.1, pB =0.9, fAzero = 

0.25, fAone = 4, fBzero = 4, fBone = 0.25), then agents with modular cognition and modular 

motivation always accrued more fitness than their domain-general counterparts. This 

supports the notion that fully modular psychology is necessary when coordinating on 

social norms over two distinct domains. 

Finally, in environments where the priors and fitness favoured two different states 

over two different domains (pA =0.1, pB =0.9, fAzero = 4, fAone = 0.25, fBzero = 0.25, fBone 

= 4), there was no difference in fitness between agents with modular or domain-
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general psychology. This may suggest that drift has more of an outcome on agent 

behaviour in these runs. 

Prior Probabilities Estimates for regression predicting fitness 

Intercept Cognitive 

threshold dummy 

(0 = domain-

general, 1 = 

modular) 

Motivation 

threshold dummy 

(0 = domain-

general, 1 = 

modular) 

pA =0.1, pB =0.1 

fAone = 0.25,  

fAzero = 4,  

fBone = 0.25,  

fBzero = 4 

8.72 *** 

(0.010) 

-0.05 *** 

(0.011) 

-0.07 *** 

(0.011) 

pA =0.9, pB =0.9 

fAone = 0.25, 

fAzero = 4,  

fBone = 0.25,  

fBzero = 4 

8.44 *** 

(0.013) 

0.018 

(0.015) 

-0.183 *** 

(0.015) 

pA =0.1, pB =0.9 

fAone = 0.25,  

fAzero = 4,  

fBone = 4,  

fBzero = 0.25 

6.06 *** 

(0.015) 

1.11 *** 

(0.018) 

2.02 *** 

(0.018) 

pA =0.1, pB =0.9 

fAone = 4,  

fAzero = 0.25,  

fBone = 0.25, 

fBzero = 4 

8.31 *** 

(0.013) 

0.006 

(0.015) 

0.025 . 

(0.015)  

The asterisks denote the significance of our p values with the following key: 

* = 0.05 

** = 0.01 

*** <0.001 

. = trend 
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Abstract 

 

It is unclear how human societies are cooperative across multiple domains, as 

behaviour does not clearly align to ‘cooperation’ or ‘defection’. For example, it is 

sometimes cooperative to hunt (and share resources with the group) and sometimes 

cooperative to avoid hunting (to avoid depleting resources). I investigated how agents 

decided to cooperate (or not) when there was uncertainty over which behaviour was 

considered cooperative across two prisoner’s dilemmas. This mimicked the uncertainty 

regarding the cooperativeness of an agent’s behaviour in two distinct domains, such as 

hunting or building shelter. I allowed (i) agent cognition and motivation to coevolve 

and (ii) forced cognition and/or motivation to be flexible across both domains (domain-

general) or allowed cognition and/or motivation to specialise to each domain (modular). 

I found that cooperation emerged as a ‘mistake’ in domain-general agents, who could 

not track the contrasting pressures across two distinct domains. Moreover, motivation 

was more important than cognition in driving (un)cooperative behaviour. These 

findings have implications for previous evolutionary accounts of cooperation which 

may have focused on cognitive biases at the expense of motivation. When deciding to 

cooperate, what we want to do was as important as what we think we ought to do.  

 

Keywords: Cooperation, Prisoner’s Dilemma, modularity, domain-general, 

motivation, cognition 
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1: Introduction  

The costly levels of human cooperation seen across most societies may pose a 

challenge to traditional evolutionary theories. Cooperation involves accepting a cost in 

order to provide a benefit to another (Chudek et al., 2013). It is difficult to see how 

cooperation may have emerged due to individual level selection, if individuals act to 

maximise their own fitness only (Boyd et al., 2011; Colman, 2006; Dawkins, 1976). 

Despite this, it has consistently been found that individuals will donate large amounts 

of money to anonymous strangers even in one-shot interactions (Fehr et al., 2002; Fehr 

& Fischbacher, 2005; Sally, 1995; Vogt et al., 2015). This behaviour is one-shot 

cooperation. Some evolutionary researchers have argued that one-shot cooperation may 

arise via self-interest.  

Error management theory (EMT) posits that when making decisions under 

uncertainty, one should aim to make the least costly of two errors (Haselton et al., 

2015). Whenever individuals met a new person throughout the ancestral past, there 

would have been some uncertainty over the longevity of their interactions. The 

individual may have made one of two mistakes here. She may have incorrectly assumed 

that she would meet this other person again, and so offered a one-off donation of her 

resources. If this donation was not reciprocated, then this is an error called one-shot 

cooperation. Alternatively, the individual may have incorrectly assumed that she would 

never meet the other individual again and so would free ride or refuse to cooperate with 

the other individual. Of course, defecting makes sense if this other individual was also 

a defector (Molleman et al., 2019; Zimmerman & Efferson, 2017). However, if the 

other individual was a conditionally cooperative partner, then they would have 

reciprocated any cooperation. The focal individual’s decision to free ride would 

therefore anger this other individual (Molleman et al., 2019). This latter error would be 
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erroneous defection (Krasnow & Delton, 2016) and could remove the benefit of a long 

lasting and mutually beneficial cooperative relationship. Erroneous defection is 

therefore more costly than one-shot cooperation. EMT predicts that our psychology 

should lean towards one-shot cooperation as the least costly error whenever we are 

uncertain about the longevity of future interactions (Delton et al., 2013; Krasnow & 

Delton, 2016).  

Strong support for EMT would show that cooperation can emerge in conditions 

of uncertainty. Delton et al. (2011) have shown this using an agent-based model. In 

their model, agents played a prisoner’s dilemma game. This tracks the agents’ decision 

to cooperate or defect with a partner. Defection always gives the highest payoff at the 

individual level, though mutual cooperation gives a higher payoff than mutual defection 

and so the game represents a dilemma (Holt & Roth, 2004). Delton et al. assigned 

agents to play either a one-shot prisoner’s dilemma, where mutual defection would be 

the most beneficial strategy or a repeated prisoner’s dilemma. A repeated dilemma 

essentially becomes a coordination game, where it is better for the agent to choose the 

same option as her partner (Bear et al., 2017).  

Crucially, the agents were unsure as to whether they played the one-shot or 

repeated dilemma. This meant that the agents were making decisions under uncertainty, 

as per the predictions of EMT (Haselton et al., 2015). This allowed Delton et al. to see 

exactly when one-shot cooperation would become a less costly error than erroneous 

defection, and so psychology would evolve towards making the former mistake. As few 

as five potential rounds of interaction were needed to bias agents towards one-shot 

cooperation on the one-shot prisoner’s dilemma. When cooperative interactions are 

likely to last for five or more exchanges, then it becomes more costly to erroneously 

defect and miss out on this cooperative relationship than it does to offer one-shot 
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cooperation on a one-shot prisoner’s dilemma. Thus, our psychology evolves to be 

biased towards the least costly error and one-shot cooperation will be common. This 

model supports the predictions of an EMT approach to cooperation. 

Delton et al’s. model and EMT models focus on the uncertainty regarding the 

length of cooperative interactions. However, there are other realms of uncertainty when 

it comes to cooperation. Societies commonly differ in terms of which domain they 

cooperate in (Chudek & Henrich, 2011). For example, some societies will cooperate 

when they hunt but not when they build shelter, or vice versa. Moreover, the behaviours 

in a given domain that are considered cooperative in one society may be considered 

uncooperative in another. For example, sometimes it is cooperative to hunt (and share 

the resources with your group) and sometimes it is cooperative to avoid hunting (so as 

to not over deplete resources) (Safin et al., 2015). This variation may be difficult for 

group members to learn, and for evolutionary researchers to explain (Chudek & 

Henrich, 2011). My model thus has the novel aim of investigating how agents come to 

display certain behaviours when they are unsure as to which behaviours are cooperative 

or uncooperative in two distinct domains.  

This model will also investigate the importance of cognition and motivation in 

upholding cooperative behaviour. The decision to cooperate in Delton et al’s. (2011) 

model was divided into a cognitive component (i.e., do I believe that the interaction is 

one-shot or long lasting?) and a motivational component (i.e., given what I believe, do 

I want to cooperate?). Delton et al. then ran the model twice. In the first run, cognition 

was fixed at an arbitrary baseline and only the motivation to cooperate could evolve. In 

the second run, motivation was fixed so that the individual always wanted to defect 

when they thought that the prisoner’s dilemma was one-shot, and always wanted to 
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cooperate when they thought that the dilemma was repeated. Cognition was then left to 

evolve.  

Delton et al. likely made this decision to avoid potential polymorphism. This 

means that, if cognition and motivation were left to coevolve, then they could 

potentially affect behaviour in a myriad of ways that are hard to disentangle (Laland, 

1993). There is a trade-off between a model’s simplicity and the extent to which it 

captures meaningful human behaviour, however (Heyes, 2016; Kendal et al., 2018). It 

is my view that fixing either cognition or motivation, and allowing the other to evolve, 

is an oversimplification. As ancestral humans shifted towards cooperative group living, 

then both their cognitive and motivational systems would have evolved in tandem. This 

current model allows both cognition and motivation to coevolve to capture this 

complexity.  

As ancestral humans shifted towards group living, then cooperation would have 

made sense. Cooperative groups could bring down better game (Price, 2006), build 

better shelter (Chudek & Henrich, 2011) and could band together to out-compete others 

in times of warfare (Ihara, 2011). Some researchers argue that individuals engage in 

costly cooperation today due to the influence of these selection pressures from our 

ancestral past (Price, 2008).  

In fact, Evolutionary Psychology argues that individuals have numerous 

evolved modules each designed to deal with a recurrent issue faced by humans 

throughout the ancestral past (Cosmides & Tooby, 1994). A module is a cognitive 

process which has been designed to work on a certain input in order to produce a 

specific behavioural output. Some modules have become cognitive biases, as they lead 

to behaviour which is suboptimal in the current environment. For example, a preference 

for high-fat and high-sugar foods would have been adaptive in the ancestral past when 
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our ancestors lived on a calorific knife-edge but is maladaptive now that processed food 

is readily available and we lead increasingly sedentary lifestyles (Power & Schulkin, 

2013). In a similar vein, a module which favours cooperation due to the conditions of 

the ancestral past may produce a maladaptive cognitive bias nowadays. This is because 

industrialised societies often have large scale or anonymous interactions that are 

unlikely to lead to long lasting, mutual relationships (Price, 2008). 

Some researchers disagree with the claim that human cognition is modular, 

however. After all, our decision to cooperate must remain flexible to multiple scenarios. 

Some of these scenarios are novel and did not occur in the ancestral past. For example, 

the decision of whether or not to pay taxes or donate funds to start-up projects. Due to 

these novel scenarios, some researchers instead argue that our cognition to cooperate 

should be thought of as domain-general (Bolhuis et al., 2011). Domain-general 

cognition consists of a central processor that flexibly oversees decision-making across 

a variety of environmental inputs. Whilst there has been theoretical debate over whether 

cognition is modular or domain-general (Burke, 2014; Fodor, 2001; Spunt & Adolphs, 

2017), this model will be the first to the author’s knowledge to investigate how domain-

general versus modular cognition and/or motivation may differentially affect the 

evolutionary trajectory of cooperative behaviour.  

Previous research in Evolutionary Psychology have focused on cognitive 

modules (Cosmides & Tooby, 1994), though it is my intuition that motivational 

processes are likely to be just as important. Should our motivation to cooperate be the 

same when deciding whether to join in a collaborative group hunting effort to bring 

down a mammoth, as compared to the decision of joining in a communal building 

project? There are likely to be different costs and benefits associated to each 

cooperative domain that our cognition and motivation should weigh. 
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Agents with modular cognition may be able to reach specific conclusions about 

the likelihood of a behaviour being cooperative in different domains, whilst agents with 

domain-general cognition may reason generically about the likelihood of the behaviour 

that may be cooperative over multiple domains. An agent with modular motivation can 

show a different desire to adapt a certain behaviour in each domain, based on how likely 

it is that this behaviour is thought to be cooperative. Agents with domain-general 

motivation can only show a generic desire to choose a certain behaviour across multiple 

domains, and thus only show a generic drive towards being helpful or unhelpful. Whilst 

this model is not a full comparison of these architecture, it represents a promising first 

step to a full comparison. To achieve this, I consider a decision-making domain to 

represent ‘act’ or ‘not act’, as this level of abstraction will allow me to compare domain-

general agents performance. 

To summarise, I investigate the emergence of cooperation in a theoretically 

evolving population. This model has two novel aims: 

1. To investigate how cognition and motivation coevolve to influence the 

emergence of cooperation when the agents are uncertain about which behaviour 

is ‘cooperative’ in each decision-making domain. 

2. To investigate whether cognition and motivation are likely to be domain-general 

or modular when uncertain as to which behaviour is cooperative over two 

distinct domains.  

 

2. Methods  

2.1. Model description  

A population of 100 agents are randomly assigned into dyads. Each dyad plays 

two prisoner’s dilemmas. In these games, the agent has to choose one of two options: 
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to cooperate or defect. Cooperation always produces a benefit, b, to one’s partner at a 

cost, c to oneself. A prisoner’s dilemma has a payoff matrix where b>c>0. That is, the 

benefit given to the other individual must outweigh the initial cost of cooperation. In 

the current dilemmas, I standardise c=1. As the costs of cooperation are standardised, 

then the appeal of cooperation in these prisoner’s dilemmas are driven entirely by the 

size of the b parameter (see Section 2.2 for further details). See Table 1 for the 

parameters of this model. 

 

Table 1. The notations and variables used throughout the model 

Symbol Model description 

b ∈ {2,4} Benefits of cooperation. 

c = 1 Cost of cooperation. 

SA,SB ∈{0,1}  The environmental state in domain A or B 

respectively. 

BA,BB ∈{0,1}  The behaviour employed by the agent in domains A 

and B respectively. 

xA,xB ∈ (-∞, +∞) The cue summary drawn from the environment to help 

the agent decide which state the environment is likely 

to be in for both domains A and B respectively. 

sA,sB ∈{0,1}  The state that the agent beliefs the environment is in 

for both domains A and B respectively. These can be 

wrong. 

TA,TB ∈ (-∞, +∞) The cognitive threshold of evidence needed to believe 

that the state is 1 in domains A and B  

(note just T for domain-general agents). 

αA,αB ∈[0,1] The agents’ motivation to play behaviour 1 (i.e., hunt 

or build more) if they believe that the state is 1 for 

domains A and B. 

(Note just α for domain-general agents). 

βA,βB ∈[0,1] The agents’ motivation to play behaviour 1 (i.e., hunt 

or build more) if they believe that the state is 0 for 

domains A and B. 

(Note just β for domain-general agents). 

pA,pB ∈ {0.1,0.5,0.9} The probability that the state will be 1 in both domains 

A and B respectively. 

 

The agents play two one-shot prisoners dilemmas, designed to mirror the 

uncertainty that agents have over which behaviour is cooperative in two distinct 
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domains (Chudek & Henrich, 2011). I call these dilemmas A and B. These represent 

two distinct domains that a group may cooperate in. For example, imagine that dilemma 

A represents hunting and dilemma B represents building shelter. Let the state of the 

environment in dilemma A be represented by a random variable, SA, and the state of the 

environment in dilemma B be represented by a random variable, SB. Both had support 

∈{0,1}.. Note that which behaviour is cooperative depends on the value of the 

environmental state. When the state is 0, then playing behaviour 0 would be cooperating 

and playing behaviour 1 would be defecting. When the state is 1, then playing behaviour 

1 would be cooperating and playing behaviour 0 would be defecting.  

To understand how this decision maps onto cooperation, I will walk through an 

in-depth example of the decision to hunt in dilemma A. The agent has to choose 

between two behaviours: to act (1) or not to act (0). These can be thought of as the 

decision to spend more time hunting or the decision to spend less time hunting 

respectively. The payoff of the agent’s decision – and her partner’s decision – can be 

translated to the payoff matrices of a prisoner’s dilemma (see Figure 1). In this model, 

there is no uncertainty over the longevity of interactions (all interactions are one-shot 

prisoner’s dilemmas). Instead, the agent is uncertain about which environmental state 

she is in and thus is uncertain over which behaviour represents cooperation or defection. 

To illustrate in reference to hunting, it is sometimes cooperative to hunt more and share 

resources with one’s group (Hill, 2002). Agents who hunt more (BA = 1) are ‘hunting 

more as cooperating’, provided that SA = 1. If the agent refuses to hunt but still takes 

some food (BA = 0), then she is ‘hunting less as defecting’. 

Cases where SA = 0 instead represent conditions where to go hunting would be 

to defect. For example, if there is a scarcity of game and to overhunt would be to take 

resources from one’s neighbours (Lu & Wirth, 2011). If the agent decides to hunt less 
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(BA = 0) then she is ‘hunting less as cooperation’. She avoids the temptation to free ride 

and extract resources via selfish means. If the agent instead decides to hunt more (BA = 

1), then she is ‘hunting more as defection’. 

Thus, BA = 0 always represents the decision to not act (i.e., hunt less) and BA = 

1 always represents the decision to act (i.e., hunt more). Which of these behaviours is 

considered cooperative depends on the environmental state (SA = 0 or SA = 1). As this 

is the first comparison of modular and domain-general decision-making in a population 

of theoretically-evolving agents, we take the simplest representation of a domain-

general system as one that must decide to act or not act over multiple domains 

(Pietraszewski & Wertz, 2021). This is the first step towards a full and comprehensive 

comparison of modular or domain-general architecture. To illustrate how these 

behaviours affect fitness in line with the payoff matrix of a traditional prisoner’s 

dilemma game, see Figure 1. 
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 State = 0: Hunting more as defection                                    

 

State = 1: Hunting more as cooperation         

Figure 1. The payoff matrix for the prisoner’s dilemma in domain A (the hunting 

domain). Here, I focus on cases where c = 1 and b = 4 (strong selection pressure to 

cooperate), though there are cases where b = 2 (weak selection pressure to cooperate). 

 

Note that the costs of cooperation are standardised at c=1. Thus, the payoffs to 

cooperation is driven entirely by the size of the b parameter in this model. This benefit 

to cost ratio is designed to never be negative, though there may be cases where to fail 

to uphold the correct local (un)cooperative norms could led to punishment or ostracism 

(Gintis et al., 2003; Henrich et al., 2006; van den Berg et al., 2012). In my model, fitness 

payoffs were always positive as this allowed for reproduction to be tied to cumulative 

fitness. 

A similar logic extends to dilemma B (building shelter). Cases where SB = 1 

and BB = 1 imply that the agent joins a communal building project (i.e., building more 
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as cooperation) whilst cases where SB = 1 and BB = 0 imply that the agent does not join 

the communal build but tries to use the communal space afterwards (i.e., building less 

as defection). Cases where SB = 0 and BB = 0 implies that the agent avoids the 

temptation to build when it would only benefit herself (i.e., building less as 

cooperation), whilst cases where SB = 0 and BB = 1 implies a selfish decision to build 

(i.e., building more as defection). For example, the agent may extend her private 

property onto communal land. 

In order for the agent to choose behaviour 0 or 1, then the agent must first 

formulate a belief about the likely state of the environment in each domain. The agent’s 

belieff is represented by sA and sB respectively, and these both take the support ∈{0,1}. 

They either believe that hunting or building more is cooperative (sA=1 and sB=1) or 

they believe that hunting or building more is defection (sA=0 and sB=0). To formulate 

this belief, all agents draw a cue summary that probabilistically yet imperfectly captures 

the state of the environment. This cue summary can be thought of as a combination of 

all the factors that one weighs up when deciding whether a behaviour is helpful for the 

group. For example, some cues that could indicate a cooperative hunting endeavour 

include if the hunting party is large, consists of volunteers and is being undertaken 

before a communal feast. There are other factors about the situation (e.g., our finances) 

and the other person (e.g., whether we met them far away from our home, if they are 

anonymous) that must be weighed up before one decides whether to cooperate (Delton 

et al., 2011). For simplicity, imagine that all of these cues are collapsed into one cue – 

the cue summary – during this model.  

Let the agent’s private signal of cue summary in dilemma A be represented by 

xA and let the agent’s private signal in dilemma B represented by xB. These can be any 

random value from the respective distribution curves. The agent draws a cue summary 
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from a distribution of cues separately for both dilemmas A and B. These cue summaries 

depend on the actual state of the environment. When SA =1 or SB = 1, then the agent 

draws a cue summary from a normal distribution with a Mμ =1, σ =1. When SA =0 or 

SB = 0, then the agent draws a cue summary from a normal distribution with a Mμ = -

1, σ =1. This signal probabilistically but imperfectly represents the environment. The 

difficulty of distinguishing between these environments was driven by the overlap of 

the two distribution curves (~31.7%). This overlap means that the  agent can be wrong 

about the state of the environment and so they make decisions under uncertainty. 

Once the agents have drawn a cue summary from the environment (xA or xB), 

they can translate this into their beliefs about the environmental state in each decision-

making domain (sA or sB). They do this using their cognitive threshold, or minimum 

amount of evidence that they need to conclude that the state is 1 in each domain. This 

threshold could be thought of as the absolute minimum amount of evidence that an 

agent needed to believe that the state was 1 in each dilemma. These thresholds could 

take any positive or negative value. Let the cognitive threshold in dilemma A be 

represented by TA and the cognitive threshold in dilemma B be represented by TB.  The 

cue summaries were modelled so that 0 would represent unbiased cognitive thresholds.  

An agent that evolved positive cognitive thresholds thus needed more evidence from 

the environment before she would believe that the state was 1 (i.e., they needed more 

evidence to believe that action was cooperative). Conversely, an agent who evolved 

negative cognitive thresholds was less discerning and needed less evidence from the 

environment to believe that the state was 1 (i.e., they needed less evidence to believe 

that action was cooperative).  

If the agents’ cue summary exceeds their cognitive threshold for dilemma A (xA 

> TA), then they believe that the state is 1 (sA = 1). They believe that hunting more is 
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cooperative. Likewise, when the agents’ cue summary exceeds their cognitive threshold 

in dilemma B (xB > TB), then they believe that the state is 1 (sB=1). They believe that 

building more is cooperative.  

In cases where the agents’ cue summary is less than or equal to their cognitive 

thresholds (xA <= TA or xB <= TB), then the agents believe that the environmental state 

is 0 (sA=0 or sB=0). The agent believes that hunting or building less is cooperation. 

Agents with modular cognition can formulate different beliefs as to the likelihood of 

hunting or building more as cooperation across the two decision-making domains. This 

is because TA and TB values can evolve separately. Agents with domain-general 

cognition can only reason generically about the likelihood of hunting and building more 

as cooperation across both dilemmas. This is because their cognitive thresholds are 

constrained so that T = TA = TB.  

Once the agents have formulated their beliefs about the likelihood of the state 

being 1 then they can only hunt or build if they are motivated to do so. Each agent drew 

a random number from the uninform interval [0,1] and compared this with an internal 

motivational threshold. Whenever the agent believed that the environmental state was 

1 (sA = 1 or sB = 1), then she would hunt or build more with a motivation of Probability 

MoreState 1 (which we label α for future reference). Whenever this random number 

exceeded the α threshold, then the agent would hunt or build more. If this random 

number did not exceed the α threshold, then the agent would hunt or build less. The 

probability of hunting or building less when the agent believed that the environmental 

state was 1 was therefore given by 1- α.  

Imagine a case where the agents’ cue summary exceeds their cognitive threshold 

(xA > TA or xB > TB). In this case, the agents believe that the environmental state is 1 

(sA=1or sB=1). When the agents believe that hunting or building more is cooperation, 
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then the agents will hunt or build more with a motivation of αA or αB respectively. 

Alternatively, the agents may hunt or build less with a motivation of 1- αA or 1- αB 

respectively. Thus, αA and αB values drive the agents’ motivation to hunt or build more 

when they believe that hunting or building more would be cooperative. Thus, αA and αB 

values represent the agent’s motivation to act when she believes that this action is 

coopertive. Note that the agents’ beliefs about the environmental state are not always 

accurate and so there is no guarantee that hunting or building more would in fact be 

cooperative. 

Whenever the agent believed that the environmental state is 0 (sA = 0 or sB = 0), 

then they would hunt or build more with a motivation of Probability MoreState 0  (which 

we label β for future reference). Whenever this random number exceeded her β 

threshold, then the agent would hunt or build more. If this random number did not 

exceed her β threshold, then the agent would hunt or build less. The probability of 

hunting or building less when the agent believed that the environmental state took the 

value 0 was therefore given by 1- β.  

Now imagine a case where the agents’ cue summary is less than or equal to their 

cognitive threshold (xA <= TA or  xB <= TB). In this case, the agents believe that the 

environmental state is 0 (sA=0 or sB=0). They believe that hunting or building more is 

defection. Agents will then hunt or build more with a motivation of βA and βB 

respectively. Alternatively, the agents may hunt or build less with a motivation of 1-βA 

and 1-βB respectively. Thus, βA and βB values drives the agents’ motivation to hunt or 

build more when they believe that hunting or building more would be defection. Thus, 

βA and βB values represent the agent’s motivation to act when she believes that this 

action is defection. Note that the agents’ beliefs about the environmental state are not 
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always accurate and so there is no guarantee that hunting or building more would in 

fact be defection. 

The agents with modular motivation can change their preferences to hunt and 

build more or less across the two dilemmas. This is because agents with modular 

motivation can have αA, αB, βA and βB values evolve separately in each domain. Domain-

general motivation is constrained to be the same across both dilemmas A and B (α = 

αA= αB and β = βA = βB). This means that they can only show a generic drive towards 

hunting and building more, or hunting and building less, across both domains. 

Note that the implementation of the α and β values in this study do not align 

with Delton et al’s. (2011) (though the idea behind them is similar). In Delton et al’s. 

paper, β always represented the desire to cooperate once the agent’s private signal had 

exceeded her cognitive threshold and she thus believed that the state was 1 (i.e., she 

believed that the interaction would repeat). α always represented the desire to cooperate 

when the agent’s private signal had not exceeded her cognitive threshold and thus, she 

did not believe that the state was 1 and instead believed that the state was 0 (i.e., she 

did not believe that the interaction would repeat and thus believed that the interaction 

was one-shot).  

Instead, my implementation ties α to represent the agent’s decisions to play 

behaviour 1 whenever her private signal exceeds her cognitive threshold, and she thus 

believes that the state is 1 (i.e., this is the agent’s desire to hunt or build more when she 

believes that hunting or building more is cooperation). β is instead tied to the agent’s 

decisions to play behaviour 1 whenever her private signal does not exceed her cognitive 

threshold and she thus believes that the state is 0 (i.e., this is the agent’s desire to hunt 

or build more when she believes that hunting or building more is defection). Thus, I tie 

the motivational signal to a choice (i.e., to hunt or build more) rather than to a 
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cooperative strategy. This aligned with my aim of investigating how agents choose 

behaviour when uncertain as to which behaviour would be cooperative or 

uncooperative. 

This model allows the agents’ cognitive and motivational thresholds to 

coevolve. This addresses my first research aim regarding the complexity of how 

cooperative behaviour emerged throughout the ancestral past. The agents’ modularity 

for cognitive thresholds, and their modularity for motivational thresholds, are modelled 

separately. This gives four possible combinations: 

1. Fully modular agents can reason about the likelihood of hunting more being 

cooperative, and building more being cooperative, distinctly in each decision-

making domain (TA, TB) and can show a different desire to hunt or build more 

in each decision-making domain (αA, αB, βA, βB).  

2. Agents with modular cognition only. These agents can reason about the 

likelihood of hunting more being cooperative, and building more being 

cooperative, distinctly in each decision-making domain (TA, TB) but can only 

show a generic desire towards playing behaviour 1 versus behaviour 0 across 

both domains (α, β) (i.e., they can only show a generic desire towards hunting 

and building more across both domains). 

3. Agents with modular motivation only. These agents can only reason generically 

about the likelihood for hunting or building more as cooperation across both 

domains (T), though they can show a different desire to hunt or build more in 

each decision-making domain (αA, αB, βA, βB).  

4. Domain-general agents can only reason generically about the likelihood for 

hunting or building more as cooperation across both domains (T) and can only 
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show a generic desire to hunt and build more, or to hunt and build less, across 

both domains (α, β).  

Whatever the psychological architecture implemented from the four 

possibilities, cognitive thresholds and motivational thresholds are left to endogenously 

evolve throughout the current model. The agent receives fitness based on her 

behaviour (BA and BB) her partner’s behaviour (BA and BB) and the environmental state 

(SA and SB) in the two dilemmas. Each agent receives an exogenous fitness value of 1 

point on top of the fitness that she accrues via her interactions with her partner. This 

exogenous fitness captures the agents’ payoffs from behaviour in domains besides 

cooperation. These values were then summed to give a total fitness value per agent. 

Note that the agents’ chance of having offspring was directly proportional to their 

total fitness. For every one of the 100 agents, we translated their total fitness value 

into a fitness value which was a cumulative proportion of the entire generation. 

Agents who had more fitness thus had a higher cumulative proportion value. To 

assign offspring genotype, we simply drew a random interval between [0,1] which 

corresponded to this cumulative proportion space. Thus, parental agents with a larger 

proportional fitness would have a higher chance of having offspring, as the offspring 

agents were more likely to be sampled from these larger proportional fitness values.  

Once the offspring’s parental agent was identified, the offspring then inherited 

her parental agent’s psychological variables. Note that we allowed cognition and 

motivation to be inherited independently from different parental agents. This did not 

mirror sexual reproduction, but was instead intended to reflect how continuous, 

complex traits such as psychological phenomena are likely to be coded at multiple 

allele sites.  
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Agents inherited the cognitive thresholds with a mutation rate of 0.5. As this 

was a continuous variable with unspecified end-points, we assumed mutations to be 

common, but constrained mutation to only occur in small chunks in each time step 

(Mμ = 0, σ = 0.00125). Agents inherited their motivational thresholds with a lower 

mutation rate of 0.05. Mutations occurred in steps of plus or minus 0.01 at each 

timestep. Note that mutation was constrained so that the motivational thresholds could 

only take a value between 0 and 1. The agents could never be less than 0%, or more 

than 100%, motivated to hunt or build. Mutation was modelled independently for the 

two psychological components. The offspring and parental generation did not co-

exist. Offspring agents replaced parental agents entirely once they had inherited their 

traits, and reproduction was proportional to fitness and affected by a small mutation 

rate, as is typical of a Wright Fisher model (Suchow et al., 2017). 

 

 

2.2. Parameters 

See SI text for the full parameter space of my model. There are two parameters 

of interest that I vary. First, I vary the probability with which the environmental state 

could be 1 in domain A (denoted by pA) and the probability with which the 

environmental state could be 1 in domain B (denoted by pB). These are modelled 

separately and could take realisations pA ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 0.9} and pB ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 0.9} 

respectively. The environmental state in one decision-making domain does not depend 

on the environmental state in the other domain. For the sake of clarity, this analysis will 

focus on three parameter combinations of interest:  

1. Environments with skewed but equivalent distributions over both domains, 

favouring state 0 (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1). These parameters mean that hunting or 

building more was likely to be defection. 
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2. Environments with skewed but equivalent distributions over both domains, 

favouring state 1 (pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9). These parameters mean that hunting or 

building more was likely to be cooperation. 

3. Environments with skewed but disparate distributions of environmental states 

(pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9). This creates an environment where hunting more is likely 

to be defection though building more is likely to be cooperation. These 

environments are realistic. Some groups cooperate to build shelter, but not to 

hunt, and vice versa (Chudek & Henrich, 2011). 

Modularity may be more important for environments with inconsistent prior 

probabilities of state 1 (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9). This is because a modular agent can respond 

to disparate decision-making domains by formulating different beliefs and/or desires 

across both domains. A domain-general agent may be at a disadvantage when tailoring 

their beliefs and motivation across two different domains with inconsistent priors. 

Second, I vary the fitness associated with mutual cooperation by varying the b 

parameter. I include a ‘weak’ environment (b=2). This creates an environment where 

mutual cooperation does not give a substantially higher payoff than mutual defection 

and so cooperation may be less likely to emerge (b = 2> c=1 >0). I also consider a 

‘strong’ environment (b=4). This creates an environment where mutual cooperation 

gives a higher payoff than mutual defection and so cooperation may be more likely to 

emerge (b = 4 > c=1 >0). I run a population of 100 agents for 20,000 generations and 

repeat this for 100 simulations for each possible combination of parameter space.  

To summarise the model, the agents must decide to ‘act’ or ‘not to act’ in two 

prisoner’s dilemmas, when they are uncertain as to which behviour is cooperative over 

both domains. To make this decision, each agent must first decide which environmental 
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state the domain is in (would acting more be coopertion [sA = 1, sB = 1] or would acting 

less be cooperation? [sA = 0, sB = 0]). To decide this, each agent has a private signal 

(xA, xB) which can be thought of as the cues from the environment. These cues must 

exceed the cognitive threshold (xA > TA, xB > TB) for the agent to believe that the state 

is 1and that it is cooperative to act more (sA = 1, sB = 1). This signal can thought of as 

all the cues that the agent needs to decide that an action is coopertve (e.g., cues that 

suggest hunting is cooperative include if the hunting party is large and takes place 

before a communal feast). If the private signal does not exceed the threshold (xA <= TA, 

xB <= TB), then the agent instead believes that the state is 0 and that it is cooperative to 

act less (sA = 0, sB = 0). These beleifs can be wrong. After formulating these beliefs, 

the agent must be motivated in order to act. The agent is motivated to act with a 

probability of α when they believe that the state is 1 (and1-α for not acting), and are 

motivated to act with a probability of β when they believe that the state is 0 (and 1-β 

for not acting).  

Once the agent ‘acts’ (BA = 1, BB = 1) or ‘does not act’ (BA = 0, BB = 0) in each 

domain, they then receive fitness based on whether this behviour actually matches the 

environmental state (SA = 0, SA = 1, and SB = 0, SB = 1) across both domains, and 

whether their behaviour matches their partner’s behaviour over both dilemmas (BA = 0, 

BA = 1, and BB = 0, BB = 1). This will be affected by the probability that the state is 1 

(pA and pB) in each domain. The fitness assigned to the agent also depends on the size 

of the cooperative benefits to cost ratio, where c=1 throughout and bϵ(2,4). All agents 

receive an exogenous fitness value of 1 on top of this fitness. Fitness is then changed to 

a cumulative proportion value, so that more fit agents are more likely to have more 

offspring. Reproduction is therefore proportional to fitness. The offspring inherit 

cognitive (TA, TB) and motivational thresholds (αA, αB, βA, βB) from separate agents with 
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a small rate of mutation. The offspring generation then overwrite the parental agent at 

each time step, as characteristic of a Wright-Fisher model (Suchow et al., 2017).  

Our ultimate aim is to compare how modular and domain-general agents come to decide 

to act or not act in each coopertive domain. To achieve this, fully modular agents were 

coded to have a separate cognitive and motivtional threshold per domain (TA, TB, α A, 

αB, β A, βB). Partly modular agents either had modular cognition but domain-general 

motivation (TA, TB, α, β) or they had domain-general cognition and modular motivation 

(T, α A, αB, β A, βB). Finally, the fully domain-general agents have constrained cognition 

so that T= TA = TB , and constrained motivation so that α = α A = αB and β= β A = βB. 

This matches the definition of domin-general systems as those that must operate to 

decide to act or not act over multiple decision-making domains simultaneously.  

                                                                                                                        

 

3. Results   

The runs converged on stable psychological architecture over all simulations of 

20,000 generations (see appendix 1). Here, I discuss the stable psychological 

architecture across the runs of interest: (i) runs with skewed but consistent prior 

probabilities such as pA =0.1, pB =0.1 and (ii) pA =0.9, pB =0.9 and (iii) for runs with 

inconsistent prior probabilities of state 1 in both domains (pA =0.1, pB =0.9). For each 

of these runs, I explore: the outcomes present in the final generation (section 3.1), the 

psychological architecture of the final generation of agents (section 3.2) plus how each 

element of the agents’ psychological architecture contributed to the fitness of the agents 

when playing the prisoner’s dilemma games (section 3.3). I then compare the fitness 

across all four agent types (section 3.4), to see which psychology is likely to underline 

our decision to cooperate (or not) in two distinct domains. 
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3.1: Did the agents cooperate? 

Mutual defection was the dominant outcome across the runs. Mutual defection 

was expected in environments with weak selection pressures to cooperate (b=2), as 

cooperation did not provide a substantially greater benefit than mutual defection. 

Accordingly, this analysis focuses on environments with a strong pressure to cooperate, 

where b=4 (though see appendix 2 for cases where b=2). Despite the large benefits to 

cooperation, mutual defection was still the dominant outcome (see Figure 2). This may 

be because I used one-shot Prisoner’s Dilemmas. Mutual cooperation may only become 

a stable strategy when there is an opportunity for the dilemmas to repeat (Delton et al., 

2011). Thus, mutual defection may be expected as an outcome in agents who can track 

the contrasting pressures of which behaviour is likely to be defection in each of the two 

domains.  

The agents clearly adopted a mutual defection outcome on runs where there was 

a consistent skew in the prior probabilities of the state being 1 (Figure 2i: pA = 0.1, pB 

= 0.1; Figure 2ii: pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9). This makes sense as, when the prior probabilities 

are highly but consistently skewed in both domains, then the uncertainty over which 

behaviour is cooperation or defection is reduced. This is because the agent’s cue 

summary is being drawn on top of priors that are already quite conclusive. The agents 

typically chose not to hunt or build more as cooperation in state 1, and typically chose 

to hunt or build more as defection in state 0. 

In comparison, on runs where there was an inconsistency in the prior 

probabilities in the two domains (Figure 2iii; pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9), then the fully modular 

and partly modular agents defected in state 0 and state 1. The agent hunted more as 

defection and built less as defection in the two dilemmas. This may be because the 
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modular agents have cognition and/or motivation systems that were capable of 

discriminating between the priors of two decision-making domains.  

The results for the domain-general agents are interesting, however. These agents 

experienced some mismatches (i.e., some freeride, and some receive the sucker payoff) 

and some agents engaged in mutual cooperation across the prisoner’s dilemmas with 

inconsistent priors. As the domain-general agents have psychological architecture 

which is not equipped to discriminate between the two decision-making domains, then 

there was more variation in their choice to cooperate or defect at the individual level. 

That is, domain-general agents may start to cooperate as they could not track the 

different environmental states across multiple domains.  
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Figure 2(i): pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1.  
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Figure 2(ii): pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. 
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Figure 2(iii) pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9.  
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Figure 2. Bar charts showing the distribution of cooperation and defection. This is the 

outcomes for each of the four agent types on runs with (2i) skewed but consistent 

priors of state 1, where pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1 and (2ii) when pA = 0.9, pB=0.9 and (2iii) 

for runs with inconsistent priors of state 1 in both domains (pA = 0.1, pB=0.9). Note 

the x axis represents the four possible behaviours from the agent when playing a 

prisoner’s dilemma: C|C is cooperation conditional on partner cooperation , C|D is 

cooperation conditional on partner defection, D|C is defection conditional on partner 

cooperation and D|D is defection conditional on partner defection. The y axis gives 

the number of agents who adopt each outcome. These bar charts are for environments 

with strong cooperative benefits (b=4) (though see appendix 2 for the analysis of runs 

with a weak pressure to cooperate: [b=2]). Clustered standard error bars represent 

95% bootstrapped confidence intervals sampled across the 100 simulations. 

 

3.2: The psychological architecture of the four agent types  

We create a series of binned heatmaps to visualise how the agents’ cognition 

and motivation coevolved to drive behaviour (see Figures 5-8). I used the code in 

appendix 3 to calculate the smallest and largest cognitive threshold amongst the final 

generation of agents, and I divided this difference into nine bins. These are the nine 

sections of each heatmap reported in Figures 5-8. The motivational thresholds could 

take any value from [0,1], which I divided into ten equally spaced bins {[0, 0.1], (0.1, 

0.2], (0.2, 0.3]…(0.9, 1]}. This gave 100 bins defined jointly over the α and β values. 

For each agent, I calculated their cognitive threshold to decide which section of the 

heatmap to plot to and I then calculated their α and β motivational threshold bins. These 

corresponded to the exact coordinates of each graph to plot to, with α on the x axis and 

β on the y axis. The heatmap colours tracked the density of agents with the same 

cognitive and motivational thresholds. White spaces denote that zero agents have this 

exact cognitive and motivational threshold combination, while deeper orange reflects 
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denser patches. Finally, I added a black square to each graph to denote the average 

agents’ cognitive and motivational threshold values.  

Figure 3 shows the psychological architecture of the four agent types in 

response to runs with consistent prior probabilities where state 1 was unlikely (pA = 

0.1, pB = 0.1). The four agent types had cognitive thresholds between -7 and +7, and 

most had unbiased cognition. Here, I use the term ‘unbiased cognition’ to refer to agents 

who had cognitive thresholds around 0. As the summary distributions tended to 

associate negative cue summaries with state 0, and positive cue summaries with state 

1, then agents with cognitive thresholds around 0 were likely to perceive the 

environmental state in each domain without bias. Alternatively, thresholds below 0 

made the agent more likely to believe that the state was 1 and thresholds above 0 made 

the agent more likely to believe that the state was 0.  

The majority of agents had cognitive thresholds that were unbiased or slightly 

positive (see Figure 3). The priors were skewed towards state 0 (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1). 

This meant that the agents’ private signal was likely to be below their cognitive 

threshold (xA <= TA or xB <= TB). Due to this, the agents were likely to believe that the 

state was 0 (sA = 0 or sB = 0). As they were more likely to believe that the state was 0 

– and β motivational thresholds were utilised whenever the agent believed that the state 

was 0 – then there was stronger selection acting upon this value as it was more 

commonly used. β evolved to be close to 1 for agents with unbiased and positive 

cognitive thresholds (see figure 3). The agents were motivated to hunt or build more 

when hunting and building more was defection. To illustrate with the hunting example; 

the game was scarce, and the unbiased agent was aware that the game was scarce. The 

agent was still motivated to over-hunt to maximise her own resources at the expense of 

her neighbours. 
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Some agents had negative cognitive threshold values and needed less evidence 

from the environment to believe that the state was 1. As the prior probabilities of the 

run meant that state 1 was very unlikely (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1), then these agents may 

have a cognitive bias. I use this term to refer to agents who were likely to develop a 

false belief about the value of the environmental state (Efferson et al., 2020). Here, the 

agents with negative cognitive thresholds had a cognitive bias that made them more 

likely to believe in a rare event. To illustrate in reference to dilemma A, this would be 

the equivalent of the resources being scarce and yet the agent believed that hunting 

more was cooperation.  

Whenever the agents had negative cognitive thresholds, then even a small 

private signal was likely to exceed their threshold (xA > TA or xB > TB). Thus, the agents 

were likely to (erroneously) believe that the state was 1 (sA = 1 or sB = 1). As the agents 

were likely to believe that the state was 1 – and as α motivational thresholds were 

utilised whenever the agent believed that the state was 1 – then there was more selection 

acting upon this value. Interestingly, there was strong selection acting on α to be close 

to 1. The agent was motivated to hunt or build more.  

Interestingly, the agents with negative cognitive thresholds believed that the 

state was 1, and thus believed that hunting or building more was cooperative. Playing 

behaviour 1 may appear to be cooperative for this agent, but when one considers that 

the priors favoured state 0 (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1) then it can be seen that playing behaviour 

1 would actually uphold defection, regardless of the agents’ beliefs. To illustrate, this 

would be the equivalent of the agent believing that game was abundant and that hunting 

more would be cooperative. However, the game was actually scarce in this environment 

and so hunting more would be to take resources away from others and so would be 

defection. Despite the agents beliefs regarding the environment, they were motivated 
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to go hunting and so were motivated to choose hunting as defection. This is an 

interesting finding as it highlights that motivation can compensate for cognitive biases. 

It is also interesting to point out any differences between the four agent types. 

All four agent types had very similar psychological architecture on runs with consistent 

prior probabilities (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1), with the exception of partly modular agents with 

modular motivation. These agents had an average cognitive threshold of +3. Despite 

the agents’ positive cognitive thresholds, partly modular agents with modular 

motivation would still defect, comparable to the other three agent types (Section 3.1, 

Figure 2i). All four agent types may have shown similar outcomes, but these could be 

upheld by a wide range of underlying psychological architecture. The fact that agents 

with modular motivation but domain-general cognition upheld similar outcomes to the 

other three agent types despite their different cognitive thresholds again highlights the 

powerful role that motivation played in compensating for cognition when the two 

structures coevolved. 

Now, consider runs where the prior probabilities favour environmental state 1 

(pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9; Figure 4). Note that this condition is analogous to pA = 0.1, pB = 

0.1. The priors were skewed but consistent in both runs, meaning that the environmental 

states were likely to take similar values in both domains A and B. Of course, this run in 

Figure 4 flips the logic as now state 1 was likely to occur (SA = 1 and SB = 1). So, the 

agents’ cognitive and motivation thresholds would expectantly evolve towards the 

eventuality that the state was 1.  

The agents mostly had unbiased cognition though again, partly modular agents 

with modular motivation developed positive cognitive thresholds. This was a cognitive 

bias, as it meant that these agents needed more evidence to believe that the 

environmental state was 1, even though this event was likely. This is interesting, as 
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cognitive biases seem most likely to emerge in agents with domain-general cognition 

but modular motivation. Despite this adjustment in cognition, partly modular agents 

with modular motivation still upheld mutual defection as the common outcome (see 

Section 3.1, Figure 2). This again reflects that motivation compensated for cognitive 

biases. 

Figure 4 reveals that the agents with unbiased cognition or negative cognitive 

thresholds have strong selection acting upon their α value to be low. This meant that 

the agent was unmotivated to cooperate whenever they believed that hunting or building 

more was cooperative. The agents instead hunted or built less as defection. To illustrate 

with the hunting example, the agent was aware that game was abundant and yet did not 

go hunting. 

Finally, motivation again compensated for cognitive biases. There were some 

runs where agents have positive cognitive thresholds (see Figure 4). This was 

unexpected, as agents with positive cognitive thresholds needed more evidence from 

the environment to believe that the state was 1, although the priors made state 1 very 

likely to occur (pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9). These agents had a cognitive bias to (erroneously) 

believe that the state was 0. As the agent was likely to believe that the state was 0, then 

there was greater selection acting on β which evolved to be close to 0. Whenever the 

agent believed that hunting or building more was defection, then they chose to hunt or 

build less. This may seem to be a cooperative decision, but again it is imperative to 

remember that the priors in this run favoured state 1 (pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9). Regardless of 

the agents’ beliefs, hunting and building more was likely to be cooperative. By hunting 

and building less, the agent was therefore defecting. To illustrate this choice with the 

hunting example, the agent may have falsely believed that the game was scarce and so 

hunting would be defection. She thus avoided hunting. However, in this particular 
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environment the game was actually abundant and, by refusing to hunt, she was not 

helping to provide any meat to the community. Motivation once again compensated for 

cognition. 

Figure 3(i) pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. Fully modular, Domain A. 
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Figure 3(i)  pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. Fully modular, Domain B. 
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Figure 3(ii)  pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. Modular motivation, Domain A. 
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Figure 3(ii)  pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. Modular motivation, Domain B. 
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Figure 3(iii)  pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. Modular cognition, Domain A. 
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Figure 3(iii)  pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. Modular cognition, Domain B. 
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Figure 3(iv)  pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. Domain-general 
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Figure 4(i) pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. Fully modular, domain A 
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Figure 4(i) pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. Fully modular, domain B 
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Figure 4(ii) pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. Modular motivation, domain A 
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Figure 4(ii) pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. Modular motivation, domain B 
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Figure 4(iii) pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. Modular cognition, domain A 
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Figure 4(iii) pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. Modular cognition, domain B 
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Figure 4(iv) pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. Domain-general 

 
 

Figure 3 and Figure 4. The binned distribution heatmaps displaying the 

psychological architecture of the final generation’s phenotype for (i) fully modular 

agents; (ii) partly modular agents with modular motivation; (iii) partly modular agents 
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with modular cognition and (iv) fully domain-general agents. These figures give the 

results for runs with skewed but consistent prior probabilities. Figure 3 gives the 

results for runs with pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1, and Figure 4 gives the results for runs with pA 

= 0.9, pB = 0.9. Note that these heatmaps represent cases with strong benefits to 

cooperation (b=4), though see appendix 4 for runs where b=2. 

 

Thus far, all four agent types had similar psychological architecture by the final 

generation. Of course, the benefits of modularity may become more apparent on runs 

with inconsistent prior probabilities (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9; see Figure 5). First, I consider 

the evolution of modular cognitive thresholds in response to these inconsistent priors. 

Partly modular agents with modular cognition had a slight adjustment where their TA 

values became positive, but TB became negative. These agents were less likely to 

believe that the environmental state was 1 when this was rare in domain A but were 

more likely to believe that the environmental state was 1 when this was common in 

domain B (this is even easier to see in the line graphs in appendix 1). Thus, these 

adjustments in the cognitive thresholds were expected. Fully modular agents did not 

have equivalent adjustments in their TA or TB values, however. Fully modular agents 

had unbiased cognition clustered around 0. This perhaps shows that modular cognition 

may have only evolved to compensate for the inconsistent priors across two domains 

when motivation could not specialise to these demands. 

Domain-general agents did not experience adjustments in their cognitive 

thresholds (Figure 5iv) and partly modular agents with modular motivation, but a 

domain-general cognitive threshold, actually evolved a positive cognitive threshold 

(Figure 5ii). This positive threshold was likely to lead to an accurate belief regarding 

the environmental state in domain A (pA = 0.1) but was likely to lead to a cognitive bias 

in domain B (pB = 0.9). Thus, domain-general cognition either remained unbiased in 
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the face of domains with contrasting selection pressures or adjusted in favour of one 

domain only as, by definition, a domain-general cognitive system could not adjust to 

the contrasting demands of multiple domains.  

Agents with modular motivation (fully modular and agents with modular 

motivation but domain-general cognition) had a striking pattern of results. In domain 

A, when the environmental state was likely to be 0, then strong selection acted on βA to 

be high but weak selection acted on αA to take any value. This was true for agents with 

unbiased cognition or positive thresholds (who were likely to believe that the state was 

0). Thus, modular motivation for domain A matches cases where pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. In 

domain B, when the environmental state was likely to be 1, then strong selection acted 

on αB to be low though βB could take any value. This is true for agents with unbiased 

cognition or negative thresholds (who were likely to believe that the state was 1), as 

they were more likely to be using their αB value. Thus, modular motivation for domain 

B matches cases where pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. Thus, agents with modular motivation can 

mutually defect across the two distinct domains. 

Domain-general motivation could not discriminate well between two decision-

making domains when the priors were skewed but inconsistent (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9). 

Agents with domain-general motivation and modular cognition evolved a higher TA and 

a lower TB. This meant that the agents were unlikely to draw a private signal that 

exceeded their threshold in domain A (xA <= TA) and thus were likely to believe that 

the state was 0 (sA = 0). In this case, strong selection acted on β to be high (i.e., to drive 

the mutual defection outcome seen in Section 3.1, Figure 2iii). Alternatively, the agents 

were likely to draw a private signal that exceeded their cognitive threshold in domain 

B (xB > TB) and thus were likely to believe that the state was 1 (sB = 1). In this case, 

strong selection acted on α to be low (again this drives the mutual defection outcome 
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seen in Section 3.1, Figure 2iii). This meant that modular cognition evolved in a way 

which maximised the use of the domain-general motivation systems.  

To walk through an in-depth example of what this meant for the agents with 

modular cognition but domain-general motivation, these agents needed more evidence 

to believe that hunting was cooperative (perhaps as game was scarce) but needed less 

evidence to believe that building was cooperative (perhaps as this group typically 

cooperated to build shelter but not to hunt; Chudek & Henrich, 2011). Thus, the agent 

typically believed that hunting more was defection and that building more was 

cooperation. The agent was then motivated to hunt more and build less (i.e., they 

defected). 

Domain-general agents had much more noise in their motivational thresholds, 

however (Figure 5iv). This noise may explain why domain-general agents display a 

wider range of choices than any of the other agent types, including some outcomes of 

mutual cooperation (see Section 3.1, Figure 2iv). When the payoffs of cooperation were 

sufficient (b = 4), then domain-general agents seem less motivated to avoid this. 

Cooperation may have arisen in a domain-general agent who must balance their 

psychology over two domains with inconsistent priors (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9).  
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Figure 5(i) pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9. Fully modular, domain A 
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Figure 5(i) pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9. Fully modular, domain B 
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Figure 5(ii) pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9. Modular motivation, domain A 
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Figure 5(ii) pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9. Modular motivation, domain B 
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Figure 5(iii) pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9. Modular cognition, domain A 
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Figure 5(iii) pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9. Modular cognition, domain B 
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Figure 5(iv) pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9. Domain-general cognition 

 
 

Figure 5. The binned distribution heatmaps displaying the psychological architecture 

of the final generation’s phenotype for (i) fully modular agents; (ii) partly modular 

agents with modular motivation; (iii) partly modular agents with modular cognition 
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and (iv) domain-general agents. These figures give the result for runs with 

inconsistent prior probabilities of state 1 (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9). Note that these 

heatmaps represent cases with strong benefits to cooperation (b=4), though see 

appendix 5 for runs where b=2. 

 

3.3. Did the agents’ psychological components affect their fitness? 

It is my intuition that cognition and motivation coevolved to drive one’s 

decisions to cooperate or defect, and so both components would affect the agent’s 

fitness. I run a regression to reveal which psychological components predict fitness for 

the four agent types across the runs of interest (see Table 2).  

The domain-general agents’ cognitive and motivational thresholds affected their 

fitness across all runs (see Table 2). When psychological systems had to stay flexible 

to a range of domains, then any adjustments in these domain-general systems were 

likely to have fitness consequences in both domains. The modular agents did not have 

all of their psychological components evolve to drive their fitness and this in itself could 

be a design feature of modularity. Take agents with modular motivation on runs where 

pA = 0.1 and pB = 0.1, for example (Table 2i). Here, only βA and βB evolved to drive 

fitness. As the agent was unlikely to believe that the state was 1 (sA = 1 or sB = 1), then 

they were unlikely to use αA and αB, and so these values are unlikely to affect agent 

fitness. Likewise, take runs where pA = 0.9 and pB = 0.9 (Table 2ii). Here, only αA and 

αB evolved to drive fitness. As the agent was unlikely to believe that the state was 0 (sA 

= 0 or sB = 0), then they were unlikely to use βA and βB and so these were unlikely to 

affect fitness. In fact, this may imply that modularity was redundant in cases where the 

prior probabilities of environmental states were consistent in both domains.  

Perhaps the real test of modularity comes from runs with skewed but 

inconsistent prior probabilities of state 1 in the two domains (pA = 0.1 and pB = 0.9; 
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Table 2iii). This is because modular agents have cognitive and/or motivational systems 

that could track differing priors.  

On these runs, partly modular agents had their modular psychological 

architecture evolve to compensate for any domain-general psychological architecture. 

For example, agents with modular motivation but domain-general cognition could not 

balance their cognitive thresholds to the inconsistent priors of both domains, and so 

most of their modular motivational thresholds (αA, αB, βA, βB) evolved to drive fitness 

(αA estimate = -0.26, p<0.001; αB estimate = -0.30, p = 0.01; βA estimate = 0.21, p=0.005 

and βB estimate =0.11, p = 0.11). Agents with modular cognition but domain-general 

motivation could not balance their motivational thresholds to the inconsistent priors in 

the two domains, and so both their cognitive thresholds evolved to drive fitness. 

Interestingly, a smaller TA (estimate = -0.07, p<0.001) and larger TB (0.09, p<0.001) 

predict fitness. This is perhaps opposite to what one would intuitively expect, as this 

meant that the agents needed less evidence to believe in a rare event and more evidence 

to believe in a common event. However, the domain-general motivation still evolved 

to compensate for these cognitive biases and favour defection (Figure 5) and thus 

mutual defection is upheld as an outcome in these partly modular agents. 

Interestingly, fully modular agents never had all six of their psychological 

architecture evolve to drive fitness (TA, TB, αA, αB, βA, βB), even on runs with inconsistent 

prior probabilities of environmental states in the two domains (pA = 0.1, pB =0.9; Table 

2iii). Taken together, these findings highlight that there was a larger difference between 

a domain-general agent and a partly-modular agent, than there was between a partly-

modular agent and a fully-modular agent. That is, once the organism has modularity in 

either their cognitive or motivational system, there is perhaps little benefit to acquiring 
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modularity in the other system. It seems that allowing both modular cognition and 

modular motivation to coevolve was redundant. 

Finally, the domain-general agents have interesting results on runs with skewed 

but disparate environmental state distributions (Table 2iii; pA = 0.1, pB =0.9). In this 

case, larger α (estimate = 0.49, p<0.001) and smaller β values (estimate = -0.48, 

p<0.001) predicted fitness. Thus, agents had a desire to hunt or build more when they 

believed that hunting or building more was cooperative. They also had a desire to hunt 

or build less when they believed that hunting or building less was cooperative. Figure 

5iv confirms that fully domain-general agents do not have biased cognition. It thus 

seems that they were evolving towards preferring mutual cooperation. 

This point becomes clearer when I consider the behavioural outcomes of each 

agent type in Figure 2iii (section 3.1). Domain-general agents partake in mutual 

cooperation, and no other agents do. These findings show that mutual cooperation could 

invade mutual defection as a stable behavioural strategy given that (i) the benefits of 

cooperation were sufficient (b=4) and (ii) the agents were domain-general, meaning 

that they had to balance their cognition and motivation to the demands of multiple 

environments which gave inconsistent prior probabilities. Cooperation may arise as a 

trade-off from domain-general systems that cannot specialise to multiple domains.  

 

Table 2. The regression results displaying the psychological components that predict 

fitness for each of the four agent types in (i) environments with skewed but consistent 

prior probabilities such as (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1) and (ii) (pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9) and (iii) 

environments with inconsistent prior probabilities of state 1 in the two domains (pA = 

0.1, pB = 0.9). The results in italic text depict runs where the benefits of cooperation 

were weak (b=2), whilst the results in non-italic text depict runs where the benefits of 

cooperation were strong (b=4). Agents with domain-general cognition have the same 
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threshold in domain B as they did in domain A, and agents with domain-general 

motivation have the same α and β motivational thresholds in domain B as they do in 

domain A. For this reason, I arbitrarily block out domain B and focus on domain A 

for these agent types. 

 

Table 2i) environments with skewed but consistent prior probabilities (pA =0.1, pB 

=0.1). 

Psychological 

component left 

to evolve 

Agent Types 

Fully 

modular 

Agents 

Modular 

motivation 

agents 

Modular 

Cognition 

agents 

Domain-

general 

agents 

Intercept 2.92 *** 

(0.10) 

3.81 *** 

(0.15) 

2.99 *** 

(0.04) 

3.85 *** 

(0.10) 

2.93 *** 

(0.07) 

3.69 *** 

(0.13) 

 

2.91 *** 

(0.07) 

3.60 *** 

(0.12) 

 

Threshold A 0.0009 

(0.003) 

-0.025 ** 

(0.008) 

-0.02 *** 

(0.003) 

-0.05 *** 

(0.09) 

-0.003 

(0.003) 

-0.02 ** 

(0.007) 

-0.01 *** 

(0.003) 

-0.05 *** 

(0.009) 

Threshold B -0.007 * 

(0.003) 

-0.018 * 

(0.009) 

 -0.005 * 

(0.002) 

0.0002 

(0.007) 

 

α motivation A -0.02 

(0.02) 

-0.25 *** 

(0.05) 

-0.07 *** 

(0.02) 

-0.27 *** 

(0.05) 

-0.14 *** 

(0.01) 

-0.40 *** 

(0.05) 

-0.17 *** 

(0.013) 

-0.38 *** 

(0.42) 

α motivation B -0.10 *** 

(0.01) 

-0.18 *** 

(0.05) 

-0.08 *** 

(0.02) 

-0.20 *** 

(0.05) 

  

β motivation A 0.05 

(0.05) 

0.10 

(0.09) 

0.09 * 

(0.04) 

0.06 

(0.08) 

0.22 ** 

(0.07) 

0.20 

(0.14) 

0.26 *** 

(0.08) 

0.25 . 

(0.13) 

β motivation B 0.16 . 

(0.10) 

0.022 

(0.11) 

0.08 * 

(0.04) 

0.05 

(0.10) 

  

The asterisks denote the significance of our p values, with the following keys: 

*** (<0.001) 

** (0.01) 

* (0.05) 
. (trend: 0.05 – 0.10 significance) 
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Table 2ii) environments with skewed but consistent prior probabilities in both 

domains (pA =0.9, pB =0.9). 

Psychological 

component left 

to evolve 

Agent Types 

Fully 

modular 

Agents 

Modular 

motivation 

agents 

Modular 

Cognition 

agents 

Domain-

general 

agents 

Intercept 3.01 *** 

(0.01) 

3.43 *** 

(0.03) 

3.00 *** 

(0.01) 

3.55 *** 

(0.03) 

3.02 *** 

(0.006) 

3.48 *** 

(0.02) 

3.00 *** 

(0.006) 

3.48 *** 

(0.02) 

Threshold A 0.004 

(0.003) 

-0.004 

(0.08) 

0.01 *** 

(0.003) 

0.05 *** 

(0.01) 

0.006 * 

(0.002) 

0.01 * 

(0.01) 

0.009 *** 

(0.002) 

0.04 *** 

(0.001) 

Threshold B 0.003 

(0.003) 

0.04 *** 

(0.008) 

 0.004 . 

(0.002) 

0.01 

(0.01) 

 

α motivation A -0.08 * 

(0.04) 

0.16 

(0.10) 

-0.07 . 

(0.04) 

-0.30 ** 

(0.11) 

-0.35 *** 

(0.09) 

0.16 

(0.47) 

-0.14 ** 

(0.05) 

-0.21 

(0.18) 

α motivation B -0.06 

(0.04) 

-0.18 

(0.14) 

-0.04 

(0.04) 

0.09 

(0.11) 

  

β motivation A 0.03 . 

(0.02) 

0.21 *** 

(0.05) 

0.09 *** 

(002) 

0.12 * 

(0.05) 

0.13 *** 

(0.01) 

0.42 *** 

(0.05) 

0.12 *** 

(0.01) 

0.41 *** 

(0.04) 

β motivation B 0.07 *** 

(0.02) 

0.36 *** 

(0.05) 

0.06 *** 

(0.02) 

0.33 *** 

(0.05) 

  

The asterisks denote the significance of our p values, with the following keys: 

*** (<0.001) 

** (0.01) 

* (0.05) 
. (trend: 0.05 – 0.10 significance) 
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Table 2iii) environments with skewed but inconsistent prior probabilities of state 1 in 

both domains (pA =0.1, pB =0.9). 

Psychological 

component 

left to evolve 

Agent Types 

Fully 

modular 

Agents 

Modular 

motivation 

agents 

Modular 

Cognition 

agents 

Domain-

general 

agents 

Intercept 3.02 *** 

(0.04) 

3.54 *** 

(0.10) 

3.02 *** 

(0.03) 

3.59 *** 

(0.08) 

3.09 *** 

(0.12) 

3.41 *** 

(0.17) 

2.90 *** 

(0.10) 

5.00 *** 

(0.11) 

Threshold A -0.002 

(0.003) 

-0.010 

(0.007) 

0.0003 

(0.004) 

-0.02 . 

(0.01) 

-0.03 *** 

(0.005) 

-0.07 *** 

(0.01) 

-0.01 

(0.005) 

-0.02 

(0.01) 

Threshold B 0.008 ** 

(0.003) 

0.04 *** 

(0.009) 

 0.03 *** 

(0.006) 

0.09 *** 

(0.012) 

 

α motivation 

A 

-0.06 *** 

(0.01) 

-0.09 . 

(0.04) 

-0.08 *** 

(0.02) 

-0.26 *** 

(0.06) 

-0.28 * 

(0.12) 

-0.17 

(0.17) 

-0.10 

(0.09) 

0.49 *** 

(0.09) 

α motivation 

B 

-0.07 

(0.48) 

0.08 

(0.12) 

-0.14 *** 

(0.04) 

-0.30 * 

(0.12) 

  

β motivation 

A 

0.05 

(0.04) 

-0.02 

(0.10) 

0.08 * 

(0.03) 

0.21 ** 

(0.08) 

0.13 

(0.12) 

0.77 *** 

(0.18) 

0.28 ** 

(0.11) 

-0.477 *** 

(0.11) 

β motivation 

B 

0.05 ** 

(0.02) 

0.39 *** 

(0.05) 

0.06 *** 

(0.02) 

0.11 

(0.07) 

  

The asterisks denote the significance of our p values, with the following keys: 

*** (<0.001) 

** (0.01) 

* (0.05) 
. (trend: 0.05 – 0.10 significance) 

 

 

3.4: Is there a difference in the fitness of the four agent types? 

Section 3.3 addresses my first research aim regarding how cognition and 

motivation coevolve to affect agent fitness. I now address my second research aim by 
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comparing the fitness of fully modular, partly modular, and domain-general agents (see 

table 3). 

 

Table 3. The regression results displaying any differences in fitness of the four agent 

types in environments with skewed but consistent prior probabilities such as (pA = 

0.1, pB = 0.1) and (pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9) and environments with inconsistent prior 

probabilities of state 1 in the two domains (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9). The results in italic 

text depict runs where the benefits of cooperation were weak (b=2), whilst the results 

in non-italic text depict runs where the benefits of cooperation were strong (b=4). The 

domain-general agents were the omitted category of this regression. 

Estimates for 

regression 

predicting fitness 

Prior Probabilities 

pA = 0.1, pB = 

0.1 

pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9 pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9 

Intercept 3.050 *** 

(0.004) 

3.582 *** 

(0.013) 

3.037 *** 

(0.004) 

3.575 *** 

(0.013) 

3.136 *** 

(0.006) 

4.673 *** 

(0.015) 

Modular cognition -0.007 

(0.006) 

-0.020 

(0.018) 

-0.002 

(0.006) 

0.018 

(0.018) 

-0.013 

(0.008) 

-0.768 *** 

(0.022) 

Modular 

motivation 

-0.012 * 

(0.006) 

0.051 ** 

(0.018) 

-0.004 

(0.006) 

0.089 *** 

(0.018) 

-0.102 *** 

(0.008) 

-1.064 *** 

(0.022) 

Fully modular -0.006 

(0.006) 

0.038 * 

(0.018) 

-0.002 

(0.006) 

0.048 ** 

(0.018) 

-0.103 *** 

(0.008) 

-1.077 *** 

(0.022) 
The asterisks denote the significance of our p values, with the following keys: 

*** (p<0.001) 

** (p<0.01) 

* (p<0.05) 
. (trend: p=0.05 – 0.10 significance) 

 

First, consider runs with skewed but consistent priors in the two domains (pA = 

0.1, pB = 0.1 and pA =0.9, pB =0.9). Provided that the benefits of cooperation were 

strong (b=4), it can be seen that that fully modular agents and agents with modular 

motivation but domain-general cognition have significantly higher fitness than domain-
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general agents, both when the runs favoured state 0 (pA =0.1, pB = 0.1; fully modular 

estimate = 0.04, p=0.03; modular motivation estimate = 0.05, p=0.003) and when the 

runs favoured state 1 (pA =0.9, pB = 0.9; fully modular estimate =0.05, p=0.008; 

modular motivation estimate = 0.09, p<0.001). When the domains had consistently 

skewed priors, then having modular motivation seemed to predict fitness. I confirmed 

this with a secondary analysis in which any agent with modular motivation was found 

to outperform any agent with domain-general motivation during these runs with skewed 

but consistent priors (see appendix 6). Perhaps modular motivation was beneficial as it 

could have compensated for any cognitive biases that may have emerged in the agents 

across this run (see section 3.2). 

Contrastingly, domain-general agents have the highest fitness when the domains 

had skewed but inconsistent priors (pA =0.1, pB =0.9) when the benefits of cooperation 

were strong (b=4) (fully modular estimate = -1.08, p<0.001; modular motivation 

estimate = -1.06, p<0.001; modular cognition estimate -0.77, p<0.001). This is perhaps 

unexpected, as modular agents could adjust their cognition and/or motivation to the 

inconsistent priors in both domains. In fact, this specialisation can actually explain why 

modular agents accrued less fitness. On runs where pA =0.1, pB = 0.9, the modular 

agents specialised to the demands of both domains and upheld mutual defection. They 

hunted more when hunting more would be defection and built less when building more 

would be cooperation.  

Domain-general agents could not track the fluctuating priors of multiple 

domains. The domain-general agents would therefore experience uncertainty (i.e., they 

were unsure whether hunting or building more would be cooperation, or defection). 

This uncertainty led to the agents choosing to cooperate as a mistake. Of course, 

provided that the benefits of cooperation were strong (b=4), then mutual cooperation 
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could outperform mutual defection. Cooperation may arise as a ‘big mistake’ in 

domain-general agents, but it still pays off. 

The fully modular agents and the agents with modular motivation were similar 

in terms of their behavioural outcomes (see Section 3.1) and phenotype (see Section 

3.2). In order to investigate whether there were any meaningful differences in fitness 

between these two agents, I conducted a series of linear combinations on the predictors 

of the regression reported in Table 3 (see appendix 7). These linear combinations reveal 

that fully modular agents were often indistinguishable in terms of fitness from agents 

with modular motivation only. This suggests that agents may only need modular 

motivation when making cooperative (or uncooperative) decisions in two distinct 

domains. These linear combinations also revealed that the agents with modular 

motivation only always had a higher fitness than agents with modular cognition only. 

Thus, having modular motivation was consistently more influential in driving agent 

fitness than having modular cognition (see appendix 6 and 7). When it comes to the 

decision to cooperate (or defect), what we want to do is more important than what we 

think we ought to do. 

 

3.5. Summary of the key results 

For ease, I consider the previous results section as highlighting three key 

findings which shall now be addressed in the discussion:  

1. Cooperation could emerge as a ‘big mistake’. Specifically, the bar charts in 

Figure 2 – coupled with the fitness regressions reported in Table 3 – confirm 

that cooperation emerges as a ‘mistake’ in domain-general agents, who could 

not track inconsistent priors across multiple domains (pA =0.1, pB =0.9). 
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2. Motivation could evolve to compensate for cognitive biases. Here, I use the term 

cognitive bias to refer to runs where the cognitive thresholds adjusted in the 

opposite direction to what was expected based on the prior probabilities in both 

domains. For example, if state 1 was likely to be rare (pA =0.1, pB =0.1), then 

agents with lower cognitive thresholds would display a cognitive bias to believe 

in a rare event. Unexpected cognitive biases emerged in a few runs though 

motivation could evolve to compensate for such biases (as can be seen in the 

heatmaps in Figure 3).  

3. Motivational thresholds may have affected agent fitness equally to, or more 

than, cognitive thresholds. Fully-modular agents may have been 

indistinguishable from partly-modular agents with modular motivation only. 

This suggests that agents do not have to be modular in both psychological 

components to uphold complex behavioural outcomes. 

 

4. Discussion  

This model investigated how (i) allowing cognition and motivation to coevolve 

and (ii) whether cognition and/or motivation were domain-general (i.e., flexible across 

many domains) or modular (i.e., specialised to each domain) affected the decision to 

cooperate when there was uncertainty over which behaviours were cooperative in two 

distinct domains. This model found that cooperation was only likely to emerge in the 

domain-general agents, who could not track the inconsistent priors in environmental 

states across multiple domains. When agents cannot specialise to the conflicting 

demands of multiple domains, then perhaps cooperation emerges as a ‘mistake’.  

This finding has implications for the idea that cooperation results from a 

mismatch between the modern-day environment and the conditions of our ancestral past 
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(Burnham & Johnson, 2005; Price, 2008). This field of research– which Chudek et al. 

(2013) dub the ‘mismatch hypothesis’– argues that we only show costly levels of 

cooperation today due to a mismatched cognitive bias resulting from the tight-knit 

groups that were common throughout the ancestral past. Some researchers argue that 

this selection pressure led to a cognitive bias favouring cooperation, which still drives 

our behaviour today even when cooperation is unlikely to be reciprocated (Delton et 

al., 2011; Tooby et al., 2006). My findings contradict this assumption. If cooperation is 

a ‘big mistake’ (Boyd & Richerson, 2006; Burnham & Johnson, 2005; Chudek et al., 

2013), then it arises from a domain-general system. 

Domain-general systems may be more likely to lead to mistaken behaviour than 

modular psychological systems, as domain-general systems cannot be infinitely 

flexible. There will be some trade-offs when the domain-general system has to balance 

demands from multiple contrasting domains. This may be similar to the drop in 

performance that individuals experience when multitasking as they take on more 

cognitive load (Ӧrün & Akbulut, 2019; Vergauwe et al., 2010). The fact that costly 

cooperation has been interpreted as an evolved cognitive bias; though in this model, it 

emerged from a domain-general system, may suggest that the complexity of human 

cognition is hard to infer from observed cooperative behaviour alone. 

The costly levels of one-shot cooperation have been taken by some researchers 

to evidence a cognitive bias favouring cooperation due to the conditions of our ancestral 

past (Delton et al., 2011; Krasnow & Delton, 2016). Rather than having a specialised 

cognitive bias to favour cooperation, my model highlighted that mutual cooperation 

arose in a domain-general agent who could not adjust to the contrasting demands of 

multiple conflicting domains (pA =0.1, pB =0.9). Mistaken cooperation occurs when 
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domain-general psychology cannot specialise to the distinct demands of multiple 

domains rather than being due to a specific cognitive bias. 

Another issue with the view that cooperation emerges from a cognitive bias is 

that it may underplay the role of motivation. In my model, motivation consistently 

predicted agent fitness above the influence of cognition (see Section 3.3 and 3.4). It is 

worth noting that Evolutionary Psychology is a theory of cognitive psychology. Of 

course, motivation is also important (Delton et al., 2011; Öhman & Mineka, 2001; 

Tooby et al., 2006) though cognitive processing and modularity are often discussed 

more in-depth. The view that cognitive modules drive motivational processing may be 

broadly consistent with the partly modular agents who had modular cognition but 

domain-general motivation in my model. However, these agents typically accrued less 

fitness than agents with modular motivation. In fact, the partly modular agents’ modular 

cognitive thresholds would only adjust in runs with inconsistent prior probabilities of 

the environmental state in two domains (pA =0.1, pB =0.9). Cognitive biases may 

therefore only reliably emerge when motivation cannot track the demands of multiple, 

contrasting environments. This shows that, when it comes to cooperation, what we want 

to do is perhaps more important than what we think we ought to do.  

Motivation could compensate for cognitive biases when the two coevolved. 

Take runs where state 1 was very unlikely, for example (pA =0.1, pB =0.1). It would 

intuitively make sense for an agent to require a higher degree of evidence to believe in 

a rare event. Despite this, the agents sometimes developed a smaller cognitive threshold 

– and thus needed less evidence to believe in a rare event. These agents with cognitive 

biases to believe in a rare event did not show markedly different behaviour from the 

unbiased agents, however. Most agents defected on runs with skewed but consistent 

prior probabilities. 
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This is because their motivation helped to compensate for cognitive biases. 

Agents who (erroneously) believed that the state was 1 had a high α motivational 

threshold and so were motivated to play 1. Although the agent may believe that she was 

cooperating, playing 1 is in fact more likely to clash with the actual environmental state 

of 0. For example: I may believe that the game is abundant where I live and so go 

hunting more, with the intention of sharing some of this meat. However, in reality the 

game is scarce and so hunting has removed a food source from my neighbours if I do 

not follow up on sharing with them. To illustrate with an even more terse – though 

perhaps more illustrative – example, I could hold the biased belief that aliens routinely 

visit me. If I am never motivated to act upon this strange belief however, then it will 

have little effect on my behaviour and so may be unproblematic. 

If motivation can evolve to compensate for cognition, then a range of 

psychological architecture may be consistent with any behaviour. This has implications 

for EMT. For example, consider the sexual overperception bias. According to EMT, 

men may have evolved a cognitive bias to over-perceive female sexual interest as 

historically, the cost of slight embarrassment when being rejected was outweighed by 

the cost of a missed mating opportunity for ancestral men (Haselton & Buss, 2000; 

Haselton et al., 2015). Picture a man at a bar enthusiastically approaching many women 

and being rejected multiple times. This man may indeed have a sexual overperception 

bias as per the predictions of EMT. The man may be biased to approach women as he 

is overinterpreting the evidence that they are interested in himself. However, this 

behaviour is also consistent with a number of other psychological phenotypes. Perhaps 

this man actually has an accurate perception of the women in the bar and knows that 

they are unlikely to be interested in himself. As he does not want to miss out on a mating 
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opportunity however, then he may be highly motivated to approach these women 

anyway. Thus, his motivation can compensate for cognitive biases.  

Now, let us change the scenario from a bar to a workplace. The man in question 

does not approach the woman that he works with. Perhaps he is accurately interpreting 

her lack of interest in himself. Or perhaps he still has the sexual overperception bias; 

he does believe that the woman he works with is interested. However, the man may be 

very unmotivated to approach this woman due to the different constraints of this 

scenario. Of course, this makes inferring support for the sexual overperception bias 

based on behavioural data alone quite difficult (McKay & Efferson, 2010). Did the man 

approach the uninterested woman in the bar as he made a cognitive error to 

overperceive interest, or was he motivated to at least try? The same logic applies the 

other way. Did the man avoid approaching the woman in the workplace because he 

accurately assessed that she was not interested, or because he was unmotivated to make 

a sexual proposition in the public and formal scenario of the workplace? If this model’s 

results will hold in other domains besides cooperation, then it can be difficult to infer 

the presence of cognitive and/or motivational biases based on agent behaviour alone. 

If motivation can evolve to compensate for cognitive biases, then this may help 

agents to be flexible in their behaviour. This again has implications for EMT. For 

example, consider the base-rate fallacy in foraging. For prey animals, the cost of 

wasting some calories responding to a false alarm is greatly outweighed by the costs of 

failing to run away from a hidden predator. All else being equal, prey animals should 

have evolved to be hypersensitive to cues of predation and flee when in doubt. 

However, if the animal was currently starving then they may choose riskier grounds to 

forage as, in this case, the costs of dying of starvation outweigh the risk of predation 

(Autzen, 2017; Nettle, 2019). These state-dependent changes could be driven by 
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fluctuating motivational signals from within the animal, as evolved cognitive biases 

may be harder to update in line with fluctuating situational demands.  

Motivation could also correct for any cognitive biases that may favour 

cooperation. For example, one could hold the stable cognitive belief that cooperation is 

the correct thing to do. However, fluctuations in motivation may help the individual to 

compensate for certain situational factors. For example, the individual may be less 

motivated to cooperate when her resources are low, or when she believes that the other 

individual is unlikely to cooperate back (Chudek & Henrich, 2011; Delton et al., 2011; 

Evans & Rand, 2019).  

Thus far, my findings have implications for the view that cooperation is a ‘big 

mistake’ (any such mistakes favouring cooperation likely arises from a domain-general 

system as opposed to the modular view emphasised in Evolutionary Psychology) and 

highlighted that some previous evolutionary theories may have overemphasised the 

importance of cognitive processing at the expense of motivational systems (Delton et 

al., 2011). A final issue that my results may address is the ‘massive modularity’ debate.  

Whilst Evolutionary Psychologists see modular cognition as an important 

prerequisite for human behaviour (Cosmides & Tooby, 1994; Delton et al., 2001), other 

researchers argue that modularity is constrained to a few peripheral processing 

demands, such as colour perception (Fodor, 2001). Other researchers argue that the 

flexibility in human behaviour would be consistent with a fully domain-general 

psychology (Bolhuis et al., 2011). Of course, the scope of this debate is beyond this 

current paper. I do however observe that partly modular agents with modular motivation 

only were indistinguishable in terms of fitness from fully modular agents (see section 

3.4). This perhaps offers a middle ground for researchers to consider partly modular 

agents between the extreme full modularity and full domain-generality viewpoints.  
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It is interesting to note that modularity was more important in motivation than 

cognition in my model. This somewhat contradicts the predictions of massive 

modularity in Evolutionary Psychology. This theory may underemphasise the 

importance of motivation in preference of cognitive modules (Cosmides & Tooby, 

1994; Krasnow & Delton, 2016; Sperber & Mercier, 2018). This model does not seek 

to invalidate the wealth of evidence on evolved cognitive biases, but instead opens up 

a future avenue of research to consider the importance of evolved and specific 

motivational biases, too (see Tooby et al. [2006] for example). 

It is interesting that it was the domain-general agents – who cannot track the 

contrasting pressures over two domains – that cooperate (Figure 2iii). When there is 

uncertainty over which behaviour is cooperative over multiple domains, then domain-

general agents may cooperate by mistake. This may suggest that human psychology is 

domain-general, as we are cooperative across most societies (Henrich et al., 2001; 

Henrich & Muthukrishna, 2021). Moreover, this mutual cooperation allowed the 

domain-general agents to accrue more fitness than modular agent types (see Table 3). 

Perhaps domain-general agents may be able to out-compete modular agent types, 

provided that the benefits of mutual cooperation are sufficiently large.  

Of course, this claim is purely speculative until this code is adapted so that the 

four agent types can co-exist (see appendix 3). If this model started with an unbiased 

distribution split fairly between the four agent types, then it would be interesting to see 

which agent type – if any – reached evolutionary dominance across multiple 

simulations. When runs have skewed but consistent prior probabilities of the 

environmental state (pA =0.1, pB =0.1 or pA =0.9, pB =0.9), then the four agent types 

are sufficiently similar. Perhaps drift, or random sampling error during reproduction 

(Rorabaugh, 2014), would have more of an outcome on which agent type became 
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evolutionary dominant across such runs. When the environment has inconsistent priors 

however (pA =0.1, pB =0.9), then domain-general agents can become evolutionary 

dominant. This is because domain-general agents cooperate (initially by mistake). If 

they can then assort into likeminded groups however, then mutual cooperation becomes 

a much more successful strategy than mutual defection and so can become evolutionary 

dominant (Gintis, 2000; Ihara, 2011; van Veelen et al., 2012). To investigate this 

speculative claim, future research must redesign this model to accommodate factors 

such as assortment and group competition.  

Other factors could be added to this baseline model to understand which 

constraints, if any, lead to mutual cooperation evolving reliably in all four agent types. 

Factors such as genetic relatedness (Trivers, 1971), repeated interactions (Delton et al., 

2011) and reputation (Price, 2008) may underlie the emergence of cooperation but none 

of these factors were considered in this model. I instead wished to focus on the novel 

aspect of cooperation in multiple domains, though future work could adjust this code 

to investigate such parameters.  

For example, this code could be adjusted so that all agents play another round 

of a prisoner’s dilemma with a probability, ω. If EMT is supported, then one-shot 

cooperation would be expected to emerge (Delton et al., 2011; though see Zimmerman 

& Efferson [2017] for a rebuttal that this depends on making restricted and arbitrary 

assumptions about the complexity of agent psychology). I also did not allow agents to 

track what others in the group thought about them and update their strategies 

accordingly, though reputation may be a factor that was important to the emergence of 

cooperation during the ancestral past (Bhui et al., 2019; Panchanathan & Boyd, 2004; 

Price, 2006; Swakman et al., 2016).  
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To summarise, I investigated how (i) allowing cognition and motivation to 

coevolve and (ii) whether cognition and/or motivation were domain-general (i.e., 

flexible across many domains) or modular (i.e., specialised to each domain) affected 

the emergence of cooperation. If cooperation does arise as a ‘mistake’, then this only 

occurs in domain-general agents who must flexibly balance their psychology to the 

contrasting demands of multiple domains. Care must be taken when inferring 

modularity from behavioural performance. Moreover, fully modular agents may be 

difficult to distinguish from partly modular agents with modular motivation only. 

Finally, motivation drove behaviour and compensated for cognitive biases throughout. 

Perhaps previous research has focused on the influence of cognitive biases in driving 

behaviour at the expense of motivation. When it comes to cooperation, what we want 

to do may be more important as what we think we ought to do. 
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6. Appendices 

Appendix 1: The line graphs confirming that these runs converged on a 

stable psychological architecture. 

Appendix 1A: The line graphs for runs where pA =0.1 and pB =0.1 

i) Fully modular agents 
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ii) Agents with modular motivation only 
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iii) Partly modular agents with modular cognition only 
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iv) Domain-general agents 
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Appendix 1B: The line graphs for runs where pA =0.9 and pB =0.9 

i) Fully modular agents 
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ii) Partly modular agents with modular motivation 
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iii) Partly modular agents with modular cognition only 
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iv) Domain-general agents 
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Appendix 1C: The line graphs for runs where pA =0.1 and pB =0.9 

i) Fully modular agents 
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ii) Partly modular agents with modular motivation only 
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iii) Partly modular agents with modular cognition only 
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iv) Domain-general agents 
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Appendix 2: The bar charts displaying the agent strategies on runs where b=2 

Appendix 2(i): pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. 
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Appendix 2ii) pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. 
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Appendix 2iii) pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9. 
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Appendix 2. A series of bar charts showing the distribution of cooperation and 

defection outcomes. This is the outcomes for each of the four agent types on runs with 

(2i) skewed but consistent priors of state 1, where pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1 and (2ii) when pA 

= 0.9, pB=0.9 and (2iii) for runs with inconsistent priors of state 1 in both domains (pA 

= 0.1, pB=0.9). Note the x axis represents the four possible behaviours from the agent 

when playing a prisoner’s dilemma: C|C is cooperation conditional on partner 

cooperation , C|D is cooperation conditional on partner defection, D|C is defection 

conditional on partner cooperation and D|D is defection conditional on partner 

defection. The y axis gives the number of agents who adopt each outcome. These bar 

charts are for environments with a weak pressure to cooperate: (b=2). Clustered 

standard error bars represent 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals sampled across 

the 100 simulations. 
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Appendix 3: The scripts used to run the models and analysis. 

As my agent-based models and analysis scripts were divided into one of 

the four agent types (fully modular, partly modular agents with modular cognition 

only, partly modular agents with modular motivation only and domain-general 

agents), I divide my OSF repositories accordingly. Each repository contains the 

agent-based model (consisting of a h file, an m file and a main file to compile in 

Objective C), random number generators for Objective C, the bash file to run the 

simulations for each combination of the parameters of interest. Plus, each 

individual repository has some R analysis scripts: one for generating the line 

graphs in appendix 2, one for generating the clustered bar charts seen in section 

3.1 and one for generating the heatmaps and regression by psychological 

components in sections 3.2 and 3.3. These are: 

• Full modular agents: 

https://osf.io/pj3yd/?view_only=a601dd784d7e4d47ad2cdd0837ba6bae 

• Partly modular agents with modular cognition only: 

https://osf.io/yza8t/?view_only=9e008cba85cb459aa99bfa7168c076ea 

• Partly modular agents with modular motivation only: 

https://osf.io/wcvtz/?view_only=c2eebfdbe1f24d0586b10414f1cf9052 

• Domain-general agents: 

https://osf.io/3yv46/?view_only=bc24ed058eb748f6ab68af16da67cfad 

• The raw data: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/5rcv8dzea01rtpg/AABL-

bpWdpc849NQzcdYVba6a?dl=0 

For the raw data, there are multiple files uploaded, one for each of the 

parameter combinations. The files called disagg* contain the data for the final 

https://osf.io/pj3yd/?view_only=a601dd784d7e4d47ad2cdd0837ba6bae
https://osf.io/yza8t/?view_only=9e008cba85cb459aa99bfa7168c076ea
https://osf.io/wcvtz/?view_only=c2eebfdbe1f24d0586b10414f1cf9052
https://osf.io/3yv46/?view_only=bc24ed058eb748f6ab68af16da67cfad
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/5rcv8dzea01rtpg/AABL-bpWdpc849NQzcdYVba6a?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/5rcv8dzea01rtpg/AABL-bpWdpc849NQzcdYVba6a?dl=0
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generation of agents. These values were used to create the heatmaps in section 3.2, 

and the regressions in section 3.3. The file called popDataAgentTypes* represented 

the cognitive and motivational values averaged over the four agent types of interest 

over the generations. This was used to make the line graph in appendix 1. The files 

called popDataAgentTypesCorrExt* give the agent strategies for the agents at the 

extreme end of the modularity scale (e.g., fully modular, and domain-general agents). 

The files called popDataAgentTypesCorrMod* give the agent strategies for the partly-

modular agents (e.g., agents with modular motivation only and agents with modular 

cognition only).  These datasets were used to make the clustered barchart in section 

3.1. Finally, the popDataMot* and popDataThresh*  files give data aggregated over 

the agent types (for the motivational thresholds and the cognitive thresholds 

respectively) but were unused in the analysis. 

Finally, I also include an overall repository where I attach the script for the 

regression reported in section 3.4 which compared each agent type, and the 

supplementary materials showing the full analysis of the full parameter space: 

https://osf.io/zdyvh/?view_only=f2d9263c1807450da58ef122ebcdf627  
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Appendix 4: The heatmaps of psychological architecture for runs where b=2. 

Appendix 4A: The heatmaps for runs where pA =0.1 and pB =0.1 and b=2. 

Appendix 4A: pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. Fully modular, Domain A. 
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Appendix 4A: pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. Fully modular, Domain B. 
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Appendix 4A: pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. Modular motivation, Domain A 
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Appendix 4A: pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. Modular motivation, Domain B 
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Appendix 4A: pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. Modular cognition, Domain A 
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Appendix 4A: pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. Modular cognition, Domain B 
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Appendix 4A: pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1. Domain-general 
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Appendix 4B: The heatmaps for runs where pA =0.9 and pB =0.9 and b=2 

Appendix 4B: pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. Fully modular, Domain A 
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Appendix 4B: pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. Fully modular, Domain B 
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Appendix 4B: pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. Modular motivation, Domain A 
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Appendix 4B: pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. Modular motivation, Domain B 
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Appendix 4B: pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. Modular cognition, Domain A 
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Appendix 4B: pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. Modular cognition, Domain B 
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Appendix 4B: pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9. Domain-general 
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Appendix 5: The heatmaps of psychological architecture for runs where pA =0.1 

and pB =0.9, and b=2 

Appendix 5: pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9. Fully modular, domain A 
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Appendix 5: pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9. Fully modular, domain B 
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Appendix 5: pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9. Modular motivation, domain A 
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Appendix 5: pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9. Modular motivation, domain B 
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Appendix 5: pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9. Modular cognition, domain A 
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Appendix 5: pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9. Modular cognition, domain B 
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Appendix 5: pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9. Domain-general 
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Appendix 6: A regression predicting agent fitness based on whether they had 

modular or domain-general cognition, and modular versus domain-general 

motivation 

This regression backs up the points argued in section 3.4. When the priors were 

skewed but consistent (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1) and (pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9), there was no 

difference in fitness between agents with modular or domain-general cognition, 

though modular motivation was more fit than domain-general motivation. Finally, 

for the runs with skewed but inconsistent priors (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9), we see that 

both agents with modular motivation and agents with modular cognition accrue 

less fitness than their domain-general counterparts, which supports my view that 

domain-general psychology will be selected for as it allows for mutual 

cooperation to occur by mistake (which results in a higher overall fitness for both 

cooperating agents).  
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Appendix 6. The regression results displaying any differences between domain-

general and modular cognition, versus domain-general and modular motivation, in 

environments with skewed but consistent prior probabilities such as (pA = 0.1, pB = 

0.1) and (pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9) and environments with inconsistent prior probabilities of 

state 1 in the two domains (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9). The results in italic text depict runs 

where the benefits of cooperation were weak (b=2), whilst the results in non-italic text 

depict runs where the benefits of cooperation were strong (b=4). The domain-general 

agents were the omitted category of this regression as they were dummy coded as 0. 

 

Prior 

Probabilities 

Estimates for regression predicting fitness 

Intercept Cognitive 

threshold dummy 

(0 = domain-

general, 1 = 

modular) 

Motivation 

threshold dummy 

(0 = domain-

general, 1 = 

modular) 

pA = 0.1, pB = 0.1 3.047 *** 

(0.004) 

3.58 *** 

(0.011) 

-0.0007 

(0.004) 

-0.016 

(0.013) 

-0.006 

(0.004) 

0.0547 *** 

(0.013) 

pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9 3.037 *** 

(0.0035) 

3.589 *** 

(0.01) 

<0.001 

(0.004) 

-0.012 

(0.013) 

-0.002 

(0.004) 

0.059 *** 

(0.013) 

pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9 3.133 *** 

(0.005) 

4.48 *** 

(0.013) 

-0.007 

(0.006) 

-0.391 *** 

(0.016) 

-0.096 *** 

(0.006) 

-0.687 *** 

(0.016) 

The asterisks denote the significance of our p values with the following key: 

* = 0.05 

** = 0.01 

*** <0.001 

. = trend 
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Appendix 7: The linear combinations performed between all the modular agent 

types. 

These back up the points argued in section 3.4, showing that both fully modular 

agents and partly modular agents with modular motivation only consistently had a 

higher fitness than partly modular agents with modular cognition only. Moreover, 

partly modular agents with modular motivation only were often indistinguishable 

in terms of fitness to fully modular agents. This suggests that if modularity does 

evolve, it may only be needed in the motivational system when it comes to 

cooperation.  

Appendix 7. The linear combinations  compare the fitness of all the modular agent 

types, for the regression reported in Table 3, section 3.4 of the main text. The 

environments have skewed but consistent prior probabilities such as (pA = 0.1, pB = 

0.1) and (pA = 0.9, pB = 0.9) or inconsistent prior probabilities of state 1 in the two 

domains (pA = 0.1, pB = 0.9). The results in italic text depict runs where the benefits 

of cooperation were weak (b=2), whilst the results in non-italic text depict runs where 

the benefits of cooperation were strong (b=4).  

Prior 

Probabilities 

Linear Combination 

Fully modular - 

modular 

motivation 

Fully modular - 

modular cognition 

Modular 

motivation - 

modular cognition 

pA = 0.1, pB = 

0.1 

F(1,39996)=0.98, 

p=0.32 

F(1,39996)=0.56, 

p=0.45 

F(1,39996)=0.02, 

p=0.89 

F(1,39996)=9.36, 

p=0.002 

F(1,39996)=0.76, 

p=0.38 

F(1,39996)=15.85, 

p<0.001 

pA = 0.9, pB = 

0.9 

F(1,39996)=0.07, 

p=0.79 

F(1,39996)=4.08, 

p=0.04 

F(1,39996)=0.004, 

p=0.95 

F(1,39996)=2.35, 

p=0.13 

F(1,39996)=0.127, 

p=0.72 

F(1,39996)=15.19, 

p<0.001 

pA = 0.1, pB = 

0.9 

F(1,39996)=0.05, 

p=0.82 

F(1,39996)=0.51, 

p=0.48 

F(1,39996)= 

252.15, p<0.001 

F(1,39996)=204.46, 

p<0.001 

F(1,39996)=167.47, 

p<0.001 

F(1,39996)=208.64, 

p<0.001 
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Chapter 8: 

Conclusion 
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8.1: Thesis overview 

Throughout this thesis, I aimed to investigate both the flexibility of human 

social learning behaviour and the complexity of human psychological processing from 

a gene-culture coevolutionary perspective as per the predicitions of the dual-inheritence 

framework. Specifically, I had two main research aims: (i) to investigate how flexible 

an individual’s decision to conform is in response to social information about the group 

from whom she learns and (ii) to investigate whether complex decision-making is likely 

to be underlaid by a domain-general, or modular, processing system. These two 

research aims were explored via empirical studies and agent-based models respectively. 

These aims were linked by  investigating three areas of decision-making: asocial skills, 

social norms, and cooperation. These were investigated using a game against nature, a 

coordination game, and a Prisoner’s Dilemma game respectively. In this overview, I 

summarise the main findings of each chapter with reference to these two overarching 

research aims. 

To begin addressing the first research aim, Chapter 3 investigated whether the 

participants would adjust their frequency-dependent social learning strategies to social 

information about the group from whom they learned when mastering both an asocial 

skill (game against nature) or a social norm (coordination game). This social 

information included: (i) the frequency of choices amongst a group; (ii) whether these 

group members were identified as deciding in a similar or different decision-making 

environment to the social learner and (iii) the reliability of these similarity signals 

(reliably incorrect, uninformative, and reliably correct). This study was the first to my 

knowledge to find that individuals can adjust their social learning strategies to a third-

order complexity. Most participants clearly tried to adjust to the reliability signals, 

though few could do so optimally. There may be a trade-off in the depth of social 
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information that the social learners could process. They found it easier to master 

optimal skillsets and coordinate on optimal social norms when learning from groups of 

reliably similar others. This addresses my first research aim by showing flexibility on 

the part of the social learners, though there is likely to be an upper limit to the amount 

of social information that the learners can process. 

Having established that individuals flexibly chose frequency-dependent social 

learning strategies when mastering both asocial skills and social norms, Chapter 4 

applied a similar methodological design to cooperation, by utilising a Prisoner’s 

Dilemma. Again, the individuals had to base their decision to conform, to follow the 

majority in a linear fashion or to follow the minority on social information about the 

group from whom they could learn. This information included: (i) the frequency of 

choices (i.e., cooperation or defection) amongst the group; (ii) whether this group 

learned to cooperate in a similar or different decision-making environment to the 

participants and (iii) the reliability of these similarity signals. The social learners could 

adjust their social learning strategies up to a third-order complexity. They followed the 

majority of reliably similar others and followed the minority of those identified as 

similar with a reliably incorrect signal. Beyond this, the social learners did not process 

the reliability information from those identified as different. Again, there was a trade-

off in how flexible a social learner was when choosing her strategies. 

The second research aim addressed the flexibility of human decision-making 

processes. Chapter 5 investigated how domain-general, partly modular, and fully 

modular agents came to master asocial skills in a game against nature. I found that 

domain-general psychology was sufficient when mastering two similar skillsets, though 

modular psychology was needed to master disparate skillsets over distinct domains. I 
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also found that modular cognition experienced a greater evolutionary shift over the 

model’s runs than motivation did.  

I then used a coordination game to investigate how domain-general, partly 

modular, and fully modular agents came to master social norms. Chapter 6 revealed 

that domain-general psychology was sufficient when the agents mastered two similar 

social norms, but modular psychology was necessary to master two widely different 

social norms over two distinct domains. Both cognition and motivation were influential 

when mastering a social norm. Modular cognition could track the different probabilities 

of social coordination occurring over two distinct domains. Modular motivation could 

respond to disparate fitness pressures in terms of which behaviour was the most fit to 

coordinate on across two distinct domains. The models revealed that the agents’ 

cognition and motivation coevolved over the model’s runtime to facilitate coordination, 

though whether they coordinated on the optimal or suboptimal social norms as a 

strategy was largely decided by drift. 

Finally, Chapter 7 investigated how domain-general, partly modular, and fully 

modular agents learned to cooperate (or defect) over two domains by using the 

Prisoner’s Dilemma game. Interestingly, domain-general agents outperformed modular 

agents in this chapter. As domain-general agents struggled to track the probabilities and 

fitness pressures over multiple distinct domains, then they started to cooperate by 

accident. Mutual cooperation could arise as a ‘big mistake’ but only in domain-general 

agents. Motivation was also more important than cognition in influencing agent 

behaviour. Even if modular agents developed a cognitive bias to favour cooperation, 

their motivation could evolve in the opposite direction to compensate. Conversely, if 

the domain-general agents developed a cognitive bias to favour defection, then their 

motivation evolved to compensate for these cognitive dispositions. In sum, Chapter 7 
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suggests that a domain-general psychology underlies the unique scale and complexity 

of human cooperation (Henrich & Muthukrishna, 2021). Motivation was more 

influential than cognition when driving behaviour. When it comes to cooperation, what 

we want to do may be more important than what we think we ought to do. 

The following sections of my conclusion aim to break down and explore these 

findings further. Section 8.2 synthesises my social learning studies and relates these to 

the field of gene-culture coevolution. Section 8.3 synthesises my agent-based models 

and relates these to the fields of gene-culture coevolution and Evolutionary Psychology 

(EP). Section 8.4 then synthesises both the studies and the model findings together, and 

places these in a broader evolutionary context. Section 8.5 outlines some key strengths 

and implications of my work, and section 8.6 outlines some key limitations and 

directions for future research. Finally, section 8.7 concludes my thesis.  

 

8.2. Research aim 1: Placing the studies on the flexibility of social learning into a 

gene-culture coevolutionary context 

This thesis aimed to investigate the flexibility with which people chose to follow 

the majority– or minority–as a function of certain social information about the group 

from whom they learned. Across all three key areas of decision-making, the participants 

in Chapters 3 and 4 showed a flexible use of frequency-dependent social learning 

strategies. All participants adjusted to (i) frequency information; (ii) a signal informing 

the participants whether they learned in a similar or different environment to the group 

and (iii) the reliability of this similarity signal.  

In the introduction of my thesis (Chapter 1, section 1.2), I discussed a view in 

the gene-culture coevolutionary field that social learning strategies, such as conformity, 

operate like rules-of-thumb (Gintis, 2003; Henrich, 2004; Henrich & Boyd, 2001; 
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Molleman et al., 2014). Applying these rules-of-thumb indiscriminately may lead to 

participants upholding incorrect behaviour (Asch, 1955) and to spillover effects (Brand 

et al., 2020; Marks et al., 2019). My empirical work in Chapters 3 and 4 contradicted 

this viewpoint. Most participants tried to adjust to both the similarity and reliability 

information, rather than blindly copying any majority. This has implications for how 

we understand the function of conformity (Kendal et al., 2018). Rather than functioning 

like a simple rule, the decision to conform is responsive to social information about the 

group from whom we learn. Perhaps frequency-dependent social learning strategies 

function to help us to respond to the range of groups that we are likely to encounter 

throughout our everyday lives and that our forebears may have encountered throughout 

the ancestral past. These groups likely require flexible and complex social learning 

strategies to navigate (Boyd & Richerson, 1985 [chapter 7]; Deffner et al., 2020; 

Efferson et al., 2008b). 

Despite this impressive flexibility, my participants showed an asymmetric 

adjustment across all three decision-making games, though to differing extents. All 

participants could adopt the same option as the group from whom they learned when 

they saw a reliably correct signal indicating that they learned from similar others (see 

Figure 4). This finding may suggest an in-group preference (Efferson et al., 2016). This 

contradicts a viewpoint that I discussed in the introduction of this thesis (Chapter 1, 

section 1.2); that individuals are completely flexible in their choice of social learning 

strategies (Evans et al., 2018; Kendal et al., 2018; Rendell et al., 2011). Across all three 

economic games– and regardless of whether they were British or Indian– the 

participants were more likely to copy the same behaviour as the majority of the group 

provided that this group were signalled to be reliably similar. With the exception of a 

few participants in each study who reported that they did not use social information, 
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most participants showed this asymmetric adjustment when they tried to adjust to all 

three orders of social information. This contrasts with research suggesting that some 

participants always conform, and others choose to be flexible (Efferson et al., 2008a; 

McElreath et al., 2008). Rather than having a preference that was fixed within each 

individual, my analysis revealed that most participants did genuinely adjust to the three 

orders of social information (see appendix 1). I now compare the social learning 

strategies utilised across all three game types (see figure 4). 
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Key:  

 

Figure 4. The proportion of social learners who chose % based on the number of 

demonstrators who chose %. The different panels show the social learners’ responses 

to frequency-dependent social information by each level of the second- and third-order 
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social information. The regions shaded in grey depict where the social learners’ data 

would fall if they used a conformist strategy, while the dashed lines give points of 

reference for proportions of learners choosing % at 0, 0.5, and 1. The colour denotes 

the games being played, with game against nature (asocial skills) in red, coordination 

game (social norms) in blue and Prisoner’s Dilemma (cooperation) in green. 

 

Starting with reliably correct signals of similarity, the social learners typically 

followed the majority on these blocks. As their preference to follow the majority around 

reliably similar others was the most pronounced social learning strategy, then the social 

learners were more likely to master the optimal norms and skillsets– and to cooperate– 

when learning from groups of reliably similar others than any other group. This 

asymmetric adjustment may suggest that the function of conformity– while flexible– is 

still tailored to learning scenarios that one would have been likely to encounter 

throughout one’s everyday life, or throughout the ancestral past. If it is common to learn 

from reliably similar others, who were likely to have been our in-group members 

(Efferson et al., 2016; McElreath et al., 2003); then perhaps our social learning abilities 

reflect this commonality. 

This bias to learn from reliably similar others may be genetic and/or cultural in 

nature. If there has been a high level of assortment into like-minded groups throughout 

the ancestral past, then there would have been higher payoffs for following the skillsets 

and norms of these like-minded others. Perhaps the preference to follow the majority 

of reliably similar others is therefore a genetically-evolved in-group preference 

(Henrich & Boyd, 1998). Alternatively, social learning rules may themselves be 

socially learned (Kendal et al., 2018; Heyes, 2016; Mesoudi et al., 2016). Perhaps the 

social learners found it easier to respond to reliably similar others in the current studies 

as they were used to copying reliably similar in-group members in their everyday lives. 
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Note that this thesis cannot inform whether this bias is genetic or cultural in nature, 

though this would be an interesting avenue for further work to explore. 

When responding to reliably similar others (Figure 4C), there was a particularly 

pronounced conformity effect on the coordination game (social norms). As reliably 

similar others are likely to be in-group members, then this finding corroborates previous 

gene-culture coevolutionary work which suggests that the social norms of one’s own 

group must be preserved with a high fidelity (Legare, 2019; Henrich & Muthukrishna, 

2021; Molleman et al., 2013a). Indeed, these findings corroborate previous work which 

suggests that conformity should be more pronounced when learning a social norm than 

an asocial skill (Clegg & Legare, 2016; Legare, 2017; Legare & Nielsen, 2015; Wen et 

al., 2019).  

Across all three economic games, the social learners were more likely to choose 

the same option as that which the minority of demonstrators chose, in response to 

similar others with reliably incorrect signals (see Figure 4A). The participants 

understood that those who were unlikely to be playing the same game as themselves 

were in fact likely to be playing a different game. In this case, the participants should 

choose the opposite option to the majority of this group. There is uncertainty as to 

whether this was a true preference to follow a minority per se, or merely a caveat of the 

task being binary. With only two options to choose from, the social learners may have 

just chosen the opposite option to that which the majority of demonstrators had chosen 

under both reliably different and unreliably similar signals (see section 8.6.2). 

Regardless, the fact that social learners could respond to these signals may suggest that 

signals of group membership have not always been reliable (Smaldino et al., 2018) and 

perhaps could have been faked (Sosis et al., 2007).  
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Moreover, the preference to follow the minority of similar others– or to choose 

the opposite option to the majority of similar others– with a reliably incorrect signal 

was the most pronounced during the Prisoner’s Dilemma which measured cooperation. 

This suggests that the ability to process third-order reliability information may be key 

in one’s response to free-rider infiltration. To return to an example that I have used 

throughout this thesis, picture an extremely cooperative group who share their wealth 

equally amongst their group members. Now imagine that these group members are 

identifiable as they all wear red. It would be relatively easy for an outsider to acquire 

red clothing and infiltrate this group. As this outsider is likely to be a free-rider who 

only intends to take resources from the group and give nothing in return, then it is 

prudent that such individuals are identified and can be ousted from the group. If, for 

example, the exact shade of red that the group wears is hard to replicate then any free-

riders infiltrating the group may end up wearing clothes that are an off-shade of red. In 

this case, the off-shade of red becomes a reliable signal of who is faking group 

membership (and is therefore the equivalent of a reliably incorrect signal of similarity 

in my study).  

Precisely because cooperative groups are at risk of free-rider infiltration, it may 

make sense that those participants who learned cooperative norms were ultra-aware of 

who could be faking a similar group membership. This supports previous work which 

suggests that the reliability of group signals can be questionable, especially due to free-

rider infiltration of cooperative groups (Smaldino, 2019; Smaldino et al., 2018; Sosis 

et al., 2007). Taken together, our social learning strategies have a flexible function in 

response to groups that should be copied (e.g., reliably similar others) and to follow the 

minority behaviour in response to groups who should not be copied (e.g., reliably 

incorrect signals indicating the participants learned from similar others). In the latter 
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case, the social learning strategies are a failsafe to protect against learning from those 

infiltrators with faked signals. In fact, these results may even be indicative of opposing 

those with faked signals. To return to an example that I have used throughout this thesis, 

consider the cooperative group who signal their group membership by wearing red 

clothing. If the agent is aware that the person with the off-shade of red clothing is a 

free-rider, then they may do the opposite of them on principle. For example, the focal 

agent will cooperate (with others) whenever the infiltrator defects (with others).  This 

easier on tasks with two options to choose from, such as ‘cooperate’ or ‘defect’. 

The social learners followed the majority of different others with reliably 

incorrect signals (Figure 4D). The tendency to follow the majority around different 

others with reliably incorrect signals did not match the strong preference to follow the 

majority around reliably similar others, despite the fact that these conditions were 

equivalent. While it may be common to encounter reliably similar others– and it may 

unfortunately be common to encounter outsiders who fake a signal of similar group 

membership to oneself– it is perhaps rarer to encounter those that would pretend to be 

different. After all, failing to coordinate on a social norm would entail significant costs 

(Chudek & Henrich, 2011; Molleman et al., 2019b). Likewise, a failure to cooperate 

when others do would attract negative attention (Molleman et al., 2019b; Price & 

Johnson, 2011; van den Berg et al., 2012). Cooperating when everyone else defects 

would result in a substantial loss of resources (Capraro, 2013). Thus, the social learners 

did not respond to a reliably incorrect signal of difference.  

This asymmetric adjustment may be indicative of social learning. If the 

participants had not experienced people who pretend to be different to themselves 

enough times, then they are unlikely to have formed a social learning rule regarding 

how to react around unreliably different others (Heyes, 2018). Alternatively, this 
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asymmetric adjustment may suggest that social learners could only process signals that 

were likely to have an ancestral analogue. If it was rare for others to pretend to be 

different to each other throughout the ancestral past, then there would not be a strong 

selection pressure to have shaped social learner cognition to be able to respond to 

reliably incorrect signals of difference in the current study. If free-riders often faked 

group membership to infiltrate cooperative groups however, then social learner 

cognition would be shaped towards processing reliably incorrect signals of similarity 

only (Smaldino et al., 2018).  

The coordination game in blue shows the strongest response to the reliability 

signal given alongside different others. Individuals may employ the opposite social 

norms to different groups on principle (Chudek & Henrich, 2011). This pressure is not 

necessarily equivalent for other decision-making tasks. For example, the social learners 

did not respond as strongly to the reliability signal given alongside different others 

when learning asocial skills, in red. Perhaps we do not need to do the opposite of a 

group of different others, as the optima of different others are often irrelevant to oneself 

and do not necessarily influence what one should do when acquiring one’s own skills 

(Boyd & Richerson, 2005).  

The social learners’ response to uninformative signals is interesting (see Figure 

4B and 4E). The social learners who saw an uninformative signal were maximally 

unsure as to whether they were playing the same or different game to the groups from 

whom they learned. Uninformative signals thus rendered all social learning strategies 

equivalent in terms of expected payoffs (Efferson et al., 2016). This left only 

preferences over the payoff-irrelevant characteristics of the games to have an effect. 

The social learners may just have just chosen @ or % randomly, and so their response 

to frequency information may have cancelled to chance at the aggregate level. 
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Alternatively, the social learners may have chosen to follow the majority– or the 

minority– in response to these uninformative signals simply because they had a 

preference for this social learning strategy.  

Interestingly, there was no response to frequency information when the 

participants learned from different others with an uninformative signal (see Figure 4E). 

This suggests that the participants just chose randomly, and this cancelled out to no 

response at the aggregate level. However, there was a preferred response to 

uninformative signals of similarity (Figure 4B). Across all three economic games, the 

social learners followed the majority of similar others with uninformative signals. This 

confirms a preference to copy similar in-group members. This strategy may make sense 

as uninformative signals are not necessarily faked signals. For example, some groups 

signal their loyalties subtly, as they do not want to attract negative attention from 

outgroup members (Smaldino, 2019; Smaldino et al., 2018). 

When responding to groups of reliably different others, the participants 

followed the minority when learning both an asocial skill (game against nature; red) 

and a social norm (coordination game; blue). Social norms of different others are 

typically opposed so that we can signal a different ideal to an outgroup (Chudek & 

Henrich, 2011). Likewise, some asocial skills will be opposed when they come to be 

associated with an outgroup. For example, Smaldino and colleagues suggest that some 

technologies are slower to spread within a population when the technology gets 

associated with one specific subgroup as others wish to be seen as different to this 

subgroup (Smaldino et al., 2017; Smaldino & Jones, 2021). However, this effect was 

not as pronounced when learning asocial skills as it was for social norms.  

Thus far, there has been a remarkable similarity between how the predominantly 

Indian participants in Chapter 3 and the predominantly British participants in Chapter 
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4 used social information when playing these games. This is interesting, as a large 

amount of gene-culture coevolutionary work suggests that there would be differences 

in the social learning strategies preferred by individualistic and collectivist participants 

(Bond & Smith, 1996; Molleman & Gächter, 2018). One reason my thesis found 

something different may be that the specific social information shown, and the 

economic games used, were more influential in driving frequency-dependent social 

learning strategies than the participants’ cultural orientation. Alternatively, Indian and 

British participants may have more similar social learning preferences than those from 

highly-collectivist countries, such as China, who have been more often studied in past 

research (Bond & Smith, 1996; Molleman & Gächter, 2018). This is particularly likely, 

as Chapter 3 recruited from the PUNE lab in FLAME University and Chapter 4 

recruited in the EconLab at RHUL. Both of these universities may have students who 

are more educated, rich, and democratic than the general population of India and Britain 

as a whole (Henrich, 2020). Thus, their social learning preferences may be quite similar 

due to both sets of participants being undergraduate students. 

While the participants in Chapter 3 (who learned asocial skills and social 

norms) clearly followed the minority around reliably different others, the social 

learners’ response to reliably different others fluctuated around chance when they 

learned to play the Prisoner’s Dilemma from Chapter 4 (see figure 4F). Of course, this 

could have been due to differing preferences between my British sample who played 

the Prisoner’s Dilemma game, and my Indian sample who played the other two games. 

Individualistic participants are less likely to use social information than collectivist 

participants (Mesoudi et al., 2015; Molleman & Gächter, 2018), which may explain 

why the individualistic British participants did not use the social information from 

reliably different others in Chapter 4 of my thesis. 
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Alternatively, this differing response to reliably different others may be due to 

the structure of the Prisoner’s Dilemma. The Prisoner’s Dilemma is fundamentally 

different to the game against nature and the coordination game. The game against nature 

and the coordination game each have an objectively correct answer, in the sense that 

one option is expected to give the highest payoff if everyone chooses it. Of course, this 

blanket statement does not cover individual preferences for coordination where some 

individuals feel intrinsically rewarded for not coordinating on a popular social norm 

(Efferson et al., 2020a). The payoff matrix of the Prisoner’s Dilemma does not give a 

clear optimum. Defection is said to be the Nash equilibrium, but mutual cooperation 

out-pays mutual defection (Holt & Roth, 2004). Thus, the Prisoner’s Dilemma is likely 

to be influenced by social preferences that are heterogeneous across participants.  

Moreover, it is perhaps clear that one should uphold different skillsets and social 

norms to those who make decisions in a different decision-making environment to 

oneself. However, the response to reliably different others may be less clear cut when 

learning to cooperate. Sometimes, participants do the opposite to a group of different 

others merely on principle (Chudek & Henrich, 2011; Efferson et al., 2016; Smaldino 

et al., 2017; Smaldino & Jones, 2021). Other times, the participants may use social 

information about how well a different cooperative group are doing in order to kickstart 

cooperation in their own group (a group replacement strategy that is referred to as 

assimilation; Bell et al., [2009]; Burton-Chellew & West, [2012]). In the latter case, 

then different others should be copied. Note that the participants merely knew the 

expected points from a payoff matrix. I did not allow the social learners access to 

information about the actual points made by the demonstrators. I did this as I wished 

to isolate frequency-dependent social learning strategies and investigate these alone. 

However, the participants may have needed information about the payoffs of 
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cooperation to commit to a social learning strategy when it came to learning cooperative 

behaviours from groups of reliably different others. If a group of different others 

cooperate, and their groupwide payoffs exceed the group-wide payoffs of our own 

group, which is defective; then the social learners may attempt to assimilate cooperation 

into their own interactions (Molleman et al., 2013b).  

To recap, these studies showed that on the whole, the three decision-making 

tasks of interest were learned similarly. Across all three games, the participants made 

an asymmetric adjustment as they were more likely to uphold the same behaviours as a 

group of reliably similar others. Tying back to research aim 1, the social learners’ 

choice of frequency-dependent social learning strategies was flexible but there was an 

upper limit to this flexibility. Most social learners could process three orders of social 

information, but few could respond to the reliability signals completely symmetrically. 

Perhaps these findings are best explained by Heyes’ (2016) dual-system 

approach to social learner cognition. As discussed in the introduction of my thesis 

(Chapter 1, section 1.2), individuals employ a System 1 or a System 2 thinking process. 

System 1 is fast and effortless and may entail following a rule-of-thumb, such as 

‘always copy the majority’. System 2 processing is slow and effortful and may allow 

the individual to adjust their social learning behaviour to a wide variety of situations. 

Perhaps the asymmetric adjustment in my Chapters 3 and 4 occurred as the participants 

could use a System 1 rule to copy the reliably similar others but had to engage in more 

effortful System 2 processing to respond to the other signals. As social learner cognition 

is unlikely to be fully flexible in the amount of information that one can process (Krafft 

et al., 2021), then the social learners may have struggled to completely engage System 

2 thinking which may explain the asymmetric adjustment found in this study.  
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A failure to update to System 2 processing may explain how conformity upholds 

subpar behaviour. Consider an environmental shift which means that the majority of 

the group uphold a subpar behaviour (Deffner et al., 2020). Pure-conformist learners 

will only ever uphold this subpar behaviour. To return to an example from my 

introduction (Chapter 1, section 1.2), imagine a group that often dance as a group 

ritual. A sudden shift in the environment might result in a loss of food sources. In this 

case, dancing would be costly as it wastes calories. However, if all of the individuals 

within this group are conformist learners, then the costly dance ritual will be 

maintained.  

Chapters 3 and 4 found that a small subset of participants always chose the 

opposite social learning strategy to what was expected, and some reported that they 

ignored social information completely. Such individuals should be studied more 

intensively in the future. Perhaps these individuals who did not use frequency 

information– or used it in a suboptimal fashion– may help to prevent scenarios like the 

above where a costly behaviour would be maintained if the group consisted of all 

conformists. Perhaps these individuals are selected for as they can help ‘break’ cycles 

of suboptimal behaviour being upheld at the group level after a spatial or temporal shift 

in the environment (Deffner et al., 2020). This does not imply that these individuals 

avoid conformity in an attempt to be cooperative. These individuals are unlikely to 

understand that their preference to avoid conformity will affect group-level dynamics 

(Krafft et al., 2021). However, this thesis did not study the evolutionary trajectory of 

these different social learning strategies in a population and so any comments on the 

evolutionary mechanisms behind the social learning preferences observed in Chapters 

3 and 4 are purely speculative. 
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To summarise, the social learners in this thesis were impressively flexible in 

their choice of conformity and other social learning strategies. They based their 

strategies on (i) frequency information; (ii) a signal informing them whether the group 

from whom they learned had made decisions in a similar or different environment to 

themselves and (iii) the reliability of this similarity signal. The participants displayed 

an asymmetric adjustment across all three games, as all participants were more likely 

to learn an asocial skill, a social norm, and cooperative behaviour from a group of 

reliably similar others. These studies show that social learning strategies are flexible to 

a higher order of social information than previous studies have investigated, though 

there is likely to be an upper limit to one’s flexibility when processing social 

information.   

 

8.3. Research aim 2: Placing the models of the flexibility of agent decision-making 

into a gene-culture coevolutionary and Evolutionary Psychology context 

The second research aim of my thesis was to investigate the flexibility of the 

psychological systems that underlie our ability to master asocial skills, social norms, 

and cooperative behaviours. To this end, Chapters 5-7 compared agents with domain-

general and modular psychology on their ability to master asocial skills (Chapter 5), 

social norms (Chapter 6) and cooperative behaviours respectively (Chapter 7).  

While these models had quite different findings, it is worth noting that one 

overriding similarity was that human cognition– be it domain-general or modular– was 

not completely flexible. In Chapter 5, a skill with a lower payoff out of two may be 

adopted. In Chapter 6, a surprising number of runs resulted in groups which 

coordinated on a suboptimal social norm. In Chapter 7, some agents cooperated purely 

by mistake. There is likely to be an upper limit to the flexibility with which individuals 
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can process the contrasting demands of different decision-making environments (Krafft 

et al., 2021). Interestingly, this upper limit arose without a fitness cost imposed on 

increasingly complex cognition. This suggests that another process, such as drift, can 

explain these trade-offs in suboptimal decision-making. 

The main aim of these modelling chapters was to compare the learning of the 

three key areas of decision-making investigated throughout this thesis in domain-

general, partly modular, and fully modular agents. Fully modular agents had cognitive 

and motivational processes that could specialise in each domain; partly modular agents 

had one psychological component (cognition or motivation) that could specialise in 

each domain, while the other component was left domain-general. Domain-general 

agents had psychological components which had to process the information over two 

domains simultaneously.  

For asocial skills in Chapter 5, I found that domain-general psychology was 

sufficient in cases where the two asocial skills being learned were similar. Modular 

psychology was instead necessary when mastering two different skillsets, with different 

fitness payoffs and different probabilities of the skills being needed. Chapter 6 presents 

a similar finding for social norms. When agents coordinated over two similar domains, 

then domain-general psychology was sufficient. When agents coordinated over two 

distinct domains (as in the probability of coordination, and the fitness pressures tied to 

coordination, differed widely over the two domains), then modular psychology was 

needed. Chapter 7 provides contrasting results. It was the domain-general agents who 

cooperated by mistake on runs where the payoffs to mutual cooperation were 

sufficiently high. This allowed the domain-general agents to accrue more fitness. 

The findings of Chapter 7 are clearly disparate to the findings of Chapters 5 

and 6. Human societies are extremely cooperative (Chudek et al., 2013; Gintis et al., 
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2008; Henrich et al., 2001) and differ in the domains of cooperation (Chudek & 

Henrich, 2011; Henrich & Muthukrishna, 2021). Domain-general cognitive systems, 

which flexibly processes the cultural rules regarding cooperative behaviours, may 

explain this work (Bolhuis et al., 2011; Mesoudi, 2008a). Indeed, the findings of 

Chapter 7 corroborate this research. It seems that mutual cooperation does rise from a 

domain-general system, though this interestingly arose as a ‘big mistake’ in my model. 

Domain-general agents could not track the contrasting fitness pressures over both 

domains to distinguish between cooperation and defection when uncertain as to which 

behaviour was cooperative across two domains. 

As well as investigating domain-general versus modular psychology, another 

strength of my thesis is that I investigated both cognitive and motivational processing 

and so I could explore the relative impact of both systems on the behavioural outcomes 

of my agents. In Chapter 5, modular cognition was clearly more influential in driving 

skill-learning than motivation. This was seen by the relatively large shifts in modular 

cognitive processing in response to widely different domains, and by the fact that partly 

modular agents with modular cognition only continuously gained higher fitness than 

partly modular agents with modular motivation only.  

Cognition and motivation were equally influential in driving agents’ social 

coordination behaviour in Chapter 6. This has implications for Evolutionary 

Psychology as this paradigm mostly focuses on explanations of cognitive processing. 

For example, social norms were argued by Sperber and colleagues to be the result of 

modules that are organised in the brain with hierarchical complexity (Sperber, 1994; 

Sperber & Hirschfeld, 1999; 2004). The increased role of motivation that I found in 

Chapter 6 would suggest that, even if modular cognition is important, it is only part of 

the story. 
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In Chapter 7, motivation was more influential in driving the agents’ 

cooperative behaviours than their cognition was. This can be best seen in the heatmaps 

(see figure 3, section 3.2 of Chapter 7). Whenever the agent experienced a shift in their 

cognitive thresholds which may have led them to believe that cooperation was common 

among their group (regardless of how accurate this belief actually was), then their 

motivation evolved to compensate for this cognitive bias. To walk through an example, 

consider modular agents who typically defected. Imagine they have a cognitive bias to 

believe that hunting more is cooperative, perhaps as the meat can be shared with one’s 

group. However, this modular agent actually lived in an environment where game was 

scarce and so over-hunting would be defection. The agent is extremely motivated to 

hunt more. Despite the fact that the agent believes that hunting more is cooperative in 

this case, she is in fact defecting when one considers the actual state of the environment, 

where animal prey may have been overexploited and so one must hunt in sustainable 

ways (Safin et al., 2015). 

The results of Chapter 7 may contradict the Evolutionary Psychology 

explanation of cooperation. First, cooperation is assumed in Evolutionary Psychology 

to arise from a cognitive bias in agents as, during the Pleistocene environment more 

than10,000 years ago; our ancestors would have lived in small, tight-knit groups where 

cooperation would be encouraged and could be personally tracked (Curtin et al., 2020; 

Price, 2008; Price & Johnson, 2011). Although cooperation would make sense for our 

ancestors, it would be costly today as societies are larger and more anonymous (Price, 

2008). My findings in Chapter 7 cast doubt on this as, if cooperation is a ‘big mistake’, 

then it can only come from domain-general psychology and not modular cognition, as 

Evolutionary Psychologists typically predict. 
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Second, another explanation for costly cooperation in the evolutionary literature 

is the Error Management Theory (EMT). As discussed in-depth in Chapters 1 and 7, 

EMT is the idea that one should lean on the side of caution whenever one is uncertain 

about the likely payoffs of one’s behaviour (Haselton et al., 2015). Specifically, 

whenever we meet new people, there is uncertainty over whether we will meet this 

individual again. Throughout the ancestral past, meeting somebody once suggested that 

you would meet them again (Krasnow et al., 2013). In this case, it is costly to falsely 

assume that one will not meet this person again, as then the agent may defect which 

could anger this new individual and scupper the chances for a long-lasting, mutually 

beneficial relationship. This is more costly than falsely assuming you will meet another 

person again and giving a one-off donation of resources that is never reciprocated 

(called one-shot cooperation). In this case, one-shot cooperation may arise as a 

cognitive bias on the part of the agents as it is usually the least costly error when one is 

uncertain about the longevity of any future interactions (Delton et al., 2011; Delton et 

al., 2013; Krasnow & Delton, 2016). The results of Chapter 7 contrast EMT, as 

motivation was always more important than cognition in driving the agent’s 

cooperative behaviour.  

The findings of my models thus have implications for Evolutionary Psychology 

which, as a theory of cognitive processing (Tooby et al., 2006), may have focused on 

cognition at the expense of motivation in previous work (Delton et al., 2011). Future 

research is needed to clarify why the distinction between cognitive and motivational 

processes is important. As asocial skills could be mastered privately, then perhaps 

cognitive processing is sufficient to master these. As cooperation does not have a true 

optimum, and as one has to accept a personal cost in order to provide a benefit to 
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another; then perhaps one’s desire to help becomes increasingly more important than 

trying to ‘rationally’ assess the situation. 

An important aspect of this thesis was that I did not commit to a modular or 

domain-general viewpoint but instead investigated how both types of agents came to 

make decisions, and investigated a partly-modular agent, too. If modular cognition is 

important, as Evolutionary Psychology predicts, then my models suggest that it was 

likely to only be important when mastering asocial skills (see Chapter 5). This may be 

why the most consistent evidence for modularity comes from individual processes, such 

as colour perception (Schalk et al., 2017), and face detection (Rosenthal et al., 2017). 

Even cheater-detection, a social task, is usually measured via an individual’s ability to 

solve logical ‘if-then’ rules. Therefore, cognition– modular or otherwise– will be more 

influential in driving participant performance on this logic task (Cosmides et al., 2010; 

van Lier et al., 2013). Domain-general psychology, particularly motivation, was instead 

important when deciding to cooperate (see Chapter 7). 

Perhaps domain-general psychology was also important when mastering asocial 

skills and coordinating on social norms, but the design of my models did not capture 

this caveat. If the agents were allowed periods of trial-and-error or social learning, then 

these generic learning processes may have become influential in skill and norm learning 

(Bolhuis et al. 2011; Heyes, 2016; Mesoudi, 2008a). It is worth noting that domain-

general processing was sufficient when mastering both asocial skills and social norms, 

provided that the domains were similar in terms of fitness demands and probabilities of 

occurring.  

Modular psychology was only necessary for skill and norm learning over two 

distinct domains. By modelling the probabilities of certain environments independently 

across the two domains, then these models may have increased the likelihood of finding 
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modular agents. In reality, certain domains are likely to become linked. For example, 

those that cooperate to hunt are likely to cooperate in other domains as well (Hill, 2002). 

Groups who are extremely cooperative when hunting tend to play economic games 

cooperatively (Henrich et al., 2001; 2006). These cooperative domains themselves may 

become linked to social norms regarding morality (Hill & Gurven, 2004) and rituals 

(Henrich & Muthukirshna, 2021; Wen et al., 2020). Perhaps if I allowed the 

environments in certain domains to become probabilistically linked to reflect this 

caveat, then I may have found a role for domain-general processing when mastering 

asocial skills and social norms as well as cooperation.  

In summary, human decision-making was relatively complex. Both cognition 

and motivation coevolved to influence human decision-making, suggesting that 

previous work which focuses on the two processes in isolation may be limited in scope 

(Delton et al., 2011). The models gave conflicting findings as to whether psychology is 

likely to be domain-general or modular, and as to whether cognition or motivation were 

more influential in driving agent behaviour. Perhaps the exact nature of human 

decision-making is influenced more by the behaviour being learned. Even so, a 

consistent finding across my models was that human decision-making was flexible but 

not completely so.  

 

8.3.1: The importance of drift 

Finally, I note another interesting finding in my agent-based models. There was 

a large role of drift seen in Chapters 5 and 6. It is pivotal to learn a skill, but whether 

we adopted an optimal or a suboptimal asocial skill seems dependent on drift. In the 

context of Chapter 5, this was given by the example of a run where the most commonly 

needed skill was not the one with the highest payoff. Behaviour (0 or 1) that matches 
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the environment was always selected for in this model. But the agent strategy 

underlying this behaviour may have been to lean towards acquiring the common skill 

with a lower fitness payoff; or towards a skill which is rarely needed but, when the 

opportunity does present itself, will lead to a higher fitness payoff.  

To illustrate with an example in the hunting domain, it would be useful to learn 

how to build traps. These traps can only catch small animals however and so provide a 

low calorific resource. Even though it is rarer to encounter a large animal, it may pay 

off to master long-range weapons for this task. In such an environment, it seemed 

relatively down to drift (or random fluctuations via the course of evolution; Rorabaugh 

[2014]) whether the final generations were more favourable of the commonly-needed 

skill with lower payoffs (e.g., trap-building) or the rarer skill with higher payoffs (e.g., 

mastering the bow-and-arrow for larger prey hunted over a longer distance). It is 

interesting to note that both modular and domain-general agents experienced drift in 

their strategies. 

In Chapter 6, all generations came to coordinate. Coordination was the 

behaviour selected for, but the strategy underlying coordination varied between runs. 

Some populations coordinated on the optimal social norm, and some coordinated on 

the suboptimal social norm. The exact strategy for social coordination may have been 

largely driven by drift.  

The role of drift may be due to the imbalance in evolutionary trajectories that 

favour small but non-trivial error costs (Efferson et al., 2020b). That is, the difference 

between no payoff (as would occur if one did not master a skill or could not coordinate 

on any social norm) and a small payoff (as would occur if one mastered a suboptimal 

skill or coordinated on a suboptimal social norm) is perhaps more influential than the 

difference in payoffs between suboptimal behaviour and optimal behaviour. This 
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corroborates previous research suggesting a large role of drift in some cultural trends, 

like baby names and pottery design (Bentley et al., 2004; Billiard & Alvergne, 2018).  

Interestingly, there was less of a role of drift when it came to cooperation. The 

typical behaviour that was selected for in Chapter 7 was defection, and so mutual 

defection was the most common outcome. This was especially true among modular 

agents. The domain-general agents, who could not balance their cognitive and 

motivational thresholds over the contrasting demands of multiple domains, had more 

noise in their psychological architecture. This noise may have led to more varied 

behaviour on the part of the agent, and this may have given the opportunity for drift to 

act on the agents’ strategies. Eventually, this drift may have led to a shift away from 

unconditional defection towards unconditional cooperation in the domain-general 

agents’ strategies.  

If drift is influential in the behaviour that we come to coordinate on, then 

perhaps an interesting extension to this model would be to consider individualism 

versus collectivism orientation (Hofstede, 1980). A wealth of research has considered 

the difference in social learning strategies between individuals of the two different 

orientations (Bond & Smith, 1996; Mesoudi et al., 2015; Molleman & Gächter, 2018), 

but perhaps one’s individualism-collectivism orientation also influences how one 

would respond to drift in social norms (Muthukrishna & Schaller, 2020). Cultural 

groups with tighter social networks may experience a more pronounced effect of 

cultural drift (Jung et al., 2021).  

Perhaps cultural orientation mixed with drift could account for how different 

social groups may come to converge on different maladaptive social norms (Boyd & 

Richerson, 2007). Groups may converge on norms such as female genital cutting 

(Efferson et al., 2020a), foot-binding (Gavrilets, 2020) and suicide trends (Mesoudi, 
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2009). Behaviours which are typically associated with a cost to the individual may still 

be upheld as a social norm in cases where this behaviour is common, as then it becomes 

more individually-beneficial to coordinate on the same behaviour as the rest of the 

social group (Efferson et al., 2020a). Perhaps these groups uphold maladaptive social 

norms as some random noise influenced their evolutionary trajectory towards a strategy 

of coordinating on a suboptimal social norm.   

Now that I have summarised the findings of both my empirical studies (section 

8.2) and my agent-based models (section 8.3) in relation to the gene-culture 

coevolutionary framework, section 8.4 will now tie these two research aims together 

and place my thesis in a broader evolutionary framework. 

 

8.4. Synthesis of social learning studies and agent-based model findings in the field 

of gene-culture coevolution 

The following section will now tie the main findings of my social learning 

studies and my agent-based models together. I start by comparing the three economic 

games to highlight if there are any differences in decision-making and/or social learning 

when mastering asocial skills, social norms, and cooperative behaviours (section 8.4.1). 

I then discuss why both the social learning studies and the agent-based models imply 

an upper limit to the flexibility of social learning behaviour and the psychology of 

decision-making (section 8.4.2). Finally, I discuss the implications of my findings in 

supporting a norm psychology effect (section 8.4.3). 

 

Section 8.4.1: Comparing the three economic games 

Overall, there was a remarkable similarity between how asocial skills, social 

norms and cooperative behaviours were acquired. Both the social learning studies and 
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the agent-based models suggested that individuals were flexible when adapting these 

behaviours, but there was an upper limit to this flexibility. 

One unique finding was the suboptimal coordination observed in the 

coordination game. In Chapter 3, the social learners would conform to an 

uninformative signal of similarity. This enabled them to coordinate with their partners, 

though they were more likely to coordinate on the suboptimal option. Likewise, the 

agents in Chapter 6 evolved to coordinate. Though it was mostly down to drift whether 

the agents tried to coordinate on the optimal or suboptimal social norm as a strategy. 

One explanation for this may be due to a cost asymmetry implied in the structure of 

coordination games specifically. Although coordinating on the socially suboptimal 

norm gives lower payoff to coordinating on the socially optimal norm, it is still much 

preferable to miscoordination (Kets et al., 2021). Indeed, Efferson et al. (2020b) argue 

that cost asymmetries do not need to be large to influence evolutionary outcomes. They 

merely have to be non-trivial. The difference between no payoff (or even negative 

payoffs) of miscoordination during a coordination game, and the small payoff of 

suboptimal coordination is non-trivial and thus may be more meaningful than even a 

large difference in payoffs between suboptimal coordination and optimal coordination. 

The behaviour which was the most unique throughout my thesis was 

cooperation (as measured with the Prisoner’s Dilemma). In Chapter 4, the participants 

who learned to cooperate did not respond to reliably different others, though the 

participants who learned asocial skills and social norms in Chapter 3 would follow the 

minority of reliably different others. In section 8.2, I hypothesised that this different 

finding may be due to a unique role of different others when learning to cooperate. 

Sometimes we oppose the cooperative ideals of different others on principle (Wen et 

al., 2020), and other times we may have to assimilate cooperation from different others 
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when we realise that this strategy pays off (Bell et al., 2009; Burton-Chellew & West, 

2012; Molleman et al., 2013b).  

Likewise, Chapter 7 was the only model in which domain-general agents were 

selected for, and the only chapter where motivation was more important than cognition 

in driving behaviour. When it came to cooperation, what we wanted to do was more 

important than what we thought we ought to do. If domain-general motivation was 

important in explaining cooperation in Chapter 7, then this may suggest a role of 

flexible cultural processes in shaping our cooperative preferences (Kroneisen & Bell, 

2021). When synthesising these findings, this may explain why cooperative behaviour 

was socially learned differently to both social norms and asocial skills in the empirical 

studies. Perhaps there is a unique role of culturally-learned rules, and motivation to 

cooperate, that must be considered when learning this behaviour. 

It is particularly interesting that the Prisoner’s Dilemma produced different 

social learning behaviour to the coordination game, and that the psychology underlying 

decision-making in this model was different to the coordination game. A growing body 

of literature suggests that cooperation is learned like a social norm (Dawes et al., 2007; 

Henrich et al., 2001; Henrich & Muthukrishna, 2021). My findings instead suggest that 

there were subtle differences between how a social norm and cooperative behaviours 

are upheld. Perhaps this is due to the structure of the games. In the coordination game, 

there is an objectively ‘correct’ answer to choose as one behaviour will have a higher 

payoff than the other when the players coordinate (Kets et al., 2021). For the Prisoner’s 

Dilemma, defection gives more at the individual level and so is considered the Nash 

equilibrium (Holt & Roth, 2004). However, as the payoffs to mutual cooperation 

outweigh the payoffs to mutual defection (Holt & Roth, 2004), then the game can 

produce a lot of variation in the strategies that different agents prefer (Zimmerman & 
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Efferson, 2017). That is, the choices made during a Prisoner’s Dilemma may be largely 

driven by personal preferences. This translated to different social learning strategies, 

and a different role of motivation, in both the studies and models respectively.  

 

8.4.2: Social learning and psychological processing are flexible, but they are not equally 

flexible to all decision-making scenarios 

In the empirical studies, the social learners tried to adjust to all three levels of 

social information, but they made an asymmetric adjustment as they found it easier to 

learn the three key decision-making games from groups of reliably similar others 

(Chapters 3 and 4). These findings may be echoed by my agent-based models. 

Although the agents were complex in the behaviours that they upheld, there were trade-

offs in their ability to master each task. Occasionally, the agents would adapt a sub-par 

skill (Chapter 5). Occasionally, the agents would coordinate on a suboptimal social 

norm (Chapter 6). Occasionally, the agents would cooperate by mistake (Chapter 7).  

Taken together, the results of these agent-based models and my empirical 

studies may support the notion that cultural evolution can be ‘blind’ (Boyd & 

Richerson, 2007; Mesoudi, 2008b).  That is, cultural evolution may sometimes uphold 

suboptimal behaviour in a similar way to how genetic evolution can sometimes lead to 

poorly-designed systems as evolution must co-opt the structures that already exist. For 

example, the human eye appears to be designed backwards (Dawkins, 1996). In a 

similar fashion, cultural evolutionary processes may stabilise social information that is 

actually harmful in cases where the majority of the group have already come to 

coordinate on this behaviour via drift. 

Indeed, the current thesis suggests that suboptimal behaviour may be the result 

of a psychological system that is not fully flexible to processing contrasting 
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environmental demands over multiple domains, or social learning strategies that are not 

fully flexible to a range of social information about the groups from whom we can learn. 

Of course, the influence of both cognitive and social learning trade-offs is likely to be 

key in explaining the suboptimal behaviours that are upheld at a group level. For 

example, groups uphold costly behaviour such as Female Genital Cutting (FGC; 

Efferson et al., 2020a); witchcraft beliefs (Tanaka et al., 2009) and mob behaviour 

(Raafat et al., 2009). Section 8.4.3 now turns to how these findings may be explained 

by a norm psychology effect. 

 

8.4.3: Norm psychology effects in this thesis 

When linking the findings of my empirical studies to the agent-based models, I 

may highlight a norm psychology effect. To begin, Chapter 4 merely told the 

participants the frequency of @ and % choices amongst the group from whom they 

learned. They did not have information regarding whether the group upheld cooperation 

or defection. This was done to reflect realistic uncertainty as to which behaviour is 

considered cooperative (Chudek & Henrich, 2011). Interestingly, the results revealed 

that the participants typically cooperated whenever the majority of the group had and 

that they typically defected whenever the majority of the group had. This implies that 

it was the act of trying to coordinate with a partner or group that was more influential 

in driving social learning than the specific behaviour being learned. This corroborates 

previous work which suggests that children can even learn to punish cooperative 

behaviours, as they merely focus on the behaviour which is being punished, rather than 

crediting the cooperative intentions underlying this behaviour  (Abbink et al., 2017; 

Bhui et al., 2019; Salali et al., 2015). 
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Further reinforcing this need for coordination, consider the response to 

uninformative signals when playing the coordination game in Chapter 3. The 

participants followed the majority of similar others with uninformative signals during 

a coordination game. This strategy clearly helped the social learners to coordinate, 

though they were more likely to coordinate on the suboptimal behaviour. This is 

supported by the agent-based model in Chapter 6, as the agent evolved to coordinate. 

However, whether the agents adapted a strategy of coordinating on the optimal option, 

or the suboptimal option, was largely down to drift (Rorabaugh, 2014). Social 

coordination is important. On some runs, the agents came to coordinate on the 

behaviour with the highest payoff. On other runs, the agents came to coordinate on the 

behaviour which was common, regardless of the payoffs. These latter runs may end in 

populations that coordinate on a suboptimal social norm simply via drift.  

These findings together may support a norm psychology effect (Gintis, 2003; 

2004; Henrich & Muthukrishna, 2021). Perhaps we merely have an evolved preference 

to coordinate, but the exact behaviour that we coordinate on may be shaped by social 

institutions. For example, a police force introduces punishment for those that fail to 

stick to the most fundamental social norms (Chudek & Henrich, 2011), while religion 

may increase social coordination by offering supernatural rewards for those that 

conform to certain ideals, and supernatural punishments for those that do not (Gray & 

Watts, 2017; Lenfesty & Morgan, 2019). 

These results have important implications in how we understand the prevalence 

of maladaptive social norms. For example, consider Female Genital Cutting (FGC; 

Efferson et al., 2015; 2020a; Novak, 2020). This social norm has received a lot of 

research in policy change, not only because of the harmful nature of the tradition but 

because some societies have not reached a pure equilibrium (Efferson et al., 2015; 
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Novak, 2020). That is to say, even amongst ‘pro-cutting’ countries, there are very few 

societies where all of the girls are cut. This suggests that the populations of these 

countries currently exist in a two-strategy equilibrium, where some girls are cut, and 

some girls are not cut.  

This is very important, as agent-based models like the one presented in Chapter 

6 of my thesis, suggest that any drift– or random noise– that is introduced at this point 

could have a unifying effect on the strategies selected within a population. If left to 

chance, then this drift may unfortunately result in societies that come to coordinate on 

a pure-equilibria strategy of cutting girls. However, nudges and other policy 

interventions that are introduced in countries existing at this two-strategy split can be 

effective in tipping the scales towards a pure-equilibrium strategy of not cutting. 

Researchers like Efferson et al (2015; 2020a) and Novak (2020) have done promising 

studies into the effects of behavioural nudging and other policy change that can help to 

reduce pro-cutting attitudes. The findings of Chapter 6 in the current thesis suggest 

that this line of research is a valid way to reduce the chances of a group coming to 

coordinate on a maladaptive social norm. As drift was seemingly influential in the 

behaviours that the agents upheld throughout my models, then this suggests that work–  

like behavioural nudging– can harness this drift to drive behaviour towards more 

desirable end goals. 

Taken together, this thesis has found that social learning was flexible, but not 

fully flexible, when processing three orders of social information (as I was chiefly 

interested in investigating for my first research aim); and that the psychology 

underlying complex decision-making was flexible, but not fully flexible when making 

decisions over multiple domains with many conflicting environmental inputs (as I was 

chiefly interested in investigating for my second research aim). I have also highlighted 
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the large role that drift plays in influencing the strategies that one uses to acquire skills, 

or to coordinate on social norms. Taken together, this thesis may support the notion that 

cultural evolution is blind (Mesoudi, 2008b). My thesis suggests that costly group 

behaviour can be upheld via a mixture of social learning trade-offs and trade-offs in 

decision-making structures.  

 

8.5. Strengths and implications of work  

I now turn to the strengths and implications of my thesis, by first addressing the 

strengths of my study chapters (8.5.1) and my modelling chapters (8.5.2) individually, 

before tying these together in section 8.5.3.  

 

8.5.1. Strengths of the social learning studies 

Previous research tends to focus on just one game at a time (e.g., asocial skills; 

Mesoudi et al., 2015; Miu & Morgan, 2020; Reader, 2003). The only previous work to 

my knowledge to compare the three key decision-making tasks investigated throughout 

my thesis was Molleman and Gächter (2018), though they focused on whether the 

participants would conform, versus follow the highest earner (payoff-based learning), 

versus using their own trial-and-error. Instead, my empirical work focused on frequency 

information only which allowed me to isolate whether the individual’s choice of 

frequency-dependent social learning strategies specifically remain flexible to the 

different social information about the group from whom the participants could learn. 

This was important for shedding light on the likely function of conformity, and other 

frequency-dependent social learning strategies (Kendal et al., 2018). 

Another strength of my studies is that I move away from testing only WEIRD 

participants (Henrich, 2020; Henrich et al., 2010). Indeed, I recruit Chapter 3 in Pune, 
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India. I chose to recruit in India to move away from this bias to recruit only Western 

undergraduates. By only focusing on British or American undergraduates, most 

previous research tends to recruit highly-individualistic participants. Some recent 

research has recruited samples beyond these highly-individualistic participants, by 

recruiting highly-collectivist participants instead, such as Chinese or Japanese students 

(Mesoudi et al., 2015; Molleman & Gächter, 2018; Muthukrishna et al., 2020). The 

issue with this is that it only reflects social learning at the extreme ends of Hofstede’s 

(1980) individualism-collectivism scale. Countries in the middle of this orientation, 

such as India, may be overlooked. Whilst individualistic participants have been shown 

to use trial-and-error, and collectivist participants have been shown to use social 

information (Bond & Smith, 1996; Mesoudi et al., 2015); we cannot necessarily assume 

that participants from the countries in the middle of Hofstede’s (1980) individualism-

collectivism scale will fall exactly in the middle of these preferences for social 

information use. In the current thesis, Indian participants typically learned very 

similarly to the British participants. Of course, this may be due to the fact that both 

participant samples were recruited at universities. Future studies should expand beyond 

student samples, as students are typically more educated, democratic, and rich than the 

rest of their country (Ekuni et al., 2020; Henrich, 2020).  

 

8.5.2: Strengths of the agent-based models 

I found a large component of drift influencing the strategies that my agents 

upheld throughout all agent-based modelling chapters. The importance of drift and 

other stochastic (i.e., random) effects have typically been overlooked in traditional 

gene-culture coevolutionary models (Billiard & Alvergne, 2018), and so my findings 
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open an avenue for future research to explore the importance of this process in more 

detail.  

As well as highlighting an important role of drift, my agent-based models were 

the first to my knowledge to investigate the coevolution of both cognition and 

motivation on an equal footing, and to compare these processes for domain-general, 

partly modular, or fully modular agents. Previous work tends to commit to a domain-

general or modular perspective based on purely theoretical grounds (Burke, 2014; 

Bolhuis et al., 2011; Fodor, 2001; Pietraszewski & Wertz, 2021; Stephen, 2014; Stokes 

& Bergeron, 2015).  

By investigating both processes, the findings of my model may be unique in 

suggesting that modular cognition may be important for underlying skillsets only, while 

domain-general psychology (specifically, motivation) is likely to uphold the costly 

levels of cooperation upheld across human societies (Henrich & Muthukrishna, 2021; 

Kroneisen & Bell, 2021). These models may shed light on which behaviours are most 

likely to be upheld by cultural evolutionary mechanisms (cooperation) and which 

behaviours may be partly explained by modular cognitive biases (asocial skills). 

Modular biases may be genetically evolved (Cosmides & Tooby, 1994b) or may emerge 

over the course of our development (Müller, 2007; Reader, 2006). Future work should 

seek to corroborate whether modular cognition is important for mastering skillsets and, 

if so, when and how these modules are likely to emerge. 

 

8.5.3. Overall strengths and implications 

An overarching strength of this thesis is that the results of the empirical studies 

in Chapters 3 and 4, and the results of the agent-based models in Chapters 5-7, are 

comparable as I used the same type of economic games throughout (game against 
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nature, coordination game and Prisoner’s Dilemma). Using these games gave a certain 

amount of structure to social interactions that are typically messy to disentangle which 

allows the researcher to draw sounder conclusions (Haselhuhn & Mellers, 2005; Pisor 

et al., 2020; Thielmann et al., 2021).  

By utilising both empirical studies and agent-based models, this work has 

impact in suggesting that any arbitrary or maladaptive behaviour that persists via 

cultural evolutionary processes may be influenced by both social learning trade-offs, 

and trade-offs in the psychological components underlying decision-making 

themselves. Clearly, both processes must be investigated together in order to fully 

understand the range of skillsets and behaviours upheld over a diverse array of societies 

(Henrich & Muthukrishna, 2021). This is particularly true for social norms, as both 

social learning biases (Chapter 3) and drift (Chapter 6) may increase the chances of 

coordinating on suboptimal social norms. This finding has implications in supporting 

the use of behavioural ‘nudging’ policies and other interventions to help reduce 

negative social behaviour (Berger, 2021, Efferson et al., 2020a). 

 

8.6: Limitations and directions for future research 

I now turn to the limitations of my thesis, by first addressing the limitations of 

my study chapters (8.6.1) and my modelling chapters (8.6.2) individually, before tying 

these together in section 8.6.3.  

 

8.6.1. Limitations of social learning studies 

While the inclusion of Indian participants is on the whole a strength of my 

thesis, one limitation is that the participants who played the game against nature and 

the coordination game in Chapter 3 were from the FLAME University in Pune, India 
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while the participants who were recruited to play the Prisoner’s Dilemma in Chapter 

4 were from Royal Holloway University (RHUL) in the UK. This unfortunately means 

that I cannot be sure whether the Prisoner’s Dilemma was learned differently to the 

other two game types due to the unique nature of this game’s structure (Holt & Roth, 

2004), or due to a genuine difference in social learning preferences between the 

samples. After all, individualistic British participants tend to use social information less 

than collectivist participants (Mesoudi et al., 2015; Molleman & Gächter, 2018). 

Perhaps the lack of response to reliably different others on the part of the British 

participants playing the Prisoner’s Dilemma was not due to the nature of this game per 

se, but rather due to an individualistic preference to use social information less than the 

Indian participants did. 

To address this, future work should replicate the study in chapters 3 and 4 but 

with a full cultural comparison (i.e., so that British participants also play the game 

against nature and the coordination game, while Indian participants also play the 

Prisoner’s Dilemma). This could clearly establish any differences in the chosen social 

learning strategies between highly-individualistic participants and participants who are 

from a country in the middle of Hofstede’s (1980) individualism-collectivism scale.   

This work focused in-depth on the flexibility of frequency-dependent social 

learning strategies, in a way which previous literature has not. However, it is worth 

noting that trial-and-error is important in skill learning (Mesoudi, 2008a; 2011b; Miu 

& Morgan, 2020) and that payoff-based learning– or the lack thereof– is important 

when learning cooperation (Burton-Chellew et al., 2015; Molleman et al., 2013a). 

Future extensions of this empirical work may wish to apply the three orders of social 

information to the study of payoff-based and prestige-based social learning strategies, 

too. 
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Another limitation of my studies may be in the conceptualisation of the 

similarity and difference signals. I directly told the participants whether they were 

playing the same or a different game to the group from whom they learned. When 

previous work discussed a bias to copy ‘similar’ others, this usually referred to 

similarity on an observable trait. For example, demonstrators were typically similar in 

age or gender to the individual being studied (House et al., 2013; Salali et al., 2015; 

Shutts et al., 2010). Previous research thus tended to focus on those that look similar to 

the social learner. Based on literature regarding ethnic markers, I took those that look 

similar to the social learner as a short-hand to represent those that made decisions in 

the same environment as the social learner (Deffner et al., 2020; Efferson et al., 2008b; 

McElreath et al., 2003; Richerson et al., 2016). This justified the use of the signal in the 

current study, which directly conveyed information about shared decision-making 

environments to the participants. As this was the first study to test frequency-dependent 

social learning strategies to a third-order complexity, it was important to keep the 

similarity signals as straightforward as possible, to confirm that the effect exists before 

exploring this in more depth.  

Of course, there still may be a bias to copy only those that look similar to oneself 

(Smaldino et al., 2018). Indeed, any biases to learn from those that look similar to 

ourselves– and to do the opposite to those that look different– would be interesting for 

future research to investigate as these processes are likely to be influenced by 

ethnocentrism (Hales & Edmonds, 2019) and in-group preferences versus out-group 

prejudices (Efferson et al., 2008b; Konrad & Morath, 2012). One way to test this 

conceptualisation in a minimal study design would be to use an arbitrary symbol to 

investigate ethnic markers. Efferson et al. (2008b) have already confirmed a preference 

to play a coordination game with those who have the same on-screen avatar as oneself, 
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provided that these arbitrary avatars can become linked to the game being played in 

non-trivial ways. Future work should extend this idea, to test the social learning of 

asocial skills and cooperative behaviours, too. The avatar should only become reliably 

linked to the person’s in-game preferences on some rounds. On other rounds, they 

should remain uninformative or become a reliably incorrect signal of the game type 

being played. This could allow us to understand how prejudices against ethnic markers 

emerge differently in cases where the markers could be easily faked and thus could 

become unreliable. 

 

8.6.2. Limitations of agent-based models 

The ultimate aim of my models was to investigate the evolutionary trajectory of 

decision-making in the three key areas across domain-general, partly modular, and fully 

modular agents. If one wished to make more definitive statements about whether human 

decision-making is likely to be modular or domain-general, then the code for the models 

can be updated to start with an equal split between all four agent types (fully modular, 

partly modular with modular cognition, partly modular with modular motivation and 

fully domain-general). These four agent types can then enter a state of competition, to 

see which agent would likely become evolutionary dominant across the runs.  

When modelling competition, the structure of the populations within the model 

would have a huge impact on which agents are likely to become evolutionary dominant. 

This is especially true for the Prisoner’s Dilemma modelled in Chapter 7. If the 

populations are left unstructured, then the domain-general agents who cooperate by 

mistake will be vulnerable to the free-riding modular agents. In a group-structured 

population with competition between groups, then the mistaken cooperation by 

domain-general agents would be mutually beneficial and thus any groups of domain-
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general agents would be likely to outcompete the free-riding groups of modular agents. 

Some previous models have considered neighbourhood structures where agents can 

assort themselves into a preferred group (Junikka et al., 2017), and future extensions to 

these models may wish to adapt this idea. 

The modularity or domain-generality of the agent psychology may also be 

influenced by certain physiological costs which were not considered in my models. 

Throughout our ancestral past, as cognitive processes became more specialised there 

was likely to be a cost attached to this process (van Schaik et al., 2012). Massive 

modularity would require more neural tissue to ensure there is space for each module 

and an increased supply of oxygenated blood (Krohs, 2009). As modules may come 

with a physiological cost, then future models should recreate this where some cost is 

opposed on to a degree of modularity.  

Once modular systems have emerged however, then they may be less costly to 

maintain than domain-general ones (Ellefsen et al., 2015). This is because modularity 

can ‘compartmentalise’ our decision-making whereas domain-general systems must 

build new associative links constantly both in order to learn new skills and to update 

older ones (Ellefsen et al., 2015). Future extensions to this model may wish to consider 

the relative costs of evolving modularity versus the costs of maintaining domain-

generality. 

 

8.6.3. Overall limitations and direction for future research 

Research aim one of my thesis focused on the flexibility of social learning 

behaviours, which I addressed in Chapters 3 and 4. Research aim two focused on the 

flexibility of agent psychology that upholds decision-making, which I investigated in 

Chapters 5-7. Future work should investigate the flexibility of our decision-making 
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processes and social learning behaviours together. The most obvious extension to this 

thesis would have been to add a period of social learning to my models. This would be 

important in clarifying my suggestions as to why social learning was found to be 

flexible but with asymmetric adjustments. Indeed, models are a great way to check that 

the logic of the assumptions made by the researchers holds up in a theoretically-

evolving population (Muthukrishna & Henrich, 2019). Moreover, adding social 

learning to the agent-based models may also influence the type of psychological 

processing that underlies decision-making. The current findings suggest that modular 

cognition is important when mastering asocial skills (Chapter 5), and that fully 

modular psychology is important to master social norms across disparate domains 

(Chapter 6). If social learning was modelled, there may instead be a role for domain-

general process in these behaviours (Mesoudi, 2008a). 

I only considered economic games with two options to choose from (@ or % in 

Chapters 3 and 4, and 0 or 1 in Chapters 5-7). Future studies and models should 

investigate tasks with three or more behavioural options. These tasks are likely to be 

much more complex. To illustrate why, consider an example of a multi-choice social 

learning problem. Imagine that I am trying to decide what to order at a new restaurant 

that my friends take me to. Of my seven friends, three order fish, two order steak, one 

orders pasta and one orders a stir-fry. If I was a conformist learner, should I get the fish 

as well? Technically, this would not be conformity as the true majority avoids ordering 

fish (4/7 of my friends order something else). This becomes even more difficult if I 

wished to follow the minority choice. Would the minority decision in this case be to 

order the pasta, or the stir-fry? Both only have one vote each, and so there are two 

minorities. Or, if I’m truly committed to being the minority, perhaps the best course of 

action would be to order something different entirely: but then which menu item should 
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I get? This task is already sufficiently complex to visualise from an empirical 

perspective and ordering off a menu is a simple task.  

To illustrate an even more complex example, think of the arrowhead design task 

employed by Mesoudi and colleagues (Mesoudi et al., 2015). This task had multiple 

equilibria which could change in subtle and unexpected ways as the environment 

shifted over the course of the study, and even included irrelevant options (changing the 

arrow’s colour did not influence success). Moreover, the arrowhead design task is 

clearly more important than the previous example of ordering food in a restaurant. If 

the arrowhead is designed sub-optimally, I am relatively unlikely to make a kill when 

hunting. This is not only problematic for me but may have huge social consequences if 

I am hunting to provide for my family or tribe.  

It may be hard to pinpoint any exact frequency-dependent social learning 

strategies in tasks with multiple equilibria, and perhaps the role of trial-and-error 

(Mesoudi, 2008a; 2011a) or payoff-based and success-based social learning (McElreth 

et al., 2008; Mesoudi, 2011a) becomes more important. Of course, it was important that 

my study investigated the flexibility of both frequency-dependent social learning and 

agent psychology in a simple two-choice task, as these investigations are novel and so 

should be tested in the most straightforward case possible. I merely note that tasks with 

more than two options require much more complex and flexible processing to master, 

and this would be very interesting for future research to explore. 

Another limitation of the economic games that I employ throughout both my 

empirical studies and modelling chapters is that these games model the behaviour of 

two people. While this is the typical structure of a coordination game (Bernard et al., 

2020; Wilson & Rhodes, 1997) and a Prisoner’s Dilemma (Capraro, 2013), this takes a 

limited approach. After all, the majority of an entire social group must coordinate on 
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certain social norms, and cooperative behaviours. Future replications may wish to use 

n-person coordination games and Prisoner’s Dilemmas to address this caveat 

(Takezawa & Price, 2010; Tooby et al., 2006).  

Finally, there are many other economic games– particularly those based on 

cooperation– which I could not include here for brevity. Future work could attempt to 

replicate the social learning studies and/or agent-based models when considering an 

ultimatum game (Henrich et al., 2001; 2006), or a Public Goods Game (PGG; Baum et 

al., 2012; Price, 2006; Wang et al., 2020), to name just two examples. 

 

8.7. Final conclusions 

This thesis aimed to investigate both the flexibility of social learning strategies, 

and the flexibility of the psychological processing underlying human decision-making, 

when making decisions in three key areas: asocial skills, social norms, and cooperation. 

In more detail, I found that the participants in the social learning studies adjusted to: (i) 

frequency information; (ii) similarity information and (iii) reliability signals, though 

they all made asymmetric adjustments as they found it easier to learn the same 

behaviours as groups of reliably similar others. In my agent-based models, modular 

cognition may have been influential for learning asocial skills only. The role of 

motivation was more important for social norms and particularly cooperation, with 

domain-general agents being the most likely to uphold the costly levels of cooperation 

that are observed across human societies. These findings suggest that modularity in 

Evolutionary Psychology may be relegated to asocial skill acquisition only, though 

domain-general processes which remain flexible to the input of cultural rules are 

necessary to explain the unique, costly levels of cooperation that are seen across human 

societies. This supports a gene-culture coevolutionary perspective on cooperation, 
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which suggests that this behaviour can be best understood by a dual-inheritence 

framework. 

Taken together, these results imply that individuals are flexible in both their 

social learning strategies and psychological processing, but there is an upper limit to 

the amount of information that one can process when making decisions. This has 

implications for the notion that cultural evolution is blind. Perhaps maladaptive 

behaviour proliferates due to trade-offs in the individual’s social learning behaviours, 

or decision-making structures; or both. This thesis helps to shed some light on how and 

why maladaptive behaviours may be upheld by a group; via a mixture of social learning 

trade-offs and trade-offs in psychological processing underlying decision-making 

which in turn may be affected by drift. These processes should be studied by future 

research in order to understand how we can reduce the prevalence of harmful 

behaviours that may be transmitted by cultural evolution. 
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Appendices 
 

Appendix 1: See this link 

(https://osf.io/u49nv/?view_only=01afea04127d41e187eab2755bd99103) for the R 

script used to create Figure 4 in Chapter 8 (the coloured line graph showing the social 

learning strategies across the three economic games of interest). The script is called 

plotBoot_masterGraph_allPlot_LineGraph.R. 

 

Appendix 2: The same OSF link above also contains the supplementary materials for 

Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. As the model of asocial skills and social norms was similar 

in nature, then the full model specifications are given in the same text file. Note that 

the cooperation in Chapter 7 takes a different structure, and so the supplementary 

materials for that chapter are contained within that appendix. The supplementary 

material for Chapters 5 and 6 is attached in the link above, and is called 

M1_M2_SMjoint.doc 

 

Appendix 3: The same OSF link above also contains a glossary of key words used 

throughout my thesis for ease of reference. See the file titled: Glossary of key words 

used in the thesis.doc. 
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